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WHEELER J (PRESIDING JUDGE) & LE MIERE J  
Background 
1 This is an appeal from a decision of the Full Bench of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission made 

on 14 June 2005, on appeal from a decision of Commissioner Harrison, who was then acting as the Public Service Arbitrator.  
There were two identical appeals; by consent, IAC 8 of 2005 was discontinued, and the Court dealt with IAC 7 of 2005 only.  
The background to the matter is as follows.  It involved the selection of a person for a level 7 vacancy in the Ministry of 
Justice (now called the Department of Justice).   

2 A Mr Jones was interviewed by a selection panel, following the recommended selection process within the 
Department of Justice.  The panel considered him the best candidate, and did not consider that it was necessary to contact his 
referees.  It forwarded a recommendation to the Acting Executive Director of the Department of Justice that Mr Jones be 
selected.  The Acting Executive Director possessed delegated authority from the appellant to appoint an officer to fill the 
vacancy.  The Acting Executive Director endorsed the recommendation and it was forwarded to the Human Resources 
Department for further action.   

3 Mr Jones was advised by a recruitment officer that he had been recommended for the position.  The letter also 
advised that applicants who had not been recommended could lodge a formal application for review by a certain date, and 
went on to advise that "in view of the requirement to offer unsuccessful applicants the opportunity for review you will 
appreciate your appointment is not yet assured".  Mr Jones understood from this letter that he would be appointed to the 
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position, subject to there being no application for review prior to the relevant date.  That was both the inference to be drawn 
from the letter, and, it appears, the standard procedure within the department.  However, although there were no such 
applications, Mr Jones was not appointed. 

4 The appellant sent a memo to the chair of the selection panel.  In it, the appellant noted that he had been advised of 
the recommended appointment of Mr Jones.  He asserted that it had previously come to his attention that there were "some 
concerns" regarding Mr Jones' skills and abilities.  He outlined what he considered those concerns to be.  He requested the 
selection panel to seek written referee reports from persons whom he nominated.  He attached a form of referee report to be 
completed by the referees, and asked to be advised of "your recommendation" (it is not clear whether he meant the 
recommendation of the entire panel, or of the chair) regarding Mr Jones' suitability, before any appointment was confirmed.   

5 The findings of the Arbitrator were that two of the four nominated referees had limited knowledge of Mr Jones' 
ability, and that the referee reports did not contain adverse comments in relation to a selection criterion which seemed to 
have been of particular interest, relating to "relationship building and networking".  The selection panel apparently met to 
review the reports, but determined not to review its original decision, as it considered it had already fulfilled its function.   

6 The Executive Director, having returned to work, then sent a memorandum to the recruitment officer advising that, 
as there were "issues" about Mr Jones' capacity to fill the position, and as he was considering a restructure of the relevant 
section with the possibility that the level 7 position might be abolished, "all things considered" he had decided "not to 
proceed" with filling the vacancy.  Mr Jones was then sent a letter from the Director of Human Resources, advising him that, 
despite the earlier letter, the position would not be filled and that the Executive Director felt that Mr Jones was "unable to 
meet the requirements of the vital aspects of the essential criteria" (whether this is intended as a reference to a number of 
criteria, or only the networking criterion already referred to, is not clear).   

7 The letter advised that the appointment was subject to the Public Sector Management (Examinations and Review 
Procedures) Regulations 2001 (WA) and that it was therefore open to Mr Jones to make application for a review if he was of 
the opinion that the "Recruitment, Selection and Appointment Standard" had been breached.  The letter advised that his 
claim, if any, should be lodged by 5 pm, 19 December 2002.   

8 Mr Jones did not make a claim pursuant to the regulations.  In January of 2003, the level 7 position was abolished.   
9 The Arbitrator made a number of findings.  They included: 

• the appellant acted inappropriately and contrary to statutory requirements by writing his initial memo and 
initiating a review of the selection process; 

• the appellant did not have power to interfere in the selection process; 
• the appellant's actions were contrary to a number of provisions of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 

(WA) ("the PSM Act") and of the Western Australian Public Sector Code of Ethics ("the Code"); 
• the appellant did not act in an open and transparent manner towards Mr Jones by nominating two of the 

four nominees, did not ensure Mr Jones' right to due process, did not act in an open and accountable 
manner towards Mr Jones, and did not ensure that the department's administrative responsibilities were 
clearly defined; 

• there were certain findings in the passive voice relating to Mr Jones, such as that he "was denied due 
consideration and courtesy", but without nominating the person or persons whose actions had resulted in 
that denial; 

• the Arbitrator found that she had jurisdiction to review the appellant's actions and to make the findings 
which she had made; 

• the appropriate remedy was that Mr Jones should be appointed to a substantive level 7 position, effective 
from the date that the abolished position would have been filled by him had his appointment proceeded. 

The appeal 
10 The appellant appealed to the Full Bench on a number of grounds.  They were broadly to the effect that the 

Arbitrator erred in finding she had jurisdiction to consider the application when the appellant asserted that the Arbitrator was 
precluded from doing so by s 80E(7) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) ("the Act"); that she erred in finding she had 
jurisdiction to "judicially review" the appellant's decision; and that she erred in the conclusions which she reached as to the 
obligations resting upon employing authorities under the PSM Act and in making the order that Mr Jones be appointed to a 
level 7 position.  There was a cross-appeal by the respondent, concerning the Arbitrator's conclusions about the appellant's 
ability himself to perform a function which he had delegated to the Executive Director.  That issue involved the construction 
of s 59(1)(a) of the Interpretation Act 1984 (WA).  The cross-appeal was dismissed. 

11 So far as the appellant's appeal was concerned, the Full Bench generally upheld the Arbitrator's findings.  So far as 
the findings of fact were concerned, it went, the appellant submits, further than the Arbitrator had done, and made findings 
which were not open to be made in the absence of any factual foundation in the reasons of the Arbitrator herself.   

12 The Full Bench findings, of concern to the appellant, fell into two categories.  The first related to the whole question 
of the abolition of the level 7 position, which the Full Bench found was done in breach of many of the provisions of the PSM 
Act and the Code and which it found had, in effect, been done in order to prevent Mr Jones from obtaining the position.  The 
appellant submits in relation to that category of findings, that the Arbitrator's findings below were in relation to the 
non-appointment, rather than in relation to the abolition of the position.   

13 The second category of findings related to employees other than the appellant, there being a finding that certain other 
employees, including the Executive Director and the Director of Human Resources, had breached provisions of the PSM Act 
and the Code by, for example, treating Mr Jones unfairly.  In relation to these findings it is submitted that they were made 
without hearing the employees in question.  For reasons which will appear, it is, in our view, not necessary to deal with that 
issue.  However, it is desirable to note that the findings relating to those other employees are, it would appear from the 
reasons of the Full Bench, findings which are critical of the process as a whole (and to that extent appear to be consistent 
with the Arbitrator's findings that Mr Jones was treated unfairly, for example) and are therefore necessarily critical of the part 
played by those employees in the process.  However, there is not, in our view, any finding which could be understood as one 
of dishonesty, or malice, or conscious impropriety on the part of those employees. 

14 The only way in which the Full Bench varied the Arbitrator's decision, was that instead of ordering that Mr Jones be 
appointed to a substantive level 7 position, the Full Bench declared the abolition of the particular level 7 position to be void, 
and ordered that Mr Jones be appointed immediately either to it, or to another level 7 position with commensurate salary and 
the same duties, from 22 December 2004. 
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The appeal to this Court 
15 The grounds of appeal are prolix, and overlap.  That may stem in part from the limited nature of the appeal which 

lies to this Court from the Full Bench.  A number of the grounds dealing with an alleged denial of a right to be heard, in 
particular, may be lacking in clarity because, if they were clearly articulated, they might more readily be perceived as 
alleging errors of law or fact, rather than as denials of the right to be heard.   

16 However, there are a number of grounds which allege an error in law in the construction of the provisions of the Act 
which give the Arbitrator and the Full Bench jurisdiction in relation to industrial matters concerning government officers.  It 
appears to us that those grounds do clearly allege errors which would fall within s 90(1)(b) of the Act.  They are grounds 1, 
2, and 7, which are as follows: 

"Error in Construction/Excess Jurisdiction 
1. The Full Bench erred in law in finding that the Public Service Arbitrator had jurisdiction to inquire by 

way of judicial review into the refusal of the Appellant's delegate to appoint Mr Neville Jones. 
Particulars 

(a) The Public Service Arbitrator is not vested with this jurisdiction either specifically or 
generally by section 80E(5) of the Industrial Relations Act or otherwise. 

(b) Appointment decisions made pursuant to section 64 of the Public Sector Management Act 
are not amenable to judicial review. 

Error in Construction/Excess Jurisdiction 
2. The Full Bench erred in law in not finding that section 80E(7) and section 23(2a) of the Industrial 

Relations Act prevented the Public Service Arbitrator from enquiring into and dealing with the refusal 
of the Appellant's delegate to appoint Mr Neville Jones. 

Particulars 
(a) Section 80E(7) provides the Public Service Arbitrator and section 23(2a) that the 

Commission do not have jurisdiction to enquire into and deal with any matter in respect of 
which a procedure referred to in section 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act is or 
may be prescribed under that Act. 

(b) Such a procedure has been prescribed by the Public Sector Management (Examination and 
Review Procedures) Regulations in relation to the Recruitment, Selection and Appointment 
Standard made under the Public Sector Management Act which prescribes the minimum 
standard of 'merit, equity and probity' for selection and appointment in the Public Sector. 

(c) Notwithstanding sections 8 and 9 of the Public Sector Management Act and the Public 
Sector Code of Ethics the review conducted and the findings of breach made by the Public 
Service Arbitrator concerned the Recruitment, Selection and Appointment Standard as in 
substance they involved the 'merit, equity and probity' of the decision not to appoint 
Mr Jones and the Full Bench erred in not so finding. 

… 
Excess Jurisdiction 

7. If there was jurisdiction to judicially review the decision not to appoint Mr Jones the only order that 
could be made by the Full Bench was to declare the decision void. 

Particulars 
(a) In judicially reviewing a discretionary decision a Tribunal is unable to substitute its decision 

for that of the primary decision maker and the Tribunal can only require the decision under 
review to be made according to law. 

(b) In making an order to appoint Mr Jones the Full Bench exceeded its jurisdiction because 
section 80E(7) of the Industrial Relations Act provides an Arbitrator and section 23(2a) of 
the Commission do not have jurisdiction to inquire into or deal with any matter in respect of 
which a procedure referred to in section 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act is or 
may be prescribed under that Act, such a procedure having been prescribed in the Public 
Sector Management (Examination and Review Procedures) Regulations, in connection with 
Recruitment, Selection and Appointment in the Public Sector. 

(c) An order requiring the appointment of Mr Jones was otherwise in excess of jurisdiction on 
the grounds contained in paragraph 6." 

17 It can be seen that there are two broad issues raised by these grounds of appeal.  The first is the power of the 
Arbitrator to make findings of illegality and to engage in what was called "judicial review".  The second is the specific 
question of the effect of s 80E(7) on the PSM Act.  There is some interplay between these issues, as a result of the way in 
which the Full Bench resolved the latter question.  However, it is convenient to consider the first before turning to the 
second.  

Jurisdiction of Arbitrator to "judicially review" 
18 As we understood the submission, it was alleged that the Arbitrator, and on appeal the Full Bench, lacked power to 

make what were called "specific findings" of unlawfulness or illegality, in effect by way of declaration that an act was 
unlawful or was void.  Because of the particular findings which were made in this case, reference was made by the appellant 
to the case of Balog v Independent Commission Against Corruption (1990) 169 CLR 625.  As summarised and applied in 
later cases, the "Balog principle" is to the effect that if there is a potential for damage to an individual's reputation without 
the safeguards of an open court, "power to report findings of individual guilt should not be implied into a statute" 
(Chairperson, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission v Commonwealth Ombudsman (1995) 63 FCR 163 
at 173, Shaw v Police Integrity Commission [2005] NSWSC 782 at [65]).   

19 As we understand the reasons of the Full Bench at [62] through to [75], the conclusion was that there was power to 
engage in "judicial review", including the power to do such things as make bare declarations of illegality.  In our view, that 
conclusion was wrong.  However, in our view, that conclusion was also irrelevant in the circumstances of this case, and the 
challenge to the powers of the Arbitrator and of the Full Bench by the appellant is misconceived. 
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20 Briefly, it seems to us that it is trite that it is inherent in the powers conferred upon this Court by Pt III of the 
Supreme Court Act 1935 (WA) that it has power to review the decisions of inferior courts, tribunals, and public authorities in 
order to ensure that they do not exceed the jurisdiction conferred upon them by law.  The purpose and scope of judicial 
review is to enforce the law governing the exercise of power.  Its concern is not with avoiding administrative injustice or 
error, although that may be a by-product of the exercise of the power:  Attorney-General for the State of New South Wales v 
Quin (1990) 170 CLR 1 at 35 - 36 per Brennan J.   

21 The jurisdiction of the Arbitrator, by contrast, is the jurisdiction conferred by s 80E of the Act.  Not surprisingly, one 
does not find in that section the words "judicial review" or any words indicative of the power of the Arbitrator to grant 
prerogative relief, or to make declarations.  The question which then requires consideration is what it is that s 80E permits.   

22 Aside from making the obvious point as to the absence from s 80E of any words of the kind to which we have 
referred, the appellant made two other submissions.  The first was that the Balog principle meant that, particularly where the 
finding might concern the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the actions of a particular individual, the Arbitrator was unable to 
make a finding that there had been unlawfulness or contravention of particular provisions of the PSM Act.  The second was 
that s 80E must necessarily be read as excluding the power of the Arbitrator to engage in what was called "judicial review", 
because by s 80E(1) the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator was exclusive, and to read the section otherwise would be to exclude 
the jurisdiction of this Court, a result which Parliament was not likely to have intended. 

23 Section 80E relevantly reads as follows: 
"80E.  Jurisdiction of Arbitrator  
(1) Subject to Division 3 of Part II and subsections (6) and (7), an Arbitrator has exclusive jurisdiction to 

enquire into and deal with any industrial matter relating to a Government officer, a group of Government 
officers or Government officers generally. 

… 
(5) Nothing in subsection (1) or (2) shall affect or interfere with the exercise by an employer in relation to any 

Government officer, or office under his administration, of any power in relation to any matter within the 
jurisdiction of an Arbitrator, but any act, matter or thing done by an employer in relation to any such 
matter is liable to be reviewed, nullified, modified or varied by an Arbitrator in the course of the exercise 
by him of his jurisdiction in respect of that matter under this Division." 

24 The definition of "industrial matter" in the Act is a lengthy one, but in its core meaning is "any matter affecting or 
relating or pertaining to the work … of employers or employees in any industry or of any employer or employee therein … ". 

25 Division 3 of Pt II is concerned with the making of general orders, broadly with respect to matters such as 
suspension, discipline and dismissal; subs (6) of s 80E permits the Arbitrator to refer matters to either the Commission in 
Court Session or to the Full Bench, and subs (7) will be referred to shortly. 

26 The first observation to be made about the exclusive jurisdiction of the Arbitrator conferred by subs (1) is that it is 
unlikely, having regard to the subject matter and to indications in the Act itself, that it is intended to exclude any power 
conferred on any other body by other legislation to inquire into any matter relating to the work of government officers.  For 
example, it seems unlikely that it was intended to exclude the particular jurisdiction conferred on other bodies by statutes 
such as the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 (WA), or the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (WA).  Even less likely is it 
that it was intended to exclude those provisions of the Criminal Code (WA) which relate directly to certain aspects of the 
work of government officers, in that they are directed to the prevention of the misuse of the office (eg, s 83 - corruption).  
Within the Act itself, ss 80H and 80I set up a Public Service Appeals Board, and confer upon the Board jurisdiction to hear 
and determine, inter alia, appeals by public service officers in relation to decisions of employing authorities concerning 
(among other matters) conditions of service other than salary.  Appeals of that kind would plainly involve inquiring into 
industrial matters, and it can hardly be thought that s 80E(1) was intended to exclude the jurisdiction of such a Board to 
perform its function.  

27 It seems likely, having regard to the considerations mentioned, that the expression "exclusive jurisdiction" in 
s 80E(1) was intended to do no more than exclude the general jurisdiction of the Commission, pursuant to s23, to inquire into 
and deal with industrial matters generally.  That conclusion is fortified by an examination of s 80D, which prescribes the 
appointment of a Public Service Arbitrator within the Commission, to hold office for a period not exceeding two years and to 
be eligible for reappointment.  It appears that it was thought desirable to ensure that some expertise developed in a particular 
member of the Commission in relation to matters involving government officers, and perhaps that there should be some 
continuity in dealing with such matters, so that it was thought preferable to select an individual Commissioner rather than to 
leave such matters within the jurisdiction of the Commission generally.  Section 80E(1) may be directed at achieving only 
that end.  There is therefore no need to be concerned that a finding about the power of the Arbitrator to make determinations 
would have any effect upon the jurisdiction of this Court to engage in the process of judicial review. 

28 Turning, then, to the question of the proper construction of s 80E(5), read with s 80E(1), in our view the controversy 
which has arisen relates to a false issue.  As we have noted, there is no power conferred by the Act upon the Arbitrator to 
engage in anything in the nature of "judicial review", or to make a bare declaration.  That is jurisdiction of a kind quite 
different from the merits-based inquiry contemplated by s 80E.  To the extent that the reasons of the Full Bench might be 
read as suggesting that there is such power, they are in error.   

29 However, the powers of the Arbitrator are very wide.  They are to inquire into and deal with any industrial matter.  
To the extent necessary, the exercise by an employer in relation to a government officer of a power relating to that industrial 
matter may be reviewed, nullified, modified, or varied by the Arbitrator.   

30 An inquiry into an industrial matter will, where that industrial matter is affected by other legislation, or where the 
actions of persons involved in the industrial matter are, in some respect, governed by other legislation, involve an inquiry 
into what was done, in that legislative context.  In order to determine how to "deal with" an industrial matter, the Arbitrator 
must find relevant facts.  If it is the case that a relevant factual finding suggests that a person has been guilty of unlawful or 
improper conduct, that is a finding which it is open to the Arbitrator to make, not as an end in itself, but as a step in 
determining how the industrial matter is to be dealt with.   

31 Where, as is presently the case, the way in which officers in the public service deal with each other is the subject of 
principles and requirements contained in legislation such as the PSM Act, it will often be desirable for the Arbitrator to 
consider whether the behaviour of individuals involved in the industrial matter has been in conformity with those principles 
and requirements.  Again, findings of that kind would not be made as an end in themselves, but would be made in order to 
determine how, in the broad statutory context, it would be appropriate to deal with the industrial matter.   
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32 It will on occasion, as part of that process, be necessary for the Arbitrator to undertake a consideration of the 
relevant statutes, so as to ascertain how they apply to the facts as found.  That exercise is undertaken, not in order 
authoritatively to declare the meaning of the statutory provision, but again as a step in the process of ascertaining what is 
required, in the statutory context, to deal with the industrial matter.   

33 Those conclusions may on occasion lead to the view that it is necessary in order to deal appropriately with the 
industrial matter, to nullify, modify, or vary an action or decision of an employer, pursuant to s 80E(5).  That subsection does 
not confer any independent jurisdiction to quash those decisions, but only to do so to the extent necessary to ensure that the 
industrial matter is dealt with as contemplated by s 80E(1).  Similarly, the word "reviewed" in s 80E(5) is plainly not 
intended to confer some independent power to review any decision of an employer, but only a power to review (and, if 
necessary, to differ from) the decision where it is necessary to do so as part of the process of dealing with an industrial 
matter.  

34 When s 80E(1) and (5) are understood in the way in which we have endeavoured to explain, the controversy about 
the Arbitrator's power of "judicial review" simply disappears.  There is plainly no such independent power.  Equally plainly, 
however, some of the questions which would be determined by a Court undertaking judicial review of the actions of 
government officers may be questions which it is necessary for an Arbitrator to consider and determine in order to deal with 
an industrial matter relating to those government officers.  Those questions are dealt with by the Arbitrator, however, not in 
order to make an authoritative and binding determination concerning them, but as steps in the process of determining how 
the industrial matter is to be dealt with.   

The effect of s 80E(7) 
35 Turning now to the question of s 80E(7), that subsection reads as follows: 

"(7) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (6), an Arbitrator does not have jurisdiction to enquire into or deal 
with, or refer to the Commission in Court Session or the Full Bench, any matter in respect of which a 
procedure referred to in section 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 is, or may be, 
prescribed under that Act." 

36 Before turning to s 97(1)(a) of the PSM Act, it is desirable to give a broad overview of some of the provisions of that 
legislation.  The long title of the PSM Act is "An Act to provide for the administration of the Public Sector of Western 
Australia and the management of the Public Service and of other public sector employment; to repeal the Public Service Act 
1978; and to provide for related matters".  Section 6(2) provides that, except to the extent to which a provision of the PSM 
Act specifies otherwise, the PSM Act "applies to and in relation to matters dealt with by this Act".  There is therefore no 
general exclusion of the Act, but rather it is provided that it generally applies unless the PSM Act specifies otherwise.  That 
provision must, of course, now be read subject to the express exclusion in s 80E(7). 

37 Sections 7 to 9 inclusive provide respectively for the "principles of public administration and management" to be 
observed in relation to the public sector, the "principles of human resource management" that are to be observed in relation 
to the public sector, and "the principles of conduct" that are to be observed by all public sector bodies and employees.  A 
number of the grounds of appeal raise the question of the extent to which these provisions are intended to be expressive of 
more than mere pious hope, and the question of what, if any, consequences the legislature contemplated might flow from a 
failure to comply with those principles.   

38 It was conceded by the appellant that there are indications in the PSM Act that ss 7 - 9 are intended to have some 
binding force and effect.  For example, s 30 provides that the Chief Executive Officer of a department or organisation "shall 
comply" with the principles set out in s 7, s 8 and s 9.  Were it not for provisions of that kind, one might readily have 
assumed that the legislature intended that the only sanction for failure to comply with those principles would be adverse 
consideration and report by the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards, whose functions we shortly describe.   

39 It is certainly the case that ss 7 - 9 appear to display confusion concerning the function of legislation.  Legislation is, 
of course, generally understood in the community as providing binding and enforceable rules of conduct, usually with some 
form of sanction or relief available where there has been a failure to comply.  A reading of ss 7 - 9 suggests that those 
instructing Parliamentary Counsel had something else in mind.  For example, the principles set out in s 9 commence with the 
"principle" that employees "(a) are to comply with the provisions of - (i) this Act and any other Act governing their conduct".  
It is startling, to say the least, that it was thought necessary to pass a law which states that persons to whom the law applies 
are to comply not only with it, but with other laws which also apply to them.  It is of the essence of laws that persons are 
required to comply with them, where they apply to those persons.  At the other extreme, s 9 also provides that all public 
sector bodies and employees "(c) are to exercise proper courtesy, consideration and sensitivity in their dealings with 
members of the public and employees".  While it is, of course, extremely desirable that public sector employees (and indeed 
all members of the community) exercise courtesy and sensitivity in their dealings with others, it is also somewhat startling to 
see something as nebulous as a requirement of "sensitivity" enshrined as a legislative requirement.   

40 Whatever force they might otherwise have, however, ss 7 - 9 are of considerable importance in relation to the 
functions of the Commissioner for Public Sector Standards.  That office is created by s 16 of the PSM Act and is itself not an 
office in the public service.  The functions of the Commissioner are set out in s 21 and are, among others, the following: 

"21. Functions of Commissioner  
(1) The functions of the Commissioner are, having regard to the principles set out in sections 7, 8 and 9 —  

(a) to establish public sector standards setting out minimum standards of merit, equity and 
probity to be complied with in the Public Sector in —  
(i) the recruitment, selection, appointment, transfer, secondment, performance 

management, redeployment, discipline and termination of employment of 
employees; and 

(ii) such other human resource management activities relating to employees as are 
prescribed, 

 and monitor compliance with those public sector standards; 
(b) to establish codes of ethics setting out minimum standards of conduct and integrity to be 

complied with by public sector bodies and employees, and monitor compliance with those 
codes; 

(c) to assist public sector bodies to develop, amend or repeal codes of conduct —  
(i) setting out minimum standards of conduct and integrity to be complied with by 

themselves and their employees; and 
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(ii) consistent with codes of ethics established under paragraph (b), 
 and monitor compliance with those codes; 
… 
(e) to monitor compliance by public sector bodies and employees with the principles set out in 

sections 8(1)(a), (b) and (c) and 9; 
… " 

Paragraphs (g) - (i) require the Commissioner to report from time to time to the responsible Minister on the 
compliance or non-compliance by the public sector body and its employees with certain principles contained in s 8 
and s 9; to report from time to time to each House of Parliament on those matters; and to report annually to each 
House of Parliament on the compliance or non-compliance by public sector bodies and employees with certain 
principles contained in s 8 and s 9 and also with public sector standards, codes of ethics and codes of conduct.   

41 Section 21(11) explains the relative status of standards, codes of ethics and codes of conduct.  A public sector 
standard prevails over an inconsistent code of ethics or code of conduct, while a code of ethics prevails over an inconsistent 
code of conduct.   

42 Whatever else ss 7 - 9 may require, they at least appear to prescribe considerations to which the Commissioner must 
have regard when establishing public sector standards. 

43 It is against that background that s 97(1) provides: 
"97. Functions of Commissioner concerning relief in respect of breach of public sector standards  
(1) The functions of the Commissioner under this Part are —  

(a) to make recommendations to the Minister on the making, amendment or repeal of regulations 
prescribing procedures, whether by way of appeal, review, conciliation, arbitration, mediation or 
otherwise, for employees and other persons to obtain relief in respect of the breaching of public 
sector standards; 

(b) to appoint persons for the purpose of implementing procedures referred to in paragraph (a); and 
(c) to monitor the operation of procedures referred to in paragraph (a)." 

44 Translating all of that back to s 80E(7) of the Act, it can then be seen to provide that an Arbitrator does not have 
jurisdiction to inquire into any matter in respect of which a procedure for employees to obtain relief in respect of the 
breaching of public sector standards is or may be prescribed.   

45 There was some discussion in the present appeal of whether the words "or may be" were intended to convey that the 
jurisdictional limitation existed in respect of any matter concerning which it was possible to prescribe a procedure pursuant 
to s 97(1)(a), or only to exclude jurisdiction where such a procedure was from time to time actually prescribed.  Although it 
is not strictly necessary to determine the question, in our view it must mean the latter.  That is, it is intended to exclude the 
jurisdiction of the Arbitrator only where a procedure "is" (that is, at the time of the enactment of s 80E(7)) or "may be" at 
some time after the enactment of that provision prescribed, rather than to exclude jurisdiction wherever such a procedure 
"could be" prescribed. 

46 We reach that conclusion primarily because of the wording of subs (7), since in that context the words "may be" 
appear to us to more appropriately be understood as connoting a temporal limitation, rather than extending the subject matter 
limitation.  Also as a matter of public policy, when one has regard to the nature of public sector standards described by s 21 
of the PSM Act, to exclude the jurisdiction of an Arbitrator wherever a procedure in respect of such a standard could be 
prescribed would be, in effect, to exclude the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator entirely in respect of industrial matters concerned 
with minimum standards of merit, equity and probity in recruitment, discipline and other human resource management 
matters.  That would be effectively to exclude the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator in relation to a very significant proportion of 
industrial matters.  It is unlikely that the legislature intended such a wide exclusion of jurisdiction in circumstances where 
employees did not in fact have available to them any alternative relief prescribed pursuant to s 97. 

47 However, in the present case, it is submitted that there is a relevant procedure. 
48 In the Government Gazette of 20 April 2001, there is prescribed pursuant to s 21 of the PSM Act a "Recruitment, 

Selection and Appointment Standard" which reads as follows: 
"Outcome 
The most suitable and available people are selected and appointed. 
The Standard 
The minimum standard of merit, equity and probity is met for recruitment, selection and appointment if: 

• A proper assessment matches a candidate's skills, knowledge and abilities with the work-related 
requirements of the job and the outcomes sought by the public sector body, which may include diversity. 

• The process is open, competitive and free of bias, unlawful discrimination, nepotism or patronage. 
• Decisions are transparent and capable of review." 

49 There is then prescribed by regulation the Public Sector Management (Examination and Review Procedures) 
Regulations 2001.  The regulations deal with the notice to be given of decisions about appointments and selection.  It 
provides that a public sector body is to give a written notice of a prescribed kind to each person who applies unsuccessfully 
to be appointed to fill a vacancy.  A person may lodge a claim under that regulation if the person considers that a public 
sector body has breached a public sector standard established in respect of the recruitment, selection or appointment of 
employees.  Such a claim may be made in relation to action taken by the body to appoint or not appoint a person to fill a 
vacancy, where the person is adversely affected by that action.   

50 Other regulations then provide for the person making the claim to be given certain information, for the public sector 
body itself to consider and take steps to resolve the claim, and then if the claim is not resolved within a prescribed period, the 
public sector body is to ask the Commissioner to appoint an examiner to examine the claim.  The functions of the examiner 
are then set out.  The Commissioner considers the examiner's report and may either dismiss the claim or commence a further 
process which could eventually lead to the public sector body either giving notice to the affected person of action which will 
be taken by the public sector body to remedy the matter, or give notice to the person of why no action will be taken by the 
public sector body (reg 24(2)).   
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51 One can see in the circumstances of this case why the CSA, on behalf of Mr Jones, chose to approach the Arbitrator, 
rather than invoke the regulations.  The Arbitrator has power to make decisions which will give effective relief to claimants.  
The regulations, by contrast, plainly contemplate that as a result of a somewhat lengthy process, it will ultimately be open to 
the public sector body to determine that nothing whatever will be done to assist the claimant.  If that result is considered by 
the Commissioner to be unsatisfactory, the Commissioner may well refer to it in a report pursuant to s 21 of the PSM Act, 
but there is no power in the Commissioner to order a different result.  While those drafting the regulations no doubt expected 
that relevant bodies will act in good faith and will genuinely attempt to resolve a matter, one can see why an aggrieved 
claimant would often prefer that the final decision rest with an independent body.  However, s 80E(7) is not concerned with 
the respective merits of the procedures, but only with whether a procedure is prescribed.   

52 Turning, then, to a proper construction of subs (7), the procedures referred to in s 97(1) are procedures "by way of 
appeal, review, conciliation, arbitration, mediation or otherwise".  There are plainly elements of conciliation and mediation 
in the regulations which we have described.  Section 97(1) refers to procedures "for employees and other persons to obtain 
relief".  As we have noted, the "relief" which may ultimately be obtained under the regulations may be, in practical terms, 
that nothing is done.  However, the expression "relief" must be read against the background of the preceding words, which 
include conciliation, mediation "or otherwise".  It seems to us that a procedure which may result in a conciliated or mediated 
resolution, or which may, after the recommendation made by a reviewer, result in the public sector body taking action to 
afford relief should be regarded as falling within the statutory description.  The procedure then, which is prescribed by the 
regulations appears to be a procedure of the type contemplated by s 97(1).   

53 The "matter" in respect of which the procedure may be prescribed pursuant to s 97(1) is the matter of the "breaching 
of public sector standards".  In the present case, there is a standard dealing with "Recruitment, Selection and Appointment", 
and that is the "matter" in respect of which the procedure is prescribed.  That matter having been dealt with by the 
prescribing of a procedure pursuant to s 97(1)(a), it would follow, in our view, that the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator is 
therefore excluded in respect of it. 

54 As we understand it, the Full Bench considered that there were two reasons why s 80E(7) did not operate to exclude 
the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator in the present case.  The first is to be found in [77] of the reasons of the President, with 
whom Senior Commissioner Gregor agreed.  That was that the present case was not a matter "which related in any way to 
any Public Sector Standards, at least in the manner and in the way in which it came before and was required to be considered 
by the Arbitrator".  That approach reads s 80E(7) as excluding the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator only where a breach of a 
public sector standard is the allegation made to the Arbitrator.  However, the subsection is not framed so narrowly.  Rather, it 
excludes jurisdiction in relation to any "matter" in respect of which a procedure is prescribed.  That is, it excludes jurisdiction 
in relation to the "matter", not in relation to particular allegations.  The matter in this case is the breach of a very broad 
standard relating to the appointment of employees.  

55 If the Full Bench's reasoning were correct on this point, s 80E(7) on one view would never have any work to do, 
since the "matter" before the Arbitrator will always be an "industrial matter" as defined by the Act, being, in effect, a matter 
affecting or pertaining to the work of employees, rather than a matter relating directly to breach of a public sector standard.  
Since ss 7 - 9 of the PSM Act are so broad in their scope, it would invariably be possible to frame a claim so as to allege 
breach of those principles, rather than to rely directly on breach of a public sector standard.   

56 While s 80E(7) is in some respects not happily phrased, and while we acknowledge that as a matter of legal 
principle, it is undesirable to construe too broadly provisions which limit the right of persons to approach courts and 
tribunals, it seems to us that, having regard to the statutory context, s 80E(7) must be read as excluding jurisdiction in respect 
of a matter, wherever there is a matter in respect of which a relevant standard has been prescribed and in respect of which 
procedures of the type described in s 97(1)(a) have been prescribed.  In this case, as we have noted, a standard has been 
prescribed in relation to selection and appointment, and the result of the prescription of procedures pursuant to s 97 of that 
standard is that the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator is excluded in relation to the whole of that "matter", regardless of the precise 
allegations of misconduct or unfair conduct which may be made in respect of it.   

57 The second of the Full Bench's reasons for finding that s 80E(7) did not exclude the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator 
seems to have been that contained in an excerpt from the reasons for decision in an earlier case, which is quoted at [67] of the 
President's reasons (Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated v Director General, Ministry of Justice 
(2002) 82 WAIG 2858) and which is dealt with to similar effect at [160] of the reasons of Commissioner Wood in Director 
General of the Department of Justice v The Civil Service Association of Western Australia (Inc) (2005) 85 WAIG 1906.  
The passage from the earlier case relevantly reads: 

"However, the question for the Arbitrator was not and could never be whether there was a breach of the prescribed 
standards, because the prescribed standards could only be applicable to an act of transfer or purported act of transfer 
which was lawful and/or within power, not one which was void.  S.97(1)(a) of the PSM Act does not operate in its 
terms, it is trite to observe, to deprive the Arbitrator of jurisdiction to determine whether there is a valid exercise of 
power under s 65 of the PSM Act.  Indeed, it confers it." 

The last sentence of that quotation is not at all clear.  Section 97, of course, confers no jurisdiction on the Arbitrator; indeed, 
the Arbitrator is not mentioned in that section.  Leaving that observation aside, as we understand the passage quoted, it is to 
the effect that s 80E(7) can only exclude the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator to inquire into and deal with acts which are lawful, 
not acts which are unlawful, or acts which are void.  As we understand the argument in the present case, the reference would 
not be to s 65 of the PSM Act, but to s 64, which deals with appointment. 

58 It is not easy to see how a decision could be unlawful or void pursuant to either s 64 or s 65 of the PSM Act.  Each of 
those sections confers power, in broad terms, to appoint or to transfer officers as the case may be.  Section 64 does refer to 
appointment "in accordance with approved procedures", so that it may be arguable that a failure to comply with approved 
procedures would render the decision either unlawful, or "void".  Further, it may well be that read in its statutory context, 
sections such as s 64 and s 65 permit appointment and transfer only in accordance with, for example, either the principles set 
out in ss 7 - 9, or at least in conformity with standards, codes of conduct and codes of ethics which are prescribed relating to 
those matters.   

59 It does not seem to us that it is necessary to give detailed consideration to questions of this kind, however.  Rather, 
we would conclude that the Full Bench was in error in its reasoning in relation to this question, for two reasons.   

60 First, on its face, s 80E(7) is not concerned whether the inquiry is into a "matter" which is lawfully done or which is 
not lawfully done.  Rather, the jurisdiction is excluded in relation to "any matter" in respect of which a procedure has been 
prescribed.  Understood as we have explained it, the relevant "matter" in this case would be the matter of appointment and 
the standard relating to it.  It might be determined during the course of the inquiry that the appointment was lawful or 
unlawful, as the case may be, but the jurisdiction is jurisdiction to embark on an inquiry into that matter.  To read it as 
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excluding jurisdiction only in relation to the "matter" of an appointment which had been determined to be lawful, would be 
to read into it a restriction which is simply not there.   

61 Further, as a matter of policy, it would seem odd that the legislature should have wished to exclude the jurisdiction 
of the Arbitrator to deal with acts which were lawful, but allegedly unfair, while leaving intact the jurisdiction where there 
had been some ground for finding illegality, however technical.   

62 For the reasons given, it is our view that the Commission erred in its construction of s 80E(1), (5) and (7) of the Act.  
In doing so, it considered a matter which both the Arbitrator and the Full Bench lacked jurisdiction to inquire into.  We 
would therefore allow the appeal and quash the orders made.  It is not necessary to deal with either the remaining grounds of 
appeal, or the cross-appeal, all of which are predicated on the assumption that the jurisdiction of the Commission was not 
excluded by s 80E(7).   

HASLUCK J 
Introduction 
63 It will be apparent from the joint judgment of the Presiding Judge, Wheeler J and Le Miere J ("the joint judgment") 

that this is an appeal from a decision of the Full Bench of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission made on 14 June 
2005, on appeal from a decision of Commissioner Harrison, who was then acting as the Public Service Arbitrator.  There 
were two identical appeals; by consent, IAC 8 of 2005 was discontinued, and the Court dealt with IAC 7 of 2005 only. 

64 I have had the advantage of reading the reasons for decision in the joint judgment and am generally in agreement 
with them.  This makes it unnecessary for me to set out in full the circumstances giving rise to this appeal.  However, as my 
response to the grounds of appeal moves beyond the issues dealt with by the joint judgment, I feel obliged to provide my 
own reasons for decision. 

65 I am of the view that both the Arbitrator and the Full Bench lacked jurisdiction to inquire into the complaint pursued 
by Mr Jones.  Further, and in any event, I consider that the Arbitrator and the Full Bench erred in law in purporting to find 
that the appellant, as Director General of the Department of Justice, acted unlawfully and improperly. 

Background 
66 Mr Jones was a permanent level 6 Public Service Officer employed by the Director General, Department of Justice.  

He applied for a level 7 vacancy as to the position of Principal Policy Officer.  It emerges from the joint judgment that a 
selection panel interviewed him on 10 September 2002 and subsequently assessed him as the recommended applicant for the 
position.   

67 It seems that the appellant had some concerns regarding Mr Jones' suitability and voiced these concerns in a memo 
dated 23 October 2002 to the Chairperson of the selection committee.  This led to the Executive Director, Mr Harvey, 
sending a memo to the Director of Human Resources, Ms Withers, advising her that as there were issues about Mr Jones' 
capacity to fulfil the level 7 position, and as he (Harvey) was considering a restructure of the policy and planning area and 
the possibility that the level 7 position may be abolished, the level 7 position would not be filled. 

68 On 5 December 2002 Ms Withers wrote to Mr Jones about these matters and advised that it was open to him as a 
disappointed applicant to seek a review of the process pursuant to the Public Sector Management (Examination and Review 
Procedures) Regulations 2001.  On 16 January 2003 the proposed level 7 Principal Policy Officer position was abolished.   

69 Mr Jones was not minded to seek relief pursuant to the examination and review process.  Instead, he sought relief 
pursuant to provisions of the Industrial Relations Act 1979.  The matter was referred to Commissioner Harrison as a Public 
Service Arbitrator for hearing and determination. 

70 The Arbitrator held that she had jurisdiction to deal with the matter.  On 26 May 2004 she provided relief by ruling 
that Mr Jones be appointed to the status of a level 7 employee.  The appellant brought an appeal against this ruling before the 
Full Bench of the Industrial Relations Commission.   

71 On 14 June 2005 the Full Bench dismissed the appeal but varied the order previously made.  It ordered that the 
abolition of the level 7 position in question be declared void; that Mr Neville Jones be appointed to the level 7 Policy Officer 
position or to another level 7 position with commensurate salary with and the same duties as that position as and from 
25 December 2004.   

72 The Director General then appealed to the Industrial Appeal Court.  I note in passing that by s 90(1) of the Industrial 
Relations Act the right of appeal is expressed in this way: 

"1. Subject to this section, an appeal lies to the Court in the manner prescribed from any decision of the 
President, the Full Bench, or the Commission in Court Session – 
(a) on the ground that the decision is in excess of jurisdiction in that the matter the subject of 

the decision is not on an industrial matter; 
(b) erroneous in law in that there has been an error in the construction or interpretation of any 

Act, regulation, award, industrial agreement or order in the course of making the decision 
appealed against; or 

(c) on the ground that the appellant has been denied the right to be heard, 
 but upon no other ground." 

73 By s 90(3a), if any ground of appeal is made out but the Court is satisfied that no injustice has been suffered by the 
appellant or person who is a member of or represented by the appellant, the Court shall confirm the decision the subject of 
the appeal unless it considers that there is a good reason not to do so.   

74 The latter provision indicates that the Industrial Appeal Court is obliged to keep the justice of the situation under 
active notice, and it is partly for this reason that I feel obliged to address all of the matters that were fully argued on the 
appeal.  Counsel for the appellant submitted forcefully that the appellant and his colleagues Mr Harvey and Ms Withers had 
been treated unjustly because findings of personal impropriety had been made against them which were not warranted by the 
evidence and in respect of which they had not been heard. 

75 It will be apparent from the joint judgment that the grounds of appeal are prolix and overlap.  This obliges me to 
focus upon the issues and to deal with the various grounds of appeal accordingly. 

The first and second grounds of appeal 
76 The first ground of appeal is that the Full Bench erred in law in finding that the Public Service Arbitrator had 

jurisdiction to enquire by way of judicial review into the refusal of the appellant's delegate to appoint Mr Jones.  Particulars 
in support of this ground were to the effect that the Public Service Arbitrator is not vested with this jurisdiction either 
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specifically or generally by s 80E(5) of the Industrial Relations Act or otherwise.  Further, appointment decisions made 
pursuant to s 64 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 are not amenable to judicial review.  The second ground of 
appeal bears upon the jurisdictional issue also. 

77 Section 23(1) of the Industrial Relations Act provides that, subject to this Act, the Industrial Relations Commission 
has cognisance of and authority to enquire into and deal with any industrial matter.  By s 7 an "industrial matter" is broadly 
defined to mean any matter affecting or relating to the work, rights or duties of employers or employees.  Section 26 provides 
that in the exercise of its jurisdiction the Commission is to act according to equity and good conscience.  By s 26(3), where 
the Commission, in deciding any matter before it proposes or intends to take into account any matter or information that was 
not raised before it on the hearing of the matter, the Commission shall, before deciding the matter, notify the parties 
concerned and afford them the opportunity of being heard in relation to that matter or information. 

78 Division 2 of Pt IIA of the Industrial Relations Act allows for the appointment of Public Service Arbitrators.  
Section 80E(1) provides that subject to Div 3 of Pt II and sub-sections (6) and (7), an Arbitrator has "exclusive jurisdiction" 
to enquire into and deal with any industrial matter relating to a government officer.  I note in passing that the provisions of 
Div 3 of Pt II confer powers upon the Commission in Court Session to make general orders relating to industrial matters 
including (pursuant to s 51A) general orders as to public sector discipline. 

79 Section 80E(5) provides that nothing in the provision just mentioned shall affect or interfere with the exercise by an 
employer in relation to any government officer of any power in relation to any matter within the jurisdiction of an Arbitrator, 
but any act, matter or thing done by an employer in relation to any such matter is liable to be reviewed, nullified, modified or 
varied by an Arbitrator in the course of the exercise by him of his jurisdiction. 

80 Section 80E(7) provides that notwithstanding sub-section (1) an arbitrator does not have jurisdiction to enquire into 
or deal with, or refer to the Commission in court session or the Full Bench, any matter in respect of which a procedure 
referred to in s 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 is, or may be, prescribed under that Act. 

81 The latter provision clearly allows for the possibility that a discrete regime for resolving industrial matters and 
disputes may be set up for public sector employees pursuant to provisions of the Public Sector Management Act having 
regard to the reality that government officers and employees are usually affected by special rights and obligations. 

82 This perception is reinforced when one turns to the Public Sector Management Act.  Section 7 sets out the principles 
of public administration and management to be observed in and in relation to the public sector.  Section 8 sets out the 
principles of human resource management that are to be observed in and in relation to the public sector.  More particularly, 
s 8(1)(a) provides that all selection processes are to be directed towards and based on a proper assessment of merit and 
equity.  By s 8(1)(c) employees are to be treated fairly and consistently and are not to be subjected to arbitrary or capricious 
administrative acts.  Section 21 of the Act provides for the establishment of public sector standards to be complied with in 
the recruitment and treatment of employees having regard to the principles of public administration. 

83 It was common ground at the hearing of the appeal that by Government Gazette dated 20 April 2001 Public Sector 
Standards in Human Resource Management were established pursuant to s 21 of the Public Sector Management Act.  The 
HRM Standards lay down standards in respect of recruitment, selection and appointment.  The outcome to be achieved is that 
the most suitable and available people be selected and appointed.  The HRM Standards require as to recruitment, inter alia, 
that the process be open, competitive and free of bias, unlawful discrimination, nepotism or patronage; decisions must be 
transparent and capable of review. 

84 Section 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act provides that the functions of the Commissioner for Public 
Sector Standards include making recommendations to the Minister about regulations prescribing procedures for employees 
and other persons to obtain relief in respect of the breaching of public sector standards.   

85 It was common ground at the hearing of the appeal also that Public Sector Management (Examination and Review 
Procedures) Regulations 2001 have been promulgated which allow for the lodging of claims in respect of alleged breaches 
of public sector standards.  The regulations make provision for the examination of claims and for review of the same.  I will 
look at the regulations in more detail shortly.  I note in passing at this stage that the nature and extent of the relief available 
pursuant to the regulations is not entirely clear. 

The jurisdiction issue 
86 The appellant submitted that, having regard to s 80E(7) of the Industrial Relations Act, the jurisdiction of a Public 

Service Arbitrator (which might otherwise have been available) was excluded in the circumstances of the present case.  The 
appellant's submission was put succinctly at par 26 of the appellant's outline of submissions in this way: 

"A procedure has been prescribed under s 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 by the Public 
Sector Management (Examination and Review Procedures) Regulations in relation to the recruitment, selection 
and appointment standard which prescribes the minimum standard of 'merit, equity and probity' for selection and 
appointment in the public sector.  As a result of this procedure being prescribed, the Arbitrator does not have 
jurisdiction to hear the matter." 

87 The appellant submitted that provisions of the Industrial Relations Act and the Public Sector Management Act 
expressly allowed for the establishment of a special regime for dealing with the complaints of government officers or 
employees.  In that event, the exclusive jurisdiction which might otherwise be conferred upon an Arbitrator pursuant to 
s 80E(1) was displaced in respect of "any matter" in respect of which a procedure was prescribed in the manner allowed for 
by s 97(1)(a) of the Public Sector Management Act.  It followed from this, the appellant submitted, that Mr Jones was 
obliged to lay his claim against the Director General in the manner provided for by the Public Sector Management 
(Examination and Review Procedures) Regulations 2001 (WA). 

88 Clause 5 of the Examination and Review Regulations provides for the lodging of a claim of breach of public sector 
standards relating to recruitment, selection and appointment.  In the following clauses provision is made for the public sector 
body to take all appropriate steps to resolve the claim and for an examiner to be appointed if the claim cannot be resolved. 

89 If the claim is found to have substance the Commissioner of Public Sector Standards will appoint a reviewer.  By 
cl 22 the Commissioner will determine whether the public sector standard has been breached having regard to the reviewer's 
report and related materials.  The public sector body must then respond to the determination. 

90 It might be argued that in the absence of provisions in the examination and review procedure specifically providing 
for complaints to be dealt with and disposed of at a formal judicial hearing that the rights of an employee to obtain relief 
were diminished to some extent.  It might be argued that such a view lends support to the notion that s 80E(1) and the related 
provisions should not be construed so as to exclude an opportunity for the employee to obtain relief from a public service 
arbitrator, being the course actually pursued in the present case. 
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91 However, on balance, I incline to the view that s 80E(7) is quite explicit that, in circumstances where a special 
regime has been created for dealing with complaints concerning public sector standards, the Arbitrator's usual jurisdiction to 
deal with industrial matters pursuant to s 80E(1) of the Industrial Relations Act is displaced.  In other words, I am persuaded 
to the view reflected in par 26 of the appellant's outline of submissions that the result of the proclamation of the Public 
Sector Management (Examination and Review Procedures) Regulations 2001 is that the Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction 
to hear the matter in the circumstances of the present case.  I consider that the appeal should be allowed upon the basis 
reflected in grounds 1 and 2 of the notice of appeal. 

92 It follows that for essentially the same reasons as are provided in the joint judgment, I am of the view that the Full 
Bench erred in considering a matter which both the Arbitrator and the Full Bench lacked jurisdiction to inquire into. 

93 I must now proceed to issues raised by the additional grounds of appeal.  I do so for the sake of completeness, and 
pursuant to the precept mentioned earlier that the Industrial Appeal Court is required to keep in mind the justice of the 
situation before determining whether the decision the subject of the appeal is to be overturned. 

General observations 
94 Before proceeding to the further grounds of appeal it will be useful to stand back and make some general 

observations about the matters in controversy.  With that thought in mind, I must briefly revisit certain features of the 
narrative. 

95 It is apparent from the Arbitrator's Memorandum of Matters referred for hearing dated 26 May 2004 that, in essence, 
Mr Jones contended that the appellant's action in preparing his memo dated 23 October 2002 and certain related actions were 
"unlawful" and should be declared void.  The complaint did not contain allegations of personal impropriety.  It seemed to be 
concerned with an alleged failure to comply with the law.  Indeed, at par 68 the Arbitrator defined the issue in this way: 

"… The question to be determined is whether Mr Piper and Mr Harvey engaged in a valid exercise of power when 
Mr Piper became directly involved in the selection process for the Level 7 position." 

96 The appellant did not give evidence concerning his motivation, and no evidence was sought from him at any stage.  
No part of the reference to arbitration foreshadowed an inquiry into motivation or personal propriety, or suggested that the 
abolition of the position for which Mr Jones applied was due to a malign or dishonest purpose.  The subject memo is the only 
piece of evidence directly reflecting the appellant's views, and that memo, at a first glance, appears to address matters 
relevant to the selection criteria such as the absence of referee reports.  It does so in a business like tone of voice.  It does not 
reflect any overt or obvious sign of bias against Mr Jones. 

97 In the end, however, after various adverse inferences had been drawn by the Arbitrator and the Full Bench from 
events surrounding the apparently innocuous memo, the Full Bench, as indicated by President Sharkey's many stringent 
conclusions at par 127 of his reasons for judgment, finished up condemning the appellant as "acting without integrity" 
(par 127(f)). 

98 Indeed, President Sharkey asserted at par 127(d) that it would be correct to find that the appellant resolved to abolish 
the position because Mr Jones complained about his treatment.  To abolish it to prevent him obtaining the position was based 
on no proper assessment of merit or equity and amounted to treating Mr Jones unfairly and subjecting him to an arbitrary or 
capricious act.  President Sharkey concluded at par 127(i)(xii) that the appellant did not treat Mr Jones as he would like to 
have been treated. 

99 This tone of denunciation is echoed in other passages of the President's judgment.  The learned President speaks of 
the failure of the Director General and his colleagues (Mr Harvey and Ms Withers) to behave honestly (par 127(i)(v)) or in a 
consistently ethical manner (par 127(i)(x)) or to impartially carry out their duties (par 127(i)(ix)).  The judgment contains 
many other equally adverse revelations.  What began as an inquiry into whether there had been a valid exercise of power 
finished up sounding like the pronouncements of an inquisition.  One wonders how all of this came about. 

100 This brings me to the Public Sector Management Act.  Section 64(1) provides, in effect, that the employing authority 
of a department (in this case the appellant in his role as Director General of the Department of Justice) may in accordance 
with approved procedures appoint a person as a public service officer.  President Sharkey of the Full Bench observed at 
par 126 of his judgment that it was quite clear that the appellant, as Chief Executive Officer, had the power and the duty to 
reject the recommendation of a person for promotion or to otherwise fill a position in the Department.  That view of the 
matter was apparently not disputed before the Arbitrator or the Full Bench, and did not appear to be in issue on the hearing of 
this appeal. 

101 On the face of it, then, it would not appear to be surprising, of itself, that the appellant, with whom the final 
responsibility for appointments lay, should take an interest in recommendations for appointment to senior positions, 
especially in the case of policy making positions.  He had the final responsibility for the efficient running of a governmental 
agency and was the person likely to be criticised if persons appointed to influential positions were not suitable or if the 
positions themselves were no longer necessary or in need of reshaping. 

102 I pause here to observe that a refrain underlying the complaint made by Mr Jones, being a refrain that seems to have 
struck a responsive cord with the Arbitrator and Full Bench in due course, was that the appellant had acted in an unusual 
manner (to use a neutral term at this stage) in taking a close personal interest in a forthcoming appointment.  However, let me 
say at the outset, that, having regard to the appellant's burden of responsibility, I am not easily persuaded that his interest in 
the matter, of itself, should be held against him, or be used to shore up inferences that he acted unfairly or improperly.   

103 Let me now return to the grounds of appeal. 
104 Apart from the issue concerning jurisdiction, a crucial issue before the Full Bench was whether the Arbitrator erred 

in law in finding that the actions of the appellant and his subordinate Mr R Harvey (the Executive Director) were unlawful 
and, if so, whether such a finding permitted the Arbitrator to set aside the decision not to appoint and to afford relief to 
Mr Jones by ordering that he be appointed to a level 7 position. 

105 I remind myself that, without considering referee reports, the selection panel recommended Mr Jones for 
appointment on 10 September 2002.  Shortly afterwards, on 7 October 2002, the Acting Executive Director, Mr Carter, 
approved the panel's recommendation and certified that the panel had followed the proper processes.  By letter dated 
11 October 2002 Ms Withers advised Mr Jones that he was the successful applicant and that subject to any appeal by 
disappointed applicants he would be appointed to the position.  On 23 October 2002 the appellant forwarded a memo to the 
Chairperson of the selection panel expressing concerns about Mr Jones' work performance and requesting that referee reports 
be obtained from four persons specified by the appellant of which two had been specified by Mr Jones himself. 
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106 The selection panel declined to reconsider the matter and was thus in the position that it had not considered referee 
reports at any stage.  Two of the referee reports, being those obtained from persons not nominated by Mr Jones, raised issues 
about Mr Jones' appointment concerning his capacity to display a contemporary view of policy development.  It was against 
this background that Mr Harvey, who had now resumed active duty as Executive Director (the position briefly occupied by 
Mr Carter) sent a memo to Ms Withers on 3 December 2002 referring to these issues and referring to a preponderance of 
level 7 positions.  He said that he had decided not to proceed with filling the subject level 7 vacancy.  

107 Ms Withers conveyed this information to Mr Jones on 5 December 2002.  It is common ground between the parties 
that, for whatever reason, Mr Jones was not afforded an opportunity to respond to the two adverse referee reports.  In the 
end, Mr Jones was not appointed to the position for which he was recommended and the position in question was abolished.  
It was open to Mr Jones to lay a complaint pursuant to the examination and review procedure but he declined to do so.  
Instead, assisted by the respondent Association, he, initiated proceedings under the Industrial Relations Act. 

108 It was the uncontested evidence of Ms Withers that a recommendation for appointment could be rejected by the 
appellant as the person with the power and duty to deal with a recommendation.  It is clear that as far as Mr Jones was 
concerned the process of appointment was never completed.  I pause here to note that, in my view, the letter to him of 
11 October 2002 foreshadowing his appointment cannot be regarded as having any binding effect because that letter did not 
profess to be an appointment and indicated that the process of appointment was still in motion. 

109 The Arbitrator found at par 70 of her reasons that as a consequence of the appellant and Mr Harvey becoming 
involved in the selection process this resulted in the selection panel's recommendation being overturned.  She went on to find 
at par 72 that Mr Piper acted "inappropriately" in writing his memo dated 23 October 2002 and, in doing so, his actions were 
contrary to various provisions of the Public Service Management Act and the Code of conduct applicable to a public sector 
body. 

110 The Arbitrator reduced this general finding to more specific findings by determining that the appellant did not ensure 
that the Department's administrative responsibilities were clearly defined as required by s 7(d) of the Public Service 
Management Act because he became involved in the selection process after Mr Carter, exercising a delegated power, had 
endorsed the selection panel's recommendation.  The Arbitrator arrived at this conclusion, notwithstanding her acceptance 
that, having regard to s 59(1)(a) of the Interpretation Act, a delegator such as the appellant was not precluded from 
exercising or performing at any time a power or duty which has been delegated.   

111 The Arbitrator found also (at par 75) that when the appellant "re-opened the selection process" his actions were 
contrary to s 9(a)(iii) and s 9(c) of the Public Service Management Act.  I note in passing that s 9(a)(iii) requires compliance 
with any code of conduct applicable to the public sector body.  Section 9(c) requires the public sector body to exercise proper 
courtesy, consideration and sensitivity in their dealings with members of the public and employees. 

112 The Arbitrator noted at par 74 that the Code provides that all public sector employees are to act in an open and 
accountable manner, they must protect people's rights to due process and they must treat employees courteously and with due 
consideration.  Further, employees are to be informed about decisions and actions affecting them.  

113 The Arbitrator went on to find at par 76 that by nominating two of the four referees who were required to write 
reports about Mr Jones, Mr Piper did not act in an open and transparent manner towards Mr Jones as an inference could be 
drawn that the two referees selected by Mr Piper were deliberately chosen to achieve a predetermined outcome as they had a 
limited knowledge of Mr Jones' skills and abilities.  Further, Mr Jones was denied procedural fairness when he was not given 
the opportunity to review the structure and content of the adverse referee reports. 

114 I pause here to observe that an inference of the kind just mentioned appears to be somewhat questionable.  If one 
proceeds from an assumption that the Director General of a department will often be too busy to monitor the progress of all 
appointments and will generally be content to act on the recommendation of selection panels and those exercising delegated 
powers, then this state of affairs might lend colour to the notion that the appellant's intervention was not only unusual but 
possibly prompted by some capricious or improper purpose. 

115 On the other hand, if one proceeds from the premise that the head of a department, as the person bearing ultimate 
responsibility for the quality of appointments made and decisions taken within the Department, is entitled to concern himself 
with various matters of detail including selection processes, with a view to ensuring the best possible outcome, then it might 
not be thought surprising that the appellant should take a close personal interest in the selection process, especially in 
circumstances where referee reports were not submitted to or considered by the relevant selection panel.  Thus, to my mind, 
care must be exercised in determining what, if any, inferences are to be drawn in the circumstances of the present case.  The 
conventional rule in employment cases is that in the absence of direct evidence inferences can be drawn from primary facts 
clearly established by other evidence, although bias or discrimination should not be inferred when more probable and 
innocent explanations are available on the evidence: Fenwick v Beveridge Building Product Pty Ltd (1985) 62 ALR 275; 
Erbs v Overseas Corporation Pty Ltd (1986) EOC 92-181; Department of Health v Arumugam (1988) VR 319. 

116 I am conscious that the HRM Standards provide for the process to be open and free of bias or discrimination.  
However, it is questionable whether these or any other provisions imply that adverse referee reports are to be provided to the 
applicant or dealt with at a hearing.  Neither the Public Sector Management Act nor the HRM Standards concerning 
recruitment expressly require an applicant for appointment to be provided with referee reports or material adverse to that 
applicant or to be accorded a hearing before a decision is taken to make or refuse an appointment having regard to any such 
material.  If it were a requirement, it would be a disincentive for referees to be frank, especially where they are not 
supportive of the applicant, and this would interfere with the objective of the recruitment process which on a competitive 
basis is to employ the most suitable candidate. 

117 All of this suggests that it has never been a requirement of procedural fairness that adverse reports be made available 
to an applicant for an employment position for comment.  It calls into question findings based on an assumption that 
contentious reports ought to be provided to an applicant for an employment position.  In Attorney-General for the State of 
New South Wales v Quin (1990) 170 CLR 1 the High Court accepted that in ordinary circumstances the making of an 
appointment would not attract the rules of natural justice.  In the present case the appellant himself did not take any step or 
make any representation sufficient to displace the ordinary rule or confer upon Mr Jones an entitlement to procedural fairness 
based upon a legitimate expectation that he would be heard. 

118 President Sharkey of the Full Bench summarised the findings of the Arbitrator at par 44 of his judgment.  He 
referred explicitly to a finding that the appellant did not act in an open and transparent manner towards Mr Jones by 
nominating two of the four referees who were required to write reports about him.  He referred also to the Arbitrator's 
"inference" that the two referees selected by the appellant were deliberately chosen to achieve a predetermined outcome as 
the authors of the adverse referee reports had a limited knowledge of Mr Jones' skills and abilities.  He referred to the 
findings that Mr Jones was denied procedural fairness in not being given the opportunity to review the pro forma referee 
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report prior to it being sent to the referees in question; the appellant did not ensure Mr Jones' right to due process and his 
entitlement to due consideration and courtesy; the appellant did not act in an open and accountable manner; Mr Jones was 
not afforded procedural fairness since he was unable to respond to the appellant's personal views about his abilities and no 
opportunity was given to Mr Jones to be heard before he was adversely affected by the decision. 

119 His Honour accepted (at par 126) that the appellant had the power and the duty to reject the recommendation of a 
person for promotion but was of the view that the appellant's failure to comply with the requirements of s 7, s 8 and s 9 of the 
Public Service Management Act and the Public Sector Code of Ethics in the manner determined by the Arbitrator rendered 
the decision not to appoint void because these were mandatory requirements. 

120 His Honour observed at par 127 that "it was open to find, and would be correct to find" that both the refusal to 
appoint Mr Jones and the abolition of the level 7 position applied for were unlawful acts and void because there was a breach 
or a failure to comply with mandatory requirements in that there was a lack of compliance in various respects.  Many of the 
matters mentioned by his Honour mirror the findings made by the Arbitrator.  However, he went on to observe at par 133 
that "the order abolishing the position was made solely to prevent Mr Jones getting the position, and, for that reason, should 
have been rendered void as a misuse of power".  He observed at par 135 that "it is quite clear, too, and it would have been 
open and correct to find, that since the position to which he should have been appointed was abolished, that it was done only 
to prevent Mr Jones' appointment to level 7, and not because the position was surplus to the employer's requirements". 

121 In support of this conclusion his Honour referred to the following facts and matters.  The abolition happened 
simultaneously with Mr Jones objecting to the recommendation not being implemented.  Mr Harvey's evidence was that the 
committee's recommendation was to be implemented until the Chief Executive Officer intervened, Mr Harvey only took 
action because of and after the intervention of the appellant, Mr Harvey committed a complete volte face allegedly on what 
he knew of Mr Jones and on the reference reports that Mr Jones was not suitable for the position, the position was abolished 
on the unlikely reason that it was a redundant position.  His Honour was of the view that it was therefore appropriate for an 
order to be made by the Arbitrator striking down the abolition of the position for the same reason as the order to employ 
Mr Jones as a level 7 position was made. 

122 Senior Commissioner J F Gregor agreed with the reasons of President Sharkey.  Commissioner Wood was generally 
in agreement with those reasons but was of the view that a question arose as to whether the appellant properly exercised his 
powers by intervening in the selection process in circumstances in which an officer of the Department (Mr Carter) exercising 
delegated powers had endorsed the recommendation for appointment.  He concluded that the Director General had not acted 
fairly towards Mr Jones and the Arbitrator was right to so find.  For those reasons he supported the President in affirming the 
orders previously made by the Arbitrator whereby the decision not to appoint was quashed and an order made for the 
appointment of Mr Jones to a level 7 position.  Commissioner Wood was of the view that to simply return the matter to a 
new selection process would not have been adequate. 

123 It emerges from this overview that severe adverse findings were made against the appellant, being findings reflecting 
upon his integrity and suggestive of personal impropriety and misconduct, although no evidence was received from the 
appellant and the subject memo complained of appears to be consistent with and relevant to the discharge of duties imposed 
upon the appellant as Director General by s 64 of the Public Sector Management Act.  Moreover, the Full Bench accepted 
that the appellant was not obliged to act on recommendations put to him, because the final power rested with him, and he 
remained at liberty to exercise the power to appoint notwithstanding a delegation of power to the Executive Director.   

124 Many of the adverse findings made by the Arbitrator and the Full Bench appear to be based upon inferences which 
make insufficient allowance for innocent explanations and are drawn from facts and matters of marginal relevance to the 
Jones application.  Moreover, as to the crucial adverse inference concerning abolition of the level 7 position, the inference 
was drawn by the Full Bench in the absence of any decisive finding against or rebuttal of Mr Harvey's evidence that the 
decision to abolish was a bona fide means of reducing a preponderance of level 7 positions and replacing them with 
operational positions.   

125 The Arbitrator characterised Mr Harvey as an honest witness but went on to qualify this by saying that he was 
"tentative and unconvincing" when giving evidence about the basis on which he determined that Mr Jones was unsuitable to 
be appointed to the level 7 position.  Nonetheless, neither the Arbitrator nor the Full Bench purported to hold that no weight 
could be given to Mr Harvey's evidence concerning the abolition issue. 

126 The appellant was not afforded an opportunity to be heard prior to findings of personal impropriety being made 
against him.  This obliges me to keep in mind what was said in Annetts v McCann (1990) 170 CLR 596 by Brennan J 
at 608: 

"Personal reputation has now been established as an interest which should not be damaged by an official finding 
after a statutory inquiry unless the person whose reputation is likely to be affected has a full and fair opportunity 
to show why the finding should not be made." 

127 It emerges, then, as I commence to draw together these general observations in the light of my earlier conclusion 
concerning the jurisdiction issue, that any complaint made by Mr Jones about the refusal to appoint him to the position 
applied for ought to have been pursued in the manner allowed for the examination and review process.  A complaint of this 
kind may well have led to the appellant being required to say why exactly he felt obliged to intervene in the selection process 
by issuing the subject memo dated 23 October 2002.  The availability of the examination and review process is another factor 
in the situation which weighs against the drawing of adverse inferences of unfairness from the fact that the subject memo 
was issued after the selection panel's recommendation had been approved. 

128 I am of the view (being a view apparently shared by the Full Bench), having regard to s 59(1)(a) of the 
Interpretation Act that the appellant was not precluded from exercising or performing the power to fill the position after 
having delegated the power to the Executive Director.  In circumstances in which the appellant was the person ultimately 
responsible for making suitable appointments in accordance with the approved procedures, this consideration is a factor that 
weighs against the drawing of adverse inferences against the appellant of personal impropriety or unlawfulness in taking 
steps to ensure that the position was filled by a suitable applicant, and that the position was one which would be of use to the 
Department.   

129 The adverse inferences of personal impropriety drawn by President Sharkey (within which I include his findings of a 
lack of honesty and integrity) seem to have been taken into account and to have influenced the conclusions arrived at by the 
Full Bench concerning unlawfulness and the appellant's supposed failure to comply with the provisions of the statute, Code 
and regulations.  To my mind, for the reasons I have given, it is questionable whether the inferences were properly drawn by 
the Full Bench, and this calls into question the validity of the conclusions arrived at by the Arbitrator and the Full Bench as 
to whether the appellant and Mr Harvey engaged in a valid exercise of power when the appellant became directly involved in 
the selection process. 
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130 Let me now turn to the further grounds of appeal.  As I indicated in earlier discussion, I will group the grounds by 
reference to the issues.  I am of the view that the Industrial Appeal Court has jurisdiction to deal with these grounds in that in 
each case an issue is raised as to the proper construction of certain provisions of the Public Sector Management Act and 
related regulations, and, additionally, as to certain of the grounds, there are issues concerning the appellant's right to be 
heard. 

Grounds of appeal – 3, 4 and 5 
131 It will be convenient to turn now to those grounds of appeal concerning alleged errors in construction of the statutory 

provisions, the Public Sector Code of Ethics and the HRM Standards, namely, grounds 3, 4 and 5 of the notice of appeal.   
132 It is said in ground 5 that the Full Bench erred in law in finding that the appellant by s 8 and s 9 of the Public Sector 

Management Act, the Public Sector Code of Ethics and the law acted unlawfully in making his views known to his delegate 
and the selection panel concerning Mr Jones' suitability for appointment and requesting references be obtained concerning 
this issue. 

133 The Arbitrator found at par 71 of her reasons for decision that even though the Director General had divested himself 
of the power of appointment he was not precluded from exercising or performing at any time the power which had been 
delegated.  This view was apparently approved by President Sharkey at pars 60 and 61 of his reasons for decision, although 
there is a degree of ambiguity in his position in that he referred to a cross-appeal by the respondent directed to this point 
being made out. 

134 I am of the view, as appears from my general observations, that pursuant to s 59(1)(a) of the Interpretation Act the 
appellant remained at liberty to take an interest in the selection procedure, notwithstanding the delegation of power to the 
Executive Director, Mr Harvey. 

135 To my mind, the Arbitrator's acknowledgement that the appellant remained at liberty to exercise the power of 
appointment cannot be easily reconciled with her opinion that there was a breach of s 7(d) of the Public Sector Management 
Act which requires that administrative responsibilities be clearly defined.  It was a matter for the appellant's delegate and the 
selection panel as to whether they took into account or acted on the appellant's views and the reference material.  Their 
power to act was not necessarily diminished by the appellant's residual power to make an appointment.  Accordingly, I am 
persuaded that the appeal should be allowed on this ground. 

136 This brings me to grounds 3 and 4 of the appeal and the question of whether the principles of administration referred 
to in ss 7, 8 and 9 of the Public Sector Management Act are to be characterised as being mandatory in nature.   

137 The appellant contended in ground 3 of the appeal that the Full Bench erred in law in finding that the actions of the 
appellant in not ensuring that Mr Jones was accorded procedural fairness and the actions of his delegate Mr Harvey in not 
providing this in connection with the appellant's views of Mr Jones and the reference materials obtained in connection with 
his suitability for appointment were unlawful.  

138 Ground 4 contained an assertion that the Full Bench erred in law in finding that s 8 and s 9 of the Public Sector 
Management Act and the Public Sector Code of Ethics were mandatory in nature.  It was said that the provisions in question 
were merely directory, being guides as to the standard of conduct desired of public sector bodies and employees.  Breaches 
do not give rise to void or voidable acts or decisions and are not then unlawful in nature. 

139 I noted in my general observations that the various provisions concerning the process of selection and appointment 
do not expressly require that an applicant be afforded an opportunity to be heard or to deal with materials that might be 
regarded as adverse to his or her prospects.  It cannot be readily assumed that adverse materials should be made available to 
the applicant and dealt with at a hearing for such a course would be a disincentive for referees to speak frankly.  It appears 
from the reasoning of the High Court in Quin's case (supra) that the requirements that the process of selection be fair, open 
and transparent must be considered in the context of employment practices. 

140 If the appellant's subject memo had shown signs of bias against the applicant for the position or contained patently 
prejudicial material, and this had been kept from the applicant, then, in these circumstances, a question of fairness and 
transparency might arise.  However, in circumstances where the subject memo simply invited the Chairperson of the 
selection panel to give further consideration to the application after referee reports had been obtained, I am not persuaded 
that there was an absence of fairness. 

141 The decided cases in recent years suggest that the distinction formerly drawn between mandatory and directory 
provisions may, in the end, be of little assistance as an analytical tool.  The consequences of non-compliance with a provision 
are to be determined by a consideration of the provision in context and close attention to the language of the provision. 

142 It follows from earlier discussion that in the circumstances of the present case, where an examination and review 
process has been constituted as a special regime to resolve complaints made by disappointed applicants, it is difficult to 
accept that the consequence of non-compliance with a step in the recruitment process should result in an invalidity of the 
kind previously attached to provisions of the kind characterised as mandatory.   

143 If the jurisdiction of the Public Service Arbitrator is excluded by the presence of a special regime of examination and 
review, as in the circumstances of the present case, irregularities concerning the decision complained of may ultimately lead 
to a reversal or modification of the decision pursuant to the process of examination and review.  But that is not the same as 
the decision being treated as void or voidable. 

144 On the other hand, in circumstances where the jurisdiction of the Public Service Arbitrator to enquire into industrial 
matters has not been excluded, then the power to set aside a decision or an outcome is to be found in the Industrial Relations 
Act.  Section 80E(5) of the Industrial Relations Act specifically provides that in certain circumstances an act done by an 
employer is liable to be nullified or varied by an Arbitrator. 

145 It follows that, in my view, even if it be assumed that the Arbitrator, and thus the Full Bench, had jurisdiction to deal 
with the dispute as an industrial matter, the Full Bench erred in law in finding that s 8 and s 9 of the Public Sector 
Management Act and related requirements were mandatory in nature and that the conduct attributed to the appellant in 
grounds 3 and 4 was unlawful.  The context and the language of the provisions suggests that the principles being referred to 
are in the nature of guidelines.  I would be prepared to allow the appeal on these grounds. 

Right to be heard 
146 Grounds 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13 raise issues concerning the right to be heard and related issues concerning the effect of 

certain findings made by the Full Court.   
147 The appellant contended in ground 8 that the Full Bench erred in law in finding that the position for which Mr Jones 

applied was abolished to either prevent or obstruct his appointment.  It was said in ground 9 that the Full Bench erred in 
finding that the appellant acted in breach of the statutory requirements and the requirements of procedural fairness in not 
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according to Mr Jones a hearing in connection with his views and the reference material obtained as this was not a finding 
made at first instance nor the subject of the appeal.   

148 It was said further in ground 10 that the Full Bench erred in finding that the refusal to appoint Mr Jones and the 
abolition of the position for which he applied were unlawful acts committed by the appellant. 

149 Moreover, the Full Bench erred in finding that the appellant, Mr Harvey and Ms Withers had acted in a manner 
amounting to personal impropriety. 

150 The appellant contended in ground 13 that the Full Bench erred in finding Ms Withers had acted in breach of the 
relevant statutory provisions when there was no finding that she had done so at first instance and this was not an issue on 
appeal.  The Full Bench did not indicate such a finding against her was being considered and did not provide the appellant 
with a hearing before making these findings. 

151 In addressing these grounds of appeal, I must return to some of the matters I have already touched upon in my 
general observations. 

152 The refusal to appoint Mr Jones was characterised as unlawful by the Full Bench having regard to certain inferences 
that could be drawn from the surrounding circumstances.  The Full Bench inferred that the appellant and his colleagues acted 
dishonestly and without integrity.  The decision to abolish the position was taken to prevent Mr Jones from obtaining the 
position.  This showed (supposedly) that there had been no proper assessment of merit and equity.  It amounted to treating 
Mr Jones unfairly and subjecting him to an arbitrary or capricious administrative act contrary to s 8 of the Public Section 
Management Act. 

153 It was contended by the appellant on the hearing of the appeal to this Court that there was a lack of cogent evidence 
to support findings of impropriety of such a serious nature, bearing in mind that the appellant (Mr Piper) did not testify 
before the Arbitrator and the only specific evidence bearing upon his intervention in the selection process was a single letter 
concerning the need to obtain references. 

154 Counsel for the appellant submitted that there was no finding by the Arbitrator as to the appellant's involvement in 
the refusal to appoint Mr Jones save that the appellant prepared a memo to the selection panel and his delegate reflecting the 
appellant's views about Mr Jones' suitability for appointment.  The memo contained a request for references to be obtained 
concerning Mr Jones.  There was no finding that the appellant was involved in or caused the subject level 7 position to be 
abolished.  Moreover, this was not an issue on appeal or a finding which the Full Bench indicated was being considered.  

155 Counsel for the appellant referred to s 26(3) of the Industrial Relations Act which requires the Commission to notify 
the parties of any matter that might have a bearing upon the outcome and to afford the parties an opportunity of being heard 
in relation to that matter.  Counsel submitted that the Full Bench did not provide the appellant and his senior colleagues with 
a hearing before making the adverse findings in question.  The appellant submitted that the Full Bench failed to act according 
to equity and good conscience and acted in breach of s 26(3) of the Industrial Relations Act.  Accordingly, their findings of 
fact should be characterised as beyond power and should be set aside. 

156 More particularly, counsel for the appellant submitted that the notion that the abolition of the level 7 position was a 
sham or a ruse was simply a matter touched on by counsel for the respondent in the course of the hearing before the Full 
Bench (as reflected in the transcript at AB100) and was not supported by any evidence.  The Full Bench's purported findings 
of personal impropriety, which went beyond the findings of the Arbitrator and affected the outcome of the appeal against the 
Arbitrator's decision, were findings which ought not to have been made without affording those affected by them an 
opportunity to be heard. 

157 On the other hand, counsel for the respondent submitted that any conclusions reached by the Full Bench were based 
on the evidence from the hearing before the Arbitrator.  No new evidence was called before the Full Bench.  The Full Bench 
was in as good a position as the Arbitrator to decide on the proper inferences to be drawn from the facts established at first 
instance: Warren v Coombes (1979) 142 CLR 531 at 551. 

158 Counsel for the respondent submitted that each of the findings complained of were based on matters of information 
that were squarely before the Full Bench at the hearing.  Section 26(3) of the Industrial Relations Act (which requires that a 
party be afforded an opportunity of being heard if a decision is to be made taking into account any matter not raised 
previously) would apply only where the Full Bench had taken into account new material that was not in evidence at the 
hearing at first instance.  There was therefore no obligation to notify anyone or provide anyone with an opportunity to be 
heard in respect of the findings.  In any event, there would have been no obligation to notify Mr Harvey or Ms Withers as 
they were not parties concerned in the matter.  They were merely witnesses called at the hearing at first instance. 

159 Counsel for the respondent was obliged to concede that the inference drawn by President Sharkey concerning the 
abolition of the subject position (that is, it was done to obstruct Mr Jones) was not a matter being considered at first instance, 
and was not a finding made by the Arbitrator. 

160 It will be apparent from my general observations that a number of the findings articulated by President Sharkey 
(which must be taken as having been approved by the Full Bench as a whole) go beyond findings made by the Arbitrator.  
For example, President Sharkey's finding that the position in question was abolished because Mr Jones complained about his 
treatment, and in order to prevent him obtaining the position is not reflected in the findings of the Arbitrator.  As appears 
from my general observations, I do not accept that such an inference can be drawn from the evidence brought before the 
Arbitrator.  The same can be said of his purported findings that the appellant acted dishonestly and without integrity. 

161 It will be apparent from my general observations and these further observations that, in my view, various findings of 
personal impropriety were made which were not strictly referable to the question before the Arbitrator of whether there had 
been a valid exercise of power.  Issues of that kind were essentially new matters.  Accordingly, if it be assumed that the 
Arbitrator, and thus the Full Bench, had jurisdiction to deal with the controversy between the parties as an industrial matter, 
the appellant should have been afforded an opportunity to be heard in respect of the imputations concerning him and his 
colleagues.   

162 I will not pursue this aspect of the matter at greater length having regard to my earlier determination that the 
Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction.  However, I do consider that the appellant is entitled to succeed upon these grounds. 

Grounds 6, 7 and 12 
163 These grounds of appeal concerned the powers of the Arbitrator and the Full Bench.  Having allowed the claim the 

Arbitrator provided relief by ruling that Mr Jones be appointed to the status of a Level 7 employee.  The Full Bench varied 
the order previously made by ordering that the abolition of the Level 7 position applied for be declared void and that 
Mr Jones be appointed to the Level 7 Policy Officer position or to another Level 7 position with commensurate salary. 
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164 By ground 6 the appellant asserted that the Full Bench erred in law in requiring Mr Jones to be appointed to the 
position for which he applied.  It was said that neither s 80E(5) of the Industrial Relations Act nor any other statutory 
provision confers upon the Public Service Arbitrator the power to require an employing authority to restore a position which 
has been abolished.  Further, there is no obligation upon an employing authority to make an appointment notwithstanding 
that an applicant has been advised he has been recommended for appointment. 

165 The appellant contended in ground 12 that the Full Bench erred in declaring void the decision to abolish the position 
in respect of which Mr Jones applied and to require his appointment to it.  This was not relief sought on appeal from the Full 
Bench nor relief that the Full Bench indicated it might grant to the appellant.  The Full Bench did not provide the appellant 
with a hearing before making this order. 

166 The appellant contended in ground 7 that if there was jurisdiction to judicially review the decision not to appoint 
Mr Jones the only order that could be made by the Full Bench was to declare the decision void.  In judicially reviewing a 
discretionary decision a tribunal is unable to substitute its decision for that of the primary decision-maker and the tribunal 
can only require the decision under review to be made according to law.  An order requiring the appointment of Mr Jones 
was in excess of jurisdiction. 

167 As to these grounds of appeal, I share the view expressed in the joint judgment that there is no power conferred by 
the Industrial Relations Act upon an arbitrator to engage in anything in the nature of judicial review, or to make a bare 
declaration.  That is jurisdiction of a kind quite different from the merit-based inquiry contemplated by s 80E of the Act.  
However, the powers of the Arbitrator are very wide.  There may be occasions when it is necessary in order to deal 
appropriately with an industrial matter, to nullify, modify or vary an action or decision of an employer in the manner allowed 
for by s 80E(5) of the Act. 

168 In the circumstances of the present case, it is questionable whether the Full Bench had power to make an order of the 
kind it purported to make in circumstances where the position had in fact been abolished.  Moreover, the abolition of the 
position and issues bearing upon the need for such a position were not issues encompassed by the appeal to the Full Bench.   

169 However, I am not inclined to explore this aspect of the matter at greater length.  The short response to this ground 
of appeal is that the disputed order was not sought by either party and appears to have been made by the Full Bench of its 
own volition.  It was a new matter in respect of which the appellant should have been afforded an opportunity to be heard. 

170 Accordingly, I consider, to echo the language of ground 6, that the Full Bench erred in law in requiring Mr Jones to 
be appointed to the position for which he applied.  However, my conclusion in regard to the jurisdiction issue, removes the 
need to examine the point in any greater detail. 

Summary 
171 It follows from earlier discussion concerning the first and second grounds of appeal that I am of the view that both 

the Arbitrator and the Full Bench lacked jurisdiction.  I consider that the appeal should be allowed and the orders made by 
the Arbitrator and by the Full Bench should be quashed.  To my mind, these orders are justified by the need of courts and 
tribunals to act within jurisdiction.  Further, having regard to s 90(3a) of the Industrial Relations Act, it follows from the 
reasons I have given concerning the other grounds of appeal that, in my view, it is not open to the Industrial Appeal Court to 
confirm the decision the subject of the appeal upon the basis that no injustice has been suffered by the appellant.  I consider 
that an injustice has been suffered by the appellant. 
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Reasons for Decision 
THE ACTING PRESIDENT: 

Background 
1 The appellant seeks the leave of the Full Bench to appeal against an order made by the Commission on 30 September 2005.  

The making of the order followed the convening of a conference purportedly under s44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
(WA) (as amended) (the Act). 

2 That conference occurred consequent upon the filing of a notice of application by the respondent on 23 August 2005.  The 
respondent attached to the notice a schedule setting out the grounds on which the application was made.  The application was 
made because of the termination of employment of Mr David Mayger, a member of the respondent, by the appellant, on 
4 August 2005.  On that date Mr Mayger was provided with a letter of termination of his employment on the basis of 
misconduct which was set out in the letter.  The letter stated that Mr Mayger’s “employment is terminated with effect from the 
date of this letter, and in accordance with Clause 18.1 of the Murdoch University General Staff Agreement 2005 [sic] the 
University will pay you 5 weeks salary in lieu of notice”. 

3 The schedule to the notice of application asserted Mr Mayger’s dismissal was “unfair, harsh or oppressive” and sought an 
interim order that Mr Mayger be “returned to his former position pending the resolution” of a claim for reinstatement. 

4 The Commission convened a conference on 1 September 2005 for the purpose of conciliating between the parties.  At the 
conclusion of the conference the parties remained in dispute over Mr Mayger’s termination and the respondent continued to 
seek an interim reinstatement order pending the hearing and determination of the application. 

5 At the conciliation conference, the appellant argued the Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the application.  It did so 
on two grounds.  The first was that Mr Mayger was employed pursuant to the Murdoch University (General Staff) Enterprise 
Agreement 2004, a certified agreement registered in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  The second ground 
argued that because Mr Mayger was a “Government officer” within the meaning of the Act, the Commission, as constituted, 
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the application.  These grounds will be elaborated upon later in these reasons. 

6 The parties provided written submissions on the issue of jurisdiction and whether, if the Commission had jurisdiction, it should 
grant the interim order sought by the respondent. 

7 On 29 September 2005 the Commission issued an order.  The order contained a preamble which amongst other things set out 
that the Commission had jurisdiction.  The substantive order required Mr Mayger to be reinstated on an interim basis to his 
former position with the appellant, undertaking the same duties as those he was undertaking prior to his termination. 

8 On 30 September 2005 a correction order was issued.  The purpose of this order was to include in the formal orders made, an 
order that the Commission had jurisdiction to deal with the application. 

9 On 30 September 2005 the appellant filed a notice of appeal against the order which had been made by the Commission on 
29 September 2005.  A schedule to the notice of appeal set out the grounds of appeal. 

10 Following the publication of the correction order on 30 September 2005, the appellant filed a substituted schedule which was 
essentially in the same terms as the schedule previously filed, except that it referred to the corrected order as made by the 
Commission. 

Grounds of Appeal 
11 The grounds of appeal set out in the substituted schedule to the notice of appeal are as follows:- 

“1. The Commissioner erred in law in finding that she had jurisdiction to consider the Application in matter 
C 152 of 2005 (“the Application”) and therefore to grant interim orders. 

PARTICULARS 
(a) The Commissioner erred in law in not finding that section 17OLZ of the Workplace Relations Act 

1996 operated to exclude the jurisdiction of the Commission in relation to the Application.  Mr 
Mayger was employed pursuant to a federally registered certified agreement, which contained 
clauses relating to termination of employment and did not expressly preserve the right of an 
employee to seek remedies in the State Commission: rather, it provided for disputes to be resolved 
in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  In these circumstances, the Commission should 
have adopted the reasoning in Metropolitan Perth Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 
61 WAIG 611 and Martindale V British Petroleum (Kwinana) Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 1263, and 
City of Mandurah v Hull [2000] WASCA 216. 

(b) The Commissioner erred in law in not finding that the Commission as constituted lacked jurisdiction 
to deal with the Application because the employee Mr Mayger was a “government officer” within 
the meaning of the IR Act, and that therefore an exclusive jurisdiction resides with the Public 
Service Appeal Board in respect of the termination of his employment.  Had the Commission 
adopted the reasoning in Pauline Christine Tremain v King Edward Memorial Hospital for 
Women (1992) 72 WAIG 2078, Ronald Thomas Bellamy v Chairman, Public Service Board 
(1986) 66 WAIG 1579, Li Liu v Public Transport Authority of Government of Western Australia 
2005 WAIRC 01312 and Murdoch University v Civil Service Association of Western Australia 
(Inc) (1989) 69 WAIG 547, it would have found that it lacked jurisdiction. 

(c) It is in the public interest that the Full Bench should give leave for this appeal to proceed. It is in the 
public interest generally that the Commission should operate within its jurisdiction, and in this 
matter in particular, it is in the public interest that the question of jurisdiction be determined prior 
to the parties being required to run their full case at arbitration.  The issues of jurisdiction are legal 
questions which can be determined without the requirement for all the facts of the case to be 
ventilated at a substantive hearing.  It is not in the public interest that the parties be put to the 
expense of a full hearing in circumstances in which it is unclear whether the Commission has 
jurisdiction to hear the matter.  Further, in the event that the Commission is found to lack 
jurisdiction, it is not in the public interest that the parties be required to run the case a second time 
in the appropriate jurisdiction. 

2. The Commissioner erred in law in that she failed to comply with the requirements of section 44(11) of the 
IR Act. 
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PARTICULARS 
(a) At the conclusion of a compulsory conference in relation to the matter, held on 1 September 2005, 

the parties were asked, in accordance with section 44(11) of the IR Act, whether they objected to the 
Commission being constituted for the purpose of hearing and determining the matter by the 
Commissioner who had presided over the conference.  Although the Appellant did not raise such an 
objection at the conclusion of the conference, it did so in writing shortly thereafter.  The 
Commissioner responded that, as the Appellant had not raised the objection when given the 
opportunity to do so at the conference, she would continue to hear and determine the Application.  
In these circumstances, sections 44(11)(a) and 44(11)(b) of the IR Act have not been complied with.  
It is in the public interest that the requirements of the IR Act be complied with. 

3. Further, or in the alternative, if the Commissioner had jurisdiction to consider the Application, she failed in 
the proper exercise of her discretion in the terms on which the interim order was made. 

PARTICULARS 
(a) The Order requires the reinstatement, on an interim basis, of Mr Mayger “to his former position ... 

undertaking the same duties as he was undertaking prior to his termination.  It is an agreed fact that 
Mr Mayger has admitted taking property belonging to his former employer.  In these circumstances 
it was not reasonable to require the Applicant to reinstate him to his previous position, being a 
supervisory position in a security environment. 

(b) Compliance with the Order may prejudice the Applicant’s position at arbitration, and operate to 
prevent the Applicant from having a just hearing, in that the substantive reason for termination of 
Mr Maygers employment was the Applicant’s loss of trust and confidence in Mr Maygers ability to 
perform his duties following his admission that he had taken property belonging to his employer. 

(c) It is submitted that the Commissioner’s error in exercising her discretion was of the kind 
contemplated in House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 499 at 504.” 

Leave to Appeal 
12 The appellant accepted that the order made by the Commission was a “finding” as defined in s7 of the Act.  This was because 

the order did not finally dispose of the matter before the Commission at first instance.  Accordingly, the appellant also 
accepted that s49(2a) of the Act applied to the appeal.  This subsection provides that an appeal does not lie from a finding 
unless, in the opinion of the Full Bench, the matter is of such importance that, in the public interest, an appeal should lie.  The 
subsection focuses the attention of the Full Bench upon “the matter”.  It seems that a determination is to be made as to whether 
the matter, as opposed to individual appeal grounds, is of such importance that, in the public interest, an appeal should lie.  
Accordingly, it seems that the Full Bench may not form the opinion that an appeal should lie on only some of the grounds. 

13 In RRIA v AMWSU and Others (1989) 69 WAIG 1873, the Full Bench at 1879 said that the words “public interest” in s49(2a) 
of the Act should not be narrowed to mean “special or extraordinary circumstances”.  As stated by the Full Bench, an 
application may involve circumstances which are neither special nor extraordinary but which are, because of their very 
generality, of great importance in the public interest.  The Full Bench, on the same page, went on to say that important 
questions with likely repercussions in other industries and substantial matters of law affecting jurisdiction can give rise to 
matters of sufficient importance in the public interest to justify an appeal.  The RRIA decision was cited with approval and 
applied in the recent Full Bench decision of CSA v Shean (2005) 85 WAIG 2993 at 2995-2997. 

14 The forming of the opinion referred to in s49(2a) of the Act involves a value judgment and is clearly a matter which the Full 
Bench needs to assess on a case by case basis, having regard to the issues which the proposed appeal will give rise to. 

15 In my opinion, the issues raised by ground 1 of this appeal are of sufficient importance to lead to the conclusion that an appeal 
should lie under s49(2a) of the Act with respect to this matter.  This is because this ground raises important questions of law 
and jurisdiction affecting the Commission. 

S78B Notices and Intervention 
16 Due to the contents of ground 1(a) of the appeal, the appellant gave notice to the Attorneys General of the Commonwealth and 

each of the States in purported compliance with s78B of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth).  This was done on 16 November 2005, 
some six days before the hearing date scheduled for the appeal. 

17 As at the morning of the hearing of the appeal, replies had been received by the appellant on behalf of the Attorneys General of 
the Commonwealth, New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia advising that they did not intend to intervene in the 
appeal.  At that point no reply had been received from the Attorney General of Western Australia.  The Full Bench was 
concerned that no reply had been received and requested the agent for the appellant to telephone the appropriate officer to 
ascertain whether the s78B notice had been received, and, if so, the intentions of the Attorney General.  The Full Bench 
adjourned for a short time to allow this to occur. 

18 Upon resumption, the appellant’s agent advised that she had spoken to a solicitor in the State Solicitor’s Office of Western 
Australia who had confirmed receipt of the s78B notice and that the State of Western Australia did not intend to intervene in 
the appeal.  On that basis, the Full Bench decided that it had discharged its duty under s78B(1) of the Judiciary Act and the 
appeal could proceed accordingly. 

19 The appellant’s agent then proceeded to make her oral submissions in support of the application for leave to appeal and the 
appeal itself, if leave were granted.  At the conclusion of her submissions, there was a short adjournment.  During this 
adjournment, it was brought to the attention of the Full Bench that the State Solicitor’s Office had sent a letter to the 
appellant’s agent, care of the facsimile number of the President’s Chambers, that morning, in relation to the s78B notice.  
Contrary to the information provided to the Full Bench earlier that day, the letter indicated that the State had not as yet made a 
decision on whether to seek to intervene.  The letter indicated the State’s view that the notice purportedly provided under s78B 
of the Judiciary Act was not given in sufficient time and with sufficient details to enable the State to make such a decision.  
This letter was brought to the attention of the agents for both parties.  Upon resumption of the hearing, on the basis of the 
letter, the Full Bench decided that it could not continue to hear the appeal on ground 1(a). 

20 The Full Bench made orders to the effect that the appellant should serve upon the Western Australian State Solicitor’s Office a 
copy of the notice of appeal and the written submissions filed by both the appellant and the respondent and request that the 
State inform the Full Bench as to whether it wished to intervene.  Following receipt of this information, the Full Bench would 
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then reconvene to hear the submissions of the respondent on ground 1(a) and the submissions of the State of Western Australia 
if it sought and was granted leave to intervene. 

21 The Full Bench then proceeded to hear the submissions of the respondent upon each of the grounds other than ground 1(a). 
22 The hearing of the appeal was then adjourned sine die. 
23 On 28 November 2005, the Full Bench were advised, by letter from the State Solicitor’s Office, that the State of Western 

Australia did not wish to intervene in the appeal.  Steps were then taken to relist the appeal for hearing. 
Ground 1(a) 

24 This ground asserts the Commissioner erred in law in not finding that s170LZ of the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) (the 
WR Act) operated to exclude the jurisdiction of the Commission in relation to the application.  The ground relied upon s109 of 
the Constitution. 

25 Relevantly, s170LZ of the WR Act sets out the effect of a certified agreement upon State laws.  As set out earlier, Mr Mayger’s 
employment with the appellant was governed by the Murdoch University (General Staff) Enterprise Agreement 2004.  It is 
common ground that this is a “certified agreement” for the purposes of the WR Act. 

26 A certified agreement is not a “law of the Commonwealth” within s109 of the Constitution.  Any “inconsistency” within the 
meaning of the section therefore is an inconsistency between the jurisdiction provided by the Act and “the provisions of the 
Workplace Relations Act 1996 which authorise the making and certification of agreements and give effect to the terms of such 
agreements”.  (Gant v Multigroup Distribution Services Pty Ltd [2004] QIC 62).  It is in this context that s170LZ of the WR 
Act is critical. 

27 S170LZ of the WR Act is as follows:- 
“Effect of a certified agreement on Commonwealth laws or State laws, awards or agreements 
(1) Subject to this section, a certified agreement prevails over terms and conditions of employment specified in 

a State law, State award or State employment agreement, to the extent of any inconsistency. 
(2) Provisions in a certified agreement that deal with the following matters operate subject to the provisions of 

a State law that deals with the matter: 
(a) occupational health and safety; 
(b) workers’ compensation; 
(c) apprenticeship; 
(d) any other matter prescribed by the regulations. 

(3) If a State law provides protection for an employee against harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of 
employment (however described in the law), subsection (1) is not intended to affect the provisions of that 
law that provide that protection, so far as those provisions are able to operate concurrently with the 
certified agreement. 

(4) To the extent of any inconsistency, a certified agreement displaces prescribed conditions of employment 
specified in a Commonwealth law that is prescribed by the regulations. 

(5) In this section: 
Commonwealth law means an Act or any regulations or other instrument made under an Act. 
prescribed conditions means conditions that are identified by the regulations. 
State law means a law of a State or Territory (including any regulations or other instrument made under a 
law of a State or Territory), but does not include a State award or a State employment agreement.” 

28 The jurisdiction of the Commission which the respondent sought to invoke for the benefit of Mr Mayger satisfies the 
description of being a State law providing protection for an employee against harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of 
employment.  Accordingly, s170LZ(3) of the WR Act provides that s170LZ(1) is not intended to effect the provisions of that 
law, “so far as those provisions are able to operate concurrently with the certified agreement”.  Therefore, the question as to 
whether the Commission had jurisdiction, despite the presence of the certified agreement, devolves into a question as to 
whether the two “are able to operate concurrently”. 

29 In City of Mandurah v Hull (2000) 100 IR 406, the Industrial Appeal Court considered the question of whether a federal award 
ousted the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to the contents of the WR Act and s109 of the Constitution.  In considering 
this question, the court had regard to the then s152(1A) of the WR Act.  At the material time, this subsection was in identical 
terms to the present s170LZ(3) of the WR Act, save that the words “certified agreement” at the end of s170LZ(3) were replaced 
with the word “award” in s152(1A) of the same Act. 

30 Anderson J, with whom Kennedy J agreed, said at paragraph [26]:- 
“Subsection (1A) is a clear expression of legislative intent that federal awards are not to be an exhaustive statement 
of the rights and obligations of the parties with respect to unfair dismissal. I see no reason why that statement of 
intent should not be given full effect. The result is that there can be no indirect inconsistency between the federal 
award and the State law on the ‘‘cover the field’’ test. The State law will be effective except to the extent that it 
cannot operate concurrently with the award, ie, for present purposes, except to the extent that there is a direct 
inconsistency or collision between them.” 

31 In my opinion, the same applies with respect to s170LZ(3) and the interaction between certified agreements and the State laws 
in question which give unfair dismissal jurisdiction to the Commission.  (The expression “unfair dismissal” is used in these 
reasons for convenience, although the Act refers to harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissals). 

32 Similarly to Anderson J in City of Mandurah, therefore, I do not consider that the Commonwealth laws, constituted by the WR 
Act which gives parties the authority to make binding certified agreements, covers the field in the relevant sense (see Ex parte 
McLean (1930) 43 CLR 472 at 483 and Metal Trades Industry Association of Australia and Others v The AMWSU and Others 
(1983) 152 CLR 632 at 648). 
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33 As stated by Anderson J in City of Mandurah at paragraph [27], however, it remains to be considered whether there is a direct 
inconsistency or collision between (in this case) the provisions of the certified agreement and sections 44 and 23A of the Act, 
such that they cannot operate concurrently. 

34 I refer to s23A of the Act in this context, even though the application to the Commission was made pursuant to s44 of the Act, 
because s23(3)(h) of the Act provides:- 

“(3) The Commission in the exercise of the jurisdiction conferred on it by this Part shall not —  
… 
(h) on a claim of harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal —  

(i) in the case of an application under section 44, make any order except an order that is 
authorised by section 23A or 44; and 

(ii) in any other case, make any order except an order that is authorised by section 23A.” 
35 The clauses of the certified agreement which the parties identified as being relevant to the issue of whether there is 

inconsistency with the Act were clauses 12, 13 and 18.  I will set these out in full below:- 
“12. Grievance Resolution 
12.1 Definitions 
Grievance shall mean any type of problem, concern or complaint related to work, workload or the work 
environment.  A grievance can be about any act, behaviour, omission, situation or decision, which the employee 
perceives to be unfair or unjustified. 
A grievance raised by an employee should be dealt with locally, speedily and confidentially in the interest of all 
parties.  The aggrieved employee should in the first instance attempt to resolve the grievance with their supervisor, 
or where the grievance involves the immediate supervisor, the supervisor's immediate superior should be informed. 
Where an attempt at local resolution of the grievance has failed or where the circumstances make resolution 
impracticable, the employee may request a meeting with a Human Resources representative, along with a 
representative of their choosing, and/or the party to the grievance. 
If the matter cannot be resolved at this level, the employee or the relevant Union representative or the University 
representative may within five (5) days or as otherwise agreed, arrange a conference of the parties to discuss the 
matter further. 
If the matter continues to remain unresolved it may then be notified to the relevant statutory tribunal for 
conciliation or adjudication on the merits.  The parties reserve the right to make whatever submissions or call 
whatever evidence they wish to the tribunal. 
Provided that the provisions of this clause shall not apply to grievances or other matters covered under Anti-
discrimination legislation. 
13. Dispute Settlement 
13.1 Application 
This clause establishes a process to deal with disputes about matters arising under this Agreement for which there 
are no appeals process specified in this Agreement; 
13.2 Principles 
13.2.1 Any party or employee subject to this agreement has the right to invoke these procedures. 
13.2.2 It is the intent of this clause to attempt to resolve issues between the parties quickly and as close as 

possible to the source of the grievance/dispute.  As such all parties to the grievance/dispute must co-
operate to deal with the matter expeditiously. 

13.2.3 Where the Union is not the initiating party, the employee will have the right to be represented as 
they so choose, including by a Union. 

13.2.4 While these procedures are taking place existing work arrangements and existing conditions of 
employment shall continue unless the issues involve Occupational Safety and Health matters which 
may require existing work arrangements to be altered. 

13.3 Procedure 
13.3.1 As soon as practicable after the matter has arisen it shall be jointly considered by the employee and 

her or his supervisor. 
13.3.2 If the matter is unresolved the employee and/or a representative of the employee shall take the 

matter up with an appropriate representative of management 
13.3.3 Where a dispute remains unresolved, at the request of either party a Disputes Committee shall be 

convened within 5 working days, unless agreed otherwise. 
The Disputes Committee shall consist of: 

• One nominee of the University; 
• One nominee of the Union(s); and 
• One independent Chair agreed between the parties 

Either party may object once to either party’ nominee on the grounds of conflict of interest. 
The Disputes Committee shall attempt to resolve the matter within 5 working days of its first 
meeting. 
Any resolution, decision or recommendation of the Disputes Committee shall be in the form of a 
written agreement subject, if necessary to ratification by either party. 

13.3.4 Until the procedures described in subclause 13.3.3 have been exhausted: 
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(a) work shall continue in the normal manner; 
(b) no industrial action shall be taken by the University or the Union(s); 
(c) the University shall not change work, staffing or the organisation of work if such is the subject 

of the dispute, nor take any action likely to exacerbate the dispute. 
13.3.5 If the dispute/grievance remains unresolved then either party may refer the matter to the AIRC for 

conciliation and if necessary arbitration. 
18. Notice Of Termination 
18.1 Full and Part Time Employees 

(a) Except as provided in this clause, an employee’s contract of service may be terminated by either 
party giving 4 weeks’ notice in writing or by the payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of 4 
weeks’ salary. 

(b) If the employee is over 45 years old and has more than 2 years’ continuous service with the 
University, the University must provide an additional week’s notice. 

18.2 Probationary Employees 
During the probationary period, an employee’s contract of service may be terminated by either party giving 2 
weeks’ notice in writing or by the payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of 2 weeks’ salary. 
18.3 Casual Employees 
The contract of service of a casual employee may be terminated by the giving of one hour’s notice by either party, 
or by the payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of one hour’s salary. 
18.4 Fixed Term Employees 

(a) The contract of service of a fixed term employee engaged on or after the commencement of this 
Agreement may be terminated within the fixed term by either party in accordance with subclause 
18.1 or 18.2. 

(b) The contract of service of a fixed term employee engaged before the commencement of this 
Agreement may be terminated within the fixed term: 
(i) by the employee in accordance with subclause 18.1; or 
(ii) by either party in accordance with subclause 18.2. 

(c) If within the fixed term, the University terminates the contract of service of a fixed term employee in 
circumstances that would, if the contract had simply expired and not been renewed, have entitled 
the employee to severance pay under the HECE Award, the employee shall be entitled to severance 
pay, in accordance with the HECE Award, based on the period of continuous service. 

18.5 The University may dismiss an employee, including a fixed term employee, without notice for serious 
misconduct which justifies instant dismissal. 

18.6 An employee, other than a casual employee, whose contract of service is terminated shall be advised in 
writing of the reasons.” 

36 I earlier set out that the letter which informed Mr Mayger of his termination of employment said that this was in accordance 
with clause 18.1 of the certified agreement. 

37 In my opinion, clause 12 of the certified agreement did not apply to Mr Mayger’s termination of employment.  This is because 
it provides for a grievance being able to be raised “by an employee”.  Following the termination of his employment, 
Mr Mayger was not an employee of the appellant, but was a former employee.  I do not think clause 12 of the certified 
agreement applies to former employees.  This construction of the grievance resolution clause is consistent with the balance of 
the clause which seems to have in mind a current rather than a former employee. 

38 For similar reasons, I do not think that the dispute settlement clause, clause 13 of the certified agreement, applied to the 
termination of Mr Mayger’s employment.  This opinion is enhanced by clause 13.3.4 which refers to what is to occur until the 
procedures described in clause 13.3.3 have been exhausted.  It refers, for example, to work continuing in the normal manner.  
This is not consistent, in my opinion, with a dispute settlement clause which is intended to cover a situation where employment 
has been terminated. 

39 There is no other clause of the certified agreement which provides for grievance resolution or dispute settlement with respect to 
the termination of employment of an employee, whether allegedly unfair or otherwise. 

40 Clause 18 of the certified agreement did and was applied to the termination of employment of Mr Mayger.  He was provided 
with notice of termination in accordance with clause 18.1 of the certified agreement.  It is noted that clause 18.5 provides for 
dismissal without notice for serious misconduct which justifies instant dismissal.  In this instance, despite the fact that there 
was an allegation of misconduct against Mr Mayger, the appellant did not purport to rely on clause 18.5 of the certified 
agreement or terminate Mr Mayger’s employment without notice or payment in lieu of notice. 

41 In my opinion, the certified agreement and the Act, with respect to its unfair dismissal jurisdiction, are “able to operate 
concurrently”.  This is because the certified agreement deals with the procedures for terminating employment and relevant 
notice periods, whereas the Act provides discretionary remedies for unfair dismissals.  With respect to the termination of 
employment, the certified agreement and the Act deal with different topics.  The certified agreement in clause 18 deals with the 
legal constraints and boundaries involved in terminating employment.  This is not, or at least not always, the same thing as 
delineating the boundaries of what is or is not an unfair dismissal. 

42 Clause 18 of the certified agreement marks out the legal parameters within which termination of employment is to be affected.  
It does not mark the boundaries of whether a dismissal is unfair or not.  A lawful dismissal is not necessarily fair; and on the 
contrary a dismissal which is not effected in accordance with a contract of employment, award or certified agreement, is not, 
by that reason alone, always and necessarily unfair (see, for example, Gordon v Q-Vis Ltd (2001) 81 WAIG 1651 at [54]-[55].) 

43 The appellant sought to rely upon the decisions of Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 
WAIG 611 and Martindale v British Petroleum Refinery (Kwinana) Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 1263.  In both of these cases, the 
Industrial Appeal Court held that a federal award covered the relevant field and excluded the jurisdiction of the Commission 
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with respect to a claim of unfair dismissal.  The appellant pointed out that in both Gersdorf and Martindale, the federal award 
contained a clause providing for the termination of employment upon a week’s notice.  It was submitted that the notice 
provisions of clause 18 of the certified agreement were relevantly similar and that by application of the principles underlying 
the Gersdorf and Martindale decisions, the Full Bench should find that the Commission did not retain its unfair dismissal 
jurisdiction in this appeal.  The appellant also referred to the citation by McKechnie J in City of Mandurah at paragraph [76] of 
both Gersdorf and Martindale as examples of cases where federal awards had evinced an intention to cover the field in relation 
to unfair dismissal. 

44 It was also argued by the appellant that unless, similar to City of Mandurah, the present certified agreement expressly 
preserved an employee’s right to make a claim pursuant to the Act with respect to an unfair dismissal, the Commission lacked 
jurisdiction.  I will deal with this last point first.  I do not think that City of Mandurah stands for the proposition that unless a 
term of a federal award or certified agreement contains a clause which explicitly sets out an entitlement to bring an unfair 
dismissal claim to the Commission, there is a direct collision between the certified agreement and the Act.  The presence of the 
clause in City of Mandurah was simply an indication that the rights under the federal award were cumulative upon the rights 
under the State law (see Anderson J at paragraph [28]). 

45 I also do not accept the argument that the reasoning of the Industrial Appeal Court in Gersdorf and/or Martindale, compels the 
conclusion that the Commission did not have jurisdiction.  This is for a number of reasons. 

46 Firstly, the issues which the court were dealt with in those decisions were not identical to the present issue, which is mandated 
by the wording of s170LZ(3) of the WR Act.  That is an issue of whether the certified agreement and the State law giving the 
Commission jurisdiction “are able to operate concurrently”. 

47 Secondly, the jurisdiction which the Commission exercised in 1981 and 1992 respectively, when Gersdorf and Martindale 
were decided, is different to now.  In particular, the Commission now has jurisdiction under s23A(6) of the Act to award 
compensation for loss or injury caused by an unfair dismissal.  The presence of this, albeit qualified, jurisdiction undermines 
the prospect that there could be an “interminable series” of terminations and reinstatement orders, as referred to by Bray CJ in 
The Queen v The Industrial Court of South Australia; Ex parte General Motors-Holdens Pty Ltd (1975) 10 SASR 582 at 590, 
which was quoted in both Gersdorf and Martindale as being a reason for inconsistency between the federal award and State 
unfair dismissal legislation. 

48 Thirdly, in the present appeal, as in the award in Martindale, the certified agreement does not deal with the consequences of an 
unfair dismissal.  In Martindale Ipp J dealt with that issue in the following way:- 

“It was submitted by counsel for the appellant that the omission in cl 5 to deal with the rights of an employee who is 
“unfairly” dismissed indicates that the clause is not an exclusive code.  He also submitted that, properly construed, 
cl 5 deals only with procedural matters and does not create substantive rights. 
In my view the fact that cl 5 does not deal with a termination of employment that might be “unfair”, but which is 
otherwise covered by the provisions of the clause, is simply an indication that the parties to the Award intended that 
an employee should have no rights following on such a termination or dismissal, other than those recorded in the 
clause.” 

49 In this appeal I am not prepared to assume or find that the parties to the certified agreement intended that a dismissed employee 
could not have recourse to the unfair dismissal jurisdiction of the Commission on the basis that the prospect of so doing was 
not explicitly mentioned in the certified agreement.  I do not think that it is safe to make this assumption about the parties to a 
certified agreement made in December 2004, given the well known jurisdiction of the Commission with respect to unfair 
dismissals.  In my opinion, something more than silence is needed to demonstrate that the parties agreed that an allegedly 
unfairly dismissed employee could have no recourse to the jurisdiction of the Commission. 

50 In my opinion, the exercise by the Commission of its unfair dismissal jurisdiction would not impair any rights held by the 
appellant under the certified agreement (see Victoria v The Commonwealth (1937) 58 CLR 618 at 630.)  This is because the 
agreement does not expressly, or in my opinion impliedly, contain any clause which permits the “unfair dismissal” of an 
employee; or provides that an employee so dismissed does not have access to the jurisdiction of the Commission. 

51 I would not uphold this ground of appeal. 
Ground 1(b) 

52 This ground asserts that the Commission as constituted did not have jurisdiction to deal with the application because 
Mr Mayger was a government officer within the meaning of the Act and that therefore the Public Service Appeal Board as 
constituted under the Act had exclusive jurisdiction with respect to the termination of his employment. 

53 The application made to the Commission at first instance was an application to convene a conference under s44 of the Act.  In 
making the order on 30 September 2005, the Commission purported to act pursuant to s44(6) of the Act, and, in particular, 
ss44(6)(bb)(i) and (ii).  By its terms, the power to make orders under s44(6)(bb) of the Act is predicated upon there being an 
“industrial matter” before the Commission. 

54 S22A of the Act provides that:- 
“In this Division and Divisions 2A to 2G —  
“Commission” means the Commission constituted otherwise than as a constituent authority; 
“industrial matter” does not include a matter in respect of which, subject to Division 3, a constituent authority has 
exclusive jurisdiction under this Act.” 

55 The reference to “this Division and Divisions 2A to 2G” in s22A is a reference to Division 2 and Divisions 2A to 2G of Part II 
of the Act.  S44 of the Act is contained in Division 2C of Part II of the Act.  Accordingly, if a constituent authority of the 
Commission has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to a matter then it is not an industrial matter for the purposes of s44 of the 
Act and the Commission does not have jurisdiction to make an order under that section. 

56 As stated above, the appellant argued that this was the situation in this case because the Public Service Appeal Board had 
exclusive jurisdiction to deal with remedies consequent upon the termination of Mr Mayger’s employment. 

57 The expression “constituent authority” is defined in s7 of the Act to mean the Public Service Arbitrator, a Public Service 
Appeal Board, or the Railways Classification Board, established or appointed under Part IIA of the Act. 

58 The Public Service Appeal Board is a constituent authority established by s80H of the Act, which is within Part IIA of the Act. 
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59 S80I of the Act sets out the jurisdiction of the Public Service Appeal Board.  Relevantly, s80I(1)(e) provides that the Board has 
jurisdiction to hear and determine:- 

“an appeal, other than an appeal under section 78(1) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994, by any 
Government officer who occupies a position that carries a salary lower than the prescribed salary from a decision, 
determination or recommendation of the employer of that Government officer that the Government officer be 
dismissed …” 

60 The appellant argued that this applied to Mr Mayger as a government officer. 
61 S80I(1)(e) refers to an appeal other than an appeal under s78(1) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (the PSM Act).  An 

appeal under that subsection may be made, in certain circumstances, by an “employee”.  The term “employee” is defined in s3 
of the PSM Act to mean a “person employed in the Public Sector by or under an employing authority”.  The expression, 
“Public Sector” is defined in s3 of the PSM Act to mean all:- 

“(a) the agencies; 
(b) the ministerial offices; and 
(c) the non-SES organisations;” 

62 “Agency” is defined in s3 of the PSM Act to mean a “department” or “SES organisation”.  A “department” means a 
“department established under section 35” of the PSM Act (s3).  The appellant is not such an entity.  An “SES organisation” is 
also defined by s3 of the PSM Act.  One of the criteria of an SES organisation is that it is specified in column 2 of Schedule 2 
of the PSM Act.  The appellant is not so specified.  The appellant therefore is not an “agency”. 

63 It is also not a ministerial office.  Finally it is not a “non-SES organisation”.  This is because entities specified in column 2 of 
Schedule 1 of the PSM Act are excluded from being a “non-SES organisation”, as defined in s3 of the PSM Act.  The appellant 
is so specified.  Due to the above, the appellant is not part of the “Public Sector”. 

64 The appellant is also not an “employing authority”, as defined in s5 of the PSM Act.  Mr Mayger therefore is not an “employee” 
as defined in s3 of the PSM Act and accordingly, on that basis alone, does not have a right to appeal under s78(1) of that Act.  
The first criteria of s80I(1)(e) of the Act is therefore satisfied. 

65 S80I(1)(e) applies to appeals by a government officer who occupies a position that carries a salary lower than the prescribed 
salary from a decision of their employer that they be dismissed.  It may be inferred that Mr Mayger had a salary less than the 
“prescribed salary” (see the definition in s80I(2) of the Act).  The question then is whether Mr Mayger was a government 
officer. 

66 A “Government officer” is defined in s80C for the purposes of Division 2 of Part IIA of the Act “unless the contrary intention 
appears”.  No such contrary intention appears in or for s80I of the Act.  The definition contained in s80C(1) of “Government 
officer” is as follows:- 

““Government officer” means —  
(a) every public service officer; 
(aa) each member of the Governor’s Establishment within the meaning of the Governor’s Establishment 

Act 1992; 
(ab) each member of a department of the staff of Parliament referred to in, and each electorate officer within the 

meaning of, the Parliamentary and Electorate Staff (Employment) Act 1992; 
(b) every other person employed on the salaried staff of a public authority; and 
(c) any person not referred to in paragraph (a) or (b) who would have been a Government officer within the 

meaning of section 96 of this Act as enacted before the coming into operation of section 58 of the Acts 
Amendment and Repeal (Industrial Relations) Act (No. 2) 1984 1, 

but does not include —  
(d) any teacher; 
(e) any railway officer as defined in section 80M; or 
(f) any member of the academic staff of a post-secondary education institution; 
“teacher” includes —  
(a) any person employed as a member of the teaching staff under section 235(1)(b) of the School Education 

Act 1999; 
(b) any person who is a member of the teaching staff or another person appointed under section 236(2) and 

who is employed at a community kindergarten registered under Part 5 of the School Education Act 1999, 
but does not include any public service officer, whether or not that public service officer holds or acts in a position 
in respect of which a teaching academic qualification is required.” 

67 S80C(2) of the Act provides:- 
“This Division shall be read in conjunction with the Public Sector Management Act 1994.” 

68 The appellant contended that Mr Mayger came within paragraph (b) of the definition of a “Government officer” in that he was 
employed on “the salaried staff of a public authority”.  The appellant submitted that Mr Mayger was employed on its salaried 
staff.  It was asserted that Mr Mayger was classified and paid in accordance with clause 41, Schedule A and Schedule D of the 
Murdoch University (General Staff) Enterprise Agreement 2004.  It seems that no issue was taken before the Commission at 
first instance as to this point, by the respondent. 

69 There is no definition in the Act of what is meant by the expression “salaried staff”.  Commissioner Smith in Li Liu v Public 
Transport Authority of the Government of Western Australia [2005] WAIRC 01312 at [7]-[10] gave some consideration to this 
issue. 

70 At the hearing of the appeal, albeit with some diffidence, the respondent’s agent accepted that Mr Mayger was a salaried 
officer for the purposes of s80I of the Act. 

71 The expression “public authority” is defined in s7 of the Act as follows:- 
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““public authority” means the Governor in Executive Council, any Minister of the Crown in right of the State, the 
President of the Legislative Council or the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly or the President of the Legislative 
Council and the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, acting jointly, as the case requires, under the Parliamentary 
and Electorate Staff (Employment) Act 1992, the Governor or his or her delegate under the Governor’s 
Establishment Act 1992, State Government department, State trading concern, State instrumentality, State agency, 
or any public statutory body, corporate or unincorporate, established under a written law but does not include a 
local government or regional local government;” 

72 The appellant argued that it was a “public statutory body, corporate or unincorporated, established under a written law”. 
73 The appellant is established by s4(1) of the Murdoch University Act 1973 (WA) (the Murdoch University Act).  S4(2) of that 

Act provides that the appellant is to be a body corporate.  This does not of itself however establish that the appellant is a 
“public statutory body”. 

74 In Murdoch University v CSA (1989) 69 WAIG 547, an award variation application, the Commission said that salaried officers 
of the appellant were defined as government officers for the purposes of the Act.  There was, however, no discussion of the 
issue and the case is therefore of limited assistance. 

75 The Commission at first instance rejected the argument that Mr Mayger was a “Government officer”.  In her reasons for 
decision, the Commissioner set out the submissions of both of the parties.  At paragraph [25] of her reasons, the Commissioner 
set out the terms of s80C(2) of the Act.  The Commissioner then referred to the PSM Act and concluded her reasons on this 
issue as follows:- 

“The PSM Act defines Public Sector Body as an agency, ministerial office or non-SES organisation.  Non-SES 
Organisations are defined in part as follows: 

“ … and which neither is nor includes —  
(c) an SES organisation; or  
(d) an entity specified in column 2 of Schedule 1;” 

Column 2 Schedule 1 of the PSM Act deems that the respondent is not an organisation for the purposes of the PSM 
Act.  As a result I find that the respondent and therefore its employees are expressly excluded from the operation of 
Part IIA, Division 2 of the Act by virtue of the respondent’s exclusion under Column 2 Schedule 1 of the PSM Act.  
As I have found that the respondent is excluded from the operation of Part IIA, Division 2 of the Act I find that the 
respondent’s employees including Mr Mayger are not government officers and are therefore unable to lodge an 
appeal to the Board claiming that he or she has been unfairly terminated.” 

76 With respect, in my opinion, this reasoning by the Commissioner is erroneous. 
77 S80C(2) of the Act does not have the effect that employees of those entities which are not part of the public sector as defined in 

the PSM Act are excluded from the operation of the Part IIA, Division 2 of the Act.  In its terms, s80C(2) does clearly not state 
this.  It simply says that the Division is to be read in conjunction with the PSM Act. 

78 In my opinion, the reason for the inclusion of s80C(2) in the Act is because the PSM Act also provides remedies for people who 
are subject to decisions taken under that Act.  These remedies include, in some instances, rights of appeal to the Commission, 
subject to some exclusions (see, for example, ss37(2), 52(2), 78 and 95(3) of the PSM Act, and note the definition of 
“Industrial Commission” in s3 of the PSM Act). 

79 The inclusion of s80C(2) into the Act does not affect the definition of “Government officer” contained in s80C(1), nor what is a 
public authority, as defined in s7 of the Act. 

80 Accordingly, in deciding that s80C(2) did have this affect, in my opinion the Commissioner erred in law. 
81 This does not necessarily mean that the appellant is a public statutory body, as referred to in the definition of “public 

authority” in s7 of the Act.  It is to this issue that I now turn. 
82 I earlier set out in full the definition of a “Government officer” in s80C(1) of the Act.  It is noted that the definition provides 

that a government officer does not include “any member of the academic staff of a post-secondary education institution”.  S7 
of the Act defines “post- secondary education institution” to mean an institution or part of an institution established or 
continued by or under a number of named Acts, including the Murdoch University Act. 

83 The fact that the legislature thought it necessary to specifically exclude members of the academic staff of the appellant from 
the definition of a government officer, strongly suggests that the legislature’s view was that, absent this exclusion, the salaried 
academic staff members of the appellant would be government officers; on the basis of being on the staff of a public authority.  
If this were not so, there would be no need to specifically exclude such employees from the definition of a government officer.  
It follows therefore that the legislative intention appears to be that the appellant is a public authority. 

84 As set out earlier, the appellant contends it is a public statutory body and therefore a “public authority” as defined in s7 of the 
Act. 

85 The expressions “public statutory body”, “public body” and “public authority” are expressions which are common to revenue 
and other statutes of the Commonwealth and States of Australia.  Although it is not always productive to look at discussions of 
the meaning of similar expressions in different statutory settings, in my opinion it is so in this instance. 

86 In Melbourne City Council v State Superannuation Board of Victoria (1992) 77 LGRA 245, the Full Court of the Supreme 
Court of Victoria considered the expression “public statutory body which is constituted under the law of Victoria”, in the Local 
Government Act 1958 (Vic).  Brooking J, with whom Fullagar J agreed said that:- 

“In my opinion the phrase means a statutory body constituted under the law of Victoria to perform public 
functions.” 

87 In Federal Commissioner of Taxation v Bank of Western Australia Ltd (1995) 133 ALR 599, the Full Court of the Federal 
Court considered the expression “authority” as contained in a schedule to the Sales Tax (Exemptions and Classifications) Act 
1992 (Cth).  Hill J, with whom Wilcox J agreed, at page 616 said that the meaning of the word “authority” in the context in 
which it was being considered was substantially the same as the expression “public authority”.  His Honour then reviewed a 
number of cases in which these expressions were considered.  At page 618 Hill J collected a number of propositions derived 
from the cases.  Relevantly, for present purposes, His Honour said at (7) that:- 

“At least where the question is whether a body is a “public authority” the body must exercise control power or 
command for the public advantage or execute a function in the public interest …” 
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88 In Re Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria and Others; Ex parte The State Public Services Federation (1992) 175 CLR 442, the 
High Court considered the eligibility clause in the rules of an organisation of employees registered under the (then) Industrial 
Relations Act 1988 (Cth).  The eligibility clause referred to persons employed in the public service of Victoria or employed in 
any State instrumentality or other undertaking carried on by public authorities, commissions or corporations under any State 
charter, statute, enactment or proclamation of the State of Victoria.  At page 450, Mason CJ, Brennan and Gaudron JJ, 
constituting the court, said:- 

“The question whether a body is a public authority is one of fact and degree which often requires a balancing of the 
various features of the body concerned … In Renmark Hotel Inc. v. Federal Commissioner of Taxation, Rich J., at 
first instance, said that for a body to be a public authority “it should carry on some undertaking of a public nature 
for the benefit of the community or of some section or geographical division of the community and that it should 
have some governmental authority to do so”.  His Honour’s decision was upheld on appeal, emphasis being given 
to the need for “public functions” …” (footnotes omitted). 

89 In the Anti-Cancer Council case, the court also cited its earlier decision of Western Australian Turf Club v Federal 
Commission of Taxation (1977-1978) 139 CLR 288.  The court there considered the status of the Western Australian Turf Club 
for the purpose of s23(d) of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 which contained an exemption from tax for bodies including 
a “public authority constituted under any Act or State Act”.  The court held that the Turf Club did not have this status, 
primarily on the basis that it had entire control over the disposition of its profits and its members were entitled to share in the 
division of its assets on dissolution (see, for example, Stephen J at pages 298-299). 

90 In my opinion, the authorities establish that a public statutory body is a statutory body which performs functions for the benefit 
of the public as a whole or a significant sector of it.  In his oral submissions, the respondent’s agent provided the Full Bench 
with some dictionary definitions of the word “public” (The Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary, 3rd Edition).  He submitted 
that the definition which applied to a “public statutory body” was “(of a service, funds, etc.) provided by or concerning local or 
central government”.  That is, a body closely aligned with government and receiving government funding.  I do not think this 
is what is mean by a “public statutory body” in the Act, although government funding may be one indicia of such a body.  Of 
the definitions provided by the respondent, in my opinion, “of or concerning the people as a whole” best represents the 
meaning of “public” in the present context. 

91 In Smith v Lawrence and Others (2002) 171 FLR 68, Barrett J of the Supreme Court of New South Wales at [52], following a 
review of the cases, said that “it is necessary to make a close examination of the functions, activities and objects of a particular 
body in order to determine whether or not it is a public authority”.  This comment was made with reference to the New South 
Wales Grains Board, constituted by the Grain Marketing Act 1991 (NSW).  The question was whether the board was an 
exempt public authority, on the basis that it was a public authority, under s57A of the Corporations Law.  His Honour then 
considered the functions, role and accountability of the Grains Board under the Grain Marketing Act 1991 (NSW). 

92 In my opinion it is necessary to consider these issues with respect to the appellant. 
93 As set out earlier, the appellant is constituted under s4 of the Murdoch University Act. 
94 The objects of the appellant are set out in s5 of the Murdoch University Act as follows:- 

“The objects of the University shall be the advancement of learning and knowledge, and the provisions of university 
education.” 

95 The functions of the appellant are set out in s6 of the Murdoch University Act as follows:- 
“(1) The functions of the University shall include the following — 

(a) to establish and maintain such schools of study as are prescribed by Statute; 
(b) to participate in the development and improvement of tertiary education to meet the needs of the 

community; 
(c) to encourage and undertake research; and 
(d) to provide such facilities as are necessary or conducive to the attainment of the objects of the 

University and the performance of its functions. 
(2) The University shall have all such powers, rights and privileges as are reasonably necessary to enable it to 

carry out its functions.” 
96 The reference to a “statute” in this section means, pursuant to s3 of the Murdoch University Act, a statute of the appellant in 

force pursuant to the Murdoch University Act. 
97 In my opinion, the objects and functions of the appellant as set out in the Murdoch University Act are essentially public 

functions.  The performance of the functions and the carrying out of the objects by the appellant is of benefit to members of the 
public and the public generally. 

98 S8 of the Murdoch University Act provides that the appellant is consisted of the Senate, such members of the academic and 
other staff of the appellant as are prescribed by statute, convocation, the students for the time being and such other persons if 
any as are prescribed by statute.  The reference to the Senate is a reference to the body constituted by s12 of the Murdoch 
University Act which sets out the membership of the Senate.  Relevantly, it includes six members who are to be appointed by 
the Governor.  This implies some element of public control over the administration of the appellant. 

99 Pursuant to s17 of the Murdoch University Act, the Senate is the governing body of the appellant.  S17(2) of that Act provides 
that the Senate has the control and management of the affairs and concerns of the appellant. 

100 S22(1) of the Murdoch University Act provides that the appellant shall have power to award to any person after examination 
and in accordance with the statutes and regulations such degrees and other academic distinctions as may be constituted by 
statute.  This gives the appellant a power which the public does not have.  This is sometimes considered important in 
determining if a body is a “public authority” (see Hill J in Federal Commissioner of Taxation v Bank of Western Australia Ltd 
at pages 618-619). 

101 S32 of the Murdoch University Act provides for loans being raised by the appellant being guaranteed by the treasurer. 
102 S34 of the Murdoch University Act refers to the application of the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 (the FAA Act) 

to the appellant.  It provides that the FAA Act applies with some exemptions and modifications to the appellant.  The purpose 
of the FAA Act, as set out in its preamble, includes to “make provision for the administration and audit of the public finances of 
the State and certain statutory authorities and other bodies, to provide for annual reporting by departments and statutory 
authorities, to authorise and regulate the investment of certain public moneys”.  In my opinion, the application of the FAA Act 
to the appellant also emphasises the public nature of the appellant. 
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103 S34 is the last section of the Murdoch University Act. 
104 During submissions, there was some discussion about whether the appellant could be distinguished from the University of 

Notre Dame, as a private university.  The University of Notre Dame is established pursuant to the University of Notre Dame 
Australia Act 1989 (the University of Notre Dame Act).  S25 of that Act is in the following terms:- 

“25. University is an independent body  
(1) The University is not a State agency or State instrumentality or public statutory body, and, other than as 

provided in section 25A, no revenue or moneys are to be appropriated for the purposes of the University.  
(2) The University is not a public authority, statutory authority or statutory corporation for the purposes of any 

written law in which any of those terms is used.  
(3) Without limiting the generality of subsection (2) —   
 (a) the University is not an authority for the purposes of the Western Australian Treasury Corporation 

Act 1986 ;  
 (b) the University is not a public authority for the purposes of Division 2 of Part 11A of the Industrial 

Relations Act 1979 .”  
105 In my opinion, s25(3)(b) is particularly relevant.  The inclusion of the section indicates the legislature thought it necessary to 

make it clear that Notre Dame University was not a “public authority” under the Act.  The reason that this was necessary, in 
my view, is that otherwise the Notre Dame University could be found to be a public authority (as a public statutory body), 
because of the public functions which a university ordinarily performs.  There is no section in the Murdoch University Act 
equivalent to s25(3)(b) of the University of Notre Dame Act.  This seems to indicate that the legislature did not share any 
similar concern that the appellant might be found to be a public statutory body, when this was not the legislative intention.  It 
adds weight to the argument based on s80C(1)(f) of the Act that the legislative intent was for the appellant to be characterised 
as a public statutory body. 

106 As the High Court in the Anti-Cancer Council case set out, the question of whether an entity is a public statutory body is 
ordinarily a question of fact.  Apart from references to the Murdoch University Act, however, in submissions by the parties, 
there were no evidentiary materials before the Commissioner on this issue.  There could, for example, have been evidence 
about the funding and activities of the appellant which are relevant to its characterisation.  In Smith v Lawrence and Others, for 
example, the Annual Reports of the Grains Board which described its activities were before the court. 

107 Given the absence of evidence, I have considered whether the appropriate course was to remit the matter to the Commissioner 
for further consideration, giving the parties an opportunity to present evidence on the issue.  In the end, however, I do not think 
this is the appropriate course.  This is because it was up to the current respondent to establish that the Commission had 
jurisdiction, once this was challenged by the present appellant.  To this end, the appellant could have, but did not, put evidence 
before the Commission on this issue.  In my opinion, on the materials before the Commissioner, she could not have been 
satisfied that the Commission as constituted had jurisdiction and the application should have been dismissed on this basis.  
This is because, on the material before the Commission, it could not have been satisfied that the appellant was other than a 
public statutory body. 

108 As I have said, the presence of s80C(1)(f) in the Act, coupled with s25(3)(b) of the University of Notre Dame Act, strongly 
suggest the legislature intended the appellant to be a “public statutory body”.  Additionally, the objects and functions of the 
appellant benefit the public or a significant sector of it.  The Government has a role in appointing to the Senate and the FAA 
Act largely applies to the appellant.  Both of these things emphasise the public nature of the appellant. 

109 Accordingly, on the materials before the Commissioner, I am of the opinion that:- 
(a) The appellant is a public statutory body and therefore a “public authority” as defined in the Act. 
(b) Mr Mayger was a salaried officer, employed by the appellant. 
(c) Due to (a) and (b), Mr Mayger was a “government officer”, as defined in s80C(1) of the Act. 
(d) Mr Mayger had a right of appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board under s80I(e) of the Act, against the decision to 

terminate his employment.  This constituent authority of the Commission had exclusive jurisdiction to hear and 
determine an application with respect to the industrial matter of Mr Mayger’s termination (see Li Liu v Public 
Transport Authority of the Government of Western Australia at [19]-[22]). 

(e) As the Public Service Appeal Board had exclusive jurisdiction to deal with the industrial matter constituted by 
Mr Mayger’s termination of employment, s22A of the Act applied. 

(f) Accordingly, the Commission, as constituted at first instance, did not have jurisdiction to convene the conference 
and make the orders it purportedly did under s44 of the Act. 

110 As a result the appeal must be allowed on this ground and the orders of the Commission set aside. 
Ground 2 

111 Due to the conclusions reached in ground 1(b), it is not strictly necessary to decide this ground of appeal or ground 3.  I think it 
appropriate, however, to shortly express my reasons for concluding that the appeal should not be allowed on either of these two 
grounds. 

112 Ground 2 asserts that the Commissioner erred in law in that she failed to comply with the requirements of s44(11) of the Act.  
The facts which the appellant argued supported this ground are set out in the particulars to the ground, quoted earlier in these 
reasons.  The letter referred to in the particulars was sent by the appellant on 5 September 2005.  The response was by letter 
from the Commissioner’s Associate dated 6 September 2005. 

113 To understand the ground, I set out below s44(9)-(12) of the Act:- 
“(9) Where at the conclusion of a conference held in accordance with this section any question, dispute, or 

disagreement in relation to an industrial matter has not been settled by agreement between all of the 
parties, the Commission may hear and determine that question, dispute, or disagreement and may make an 
order binding only the parties in relation to whom the matter has not been so settled. 

(10) Subject to subsections (11) and (12), the Commission may, for the hearing and determination of a matter 
under subsection (9), be constituted by the Commissioner who presided over the conference. 

(11) Where the Commissioner referred to in subsection (10) proposes to constitute the Commission for the 
purpose mentioned in that subsection, he shall, at the conclusion of the conference advise the parties thereto 
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of his intention so to do, and, if any party thereupon objects to the Commission being so constituted for that 
purpose, that Commissioner shall not enter upon the hearing of the matter concerned unless —  
(a) he has discussed with the Chief Commissioner the propriety of his so doing; and 
(b) the Chief Commissioner, after interviewing the objecting party, has directed him so to do. 

(12) Where the Chief Commissioner does not give the direction referred to in subsection (11)(b), he may — 
(a) allocate the matter in dispute for hearing and determination by the Commission constituted by a 

Commissioner other than the Commissioner who presided over the conference; and 
(b) exercise in relation to the matter such powers of the Commission referred to in section 27(1) as he 

considers appropriate and are not inconsistent with the hearing and determination under 
paragraph (a).” 

114 The facts as disclosed by the particulars to ground 2 plainly do not involve any breach of s44(11) of the Act.  The 
Commissioner did at the conclusion of the conference advise the parties of her intention to (later) hear and determine the 
matter.  The appellant did not “thereupon” object to the Commissioner doing so.  There was therefore no requirement to act in 
the way further contemplated by s44(11) of the Act.  Moreover, the Commissioner has not entered “upon the hearing of the 
matter”, as described in s44(11).  Additionally, there was no connection between the actions of the Commissioner, in not 
acceding to the request contained in the letter, to not continue to hear the matter, and the making of the orders which were 
subject to the appeal, on 30 September 2005. 

115 This ground of appeal has not been established. 
Ground 3 

116 This ground asserted that the Commissioner erred in the exercise of her discretion to make the order dated 30 September 2005.  
It was argued that the terms of the order were unreasonable and onerous to the appellant and could prejudice the appellant’s 
position at the substantive hearing of the application. 

117 It was accepted by the appellant that before the Full Bench could allow the appeal on this ground it would need to be satisfied 
that an error had occurred, of the type discussed by Dixon, Evatt and McTiernan JJ in House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 499 at 
505.  That is:- 

“It must appear that some error has been made in exercising the discretion. If the judge acts upon a wrong 
principle, if he allows extraneous or irrelevant matters to guide or affect him, if he mistakes the facts, if he does not 
take into account some material consideration, then his determination should be reviewed and the appellate court 
may exercise its own discretion in substitution for his if it has the materials for doing so. It may not appear how the 
primary judge has reached the result embodied in his order, but, if upon the facts it is unreasonable or plainly 
unjust, the appellate court may infer that in some way there has been a failure properly to exercise the discretion 
which the law reposes in the court of first instance. In such a case, although the nature of the error may not be 
discoverable, the exercise of the discretion is reviewed on the ground that a substantial wrong has in fact 
occurred.” 

118 In publishing the order which was first made on 29 September 2005 the Commissioner set out in a lengthy preamble, the 
arguments made by the parties on whether the interim order should or should not be granted.  The contentions of the appellant 
were there set out.  As such I am not convinced that the Commissioner failed to take into account any materially relevant factor 
which was relied upon by the appellant. 

119 I also do not think that the order made was unreasonable or plainly unjust as contemplated by their Honours in House v The 
King.  It was an order which, in my opinion, was open to be made by the Commissioner upon the materials before her. 

120 It is also the case that the Commissioner was in possession of more information as to the “state of play” than is before the Full 
Bench.  This is because the Commissioner had participated in a private conference, purportedly under s44 of the Act, and had 
the opportunity to comprehend first hand the position of the parties and the industrial environment.  In my opinion, the Full 
Bench should be slow to intervene in the making of an interim order, in such circumstances. 

121 In my opinion, this ground of appeal has not been established. 
Conclusion 

122 Due to the conclusions made with respect to ground 1(b) above, the appeal must be allowed and the orders of the 
Commissioner at first instance set aside. 

SENIOR COMMISSIONER GREGOR: 
123 I have had the benefit of reading the Decisions of both the Acting President and Commissioner Smith.  I do not disagree with 

the conclusions that they have reached. 
124 I have reached the conclusion that the appeal has to be upheld very much for the reasons that the Acting President sets out in 

his Reasons for Decision.  That is, the Appellant is a public statutory body and therefore a public authority as defined.  The 
Applicant was a Salaried Officer and by virtue of being a Government Officer as defined in s80C of the Act has a right of 
appeal under s80I(1) to the Public Service Appeal Board which has the exclusive jurisdiction to deal with such an application.  
As a result the appeal must be allowed on that ground and I therefore join my colleagues in allowing the appeal and setting 
aside the orders made at first instance. 

COMMISSIONER SMITH: 
125 The relevant facts of this matter are set out in the reasons of the Acting President. 

Ground 1(a) 
126 The appellant argues the Commissioner erred in law in not finding that s170LZ of the WR Act operated to exclude the 

jurisdiction of the Commission under the Act.  Section 170LZ(1), (3) and (4) of the WR Act provides: 
“(1) Subject to this section, a certified agreement prevails over terms and conditions of employment specified in a 

State law, State award or State employment agreement, to the extent of any inconsistency. 
(3) If a State law provides protection for an employee against harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of 

employment (however described in the law), subsection (1) is not intended to affect the provisions of that law 
that provide the protection, so far as those provisions are able to operate concurrently with the certified 
agreement. 

(4) To the extent of any inconsistency, a certified agreement displaces prescribed conditions of employment 
specified in a Commonwealth law that is prescribed by the regulations.” 
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127 In support of its argument the appellant contends that an agreement the Murdoch University (General Staff) Enterprise 
agreement 2004 [PR954565] (“the certified agreement”) which is an agreement certified by the Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission (“the Australian Commission”) cannot operate concurrently with the provisions of the Act.  In particular, they 
argue that the terms of the certified agreement evince an intention to cover the field of “reinstatement” and that whilst the 
terms of the certified agreement do not deal with reinstatement, they say the field is covered by clause 18 of the certified 
agreement which provides for termination of an employee’s employment with or without notice.  The appellant also says that 
insofar as clause 13 of the certified agreement only confers jurisdiction to hear disputes between the appellant and employees 
covered by the certified agreement by the Australian Commission, clauses 12 and 13 have no application to this matter as the 
person in relation to whom the interim reinstatement order relates was not an employee of the appellant prior to the interim 
order being made.  For the reasons set out in the Acting President’s reasons for decision, plainly that submission in law is 
correct. 

128 However, I do not agree with the submission that whether the provisions of the Act, in particular s44 of the Act, can operate 
concurrently with the certified agreement turns on whether the certified agreement purports to cover the field.  The certified 
agreement is not a law of the Commonwealth but its force is derived from a law of the Commonwealth, the WR Act.  However, 
inconsistency between the Act and the certified agreement has the same effect as inconsistency between a law of the 
Commonwealth and a law of the State (see Clyde Engineering Company Limited v Cowburn (1926) 37 CLR 466).  The 
appellant’s argument that the certified agreement covers the field, fundamentally fails as s170LZ(3) expresses an intention not 
to cover the field.  In R v Credit Tribunal; Ex parte General Motors Acceptance Corporation Australia (1977) 137 CLR 545 
the High Court considered a statutory provision that was similar in terms to s170LZ(3) of the WR Act.  In that matter, the High 
Court considered whether s40 of the Consumer Credit Act 1972 (SA) was inconsistent with Part V of the Trade Practices Act 
1974 (Cth).  In that case both the State and Commonwealth laws provided for conditions to be implied in consumer sales 
contracts but there were differences in detail between the State and Commonwealth conditions.  Section 75 of the Trade 
Practices Act provided that Part V was “not intended to exclude or limit the concurrent operation of any law of a State or 
Territory”.  Mason J with whom Barwick CJ, Gibbs and Stephen JJ agreed, observed at page 563: 

“… a Commonwealth law may provide that it is not intended to make exhaustive or exclusive provisions with respect to 
the subject with which it deals, thereby enabling State laws, not inconsistent with Commonwealth law, to have an 
operation.  Here again the Commonwealth law does not of its own force give State law a valid operation.  All that it does 
is to make it clear that the Commonwealth law is not intended to cover the field, thereby leaving room for the operation of 
such State laws as do not conflict with Commonwealth law.” 

129 After considering the operation of the State and Commonwealth laws the Court concluded in R v Credit Tribunal; Ex parte 
General Motors Acceptance Corporation Australia (op cit) the Commonwealth law evinced an intention not to cover the field 
and there was no inconsistency between the two laws as no direct inconsistency arose.   

130 In City of Mandurah v Hull (op cit), the Industrial Appeal Court considered that the effect of s152(1A) of the WR Act, the 
terms of which were substantially identical to s170LZ(3) of the WR Act.  Anderson J with whom Kennedy J agreed, observed 
that Mason J in R v Credit Tribunal; Ex parte General Motors Acceptance Corporation Australia (op cit) pointed out at 563 
that it is: 

“… well established that a provision in a Commonwealth statute evincing an intention that the statute is not intended to 
cover the field cannot avoid or eliminate a case of direct inconsistency or collision, of the kind which arises, for example, 
when Commonwealth and State laws make contradictory provisions upon the same topic, making it impossible for both 
laws to be obeyed.” 

131 Anderson J in City of Mandurah v Hull (op cit) held that s152(1A) of the WR Act evinced an intention not to cover the field 
and said that in determining whether s29 of the Act was inconsistent with the Federal award: 

“It therefore remains to consider whether there is a direct inconsistency or collision between the provisions of the award 
and s 29 of the WA State Act such that they cannot operate concurrently.” 

132 In Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Ltd v Wardley (1980) 142 CLR 237 at 259 to 261 Mason J observed direct 
inconsistency: 

“... is a description which has always been applied to cases in which it is impossible to obey both laws (R. v. Licensing 
Court of Brisbane; Ex parte Daniell (53); Blackley v. Devondale Cream (Vic.) Pty. Ltd. (54)).  It is also a description 
which has been applied to cases in which the Commonwealth law grants a permission or a right and the State law 
prohibits that which is permitted or prohibits the exercise of the right (Colvin v. Bradley Brothers Pty. Ltd. (55)).  Cases 
of this kind have sometimes been treated as a separate head of inconsistency (O’Sullivan v. Noarlunga Meat Ltd. (56)), 
though even when so treated they have generally been related to the ‘cover the field’ test (O’Sullivan v. Noarlunga Meat 
Ltd. (57); Swift Australian Co. (Pty.) Ltd. v. Boyd Parkinson (58)), apparently on the ground that direct inconsistency is 
confined to a situation in which simultaneous obedience to both laws is impossible. 
As the various tests which have been applied by the Court are all designed to elucidate the issue of inconsistency it is not 
surprising that they are interrelated and that in a given case more than one test is capable of being applied so as to 
establish inconsistency.  Especially is this so when it is the giving of a permission or the grant of a right by 
Commonwealth law that is the foundation of a claim of inconsistency.  If, according to the true construction of the 
Commonwealth law, the right is absolute, then it inevitably follows that the right is intended to prevail to the exclusion of 
any other law.  A State law which takes away the right is inconsistent because it is in conflict with the absolute right and 
because the Commonwealth law relevantly occupies the field.  So also with a Commonwealth law that grants a 
permission by way of positive authority.  The Commonwealth legislative intention which sustains the conclusion that the 
permission is granted by way of positive authority also sustains the conclusion that the positive authority was to take 
effect to the exclusion of any other law.  Again it produces inconsistency on both grounds : cf. Airlines of New South 
Wales Pty. Ltd. v. New South Wales (59), where the permission for which Commonwealth law provided was neither 
absolute nor comprehensive. 
Inconsistency between a Commonwealth award or an agreement having the force of an award and a State law involves 
special considerations.  They were discussed in Robinson (T. A.) and Sons Pty. Ltd. v. Haylor (60), and they explain the 
presence of s. 65 in the Act.  In truth the case which Ansett makes is one of inconsistency between the Act and the State 
Act, s. 109 giving paramountcy to the Act with the result that the State Act cannot operate if, pursuant to the Act, the 
Commission has exercised its power to the exclusion of the provisions made by State law on the topic.  The issue 
therefore turns upon the interpretation of the agreement and, despite the emphasis given to the claim of direct 
inconsistency, the question is whether the provisions of the agreement were intended to operate, subject to, or in disregard 
of, the general law.” 
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133 In construing an award or a certified agreement the principle must be borne in mind that every award is made against a 
background of the general law of each State governing the relationship of master and servant (R v Clarkson; Ex parte General 
Motors-Holden’s Pty Ltd (1976) 134 CLR 56 at 77 per Jacobs J). 

134 In this matter a union member had been dismissed by the appellant for misconduct.  The respondent made an application under 
s44 of the Act for an interim re-instatement order.  In making the order the Commission acted under s44(6)(bb)(i) of the Act.  
The issue in this matter to be determined by this Full Bench is whether there is a direct inconsistency or collision between s44 
of the Act and clause 18(1), (5) and (6) of the certified agreement.  Clause 18(1), (5) and (6) of the certified agreement 
provides: 

“18.1 Full and Part Time Employees 
(a) Except as provided in this cluse, an employee’s contract of service may be terminated by either party 

giving 4 weeks’ notice in writing or by the payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of 4 weeks’ 
salary. 

(b) if the employee is over 45 years old and has more than 2 years’ continuous service with the 
University, the University must provide an additional week’s notice. 

18.5 The University may dismiss an employee, including a fixed term employee, without notice for serious 
misconduct which justifies instant dismissal. 

18.6 An employee, other than a casual employee, whose contract of service is terminated shall be advised in writing 
of the reasons.” 

135 Section 44(6)(ba) and (bb)(i) and (ii) of the Act provides: 
“(6) The Commission may, at or in relation to a conference under this section, make such suggestions and give such 

directions as it considers appropriate and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing may — 
(ba) with respect to industrial matters, give such directions and make such orders as will in the opinion of 

the Commission — 
(i) prevent the deterioration of industrial relations in respect of the matter in question until conciliation 

or arbitration has resolved that matter; 
(ii) enable conciliation or arbitration to resolve the matter in question; or 
(iii) encourage the parties to exchange or divulge attitudes or information which in the opinion of 

the Commission would assist in the resolution of the matter in question; 
(bb) with respect to industrial matters — 

(i) give any direction or make any order or declaration which the Commission is otherwise 
authorised to give or make under this Act; and 

(ii) without limiting paragraph (ba) or subparagraph (i), in the case of a claim of harsh, oppressive 
or unfair dismissal of an employee, make any interim order the Commission thinks appropriate 
in the circumstances pending resolution of the claim;”   

136 Section 44(6)(bb)(i) of the Act empowers the Commission to make any order which the Commission is otherwise authorised to 
make under the Act.  Under s23A(3) of the Act the Commission is empowered to order an employer to reinstate an employee 
on claims of unfair dismissal.  Section 23A(1) to (6) and (12) of the Act provide: 

“(1) The Commission may make an order under this section if the Commission determines that the dismissal of an 
employee was harsh, oppressive or unfair. 

(2) In determining whether the dismissal of an employee was harsh, oppressive or unfair the Commission shall have 
regard to whether the employee — 
(a) at the time of the dismissal, was employed for a period of probation agreed between the employer and 

employee in writing or otherwise; and 
(b) had been so employed for a period of less than 3 months. 

(3) The Commission may order the employer to reinstate the employee to the employee’s former position on 
conditions at least as favourable as the conditions on which the employee was employed immediately before 
dismissal. 

(4) If the Commission considers that reinstatement would be impracticable, the Commission may order the 
employer to re-employ the employee in another position that the Commission considers — 
(a) the employer has available; and 
(b) is suitable. 

(5) The Commission may, in addition to making an order under subsection (3) or (4), make either or both of the 
following orders — 
(a) an order it considers necessary to maintain the continuity of the employee’s employment; 
(b) an order to the employer to pay to the employee the remuneration lost, or likely to have been lost, by 

the employee because of the dismissal. 
(6) If, and only if, the Commission considers reinstatement or re-employment would be impracticable, the 

Commission may, subject to subsections (7) and (8), order the employer to pay to the employee an amount of 
compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal. 

… 
(12) The Commission may make any ancillary or incidental order that the Commission thinks necessary for giving 

effect to any order made under this section.” 
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137 In my opinion clause 18.1(a) and (b) of the certified agreement are procedural.  Mason J in Ansett Transport Industries 
(Operations) Pty Ltd v Wardley (op cit) at 260 made a similar observation in relation to notice provisions in the Airline Pilots 
Agreement 1978 which provided for different periods of notice to be given depending upon length of service.  In this matter 
clause 18.1(a) and (b) of the certified agreement do not provide for an unfettered right of dismissal on any grounds and assume 
the right of dismissal under the general law.  The same can be said about clause 18.5 of the certified agreement.  Whilst clause 
18.5 provides that the appellant may dismiss an employee without notice for serious misconduct, that right is not unfettered or 
absolute as the right to dismiss for “misconduct” is qualified by the words “serious misconduct which justifies instant 
dismissal’.  The terms of the certified agreement do not define such conduct, the certified agreement simply assumes the right 
of summary dismissal for which the general law provides.  That right at common law has been modified by Western Australian 
law, in that, an employer must not harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismiss an employee.  For these reasons, it is my opinion, 
that there is no direct inconsistency between the certified agreement and the provisions of the Act.  The provisions of the Act do 
not deny, or vary a right, power or privilege conferred on the appellant or the respondent’s member by the certified agreement. 

138 In my respectful opinion, the decision of the Supreme Court in The Queen v The Industrial Court of South Australia; Ex parte 
General Motors-Holdens Pty Ltd (op cit) can be distinguished.  In the matter before the South Australian Supreme Court, the 
Court held s15(1)(e) of the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1972 (SA) was directly inconsistent with clause 6 of the 
General Motors-Holden’s Pty Limited (Part 1) General Award 1974. 

139 Clause 6(c)(i) in particular of the award in that matter provided: 
“Employment shall be terminated by a week’s notice on either side given at any time during the week or by the payment 
or forfeiture of a week’s wages as the case may be.  Such notice may be given at any time but shall expire at the ordinary 
finishing time of a working day or shift.  Notice given before the commencement of a day’s work or shift shall be deemed 
to have been given at the end of the previous day’s work or shift and notice given during a day’s work or shift shall be 
deemed to be given at the end of that day’s work or shift.  This shall not affect the right of the Company to dismiss an 
employee without notice for malingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct and in such cases wages shall be 
paid up to the time of dismissal only.” 

140 Section 15(1)(e) of the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1972 (SA) conferred on the Industrial Court of South 
Australia jurisdiction to hear and determine whether a dismissal was harsh, unjust or unreasonable and, if it thinks fit, direct an 
employer to re-employ an employee in their former position.  Walters and Wells JJ in a joint judgment observed at 599: 

“The relationship of an Award to the common law and to statute law is neatly summarized by Webb in his Industrial 
Relations and the Contract of Employment (1974) where, at page 21, he writes: 

‘The significance of the common law can be recognised if contracts of employment are seen to be stratified.  
First there is a foundation strata being the common law.  Superimposed on this are State acts, regulations and 
State industrial determinations; in places such State law cuts through and replaces the common law foundational 
strata.  Above this again are Commonwealth Acts, regulations and awards of the Arbitration Commission.  
Federal law cuts through State law in places, sometimes at the point where State law has already cut through 
common law, sometimes direct into common law.’ “ 

141 Walters and Wells JJ after considering this passage concluded at 599 to 560 that clause 6 of the Award was prescriptive.  In 
particular, clause 6 selected: 

“… certain specific aspects of the contract of employment, presumably those that were the subject of controversy, and lay 
down positive rules to set that controversy at rest and to regulate future cases within their ambit.  Sub-clause (c) is headed 
“Termination of Employment” and paragraph (i) of that sub-clause begins with the assertion, to which parties to the 
Award are deemed to subscribe, that employment shall be terminated by a week’s notice on either side given at any time 
during the week, or by the payment or forfeiture of a week’s wages, as the case may be.  Then follow two sentences 
which govern the machinery of giving notice.  Hard upon those two sentences appears the important saving clause:  “This 
shall not affect the right of the Company to dismiss an employee without notice for malingering, inefficiency, neglect of 
duty or misconduct and in such cases wages shall be paid up to the time of dismissal only.”  The clause thus falls within 
the general description of such clauses given by Webb (op. cit. at page 62) who writes: 

‘(ii) TERMINATION BY PAYMENT IN LIEU OF NOTICE.  The norm established by Australian 
industrial awards is that the contract of employment of weekly hired personnel may only be lawfully 
terminated by either party giving one week’s notice to the other or by the employer making payment 
of a week’s wages in lieu of notice to the employee, or by the employee forfeiting a week’s wages in 
lieu of notice.  In addition it is common practice for awards to recognise the common law right of an 
employer to sever the contract summarily where the conduct of the employee concerned is 
incompatible with the continued existence of the contract.’ 

In our judgement, clause 6, in general and sub-clause (c), paragraph (i), in particular, confers on both employer and 
employee the power to terminate the employment upon the fulfilment of certain conditions precedent.  Once the power is 
duly and lawfully exercised, and the appropriate time (if any) expires, the termination becomes immediately and 
completely effective no matter what were the surrounding circumstances in which the power was exercised.  The 
termination contemplated by the Award is neither provisional nor subject to a condition subsequent in defeasance; it is 
final and absolute as between the parties.  Whether a fresh relationship of master and servant is subsequently created is, so 
far as the control effected by the Award goes, a matter for the parties; the previously existing relationship has been 
destroyed, and no means is contemplated by the Award for resurrecting it.” 

142 In this matter the relevant terms of the certified agreement do not prescribe the conditions of termination.  In particular, the 
circumstances which justify dismissal for misconduct are not prescribed but are left to the general law.  For these reasons this 
ground of appeal fails. 

Grounds 1(b), 1(c), 2 and 3 
143 For the reasons given by the Acting President, I agree that the appeal should lie in the public interest and the appeal be upheld 

on ground 1(b) and that grounds 2 and 3 have not been made out. 
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Decision Order and directions given 
Appearances 
Appellant Ms C Pugsley and with her Mr J Dasey  
Respondent Mr M Swinbourn  
 
 

Order and Directions 
This appeal having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 22 November 2005, and having heard Ms C Pugsley, and with her 
Mr J Dasey on behalf of the appellant, and Mr M Swinbourn, on behalf of the respondent, and the Full Bench having determined it 
was just and expedient to make the orders and directions hereinafter contained, it is this day 22 November 2005, ordered and 
directed as follows:- 

(1) The hearing and determination of the appeal herein be adjourned sine die. 
(2) The appellant by 4.00pm on 25 November 2005 do serve upon the Western Australian State Solicitors 

Office a copy of: 
a. the Notice of Appeal; and  
b. a copy of the written submissions of the appellant; and  
c. a copy of the written submissions of the respondent in FBA 13 of 2005; together with 
d. a supplementary notice under s.78B of the Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) requesting the State of Western 

Australia to advise the Full Bench if they wish to intervene in FBA 13 of 2005. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2005 WAIRC 03376 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES MURDOCH UNIVERSITY 
APPELLANT 

-and- 
LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
BRANCH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DATE MONDAY, 19 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S FBA 13 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03376 
 
 
Decision Appeal upheld and the orders made at first instance set aside 
Appearances 
Appellant Ms C Pugsley and with her Mr J Dasey 
Respondent Mr M Swinbourn 
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Order 
This appeal having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 22 November 2005 and 12 December 2005, and having heard 
Ms C Pugsley and with her Mr J Dasey on behalf of the appellant and Mr M Swinbourn on behalf of the respondent, and the Full 
Bench having heard and determined the matter, and reasons for decision having been delivered on 19 December 2005, it is this day, 
19 December 2005, ordered that:- 

(1) The appeal be allowed. 
(2) The order made by the Commission on 30 September 2005 be set aside and in lieu thereof there be an order 

that the application be dismissed. 
By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03502 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SEACODE NOMINEES PTY LTD FORMERLY AS TRUSTEE FOR THE STONEHOUSE 
FAMILY TRUST 

APPELLANT 
-and- 
NIGEL ANTHONY PENFOLD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

HEARD TUESDAY, 29 NOVEMBER 2005 
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 20 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO. FBA 14 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03502 
 
 
CatchWords Industrial Law (WA) – Appeal against decision of a single Commissioner – No appearance by 

appellant – Failure to comply with order – Appeal dismissed 

Decision Appeal dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant No appearance 
Respondent Mr N A Penfold 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE ACTING PRESIDENT: 
1 This appeal was instituted on 30 September 2005.  An application to stay the operation of the orders made at first instance was 

subsequently filed, heard on 26 October 2005 and 9 November 2005, and dismissed on 9 November 2005 ((2005) 85 WAIG 
3926).  On 27 October 2005, the appeal was listed for hearing on 29 November 2005. 

2 Neither the appellant nor the respondent has been represented by solicitors or an industrial agent, either at first instance or 
subsequently.  The appellant has, at all times, been represented by Mr Michael Stonehouse, a director of the appellant. 

3 In the late afternoon of 28 November 2005, the Commission received a letter from Mr Stonehouse addressed to 
Ms MacTiernan, a Deputy Registrar of the Commission.  The letter read as follows:- 

“I am the authorised officer of the (sic) Seacode Nominees Pty Ltd, the applicant in the abovementioned matter. 
I regret to advise that due to unforeseen circumstances (sudden illness) which are beyond my personal control, I am 
unable to attend the hearing before the Full Bench, which has been listed for 10:30am on Tuesday 29th November 
2005. 
I respectfully request the hearing be adjourned for a minimum period of ten (10) working days to allow me to fully 
recover.” 

4 There was no indication on the letter that a copy had been sent to the respondent. 
5 Upon receipt of the letter by the Commission, it was brought to the attention of my associate who then brought it to my 

attention.  I directed her to attempt to telephone Mr Stonehouse to try and ascertain what the problem was and to indicate that, 
ordinarily, an application like this to adjourn a hearing needed to be supported by an affidavit exhibiting appropriate medical 
evidence.  I was later that day advised by my associate that she endeavoured to speak to Mr Stonehouse that afternoon on a 
mobile telephone number and a home telephone number.  I was advised that she was unable to speak to Mr Stonehouse but left 
a message on one of those telephone numbers indicating that Mr Stonehouse should telephone her.  He did not return that call. 

6 On the morning of 29 November 2005, my associate advised me of the following.  She telephoned Mr Stonehouse that 
morning a little after 8.00am.  On this occasion, she was able to speak to Mr Stonehouse.  My associate advised Mr Stonehouse 
that the letter he sent by facsimile was an inappropriate way to apply to have a hearing adjourned and that, ordinarily, the Full 
Bench would require an affidavit supported by medical evidence.  My associate was told by Mr Stonehouse that he was sick 
but had not as yet seen a medical practitioner.  My associate advised Mr Stonehouse that there was a possibility that the Full 
Bench would dismiss the appeal that morning.  My associate later reported to me that Mr Stonehouse seemed to be aware of 
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that.  My associate subsequently checked with Mr Stonehouse whether anyone would be representing the appellant other than 
Mr Stonehouse and Mr Stonehouse indicated that there would not be. 

7 The appeal was duly called on for hearing at 10.30am on 29 November 2005.  At this point, as was by then expected, no-one 
appeared on behalf of the appellant.  Mr Penfold appeared on his own behalf.  Mr Penfold did not object to an adjournment of 
the hearing of the appeal.  In all of the circumstances, the Full Bench made orders that, firstly, the hearing and determination 
be adjourned to a date to be fixed or until further order and, secondly, that the appellant was to file in the registry of the 
Commission and serve on the respondent within ten days of the date of the order an affidavit with appropriate supporting 
medical evidence annexed to it which provided a full explanation as to the absence of Mr M J Stonehouse and/or some other 
representative on behalf of the appellant at the hearing before the Full Bench. 

8 The order was sent to Mr Stonehouse by express post on 29 November 2005.  The order was accompanied by a letter from my 
associate to Mr Stonehouse (with a copy to Mr Penfold), which stated in part that:- 

“If the appellant does not file and serve an affidavit within the stated timeframe the Full Bench reserves the right to 
dismiss the appeal without reconvening the Full Bench.” 

9 It was foreshadowed during the hearing on 29 November 2005 that Mr Stonehouse would be advised of this possibility. 
10 The appellant did not comply with the order made on 29 November 2005 to file and serve an affidavit. 
11 On 12 December 2005, Mr Stonehouse sent a letter by facsimile to my associate.  This letter referred to her letter dated 

29 November 2005 enclosing the order of the Full Bench.  The letter went on to write as follows:- 
“I advise that late afternoon on Friday of last week I had cause to speak to the Commission on another but related 
matter and during the course of the conversation, I was reminded that a response to the order of the Full Bench 
should have been lodged by Thursday 8th December 2005.  I had inadvertently thought the response was to be 
lodged within ten (10) working days of the order being made. 
I will be filing a response to the order by the close of business today. 
Should this not be to the satisfaction of the Commission, please advise me accordingly. 
I apologise for the oversight on my part or for any inconvenience this may have caused.” 

12 Despite the representations made in this letter, there was no affidavit filed on behalf of the appellant on 12 December 2005 or 
subsequently. 

13 In my opinion, it is now appropriate to dismiss this appeal.  The appellant did not appear at the hearing date of the appeal.  The 
assertion that Mr Stonehouse was too unwell to attend was not supported by adequate evidence or other material.  Despite this, 
the Full Bench gave the appellant the opportunity to provide an explanation and potentially have the appeal again listed for 
hearing.  The appellant has failed to take this opportunity.  Despite the representations made in the letter dated 12 December 
2005, nothing has been forthcoming from the appellant. 

14 It is appropriate, in my opinion, to now bring the proceedings to a close and, accordingly, dismiss the appeal. 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: 
15 I have had the benefit of reading the draft reasons for decision of His Honour the President.  I agree with those reasons, that the 

appeal be dismissed and have nothing to add. 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD: 
16 I have had the benefit of reading the draft reasons for decision of His Honour the President.  I agree with those reasons and 

have nothing further to add. 

 

2005 WAIRC 03186 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SEACODE NOMINEES PTY LTD FORMERLY AS TRUSTEE FOR THE STONEHOUSE 
FAMILY TRUST 

APPELLANT 
-and- 
NIGEL ANTHONY PENFOLD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DATE TUESDAY, 29 NOVEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S FBA 14 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03186 
 
 
Decision Orders and Directions Issued 
Appearances 
Appellant No appearance by or on behalf of the appellant 
Respondent Mr N A Penfold on his own behalf 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 29 November 2005 and there being no appearance by or on behalf 
of the appellant and having heard Mr N A Penfold appearing on his own behalf, as respondent, it is this day, 29 November 2005, 
ordered and directed as follows:- 
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(1) The hearing and determination of this appeal be adjourned to a date to be fixed or until further order. 
(2) The appellant is to file in the Registry of the Commission and serve on the respondent, within ten (10) days of the 

date of this order, an affidavit, with appropriate supporting medical evidence annexed to it, which provides a full 
explanation as to the absence of Mr M J Stonehouse and/or some other representative on behalf of the appellant at 
the hearing before the Full Bench today. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03503 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SEACODE NOMINEES PTY LTD FORMERLY AS TRUSTEE FOR THE STONEHOUSE 
FAMILY TRUST 

APPELLANT 
-and- 
NIGEL ANTHONY PENFOLD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S WOOD 

DATE FRIDAY, 20 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S FBA 14 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03503 
 
 
Decision Appeal dismissed 
Appearances 
Appellant No appearance 
Respondent Mr N A Penfold 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 29 November 2005, and there being no appearance by or on 
behalf of the appellant and having heard Mr N A Penfold on his own behalf, it is this day, 20 January 2006, ordered and declared as 
follows:- 

1. That appeal No FBA 14 of 2005 filed herein on 30 September 2005, against the decision of the Commission in 
application No 1548 of 2004 given on 13 September 2005, be and is hereby dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

FULL BENCH—Unions—Application for Alteration of Rules— 
2005 WAIRC 03343 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES BAKING INDUSTRY EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

APPLICANT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

HEARD WEDNESDAY, 27 JULY 2005, FRIDAY, 9 DECEMBER 2005 
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 16 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO. FBM 11 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03343 
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CatchWords Industrial Law (WA) – Application to alter rules of organisation – Statutory requirements of 

Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended) – Application granted – Industrial Relations Act 
1979 (WA) (as amended), Division 4 of Part II, s6, s6(af), s6(e), s26, s26(1)(a), s55, s55(1), (2), (3), 
(4), (4)(a), (4)(b), (4)(c), (4)(c)(i), 4(d), (4)(e), s55(5), s56, s56(1), s58(3), s62(2), s62(4) – Industrial 
Relations Commission Regulations 2005 

Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Ms S Kemp (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
THE ACTING PRESIDENT: 

The Application 
1 The applicant is an organisation of employers that is registered under Division 4 of Part II of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 

(WA) (as amended) (the Act).  Pursuant to s62(2) of the Act, the applicant seeks the authorisation of the Full Bench for the 
Registrar of the Commission to register an alteration to the rules of the applicant, that relates to the qualification of persons for 
membership of the applicant. 

2 The proposed amendments are to Rules 4 and 5 of the applicant and will involve the addition of a class of membership to be 
known as an “Associate Member”. 

3 If amended, Rules 4 and 5 of the applicant will read as follows:- 
“4 – MEMBERSHIP 

The first members of the Association are those who are entered in the Register of Members of the Association as 
members under the old rules and subsequent members shall be those persons who being eligible shall after the date 
when these Rules come into force by duly elected (sic) in such manner and upon such conditions as may be 
prescribed from time to time by the Rules of the Association. 
The Association shall consist of:- 

Ordinary Members 
Life Members; and 
Associate Members. 

5 - DIVISIONS 
There shall be three divisions of membership of the class known as Ordinary Members.  They shall be: 

• Category 1 as defined in Rule 3 
• Category 2 as defined in Rule 3 
• Category 3 as defined in Rule 3 

ORDINARY MEMBERS 
Any sole trader, partnership or company engaged in the Bread Industry and Pastrycooking Industry and who 
manufactures and distributes bakery products within the State of Western Australia shall be eligible for ordinary 
membership of the Association. 
If an Ordinary member ceases to carry on the business of the manufacture of bakery products as aforesaid during 
any year of membership, he/she shall cease to be an Ordinary Member of the Association. 
A representative may be changed or an alternative representative appointed by a member on its giving written 
notice in that behalf to the Executive Director. 
LIFE MEMBERS 
The Association may from time to time appoint as Life Members persons not exceeding at any time seven in number 
who have in the opinion of the Association rendered outstanding services to the Industry. Any member of the 
Association shall have the right to submit to the Executive for its approval the nomination of any person as a Life 
Member of the Association. 
Upon and subject to the Executive approving of such person as a proper person to be nominated for Life 
Membership of the Association the nomination of such person shall be submitted by the Executive to a General 
Meeting of the Association for its consideration. A Life Member shall be entitled to attend all meetings of the 
Association but shall not have the right to vote on any matter unless actively engaged in the baking industry. 
A Life Member shall only whilst actively engaged in the industry as an Executive or otherwise be competent to hold 
any office in the Association and shall only be liable to the payment of fees fines and levies if he is a sole trader or a 
representative of a partnership or company. 
Notwithstanding the above, on the date these Rules are Registered, the following named persons shall be deemed to 
be life Members of the Association with all the privileges and benefits such membership confers. 

Mr George Burnett AM,OBE, JP  1968 
Mr Ted Ledger 1979 
Mr Stuart Dorman  1983 
Mr Thomas Corlett  1985 
Mr John Brennan  1987 
Mr Lindsay Day  1987 
Mr Theo Hansen 1990 
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
Any person, firm, association, joint venture, corporation or other legal entity carrying on a bona fide business that 
is actively engaged in the manufacture, distribution or supply of goods or services to the Bread Industry and 
Pastrycooking Industry with the State of Western Australia and who is not eligible for ordinary membership of the 
Association shall be eligible for membership as an Associate Member. 
Associate Members may attend meetings of the Association but are not entitled to vote at any meeting or to hold any 
office within the Association.” 

4 At the hearing of the application, there was no objection made by any person to the proposed rule alteration. 
5 As stated, the application is made pursuant to s62(2) of the Act.  In s62(4) of the Act, it provides that s55, s56 and s58(3) apply, 

with such modifications as are necessary, to and in relation to an application by an organisation for an alteration of a rule of the 
kind contemplated by s62(2).  Before dealing with the statutory requirements for an application to alter the rules of an 
organisation, I will set out the factual background. 

Factual Background 
6 Rule 32 of the rules of the applicant is the rule which provides for the alteration of rules and amendments.  It reads as follows:- 

“Subject to the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended) and of Rule 7 hereof, any alteration, deletion or addition 
to the Rules of the Association may be made at a Special General Meeting convened for the purpose of which seven 
(7) days notice has been given. Any such alteration, deletion or addition shall be binding on all members and shall 
be subject to the requirements of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (as amended).  Notice must also be given to the 
Registrar of Industrial Unions of any proposed alteration, deletion or addition, which must be registered with the 
Registrar. All members shall be advised of the proposal for alteration, the reasons therefore and be advised that 
they can object to the proposed alteration by forwarding a written objection to the Registrar.” 

7 Rule 27 of the rules of the applicant provides that nine members shall constitute a quorum at a Special General Meeting. 
8 As deposed to in the statutory declaration of Mr Ronald Adams, the Executive Officer of the applicant (which was declared on 

12 October 2004), on 6 August 2004, the applicant sent out a notice of a Special General Meeting to be held on 27 August 
2004 (the notice).  The notice was sent by ordinary mail to all members of the applicant.  The notice set out a proposed 
resolution to amend the rules of the applicant and provided an explanation of each of the proposed changes to the rules.  The 
notice also informed the members of the applicant that, if the resolution was passed, an application would be made to the 
Registrar of the Commission for the amendments to the rules to be registered.  The notice informed members that, in addition 
to being able to attend the Special General Meeting and vote against the resolution, all members were entitled to object to the 
registration of the amendments by lodging a written objection with the Registrar of the Commission.  A copy of the notice was 
Annexure A to the statutory declaration of Mr Adams.  In providing the reasons for the proposed amendments, the notice set 
out the following:- 

“The reason for the proposed amendments is to introduce a class of members to be known as Associate Members, 
which will allow the Association to admit businesses that are closely associated with the Industry but that are not 
participants in the Industry to become members and to participate in the Association’s promotion of the Industry.  
There are also consequential amendments. 
……… 
The balance of the amendment adds the qualification for Associate Membership.  Associate Membership will be 
open to persons who carry on a genuine business associated with the Industry but who are not eligible to be 
members of the industry (i.e. are not participating in the industry).” 

9 The Special General Meeting took place, as notified, on 27 August 2004.  Fourteen members or their nominees attended the 
meeting.  This was a sufficient number of members to constitute a quorum, under Rule 27 which is referred to above.  The 
resolution was put to the meeting and passed by unanimous vote of the meeting.  Mr Adams’ statutory declaration annexed a 
draft copy of the minutes of the Special General Meeting held on 27 August 2004, which record the unanimous passing of the 
resolution. 

10 On 11 October 2004, the applicant sent out another notice to all members of the applicant, advising them that the resolution to 
amend the rules of the applicant had been passed and that the applicant would be lodging an application to the Commission for 
amendment of the rules.  The notice also informed members that they were still entitled to object to the applicant making the 
application for the proposed amendments by providing an objection in writing to the Registrar of the Commission.  A copy of 
this notice was also annexed to the statutory declaration of Mr Adams.  

11 On 14 December 2004, the Executive Committee of the applicant ratified the decision to make the present application to the 
Commission. 

12 The facts which I have set out establish that the alteration of the rules has taken place in accordance with Rule 32 of the 
applicant’s rules which has earlier been quoted. 

13 The present application first came on for hearing before the Full Bench on 27 July 2005.  On that date, it was noticed that there 
were some technical deficiencies in the notice which was published in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette, about the 
proposed alteration to the rules.  The application was therefore adjourned so that the technical deficiencies could be rectified. 

14 Notice of the application to alter the rules was advertised in an amended form in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette on 
26 October 2005 ((2005) 85 WAIG 3627/8). 

Statutory Requirements 
15 Pursuant to s55(1) of the Act, the applicant must lodge a list of officers and addresses, three copies of the rules of the 

organisation, and an application in the prescribed form.  This has all been done. 
16 The publication of the notice on 26 October 2005 satisfied the requirements of s55(2) of the Act.  This is because the 

publication contained a notice of the application, the existing rules relating to membership, the proposed alteration of those 
rules and a notice providing that any person who objected to the application may do so by filing a notice of objection in 
accordance with the Industrial Relations Commission Regulations 2005. 

17 S55(3) of the Act provides that an application shall not be listed for hearing before the Full Bench until the expiration of 30 
days from the day on which the publication of the notice referred to in s55(2) has occurred.  This subsection has been complied 
with.  The application was listed on 23 November 2005 for hearing on 9 December 2005. 

18 S55(4) of the Act provides that the Full Bench shall refuse an application unless it is satisfied that:- 
“(a) the application has been authorised in accordance with the rules of the organisation; 
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(b) reasonable steps have been taken to adequately inform the members —  
(i)  of the intention of the organisation to apply for registration; 
(ii) of the proposed rules of the organisation; and 
(iii) that the members or any of them may object to the making of the application or to those rules or any 

of them by forwarding a written objection to the Registrar, 
and having regard to the structure of the organisation and any other relevant circumstance, the members 
have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make such an objection; 

(c) in relation to the members of the organisation —  
(i) less than 5% have objected to the making of the application or to those rules or any of them, as the 

case may be; or 
(ii) a majority of the members who voted in a ballot conducted in a manner approved by the Registrar 

has authorised or approved the making of the application and the proposed rules; 
(d) in relation to the alteration of the rules of the organisation, those rules provide for reasonable notice of any 

proposed alteration and reasons therefor to be given to the members of the organisation and for reasonable 
opportunity for the members to object to any such proposal; and 

(e) rules of the organisation relating to elections for office —  
(i) provide that the election shall be by secret ballot; and 
(ii) conform with the requirements of section 56(1), 
and are such as will ensure, as far as practicable, that no irregularity can occur in connection with the 
election.” 

19 As set out above, the application has been authorised in accordance with the rules of the applicant, thereby satisfying the 
requirement contained in s55(4)(a) of the Act.  Additionally, the facts referred to earlier satisfy me that reasonable steps have 
been taken to adequately inform the members of the applicant of the three matters set out in s55(4)(b) of the Act and that 
therefore members have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to make an objection. 

20 With respect to s55(4)(c) of the Act, the facts sworn to in Mr Adams’ statutory declaration establish that less than 5% of the 
members of the organisation have objected to the alteration of the rules.  In fact, no-one has objected to the making of the 
application.  Accordingly, I am satisfied that the requirement contained in s55(4)(c)(i) of the Act has been complied with.  I am 
also satisfied that s55(4)(d) of the Act has been complied with.  I make the same finding with respect to the requirements of 
s55(4)(e); noting that the rules of the applicant relating to elections for office are not proposed to be amended by this 
application. 

21 Relevantly to this application, s55(5) of the Act provides that:- 
“…the Full Bench shall refuse an application by the organisation under this section if a registered organisation 
whose rules relating to membership enable it to enrol as a member some or all of the persons eligible, pursuant to 
the rules of the first-mentioned organisation, to be members of the first-mentioned organisation unless the Full 
Bench is satisfied that there is good reason, consistent with the objects prescribed in section 6, to permit 
registration.” 

22 In my opinion, this subsection potentially applies to the application.  This is because those entities who may become Associate 
Members could well be eligible to join another organisation of employers.  In discussing the type of entity who may become an 
Associate Member, the applicant’s counsel said that a manufacturer of equipment used in the baking industry and who may 
want to sponsor training and other programmes within the baking industry, may wish to become an Associate Member.  It is 
likely, in my opinion, that such persons could be eligible to join another registered organisation of employers. 

23 Accordingly, s55(5) of the Act dictates that this application should then be refused unless there is good reason, consistent with 
the objects prescribed in s6 of the Act, to permit registration. 

24 The objects in s6 of the Act include the following which are relevant to the present application:- 
“(af) to facilitate the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of an industry and 

enterprises within it, balanced with fairness to the employees in the industry and enterprises;” 
“(e) to encourage the formation of representative organisations of employers and employees and their 

registration under this Act and to discourage, so far as practicable, overlapping of eligibility for 
membership of such organisations;” 

25 Accordingly, although it is an object of the Act to discourage overlapping of eligibility for membership of organisations, it is 
also an object to facilitate the efficient organisation and performance of work according to the needs of an industry and 
enterprises within it.  In my opinion, the proposed alteration to the rules of the applicant will enhance object 6(af) and will not, 
to any significant degree, undermine object 6(e).  In part I say this because the proposed Associate Membership of the 
applicant is a voluntary membership which will not provide any voting entitlements.  The written submissions of the applicant 
contained the following:- 

“…the admission of Associate Members allows the Association to attract industry related businesses who are 
prepared to sponsor some of the activities of the Association.  This allows the Association to provide better services 
to ordinary members, which encourages persons in the industry to join the Association.  It is submitted that this 
constitutes a good reason, consistent with the objects set out in section 6 of the Industrial Relations Act, to allow the 
registration of the rule allowing the admission of Associate Members (see section 55(5)).” 

26 I accept this submission.  I also take into account the purpose of the alteration to the rules as set out in the notice to the 
members, quoted earlier.  I also take into account that there has been no objection to the proposed alteration and no evidence of 
any possible industrial dispute which could arise if the present application is granted.  In my opinion, having regard to all of 
these matters, there is a good reason to permit the alterations sought. 

27 The requirements of s56(1) of the Act are not relevant to the present application which does not seek to amend the rules of the 
applicant with respect to elections or secret ballots.  S58(3) of the Act, which provides for applications for authorisation of 
exclusionary membership rules, is also not relevant to the present application. 

28 Due to all of the above, the statutory requirements for the alteration to the rules of the applicant, in this instance, have been 
complied with. 
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Consideration 
29 S62(2) of the Act does not set out any additional criteria to guide the Full Bench in determining whether to give the 

authorisation referred to.  The Full Bench should act, of course, in accordance with s26 of the Act and, in particular, as 
provided for in s26(1)(a), act according to equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case.  In my opinion, these 
considerations lead to the conclusion that the application ought to be granted in this instance.  This is because all of the 
statutory requirements have been complied with.  The members of the applicant have authorised the application and no-one has 
objected to it.  There are good reasons which support the alterations sought. 

30 Accordingly, I would grant the application and authorise the Registrar to register the alteration to the rules of the applicant as 
published in the Western Australian Industrial Gazette on 26 October 2005. 

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT: 
31 I have had the advantage of reading the draft reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those reasons and 

having nothing further to add. 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN: 
32 I have had the advantage of reading the draft reasons for decision of His Honour, the President.  I agree with those reasons and 

having nothing further to add. 

 

2005 WAIRC 02161 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES RE AN APPLICATION BY THE BAKING INDUSTRY EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION OF 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

APPLICANT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE WEDNESDAY, 27 JULY 2005 
FILE NO/S FBM 11 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 02161 
 
 
Decision Application adjourned 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr S Kemp (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on the 27th day of July 2005, and having heard Mr S Kemp (of 
Counsel), by leave, on behalf of the applicant, and the applicant herein having waived their rights pursuant to s35 of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 (as amended), it is this day, the 27th day of July 2005, ordered as follows:- 

THAT application No FBA 11 of 2004 be and is hereby adjourned for hearing and determination to 10.30am on 
Wednesday, the 12th day of October 2005. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 

 

2005 WAIRC 02742 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BAKING INDUSTRY EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
APPLICANT 

CORAM FULL BENCH 
HIS HONOUR THE PRESIDENT P J SHARKEY 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE FRIDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S FBM 11 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 02742 
 
 
Decision Application adjourned. 
Appearances 
Applicant Dealt with on the papers 
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Order 
The Order adjourning the matter herein having been forwarded to the above-named applicant on the 27th day of July 2005 giving 
notice of hearing of the application for the 12th day of October 2005, and the Full Bench on its own motion, having proposed the 
vacating of the said hearing date due to the likelihood that a Full Bench would not be available to sit on that date in a letter 
forwarded to the above-named applicant dated 14th day of September 2005, and the matter having been determined on the papers, it 
is this day, the 30th  September 2005, ordered as follows:- 

THAT the 12th day of October 2005, the date listed as the hearing date of the application, be and is hereby vacated and 
the matter is adjourned to a date to be fixed by the Full Bench when the same is able to be constituted. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  P J SHARKEY, 

[L.S.] President. 

 

2005 WAIRC 03373 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BAKING INDUSTRY EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
APPLICANT 

CORAM FULL BENCH 
THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 

DATE FRIDAY, 16 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S FBM 11 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03373 
 
 
Decision Application granted 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr S Kemp (of Counsel), by leave  
 
 

Order 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full Bench on 9 December 2005 and having heard Mr S Kemp (of Counsel), by 
leave, on behalf of the applicant organisation, and the Full Bench having heard and determined the matter, and reasons for decision 
having been delivered on 16 December 2005, it is this day, 16 December 2005, ordered that the Registrar be and hereby is 
authorised to register the following alteration to the rules of the above-named applicant organisation:- 

(1) That existing Rule 4 – Membership be deleted and substituted therefor the following new Rule 4 – 
Membership:- 

“4 – MEMBERSHIP 
The first members of the Association are those who are entered in the Register of Members of the 
Association as members under the old rules and subsequent members shall be those persons who being 
eligible shall after the date when these Rules come into force by duly elected (sic) in such manner and upon 
such conditions as may be prescribed from time to time by the Rules of the Association. 
The Association shall consist of:- 
Ordinary Members 
Life Members; and 
Associate Members.” 

(2) That existing Rule 5 – Divisions be deleted and substituted therefor the following new Rule 5 – Divisions:- 
“5 - DIVISIONS 

There shall be three divisions of membership of the class known as Ordinary Members.  They shall be: 
• Category 1 as defined in Rule 3 
• Category 2 as defined in Rule 3 
• Category 3 as defined in Rule 3 
ORDINARY MEMBERS 
Any sole trader, partnership or company engaged in the Bread Industry and Pastrycooking Industry and 
who manufactures and distributes bakery products within the State of Western Australia shall be eligible for 
ordinary membership of the Association. 
If an Ordinary member ceases to carry on the business of the manufacture of bakery products as aforesaid 
during any year of membership, he/she shall cease to be an Ordinary Member of the Association. 
A representative may be changed or an alternative representative appointed by a member on its giving 
written notice in that behalf to the Executive Director. 
LIFE MEMBERS 
The Association may from time to time appoint as Life Members persons not exceeding at any time seven in 
number who have in the opinion of the Association rendered outstanding services to the Industry. Any 
member of the Association shall have the right to submit to the Executive for its approval the nomination of 
any person as a Life Member of the Association. 
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Upon and subject to the Executive approving of such person as a proper person to be nominated for Life 
Membership of the Association the nomination of such person shall be submitted by the Executive to a 
General Meeting of the Association for its consideration. A Life Member shall be entitled to attend all 
meetings of the Association but shall not have the right to vote on any matter unless actively engaged in the 
baking industry. 
A Life Member shall only whilst actively engaged in the industry as an Executive or otherwise be competent 
to hold any office in the Association and shall only be liable to the payment of fees fines and levies if he is a 
sole trader or a representative of a partnership or company. 
Notwithstanding the above, on the date these Rules are Registered, the following named persons shall be 
deemed to be life Members of the Association with all the privileges and benefits such membership confers. 
Mr George Burnett AM,OBE, JP  1968 
Mr Ted Ledger 1979 
Mr Stuart Dorman  1983 
Mr Thomas Corlett  1985 
Mr John Brennan  1987 
Mr Lindsay Day  1987 
Mr Theo Hansen 1990 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
Any person, firm, association, joint venture, corporation or other legal entity carrying on a bona fide 
business that is actively engaged in the manufacture, distribution or supply of goods or services to the 
Bread Industry and Pastrycooking Industry with the State of Western Australia and who is not eligible for 
ordinary membership of the Association shall be eligible for membership as an Associate Member. 
Associate Members may attend meetings of the Association but are not entitled to vote at any meeting or to 
hold any office within the Association.” 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

FULL BENCH—Procedural Directions and Orders— 
2006 WAIRC 03522 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES CHUBB SECURITY 

APPELLANT 
-and- 
LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
BRANCH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM FULL BENCH 

THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 

DATE WEDNESDAY 18 JANUARY 2006  
FILE NO/S FBA 9 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03522 
 
 
Decision Appeal discontinued by consent 
Appearances 
Appellant No appearance 
Respondent No appearance 
 
 

Order 
The Notice of Appeal herein, having been filed in the Registry of the Commission on 12 July 2005, and having been served upon 
the respondent on 13 July 2005, and a Declaration of Service having been filed in the Registry of the Commission on 20 July 2005, 
and the agent for the above-named appellant, on 17 August 2005, having filed a Notice of Discontinuance in the Registry of the 
Commission, and the above-named respondent having advised the Commission by letter dated 7 December 2005, that they consent 
to the appeal being discontinued by the appellant, it is this day, 18 January 2006, ordered and declared, by consent as follows:- 

(1) Leave is granted for appeal No FBA 9 of 2005 to be discontinued. 
(2) The appeal is dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 
(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 

[L.S.] Acting President. 
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PRESIDENT—Matters dealt with— 
2005 WAIRC 03372 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 

APPLICANT 
-and- 

THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 
RESPONDENT 

CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
HEARD THURSDAY, 15 DECEMBER 2005 
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 21 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO. PRES 8 OF 2005, PRES 9 OF 2005, PRES 10 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03372 
 
 
CatchWords Industrial Law (WA) – Applications to stay operation of interlocutory orders – Applications for new 

awards - Jurisdiction of Commission – Finding – Public interest – Expediting hearings pending 
legislative change - Bias - Whether an appeal is instituted – Stay of order principles – Consequences 
granting/not granting stay orders - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended), s7, s32(2), 
s49(2a), s49(11) – Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Bill 2005 – Workplace Relations 
Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 

Decision Applications dismissed 
Appearances 
Applicant Mr S Ellis (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr D Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Ms J Boots (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Reasons for Decision (Ex tempore, Revised from the Transcript) 
The Applications 

1 Before the Commission are three applications seeking a stay of the operation of decisions which have been made at first 
instance pending the hearing of appeals which have been made against each of those decisions.  The applications are each 
made under s49(11) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) (as amended) (the Act). 

2 Two of the appeals and the seeking of the stays relates to an application for an award which is known as A3 of 2005.  (These 
are applications PRES 8 and PRES 9 of 2005).  The other appeal relates to an application for an award which is known as A5 
of 2005.  (This is application PRES 10 of 2005). 

3 Application A3 of 2005 has been subject to proceedings before Commissioner Wood and, on 2 November 2005, Commissioner 
Wood set out some reasons in not dismissing the application for an award but suggesting that further things ought to take place 
before an award could be made and that the parties meet with respect to that. 

4 In his reasons for decision, Commissioner Wood sets out that the application is for a new award titled “The Iron Ore 
Production and Processing (Engine Drivers) Award”.  He says that the application was filed in the Commission on 29 March 
2005 by the respondent.  The application named as respondents Integrated Group Ltd, Skilled Group Ltd and Skilled Rail 
Services Pty Ltd.  

5 The application seeks an award to cover engine drivers working on the BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd (BHPB) rail system who 
are not employed by BHPB. 

6 Application A5 of 2005, sets out in a schedule the intended scope of the award as follows:- 
“This award shall apply throughout the State of Western Australia and shall apply to all engine drivers working on 
the railroad which forms part of the iron ore production and processing operations carried on in and around 
Dampier, Pannawonica, Tom Price, Paraburdoo, Marandoo and associated places and who are also employed by 
any labour hire firm, company, enterprise or undertaking.” 

7 Proceedings in application A5 of 2005 have taken place before Commissioner Kenner. 
The Facts 

8 The background to what has happened in both applications since their filing is detailed in two affidavits of Mr Michael 
Borlase, both sworn today and received as evidence in the stay proceedings.  There seems to be no dispute with respect to the 
matters contained in the affidavits of Mr Borlase and I have taken into account those matters. 

9 With respect to applications PRES 8 and PRES 9 of 2005 the facts are as follows. 
10 The application for the award was filed on 29 March 2005.  There were hearings of the application before Commissioner 

Wood on 12 and 13 July 2005 and 11 and 25 August 2005. 
11 On 2 November 2005 Commissioner Wood published reasons for decision.  The Commissioner did not, as was argued on 

behalf of the present applicant, dismiss the application for an award and rejected arguments that it was not in the public interest 
to make an award.  The Commissioner was not, however, satisfied as to the terms of the award as drafted by the present 
respondent.  Accordingly, after going through the relevant clauses of the award in some detail, the Commissioner concluded 
his reasons as follows:- 

“No order is to issue at this time from these proceedings.  The parties are to consult over appropriate terms of the 
Award, given the comments in these reasons.  If the Commission’s assistance is required then the parties can alert 
my Associate.” 
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12 On 4 November 2005, Mr Schapper as counsel for the respondent, sent an email to Mr Borlase, who had appeared on behalf of 
the applicant before Commissioner Wood, and others.  The email set out a draft award which had been amended to reflect the 
reasons for decision of Commissioner Wood.  The email requested advice as to when and where a meeting could take place to 
discuss the finalisation of the award.  It was stated that this “will need to occur very shortly to avoid reference back to the 
Commission”.  Mr Borlase did not receive this email until 10 November 2005 as the email address to which the email had been 
sent was a former email address of Mr Borlase. 

13 On Tuesday, 15 November 2005 Mr Borlase received a copy of an email from Mr Schapper addressed to Mr Cordell Jackson, 
the associate to Commissioner Wood.  In this email, Mr Schapper requested that the matter be set down for arbitration on an 
urgent basis.  In the email, Mr Schapper alleged that it was apparent that the proposed respondents to the award were 
“attempting to delay the matter with a view to having the proposed federal legislation pre-empt the award in issue to these 
proceedings”. 

14 In response to this email, Mr Borlase sent an email to Mr Schapper and Mr Jackson on 15 November 2005.  In this email 
Mr Borlase indicated that the applicant had not received Mr Schapper’s email until 10 November 2005 and that they were still 
considering the reasons for decision of Commissioner Wood. 

15 On the same date, that is 15 November 2005, Mr Borlase also received a copy of an email from Mr Ellery, who had 
represented Integrated Group Ltd, another respondent in the proceedings, to Mr Jackson.  In this email, Mr Ellery indicated his 
client was prepared to meet the respondent to progress the matter and opposed the listing of the matter for arbitration. 

16 On 16 November 2005 Mr Borlase received an email from Mr Jackson which was also addressed to Mr Schapper and 
Mr Ellery.  In the email, Mr Jackson stated the Commission expected the parties to meet and confer about the matter.  It was 
said that this should occur in the near future, and that if the parties could not resolve the issues the Commission would call the 
parties in for a conciliation conference to determine whether conciliation will be availing. 

17 Mr Borlase then, on 16 November 2005, sent an email to Mr Schapper and Mr Ellery providing dates when Mr Borlase would 
be able to meet with Mr Schapper to discuss the matter as directed by the Commission. 

18 On 18 November 2005 Mr Borlase received a copy of a letter from Mr Ellery to Mr Schapper in which Mr Ellery set out his 
client’s position in relation to the award as redrafted by Mr Schapper. 

19 On 25 November 2005 Mr Borlase received a copy of an email from Mr Schapper which was responsive to the letter Mr Ellery 
had sent to Mr Schapper on 18 November 2005. 

20 On 30 November 2005 there was a conciliation conference in relation to application A5 of 2005.  There was, on that date, 
some discussion between Mr Borlase and Mr Schapper about the position of the applicant in relation to application A3 of 2005.  
Later that same day Mr Borlase received a copy of an email from Mr Schapper to Mr Jackson in which Mr Schapper stated that 
“The parties have agreed that further conciliation will be unavailing”.  Mr Schapper requested the proceedings, as well as the 
proceedings in application A5 of 2005, to be set down for hearing.  The email said that the matters needed to be set down and 
determined promptly.  Mr Borlase, in his affidavit, takes issue with the contents of Mr Schapper’s email dated 30 November 
2005 as to whether the applicant had agreed that the matter should be set down for hearing. 

21 Accordingly, on 30 November 2005, Mr Borlase sent an email to Mr Jackson and others setting out the applicant’s position in 
relation to the matter.  Essentially, the applicant did not agree that the matter should be set down for hearing and requested a 
directions hearing before the Commission. 

22 On 2 December 2005 a letter was sent by Mr Jackson to Mr Borlase.  The letter advised that Mr Jackson was instructed to 
advise that the Chief Commissioner had considered the request of the present respondent contained in the email of 
30 November 2005.  The letter said that the matter had been allocated to Commissioner Wood and was to be listed for further 
hearing and determination in December 2005.  The letter said that the Commission would hear the parties in relation to any 
further public interest arguments and the merits of the application.  The letter requested, by close of business on 5 December 
2005, unavailable dates for the month of December 2005.  The letter also indicated that application A5 of 2005 had been 
reallocated and would be dealt with by Commissioner Kenner. 

23 On 5 December 2005 Mr Borlase sent a letter to Commissioner Wood which set out the applicant’s position about the further 
listing of the matter.  The letter contained detailed submissions as to why it was not appropriate to list the application for 
further hearing.  Included in the letter was a submission that courts should not expedite proceedings at the request of a litigant 
to avoid pending legislative reforms.  This submission was made with respect to the impending enactment and operation of the 
Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Bill 2005. 

24 On 6 December 2005 Mr Borlase received a notice of hearing from the Commission.  The notice advised that the hearing was 
to take place before Commissioner Wood on 19 and 20 December 2005 at 10.30am. 

25 On 6 December 2005 Mr Borlase sent an email to Mr Jackson requesting that the hearing dates be changed due to counsel’s 
unavailability.  Mr Borlase did not receive any reply from Mr Jackson, and so on 13 December 2005 he spoke to Mr Jackson 
by telephone.  Mr Borlase was then advised by Mr Jackson that he had not replied to the email because he had not been able to 
speak to Commissioner Wood who was uncontactable. 

26 The balance of the affidavit of Mr Borlase set out his concern that the applicant did not have sufficient time to prepare for the 
hearing which was by then scheduled to take place on 21 December 2005 and on dates to be fixed in January 2006.  The 
affidavit said that the applicant would have difficulty in making sure any witnesses that they wish to call are available to attend 
the hearing, bearing in mind the time of the year and that many of the applicant’s employees work on a fly-in/fly-out 
arrangement and live in various locations in Western Australia and other States.  There was also concern that the proposed 
timetable by the Commission did not allow the Commission to inspect appropriate sites prior to the making of any new award. 

27 In relation to application PRES 10 of 2005, the facts are set out in another affidavit of Mr Borlase which sets out the history of 
the proceedings in application A5 of 2005.  That application was filed on 9 September 2005. 

28 On 7 December 2005 the application was listed for directions before Commissioner Kenner.  Mr Blackburn appeared as 
counsel for the applicant and Mr Borlase was in attendance.  During that hearing, the applicant argued that the application 
should be brought on for an expedited hearing.  Prior to the hearing on 7 December 2005 Mr Blackburn had prepared written 
submissions on behalf of the applicant.  Amongst other things, those submissions addressed the issue of whether the 
Commission should expedite proceedings at the request of a litigant to avoid the pending federal legislative changes. 

29 Following the hearing on 7 December 2005, at approximately 3.45pm on 8 December 2005, Mr Borlase received a telephone 
call from Ms Gemma Cross, the associate to Commissioner Kenner, advising that a decision relating to the proceedings on 
7 December 2005 was to be handed down that afternoon.  Mr Borlase advised Ms Cross that his client was to have been given 
the opportunity to respond to further material supplied by the present respondent, subsequent to the hearing on 7 December 
2005 “and as we had not had that opportunity the decision should not issue”.  Ms Cross said she would speak to the 
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Commissioner about the matter.  Ms Cross later telephoned Mr Borlase and advised that the Commission would allow the 
present applicant until 10.00am on 9 December 2005 to respond to the additional material.  According to Mr Borlase’s 
affidavit, Ms Cross also advised that the Commission was not happy with the present applicant for leaving it until that stage to 
advise that they wished to respond to the additional material.  Mr Borlase said that the present applicant had been granted the 
right by the Commission and the Commission had acted without consulting the present applicant as to its availability to attend 
to that matter. 

30 On 8 December 2005 Mr Blackburn prepared supplementary written submissions which were sent by Mr Borlase to Ms Cross 
on 9 December 2005.  These submissions primarily dealt with the issue of the expedition of the hearing and the appropriate 
principles to apply in relation to such an application, in the context of proposed legislative changes. 

31 On 9 December 2005 at approximately 12.37pm Mr Borlase received an email from Ms Cross attaching the reasons for 
decision of Commissioner Kenner and a minute of proposed orders, as arising out of the directions hearing.  Mr Borlase sent 
this material to his client who responded to him, amongst other things, about their concern as to the timetable given their 
current business activities, time of year, and the rosters and living locations of their employees. 

32 Later on 9 December 2005, at approximately 3.47pm, Mr Borlase received another email from Ms Cross attaching an amended 
version of the reasons for decision of Commissioner Kenner.  The amendment involved a minor correction of one line of the 
reasons as previously published. 

33 The email from Ms Cross which was received at about 12.37pm on 9 December 2005 requested that if a party required a 
speaking to the minutes that they should advise of this by 4.00pm on 9 December 2005. 

34 At about 3.52pm on 9 December 2005 Mr Blackburn sent an email to Ms Cross which had attached to it a document which 
was described as the present applicant’s Notification of Matters to be Dealt with at Speaking to Minutes of Decision dated 
9 December 2005.  This document contained a number of matters including the proposed timetable for the further hearing of 
the application, and that the Commission as presently constituted ought to not continue to hear the application on the ground of 
actual and apprehended bias.  There was some particularisation of this submission. 

35 At approximately 5.03pm on 9 December 2005 Mr Borlase received an email from Ms Cross indicating that a speaking to the 
minutes would occur at 4.30pm on 12 December 2005.  This time was a time at which Mr Blackburn was unable to appear.  
This had been advised by Mr Blackburn in the document referred to in the previous paragraph.  Due to Mr Blackburn’s 
unavailability, Mr Borlase was to attend at the speaking to the minutes which had been set down for 4.30pm on 12 December 
2005. 

36 On 12 December 2005 at approximately 9.45am Mr Borlase received another email from Ms Cross advising that the speaking 
to the minutes hearing scheduled for 4.30pm had been cancelled and attaching the final order and declarations of 
Commissioner Kenner. 

37 On Tuesday, 13 December 2005 Mr Borlase received another email from Ms Cross relating to the dates for the final hearing of 
the proceedings.  The email advised that the Commission intended to list the substantive matter over the periods 19 and 
20 January 2006 or 31 January and 1 February 2006.  The email requested counsel to advise of their availability for either of 
these dates, so that where possible the Commission could accommodate the parties. 

38 On 13 December 2005 the applicant filed further and better particulars with respect to application A5 of 2005.  These 
particulars were provided without prejudice to the appeal which has been filed in this matter. 

39 The balance of Mr Borlase’s affidavit contained other matters which were not dissimilar to the matters set out earlier, with 
respect to the fairness and appropriateness of the hearing being determined on the dates set by the Commission. 

Decisions Against Which Stays Sought 
40 I raised with counsel for the applicant whether there was in each instance a “decision” which was properly subject to an appeal 

and therefore as to which the jurisdiction to order a stay, under s49(11) of the Act, could apply.  To answer that point, he took 
me to each of the matters. 

41 In relation to the first matter, PRES 8 of 2005, I was referred to the reasons of Commissioner Wood on 2 November 2005. The 
applicant’s counsel referred to the fact in the reasons for decision, the Commissioner did not dismiss the application for an 
award as the present applicant had argued he should do.  It was argued that this was a decision for the purposes of the Act and 
that therefore there was a decision which could be appealed against and could enliven the jurisdiction under s49(11) of the Act.  
In my opinion, this submission ought to be accepted. 

42 The terms “decision” and “finding” are defined in s7 of the Act.  It is accepted by the applicant that the decision that was made 
was a “finding”.  As a result, s49(2a) of the Act has relevance in relation to an appeal, because an appeal does not lie from a 
finding unless, in the opinion of the Full Bench, the matter is of such importance that in the public interest an appeal should lie.  
At this stage, a Full Bench has not had the opportunity to consider and has not formed an opinion of that type.  Nevertheless I 
do not think that means I do not have jurisdiction to grant a stay, and, in that respect, I refer to the decision I made in John 
Holland Group Pty Ltd v CFMEU [2005] WAIRC 02983. 

43 With respect to PRES 9 of 2005, the decision which the applicant seeks a stay of is the decision of the Commission as 
contained in two items.  The first is the letter from the associate to Commissioner Wood to the parties dated 2 December 2005 
which referred to a decision made by the Chief Commissioner that application A3 of 2005 had been allocated to 
Commissioner Wood and that Commissioner Wood would hear all matters in relation to it in December 2005.  The second is a 
notice of hearing received a few days after that indicating that the hearing of the application would be on 19 and 20 December 
2005.  Again, I accept the applicant’s submission that what has occurred constitutes a decision for the purposes of the 
definition contained in the Act and therefore can be appealed against and form the subject of an application for a stay under 
s49(11) of the Act. 

44 With respect to PRES 10 of 2005, the position is clearer with respect to there being a decision to appeal against.  In that matter, 
as set out above, Commissioner Kenner made an order on 12 December 2005 and on the same date published reasons in 
support of the orders made.  As stated by counsel for the applicant, it is orders (2) and (3) that the applicant seeks to have 
stayed.  These orders are that the Commission:- 

“(2) DIRECTS that the issue of whether an interim award should be made by the Commission pursuant to 
s 36A(2) and (3) of the Act be heard as a preliminary issue on 21 December 2005. 

(3) DIRECTS as to par (2): 
(a) that the applicant file and serve on the other parties and the intervenors further and better 

particulars of its notice of application as to the basis of the claims made by 13 December 2005. 
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(b) that the respondent file and serve on the applicant, the intervenors and other parties further and 
better particulars of its notice of answer as to par 6 to specify, with particularity, the existing terms 
and conditions of employment of employees of the respondent that are the subject of the herein 
application by 13 December 2005.   

(c) that the intervenors file and serve on the other parties particulars of the rates of pay paid by the 
intervenors to employees who may be bound by any award in the terms of the herein application by 
13 December 2005.” 

Applicable Principles 
45 In relation to the jurisdiction to grant an application for a stay, I earlier referred to my reasons for decision in the John Holland 

Group matter.  At paragraphs [31] to [38] of that decision, I set out the principles which ought to apply in applications for a 
stay.  I intend to apply those principles in these matters. 

46 In particular, I rely on the observations made by Justice Dawson in Commissioner of Taxation of the Commonwealth of 
Australia v Myer Emporium Limited (No 1) (1986) 160 CLR 220 where His Honour said at pages 222 and 223 that the 
discretion to “order a stay of proceedings is only to be exercised where special circumstances exist which justify departure 
from the ordinary rule that a successful litigant is entitled to the fruits of his litigation pending the determination of any appeal 
…  Special circumstances justifying a stay will exist where it is necessary to prevent the appeal, if successful, from being 
nugatory …  Generally that will occur when, because of the respondent’s financial state, there is no reasonable prospect of 
recovering moneys paid pursuant to the judgment at first instance.  However, special circumstances are not limited to that 
situation and will, I think, exist where for whatever reason, there is a real risk that it will not be possible for a successful 
appellant to be restored substantially to his former position if the judgment against him is executed …”. 

47 I apply those observations with appropriate modifications to the current circumstances. 
48 In each of the matters, the intent of the applications seeking the stays is to postpone the hearing of the applications for awards 

which have been set down, in one instance, on Monday and Tuesday of next week and, in the other instance, on Wednesday 
next week for an interim award, with further hearing dates then programmed for the second half of January next year. 

49 In my view, in considering the situation, I ought to take into account what the current position is regarding what might be 
described as the fruits of the litigation.  It seems to me that all that the respondent to the present applications have succeeded in 
obtaining at the moment is the commencement of the hearing of their applications next week.  It is argued that there has been 
some expedition in listing the hearing of the matters next week. 

50  In my opinion, the primary issue that I should consider in whether to grant these applications or not is the consequences of the 
stays being granted or not being granted and I will consider that later in my reasons. 

51 Having regard to the purposes of the seeking of the stays, the focus is really on the second and third of the decisions being 
sought to be appealed against.  The reason for that is, although the first decision made by Commissioner Wood not to dismiss 
the application for an award is part of the relevant background and it is true, as the applicant’s counsel indicates, that if that 
matter was decided in favour of the present applicant, then that would have been the end of the matter, it seems to me that the 
current purpose is to set aside the hearing dates next week and that therefore the decision made not to dismiss the application 
has a lesser significance obviously than the decisions made to allocate the matters to Commissioner Wood and list them for 
hearing next week. 

Applicant’s Argument and Consideration 
52 Mr Ellis, for the applicant, set out a number of matters which he said were common to most, if not all, of the applications and 

were of concern to the applicant and were such that should persuade me that there were serious issues to be tried in the appeals.  
I will go through those in a moment, but should indicate that I do accept that the appeals raise arguable issues, though not all of 
them are perhaps as arguable as others, but it seems to me that there is an arguability about the appeals. 

53 Firstly, in relation to applications PRES 9 and PRES 10 of 2005, it was said by Mr Ellis that there was an error that the 
Commission had made by not having sufficiently considered the issue of conciliation under s32(2) of the Act.  This subsection 
is as follows:- 

“(2) In endeavouring to resolve an industrial matter by conciliation the Commission shall do all such things as 
appear to it to be right and proper to assist the parties to reach an agreement on terms for the resolution of 
the matter.” 

54 I emphasise that the subsection refers to the Commission doing all such things as appear to it to be right and proper to assist the 
parties to reach an agreement on terms for the resolution of the matter.  There are a couple of things to observe about that.  
First of all, the subsection refers to the Commission doing such things as appear to it to be right and proper.  It seems to me 
that the Commissioner who is seized of an application is in the best position to decide what is right and proper to assist the 
parties by way of conciliation to reach an agreement.  Secondly, in relation to both of the matters, the applicant has indicated 
that it wishes to argue that it is not in the public interest for a new award to be granted in either instance, and has indicated that 
if that matter is determined adverse to it, then it would be prepared to conciliate as to the terms of the award. 

55 In both matters, it seems that the Commission has taken the view that there should be no separation of the issues of the public 
interest and the terms of the award if the public interest issue is determined favourably to the party seeking the award.  
Therefore, having taken that view, it appears to be open to the Commission to form the view that there is nothing further to be 
conciliated at this stage. 

56 I should say that there is a reluctance in the Commission, as presently constituted, to grant stays on matters that are 
interlocutory and which relate to procedural issues only.  This is not, of course, an inflexible rule but, in my opinion, there is to 
be caution exercised in granting stays in relation to procedural matters and interlocutory matters.  This reluctance is reinforced 
by s49(2a) of the Act which requires there to be something more than just an arguable appeal for leave to be granted to appeal 
against interlocutory matters.  There needs to be something by way of public interest to support such an appeal proceeding. 

57 The second matter that was referred to by Mr Ellis which is a matter, arguably, of public importance, is what is referred to as 
the Commission acceding to requests for expedition in relation to the hearing of both applications for awards.  The suggested 
expedition was based on the fact that the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth) (the Work Choices 
legislation) is to come into force some time next year and which may impact upon the potential for the Commission to grant 
awards of the type applied for.  There are two aspects to this.  Firstly, it was argued that it was wrong in principle to expedite a 
matter on that basis, and, secondly, it was argued that the consequences of expediting the matters was that there would be 
hearings which would be procedurally unfair to the present applicant because of the short timetable in which the matters are to 
be heard. 
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58 In relation to PRES 9 of 2005, there is no clearly set out set of reasons which indicates that there has been an expedition of the 
hearing on the basis set out by the applicant.  However, I accept the argument of the applicant that one can infer from the 
correspondence to and from the Commission and the procedural decisions that have been made, that there was some expedition 
for the purpose that has been argued. 

59 With respect to PRES 10 of 2005, it is much clearer that there has been expedition for the purpose referred to because this is 
clearly set out in the reasons for decision of Commissioner Kenner. 

60 The conclusions which the Commissioner came to in his reasons are encapsulated in paragraphs [14] to [17] of his reasons as 
follows:- 

“14 I am not therefore persuaded by the respondent’s submissions that the Commission should not provide some 
expedition to these proceedings to at least preserve the applicant's present statutory rights.  This must of 
course, be balanced against not imposing undue burdens or prejudice on other parties to the proceedings.   

15 Therefore, the Commission proposes to deal with the matter as follows. 
16 Given the apparent concession by the respondent that the employees who may be covered by the Proposed 

Award are not presently governed by any award of this Commission, the Commission will first consider 
whether pursuant to s 36A(2) and (3) of the Act an interim award should be made, that extends to the 
relevant employees pending consideration of the claim for the Proposed Award.  This matter will be dealt 
with on 20 December 2005.  Directions will be made to enable that matter to proceed expeditiously.   

17 Secondly, the substantive application for the Proposed Award will be listed for hearing in mid to late 
January 2006 and appropriate directions will be made in that respect also.  Those directions will pay due 
regard to the requirement that the respondent and other persons interested in the proceedings have 
sufficient time to adequately prepare their cases.  Given that the substantive proceedings in this matter were 
commenced on 9 September 2005, it could be reasonably said in my opinion that a hearing date in mid to 
late January 2006, in terms of any final relief, would be proceeding with unseaming haste.” 

61 It should be noted that Commissioner Kenner referred to the Commission providing some expedition to the proceedings to 
preserve the respondent’s present statutory rights, but indicated that this needed to be balanced against not imposing undue 
burdens or prejudice on other parties to the proceedings.  The Commissioner was therefore conscious of the need to engage in 
proceedings that were not procedurally unfair to the present applicant. 

62 I have read the reasons of Commissioner Kenner and also the written submissions in that matter and also the correspondence in 
A3 of 2005 with respect to whether there should be some expedition in favour of the current respondent because of the possible 
effect of the Work Choices legislation coming into force. 

63 In my opinion, it is clearly arguable that Commissioner Kenner erred and that the appropriate application of the principles 
would not have led to an expedition of the hearing of the matter.  In saying this I have in mind in particular the decision of 
Jupp v Computer Power Group Ltd and Another (1994) 122 ALR 711 which is not dissimilar to the present situation and also 
the observations of the New South Wales Court of Appeal in Meggitt Overseas Ltd and Others v Grdovic (1998) 43 NSWLR 
527.  It should also be borne in mind that what was at issue here was the expedition of the hearing of the matter and not an 
issue as to whether an existing date should or should not be adjourned, which is referred to in some of the other decision which 
were relied on in the reasons for decision of Commissioner Kenner.  However, I need say no more on that than an appeal is 
arguable against the orders expediting the hearing on the basis on which they were made. 

64 The same applies with respect to the orders made listing application A3 of 2005 for hearing next week. 
65 The real issue though, is what are the consequences of me regarding the argument as arguable and it comes down, I think, to 

what is the impact on the present respondent of the decision being made in their favour as opposed to the applicant having the 
decision not made in their favour.  If the stays are granted, then the hearings next week could not proceed.  The respondent 
could not then and could never get the benefit of the fruits of the litigation which are the early hearing dates.  If the stays are 
not granted, then the applicant needs to proceed to appear at the hearings next week.  If that occurs, they argue that they will be 
subject to procedural disadvantage in that the hearings will be unfair.  However, it is significant, and Mr Ellis made this clear, 
that in seeking these stays it was not the intention of the applicant to have the hearings delayed to the extent that the making of 
an award would become nugatory or could not proceed because of the impact of the Work Choices legislation.  In this regard, 
he submitted that the relevant aspects of the Work Choices legislation will not become operable until March 2006. 

66 It seems to me that in the context, a successful appeal by the applicant could only be described as “nugatory” if it were the case 
that they could not, to any extent, get a fair hearing before the Commission next week.  To me, that is a matter that is best dealt 
with by the Commission at first instance who is seized of the matter.  Neither Commissioner has closed off the possibility of 
there being an application for an adjournment if matters become unfair next week.  The applicant has indicated that it may not 
know the case which it has to meet at trial next week, it does not know sufficient of the particulars of the evidence sought to be 
led against them to be able to properly engage in proceedings next week.  In my opinion, each of these matters are procedural 
matters as to which the Commission at first instance is in the best position to resolve and which can be raised in an application 
to the Commission at first instance next week. 

67 I should also say that there are some large assumptions in accepting a submission made by the applicant that if the stays were 
granted the applications for awards could still be determined by the Commission at first instance.  This would require a Full 
Bench to be constituted, for the Full Bench to hear the matter, for the Full Bench to hand down a decision and, if it was adverse 
to the applicant, then there to be a hearing before a single Commissioner in sufficient time for a decision to be made before 
March 2006 that an award should be made.  I do not think it is safe to assume that all this could or will occur or that the 
Commission should strain to ensure that it could. 

68 Mr Ellis also submitted that another possibility was for the Commission to stay the hearing of the matters next week and 
simply make an order which would have the effect that the hearings would take place not with expedition but would occur in 
the ordinary course of events.  This would secure a hearing for the applicant which would be procedurally fair, it was argued.  
Although there is something to be said for this argument, again it devolves into an issue of what is or is not procedurally fair 
before the Commission in these hearings at first instance.  As indicated, I think that the Commission at first instance is best 
placed to consider these matters and that the decisions made to date by the Commission do not foreshadow that applications for 
further particulars, evidence or adjournments cannot be granted if justified. 

69 Thirdly, it was argued by Mr Ellis that there was an indication in A5 of 2005 that there had been a predetermination of an issue 
by Commissioner Kenner in paragraph [13] which directly impacts on the public interest argument which the applicant seeks 
to make.  The relevant paragraph is as follows:- 

“13 Whilst it appears that the terms of Schedule 1 to Schedule 15 of the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work 
Choices) Bill 2005, in Part 3, purport to “convert” State awards into “notional agreements preserving 
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State awards”, it is clear, that subject to various exclusions, any award arising from these proceedings will 
be far from a dead letter. Subject to the Commonwealth Parliament’s power under the Commonwealth 
Constitution to enact such a law, it seems intended that such “notional agreements preserving State 
awards” have a period of operation of three years from the commencement of the federal legislation. That 
is, subject to the various exclusions and exceptions contained in the legislation as to the content of awards, 
any award arising from these proceedings will operate according to its full terms and effect for at least 
three years. This is entirely apart from any operation that any award may have in respect of employers 
which are not constitutional corporations for the purposes of s 51 (xx) of the Commonwealth Constitution.” 

70 The applicant takes issue with what the Commissioner says in that paragraph.  The applicant wishes to argue that, having 
regard to the terms of the Work Choices legislation, it is pointless to make an award and that this is relevant to the public 
interest question.  It is submitted by the applicant that the language of Commissioner Kenner in paragraph [13] is fairly strong 
and in non compromising terms.  Whilst I accept that to be the case, I do not consider that the Commission at first instance has 
placed himself in a position where he has prejudged the issue to the extent that it cannot be reargued by the applicant.  This is 
particularly so given the fact that the context of the argument being considered by Commissioner Kenner at paragraph [13] is 
somewhat different to the public interest argument which is to be raised. 

71 In my opinion, if the applicant’s argument is as cogent and correct as Mr Ellis indicated to me in his submission, then 
Commissioner Kenner is not in such a position that he cannot accept that submission, despite what he has stated in this 
paragraph of his reasons. 

72 Fourthly, there are other aspects of the making of the orders by the Commission in both PRES 9 and PRES 10 of 2005 which 
are brought to my attention both in the terms of the written submissions and the correspondence which has been made to the 
Commission at first instance and in the grounds of appeal.  For example, it was argued there was no opportunity to speak to the 
minutes in A5 of 2005, and other matters. 

73 I have considered all of those matters in preparation for this hearing.  I indicate that there are some aspects of those matters 
which caused my eyebrows to be raised, but again the question is not whether there is simply an arguable appeal on these 
matters, and I accept that there is, but whether it is appropriate to grant the stays, having regard to the principles and issues that 
I have referred to earlier.  In my opinion, with respect to each of those matters, if the submissions of the applicant are sound, 
then they are matters which could be corrected on an appeal later on in the piece.  They are not matters which, if a stay is not 
granted, will make an appeal nugatory on the grounds of procedural fairness. 

74 Overall, in my opinion, I do not accept the contention of the applicant that, if the stays are not granted, then the prejudice 
suffered by them is irredeemable.  I consider that they are still able to take up the matters which they consider to be 
procedurally unfair with the Commission at first instance and that the Commission at first instance is in the best position to 
deal with these matters.  If the Commission at first instance continues to make decisions which they dislike on those matters 
and which are unfair, then they are correctable on appeal.  It is not a situation where the subject matter of the appeal will 
disappear if the stays are not granted. 

75 With respect to the issue about whether there should have been expedition on the basis of the impending Work Choices 
legislation, I make the following additional comment.  Given that orders have been made listing the applications for hearing, 
the intent of the present applications is to seek a vacation of them.  The Commission’s position, as presently constituted, is 
more like a situation where there is an application to adjourn an existing hearing rather than an application to seek expedition 
of the hearing.  Again, it would be arguably wrong for the Commission, as presently constituted, to grant, effectively, an 
adjournment application based on the potential impact of the Work Choices legislation, one way or the other.  This is so on the 
basis of the decisions earlier referred to. 

76 I also take into account that the dates which have been provided and the stages of hearing by the Commission are such that it is 
not intended to preclude certain arguments being raised.  For example, the correspondence from Commissioner Wood’s 
associate dated 2 December 2005 clearly indicated that the public interest matters would still be argued next week and any 
other matters which the applicant sought to raise.  With respect to the matter before Commissioner Kenner, there is an 
application for an interim award to be heard next week and a listing in January 2006 for the hearing in relation to the possible 
final award. 

77 In relation to the complaints that the applicant does not know the case which it has to meet, whilst that might be true to the 
extent of some particularisation and with respect to some evidence, it does have the detail of the awards which are sought by 
the current respondent.  As indicated, if there are other deficiencies in procedural matters, I consider it open to the applicant to 
raise these with the Commission at first instance. 

78 I should also indicate that some of the applicant’s complaints about procedures adopted contain an element of speculation 
about them such as not being able to locate and present witnesses who may be relevant to the hearing.  If these possibilities 
eventuate to the extent that it is unfair to the applicant, as I have emphasised previously, an application to the Commission can 
be made for an adjournment.  The Commissioner again would be the person best placed to assess the merits of such an 
application. 

79 Another matter which was raised on the papers was whether the Commissioners have decided not to have inspections on site.  
In my opinion, it is not clearly set out in any of the papers that the Commissioners have determined not to have an inspection 
on site.  It may be that Commissioner Wood does not require to have an inspection on site given that he is seized of some 
knowledge about the work of locomotive drivers because of applications that he has heard previously.  With respect to 
Commissioner Kenner, he has not made a decision not have an inspection on site and that matter can be taken up with him. 

80 There was also raised on the papers the question of whether Commissioner Kenner ought to disqualify himself on the basis of 
apprehended bias. Ordinarily, applications for disqualification on the basis of apprehended bias must be first made to the 
person who is listed to hear the application.  Although the issue has been raised in some papers before the Commission at first 
instance, it is unclear whether that has been determined other than perhaps by implication, and certainly no reasons have been 
given with respect to that issue.  Given this uncertainty, in my view, the issue can again be raised with the Commissioner who 
should rule on it.  If ruled on adversely to the applicant in a way which involves an error of law, this may again ground an 
appeal against any final decision adverse to the applicant.  I am not convinced this is a matter which should lead to a stay of the 
orders sought, on the basis of the strength of the ground or, what might loosely be termed as the balance of convenience, 
especially in the context of an application seeking a stay of interlocutory orders. 

Conclusion 
81 For all of these reasons, and despite the careful arguments advanced on behalf of the applicant, I am not disposed to grant a 

stay in any of the matters and, therefore, an order dismissing the application in each of the matters will be issued. 
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2005 WAIRC 03335 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES SKILLED RAIL SERVICES PTY LTD 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM THE HONOURABLE M T RITTER, ACTING PRESIDENT 
DATE FRIDAY, 16 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S PRES 8 OF 2005, PRES 9 OF 2005, PRES 10 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03335 
 
 
Result Applications dismissed. 
Representation 
Applicant Mr S Ellis (of Counsel), by leave 
Respondent Mr D Schapper (of Counsel), by leave and with him Ms J Boots (of Counsel), by leave 
 
 

Order 
These matters having come on for hearing before me on 15 December 2005, and having heard Mr S Ellis (of Counsel), by leave, on 
behalf of the applicant and Mr D Schapper (of Counsel), by leave, and with him Ms J Boots (of Counsel), by leave on behalf of the 
respondent, and my reasons for decision to be published at a future date, it was, on 15 December 2005, ordered that application Nos 
PRES 8 of 2005, PRES 9 of 2005, and PRES 10 of 2005 be dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  M T RITTER, 
[L.S.] Acting President. 

 

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Application for— 
2006 WAIRC 03659 

COM-AL WINDOWS / CFMEUW INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 2005-2008 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
COM-AL WINDOWS PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE TUESDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S AG 250 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03659 
 
 
Result Discontinued 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 24th October 2005 The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers (the Union) applied to the 
Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS on 30th November 2005 the Union advised the Commission that it wished to discontinue the application and the 
Commission decided to discontinue the proceedings. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 
 THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 03525 
WA UNIVERSAL RIGGING CO / CFMEUW INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 2005-2008 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE CB HOLDING FAMILY TRUST ANDOTHERS T/A WA UNIVERSAL 
RIGGING CO 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO AG 209 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03525 
 
 
Result Dismissed 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 23rd August 2005 the Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union of Workers (the Union) and WA Universal 
Rigging Co applied to the Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS the Commission listed the matter for registration on 26th October 2005; and 
WHEREAS on 30th September 2005 WA Universal Rigging Co advised the Union by letter that the listed partnership will no longer 
exist and that it may not continue to trade; and 
WHEREAS on 21st October 2005 the Commission wrote to the Union seeking their response and there being no advice the hearing 
listed for 26th October 2005 was vacated; and 
WHEREAS on 31st October 2005 the Commission wrote to the Union requesting a response by close of business 10th November 
2005 or the matter would be listed For Mention and there being no advice the matter was listed For Mention on 22nd November 
2005; and 
WHEREAS there being no appearance by the parties at the hearing on 22nd November 2005 the Commission wrote to the parties 
giving 14 days to advise if they wished to proceed with the matter or an Order dismissing the application would issue; and 
WHEREAS by 11th January 2006 there being no advice from the parties the Commission decided to dismiss the application. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 

 THAT the application be, and is hereby, dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR—Awards/Agreements— 
Variation of— 

2006 WAIRC 03473 
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS' AWARD 1968 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF 

WORKERS) 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
HON MINISTER FOR HEALTH AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
HEARD FRIDAY, 27 FEBRUARY 2004, FRIDAY, 2 APRIL 2004, FRIDAY, 14 MAY 2004, MONDAY, 5 

JULY 2004, FRIDAY, 24 SEPTEMBER 2004, WEDNESDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2004, THURSDAY, 
31 MARCH 2005, TUESDAY, 10 MAY 2005, TUESDAY, 14 JUNE 2005, THURSDAY, 28 JULY 
2005, TUESDAY, 30 AUGUST 2005, WEDNESDAY, 19 OCTOBER 2005, TUESDAY, 22 
NOVEMBER 2005, MONDAY, 12 DECEMBER 2005, WEDNESDAY, 1 MARCH 2006 

DELIVERED FRIDAY, 13 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO. P 18 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03473 
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CatchWords Award - Award amendment - Specified Callings - Classification and grading structure for health 

professions - Public health system - Work value and salary increment increases - Statement of 
Principles - Work Value Change - Award amended - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s.40 - 
Hospital Salaried Officers' Award 1968 (No. 39 of 1968) 

Result Award Amended 
Representation 
Applicant Mr D Hill 
Respondent Mr J Ross 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
(Given extemporaneously and edited by the Commissioner) 

1 The parties seek to amend the Hospital Salaried Officers’ Award 1968 (No. 39 of 1968) (“the Award”) to reflect what they say 
are significant increases in the work value of health professionals in what are commonly referred to as the “specified callings”.  
They have reached agreement as to the work value increases on which they rely, and the salary increment increases which are 
in recognition of those work value increases.   

2 The history of this matter is in the agreement reached between the parties to revise the classifications and gradings structure for 
health professions which arose from the Hospital Salaried Officers Metropolitan Health Services Enterprise Agreement 2001 
(PSAAG 1 of 2002), which included that the parties establish a working party to review the specified callings and other 
professions (“the Joint Working Party”).  The Joint Working Party was made up of employer and employee representatives, 
from Fremantle Health Service, Geraldton Health Service, North West Health Service, Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, South 
West Health Service, Royal Perth Hospital, Kimberley Health Service, the Department of Health and the Hospital Salaried 
Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers) now the Health Services Union of Western Australia (Union of 
Workers) (“the Union”).   

3 The key findings of the Joint Working Party were of significance.  They were that: 
“• salary and conditions are a factor in regard to the recruitment and retention of specified callings; 
• the lack of career advancement opportunities and diversity in career path structures contribute to difficulties in 

retaining staff; 
• workload issues including size of caseloads, waitlists and service delivery models may contribute to staff 

turnover; 
• the outputs of educational and training institutions in terms of supply of graduates and the matching of skill 

development options to workforce need contribute to the challenges in recruiting professionals; 
• there is competition between public and private sector organisations in regard to the employment of “specified 

callings”; and, 
• salary and conditions, professional isolation, lack of professional development opportunities, accommodation 

and family, social and environmental factors contribute to the difficulties in recruiting and retaining “specified 
callings” in country areas.”  

(Review of Specified Callings and Other Professionals,  
Report of the Joint Working Party, December 2002, page 24 and 25) 

4 Since the Joint Working Party reported in December 2002, the parties have worked constructively and cooperatively to 
examine, identify, validate and quantify the changes in work, environment and skills associated with the professions which are 
covered by this review.  Those professions are: 

• Exercise Physiology; 
• Audiology; 
• Health Librarians; 
• Medical Science; 
• Dietetics; 
• Social Work; 
• Radiation Therapy; 
• Ultrasound; 
• Respiratory Sciences; 
• Physiotherapy; 
• Sleep Technology; 
• Medical Physics; 
• Pharmacy; 
• Podiatry; 
• Occupational Therapy; 
• Psychology; 
• Bioengineering; 
• Orthoptics; 
• Speech Pathology; 
• Medical Imaging Technology; 
• Nuclear Medicine; 
• Orthotics and Prosthetics; and 
• Clinical Perfusion.  
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5 The result of that work has been a clear and objective analysis of the work undertaken by those professions and the changes 
which have occurred in them.  That work, although largely complete, requires the development of classification level 
descriptors for levels 4 to 6 through to 12, processes for criteria progression, and the assessment of health professional 
positions currently classified level 7 and above for reclassification into the new salary structure.  

6 The work performed to date, requiring the Commission's consideration, covers many volumes of material which identify the 
particular professions' respective cases.  The work value changes are said by the parties to warrant levels 3 to 5 moving to 
levels 4 to 6, and other changes.  The Commission is required to consider the changes in accordance with the Statement of 
Principles  - July 2005 issued by the Commission in Court Session arising from the State Wage Case (85 WAIG 3247).  

7 I am satisfied that the purpose of this application is to adjust wages pursuant to work value changes, and this is reflected in the 
Award by reference to classification structure, reclassification and service increments.  According to Principle 2, such matters 
are able to be dealt with by a single Commissioner.   

8 The Work Value Principle, Principle 6, is that which sets out the test to be applied in this case.  Principle 6 - Work Value 
Changes, paragraph (a) provides that: 

“Changes in work value may arise from changes in the nature of the work, skill and responsibility required or the 
conditions under which work is performed.  Changes in work by themselves may not lead to a change in wage rates.  The 
strict test for an alteration in wage rates is that the change in the nature of the work should constitute such a significant net 
addition to work requirements as to warrant the creation of a new classification or upgrading to a higher classification. 
In addition to meeting this test a party making a work value application will need to justify any change to wage relativities 
that might result not only within the relevant internal award classifications structure but also against external 
classifications to which that structure is related.  There must be no likelihood of wage "leapfrogging" arising out of 
changes in relative position. 
These are the only circumstances in which rates may be altered on the ground of work value and the altered rates may be 
applied only to employees whose work has changed in accordance with this provision. 
In applying the Work Value Changes Principle, the Commission will have regard to the need for any alterations to wage 
relativities between awards to be based on skill, responsibility and the conditions under which work is performed.” 

(85 WAIG 3247 at page 3248) 
9 The Principle also notes that “the time from which work value changes in an award should be measured is the date of operation 

of the second structural efficiency adjustment allowable under the September 1989 State Wage Decision ((1989) 69 WAIG 
2917).”   

10 The context in which this application is to be viewed is that of the public health system.  Having considered the evidence 
submitted by the parties in the work value submissions for each of the professions, I am satisfied that since 10 October 1989, 
there have been changes in the work, skill and responsibility, or conditions under which the work of the professions is 
performed in the public health system.  Across the board, it constitutes a significant net addition to the work requirements such 
as to warrant upgrading to a higher classification.  

11 The parties have referred to the decision of the Commission in Court Session in the Clinical Psychologists Case (83 WAIG 23 
at 41):   

“It is true that not all of these developments apply equally to each area of work, or at each level.  …  However, there is 
significant change across the board, and in the various sectors, such as in regional services, in youth services, in 
gerontology, surgical areas, and all others, to enable a conclusion that there is a high level of change across all of the 
public health sector clinical psychologist positions before the Commission." 

(paragraph 155) 
12 Those comments in respect of clinical psychologists apply equally to the case in this matter.   
13 The Commission in Court Session also made note in that case of the changes to the work environment, finding that: 

“As to the claim that changes to the work environment of community-based work rather than the previous hospital based 
focus, and the use of multi-disciplinary teams, these are common across the mental health sector.  The clinical 
psychologist operating within that system is no different from the mental health nurse, occupational therapist, psychiatrist, 
or medical practitioner in that respect.  The clinical psychologist may head the multi-disciplinary team, but so might other 
professionals.  That does not mean that there is no increase in work value.  We conclude that the change to the community 
based approach has led to increased efficiency and cost effectiveness of treatment, by the significant reduction of in-
patient bed days and by the use of the multi-disciplinary approach.  Other professions may contribute to this and any such 
contribution would need to be weighed with any other changes to the professions should they make a similar claim.” 

(paragraph 156) 
14 In this case, a similar claim has been made and demonstrated.  There have been changes to the way in which work is performed 

and to the way in which patient services are provided and arranged.  They have an impact upon the work environment such as 
to add to the work value change.  Accordingly, I am satisfied that the test of a significant net addition to the work value has 
been established.   

15 The agreement of the parties as to the quantum and how it is to be reflected in the classification structure is an appropriate 
outcome in this case.   

16 However, that does not dispose of all of the issues which require consideration by the Commission.  The Commission is to be 
satisfied that the changes to internal and external relativities will not result in leap-frogging.  The Commission in Court Session 
in the Clinical Psychologists' Case (supra) noted the uniqueness of that group.  In this case, it is to be noted that while the 
circumstances and changes for most of the callings covered by this application are relevant to the public health system only, 
and that they pose no real prospect of flow on, there are aspects which are of a more generic nature and go beyond the limits of 
the public health system.  I refer in particular to social workers, librarians and exercise physiologists.  These professions are 
not exclusive to the public health system; nor are many of the other professions which are being considered.  They are also 
found in the wider workforce.  They have relied for most part on the changes which have occurred to their work as it is 
performed in the public health system.  However, some changes on which they have relied would apply equally to those 
professions elsewhere.  Those latter changes should not be discarded.  They go to make up the whole of the picture of the 
change which has occurred for this group of professionals.  Whether any other group of those professions could demonstrate 
the same level of change overall as it relates to their particular circumstances would depend on their circumstances and the 
changes upon which they rely.    
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17 Accordingly, I am satisfied that there is no impediment to the Award being amended on account of the issues of flow-on.  
Therefore, an order for the amendments as proposed by the parties, with some minor modifications for clarity, will issue.  The 
date of operation shall be on and from the 6th of August 2003, the date of lodgement of the application.   

18 In accordance with the parties' wishes the application shall be divided in accordance with the proposed order.  
19 There is one very important issue to deal with, as acknowledged by Mr Hill and Mr Ross.  There are many people who have 

made a significant contribution to the work necessary to this case.  Their contributions are noted with congratulations.  Those 
people include the Joint Working Party which reported in December 2002.  They also include the many professionals who 
contributed to the identification of work value change, and those who assessed those claims.  They also include the 
representatives of the Union, in particular Mr Hill and Mr Barlow, and the employers' representatives, Mr Ross, Ms Burnett 
and Mr Patman, who have given direction to this process and who have worked cooperatively and with goodwill, which is to 
be applauded. 

20 The approach taken to this matter by both sides is indeed worthy of commendation.  My thanks to all who have so positively 
contributed to such a detailed and thorough analysis and presentation.  It is cases such as this which demonstrate the positive 
and constructive work associated with the employment relationship.  My congratulations to you.  Minutes of Proposed Order 
shall issue. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03551 
HOSPITAL SALARIED OFFICERS' AWARD 1968 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES HEALTH SERVICES UNION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF HEALTH IN RIGHT OF THE MINISTER FOR HEALTH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE ARBITRATOR 
 COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE TUESDAY, 24 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO P 44 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03551 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Ms C Osnain on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Public 
Service Arbitrator, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Hospital Salaried Officers’ Award 1968 (No. 39 of 1968) be varied in accordance with the following Schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 19th day of 
January 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] Public Service Arbitrator. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Clause 24A. – Travelling, Transfers and Relieving Duty – Rates of Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert the following in 
lieu thereof: 

  COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C 
ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS WITH 

DEPENDENTS: RELIEVING 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 
EXCESS OF 42 DAYS (CLAUSE 

24(3)(ii) TRANSFER 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 

EXCESS OF PRESCRIBED 
PERIOD (CLAUSE 22(2)) 

DAILY RATE OFFICERS 
WITHOUT 

DEPENDENTS: 
RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR 
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF 

42 DAYS (CLAUSE 
24(3)(ii)) 

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES 
  $   
(1) WA - South of 26o    
 South Latitude 11.75   
(2) WA - North of 26o    
 South Latitude 15.40   
(3) Interstate 15.40   
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  COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C 

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS WITH 
DEPENDENTS: RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 
EXCESS OF 42 DAYS (CLAUSE 

24(3)(ii) TRANSFER 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 

EXCESS OF PRESCRIBED 
PERIOD (CLAUSE 22(2)) 

DAILY RATE OFFICERS 
WITHOUT 

DEPENDENTS: 
RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR 
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF 

42 DAYS (CLAUSE 
24(3)(ii)) 

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL OR MOTEL 
  $ $ $ 

(4) WA - Metropolitan 
Hotel or Motel 

210.05 105.00 70.00 

(5) Locality South of 26o 
South Latitude 

168.60 84.30 56.20 

(6) Locality North of 26o 
South Latitude 

   

 Broome 284.40 142.20 94.80 
 Carnarvon 222.30 111.15 74.10 
 Dampier 209.15 104.55 69.70 
 Derby 188.40 94.20 62.80 
 Exmouth 215.90 107.95 71.95 
 Fitzroy Crossing 314.90 157.45 104.95 
 Gascoyne Junction 128.90 64.45 42.95 
 Halls Creek 265.40 132.70 88.45 
 Karratha 364.65 182.30 121.55 
 Kununurra 266.80 133.40 88.95 
 Marble Bar 179.40 89.70 59.80 
 Newman 254.65 127.35 84.90 
 Nullagine 189.75 94.90 63.25 
 Onslow 207.20 103.60 69.05 
 Pannawonica 177.15 88.60 59.05 
 Paraburdoo 238.40 119.20 79.45 
 Port Hedland 239.70 119.85 79.90 
 Roebourne 132.90 66.45 44.30 
 Sandfire 160.40 80.20 53.45 
 Shark Bay 175.90 87.95 58.65 
 Tom Price 219.40 109.70 73.15 
 Turkey Creek 175.90 87.95 58.65 
 Wickham 323.90 161.95 107.95 
 Wyndham 158.90 79.45 52.95 
(7) Interstate - Capital City   
 Sydney 255.65 127.85 85.20 
 Melbourne 245.65 122.85 81.90 
 Other Capitals 213.15 106.60 71.00 
(8) Interstate - Other than 

Capital City 
168.60 84.30 56.20 

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL 
(9) WA - South of 26o 

South Latitude 
79.40   

(10) WA - North of 26o 
South Latitude 

97.70   

(11) Interstate 97.70   
TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE 
ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED 
(12) WA - South of 26o South Latitude:   
 Breakfast 14.15   
 Lunch 14.15   
 Dinner 39.40   
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  COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C 

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS WITH 
DEPENDENTS: RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 
EXCESS OF 42 DAYS (CLAUSE 

24(3)(ii) TRANSFER 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 

EXCESS OF PRESCRIBED 
PERIOD (CLAUSE 22(2)) 

DAILY RATE OFFICERS 
WITHOUT 

DEPENDENTS: 
RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR 
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF 

42 DAYS (CLAUSE 
24(3)(ii)) 

TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE 
ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED—continued 
(13) WA - North of 26o South Latitude:   
 Breakfast 15.75   
 Lunch 27.70   
 Dinner 38.90   
(14) Interstate    
 Breakfast 15.75   
 Lunch 27.70   
 Dinner 38.90   
DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE 22(4))  
(15) Each Adult 22.75   
(16) Each Child 3.90   
MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE 21(11)) 
(17) Rate per meal 5.50   
(18) Maximum 

reimbursement per pay 
period 

27.50 

  

The allowances prescribed in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the 
Public Service Award, 1992. 

 

AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Variation of— 
2006 WAIRC 03553 

ACTIV FOUNDATION (SALARIED OFFICERS) AWARD, NO. 13 OF 1977 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES HEALTH SERVICES UNION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS) 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
THE BOARD OF MANAGEMENT, ACTIV FOUNDATION INCORPORATED 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE TUESDAY, 24 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 963 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03553 
 
 
Result Award varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Ms S Meacham on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the ACTIV Foundation (Salaried Officers) Award, No. 13 of 1977 be varied in accordance with the following 
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after the 19th 
day of January 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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SCHEDULE 
Clause 26. – Travelling, Transfers and Relieving Duty – Rates of Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert the following in 
lieu thereof: 

  COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C 
ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS WITH 

DEPENDENTS: RELIEVING 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 
EXCESS OF 42 DAYS (CLAUSE 

25(3)(b) TRANSFER 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 

EXCESS OF PRESCRIBED 
PERIOD (CLAUSE 23(2)) 

DAILY RATE OFFICERS 
WITHOUT 

DEPENDENTS: 
RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR 
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF 

42 DAYS (CLAUSE 
25(3)(b)) 

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES 
  $   
(1) WA - South of 26o    
 South Latitude 11.75   
(2) WA - North of 26o    
 South Latitude 15.40   
(3) Interstate 15.40   
ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL OR MOTEL 

  $ $ $ 
(4) WA - Metropolitan 

Hotel or Motel 
210.05 105.00 70.00 

(5) Locality South of 26o 
South Latitude 

168.60 84.30 56.20 

(6) Locality North of 26o 
South Latitude 

   

 Broome 284.40 142.20 94.80 
 Carnarvon 222.30 111.15 74.10 
 Dampier 209.15 104.55 69.70 
 Derby 188.40 94.20 62.80 
 Exmouth 215.90 107.95 71.95 
 Fitzroy Crossing 314.90 157.45 104.95 
 Gascoyne Junction 128.90 64.45 42.95 
 Halls Creek 265.40 132.70 88.45 
 Karratha 364.65 182.30 121.55 
 Kununurra 266.80 133.40 88.95 
 Marble Bar 179.40 89.70 59.80 
 Newman 254.65 127.35 84.90 
 Nullagine 189.75 94.90 63.25 
 Onslow 207.20 103.60 69.05 
 Pannawonica 177.15 88.60 59.05 
 Paraburdoo 238.40 119.20 79.45 
 Port Hedland 239.70 119.85 79.90 
 Roebourne 132.90 66.45 44.30 
 Sandfire 160.40 80.20 53.45 
 Shark Bay 175.90 87.95 58.65 
 Tom Price 219.40 109.70 73.15 
 Turkey Creek 175.90 87.95 58.65 
 Wickham 323.90 161.95 107.95 
 Wyndham 158.90 79.45 52.95 
(7) Interstate - Capital City   
 Sydney 255.65 127.85 85.20 
 Melbourne 245.65 122.85 81.90 
 Other Capitals 213.15 106.60 71.00 
(8) Interstate - Other than 

Capital City 
168.60 84.30 56.20 
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  COLUMN A COLUMN B COLUMN C 

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE DAILY RATE OFFICERS WITH 
DEPENDENTS: RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 
EXCESS OF 42 DAYS (CLAUSE 

25(3)(b) TRANSFER 
ALLOWANCE FOR PERIOD IN 

EXCESS OF PRESCRIBED 
PERIOD (CLAUSE 23(2)) 

DAILY RATE OFFICERS 
WITHOUT 

DEPENDENTS: 
RELIEVING 

ALLOWANCE FOR 
PERIOD IN EXCESS OF 

42 DAYS (CLAUSE 
25(3)(b)) 

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER THAN A HOTEL OR MOTEL 
(9) WA - South of 26o 

South Latitude 
79.40   

(10) WA - North of 26o 
South Latitude 

97.70   

(11) Interstate 97.70   
TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE 
ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED 
(12) WA - South of 26o South Latitude:   
     
 Breakfast 14.15   
 Lunch 14.15   
 Dinner 39.40   
(13) WA - North of 26o South Latitude:   
 Breakfast 15.75   
 Lunch 27.70   
 Dinner 38.90   
(14) Interstate    
 Breakfast 15.75   
 Lunch 27.70   
 Dinner 38.90   
DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES (CLAUSE 23(4))  
(15) Each Adult 22.75   
(16) Each Child 3.90   
MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE 21(11)) 
(17) Rate per meal 5.50   
(18) Maximum 

reimbursement per pay 
period 

27.50 

  

The allowances prescribed in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the 
Public Service Award, 1992. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03615 
AERATED WATER AND CORDIAL MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY AWARD 1975 NO. 10 OF 1975 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 

BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
COCA COLA BOTTLERS PERTH & OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 1 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 604 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03615 
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Result Order issued. Award varied. 
Representation 
Applicant Ms E Palmer 
Respondents Mr J Uphill as agent on behalf of Berri Ltd 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms E Palmer on behalf of the applicant and Mr J Uphill as agent on behalf of Berri Ltd, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby –  

ORDERS that the Aerated Water and Cordial Manufacturing Industry Award 1975 No. 10 of 1975 be varied in accordance 
with the following schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 1 July 2005. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 10. – Wages:  Delete paragraph (b) of subclause (1) and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

 (b) Production Employee - Grade 2  410.00 159.00  569.00  
 Shall mean an employee classified as such who is engaged on work in connection with or incidental to the 

production and distribution operations of the employer and who in addition to the duties of a Production 
Employee - Grade 1 may be required to regularly carry out the specific duties listed hereunder.  

 Specific Duties - Grade 2     
 • Syrup and/or cordial makers mixing recipes or formulae who are not solely responsible for ensuring 

adherence to quality standards of batches. 
• Operators of Filling machines 
• Operators of labelling, palletising or depalletising, case packing or unpacking, carton or multi packing 

machines. 
• Employees engaged on routine line testing. 
• Forklift Driver 
• Truck Driver 

Provided that drivers who are required to collect money during any week or portion of a week as part of their 
duties and account for it shall be paid $4.55 for such a week in addition to the rate of wage prescribed above. 

2. Clause 10. – Wages:  Delete paragraph (c) of subclause (2) and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

     
(c) Driver of motor vehicle 

Provided that drivers who are required to collect 
money during any week or portion of a week as 
part of their duties and account for it shall be paid 
$4.25 for such week in addition to the rate of 
wage prescribed above 

387.70 159.00  546.70  

 

2006 WAIRC 03662 
ANIMAL WELFARE INDUSTRY AWARD 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE FEDERATED MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS' UNION OF AUSTRALIA, W.A. BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
MR P S ADAMS AND OTHERS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE TUESDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 179 OF 1991 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03662 
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Result Varied 
Representation 
Applicant Ms S Northcott 
Respondents Mr M O'Connor as agent on behalf of the Respondents for whom warrants have been filed, and there 

being no appearance by or on behalf of any other Respondents 
 
 

Order 
Having heard Ms Northcott on behalf of the Applicant and Mr O'Connor as agent on behalf of the Respondents for whom warrants 
have been filed, and there being no appearance by or on behalf of any other Respondents, and by consent, the Commission pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the Animal Welfare Industry Award be varied in accordance with the following schedule and that such variation 
shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 7 February 2006. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 19. – Rates of Pay:  Delete this clause and insert the following clause in lieu thereof: 

19. – RATES OF PAY 
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage per week payable to an employee covered by this award shall include the base rate 

plus the arbitrated safety net adjustments reflected hereunder: 

Classification $ 7 Feb 06 1 July 06 1 Jan 07 1 July 07 
Introductory (not exceeding 3 months) 484.40 484.40 484.40 484.40 484.40 
Level 1 (87.4%) 484.40 494.15 503.90 513.65 523.40 
Level 2 (92.4%) 484.40 497.13 509.92 522.71 535.55 
Level 3 (Cert III) (100%) 484.40 507.45 531.30 554.75 578.20 
Level 4 (Cert IV) (110%) 518.40 547.38 576.36 605.34 634.32 
Level 5 (Diploma.) (119.4%) 518.40 560.57 602.74 644.90 687.07 

(2) Classification Structure 
For the purposes of determining the appropriate classification level for each employee, the classification definitions in sub 
clause 6. hereof shall be applied to each employee falling within scope of this Award. 

(3) Implementation of Classification Structure 
Employees shall be classified at one of the levels specified in this Clause.  The classification definitions in this clause 
describe the relative skills, qualifications, responsibilities and conditions under which employees at each level will work. 

(4) Promotion to Higher Levels 
All employees shall be given the opportunity to participate in ongoing skills training to enable promotion to the next 
level.  Where possible, this training shall be in accordance with the Animal Care and Management Training Package. 

(5) Transitional Arrangements 
No employee shall suffer a reduction in their rate of pay or conditions of employment as a result of the introduction of 
these provisions. 

(6) Classification Definitions 
(a) Introductory level 

An employee who has had no experience in this industry shall initially be engaged at the introductory level for a 
period not exceeding 3 months.  During this period the employer will provide on the job training to assist the 
employee to gain the appropriate skills.  

(b) Level 1 
Employees at this level will perform routine tasks involving adherence to determined procedures and with only 
minimal scope for deviation from these procedures. 
An employee at this Level will: 
(i) work under direct supervision with regular close checking of their work; 
(ii) develop and then apply their knowledge and skills to a limited range of tasks and roles; 
(iii) work within a specified range of contexts where the choice of action is clear and restricted; 
(iv) normally develop and then use their competencies within established routines, where methods and 

procedures are predictable. 
Typical activities at this level may include: 
(i) assists other employees in their duties; 
(ii) appropriate induction to the industry and the routines of the practice; 
(iii) basic animal care; 
(iv) grooming, feeding, cleaning and restraint as instructed. 
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(c) Level 2 
Work at this level will involve the use of limited discretion and initiative.  Knowledge relating to the care of 
animals will be involved. 
An employee at this level will, in addition to level 1 duties: 
(i) work under direct supervision with routine checking of their work; 
(ii) develop and then apply their knowledge and skills to a limited range of tasks and roles; 
(iii) work within a specified range of contexts where the choice of action is clear and restricted; 
(iv) normally use their competencies within established routines, where methods and procedures are 

predictable; 
(v) exercise discretion and judgment against established criteria. 
Typical activities at this level may include: 
(i) basic animal care, animal handling; 
(ii) consult duty veterinarian; 
(iii) tasks relating to the clinic and surgery including maintaining patient records and compiling patient 

and client histories; 
(iv) ability to undertake basic animal health procedures. 

(d) Level 3 
General 
A Level 3 employee will possess the competencies of Certificate III in Companion in Animal Services or other 
equivalent qualification or possess knowledge and experience which enables them to operate at trade equivalent 
level. 
An employee at this Level will, in addition to lower level duties: 
(i) generally be working with limited supervision ; 
(ii) normally use their competencies within established routines, where methods and procedures are 

predictable; 
(iii) exercise discretion and judgment against established criteria. 
Typical activities at this level may include: 
(i) assist with animal care under limited supervision; 
(ii) limited Staff Supervision of introductory and Level 1; 
(iii) undertake daily clinic routines and routine monitoring of patient care; 
(iv) ability to follow clinic procedures for hazard identification and risk control; 
(v) ability to provide grief support to clients/animal owners; 
(vi) work in the companion animal industry; 
(vii) provide basic first aid for animals. 

(e) Level 4 
A Level 4 employee will possess the competencies, of AQF Level 4 or other equivalent qualification such as the 
ACVN.  The attainment of these competencies by an individual employee will be determined through a formal 
assessment process carried out through a Registered Training Organisation. 
An employee at this Level will, in addition to lower level duties: 
(i) use their competencies within established routines, where methods and procedures are predictable; 
(ii) exercise discretion and judgment against established criteria; 
(iii) provide veterinary nursing care; 
(iv) be registered under the Veterinary Surgeons Act 1960. 
Not withstanding the above an employee at this level may also be employed to undertake the duties of an 
Inspector. 
Typical activities and competencies at this level for a veterinary nurse may include: 
(i) ability to undertake limited Staff Supervision ; 
(ii) ability to undertake daily clinic routines and patient care; 
(iii) ability to identifying deviation from normal animal behaviour which may suggest illness, and taking 

appropriate action; 
(iv) ability to undertake the maintenance of records relating to the physical aspects of the animals; 
(v) can perform clinic pathology procedures; 
(vi) can conduct medical and surgical support; 
(vii) can identify vital signs of patients and relate these findings to the supervising veterinary surgeon. 

(f) Level 5 
A Level 5 employee will possess a Diploma in Veterinary Nursing or recognized equivalent qualification.  The 
attainment of the competencies by an individual employee necessary for the granting of such qualifications, will 
be determined through a formal assessment process carried out through a Registered Training Organisation. 
An employee at this Level will, in addition to lower level duties: 
(i) exercise skills, discretion and responsibilities beyond that required at Level 4; 
(ii) be registered under the Veterinary Surgeons Act 1960. 
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(7) Junior employees shall receive the prescribed percentage of the minimum rate for the appropriate classification prescribed 
in this clause per week: 

Under 17 years of age 50% 
17 to 18 years of age 60% 
18 to 19 years of age 70% 
19 to 20 years of age 80% 
20 to 21 years of age 90% 

(8) An employee placed in charge of three or more other employees shall be paid an amount of $21.20 per week in addition 
to their ordinary rate of pay. 

(9) Where an employee is required to carry out the ordinary hours of duty per day in more than one shift an allowance of 
$1.92 per day shall be paid 

 

2006 WAIRC 03548 
EGG PROCESSING AWARD 1978 NO. R42 OF 1978 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES (COMMISSION'S OWN MOTION) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN EGG MARKETING BOARD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE TUESDAY, 24 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 965 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03548 
 
 
Result Order issued. Award varied. 
Representation 
Applicant Not applicable  
Respondent No appearance on behalf of West Coast Eggs Limited 

Mr T Pope on behalf of the Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of Workers 
 
 

Order 
THERE having being no appearance on behalf of West Coast Eggs Limited and having heard Mr T Pope on behalf of the Food 
Preservers’ Union of Western Australia, Union of Workers, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders –  

THAT the Egg Processing Award 1978 No. R42 of 1978 be varied in accordance with the following schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect on and from the date hereof. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Delete the name Western Australian Egg Marketing Board under the heading RESPONDENT following Appendix 

1 and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
West Coast Eggs Limited 

 

2006 WAIRC 03661 
ETHNIC CHILDREN'S SERVICES INDUSTRIAL AWARD, 1993 NO. A10 OF 1989 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES AUSTRALIAN LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS UNION OF 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
ETHNIC CHILD CARE RESOURCES UNIT INC 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE TUESDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 1216 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03661 
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Result Varied 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms A Woldan on behalf of the applicant and there being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Ethnic Children’s Services Industrial Award 1993 No A10 of 1989 be varied in accordance with the following 
Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 7 
February 2006. 

(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 16. - Salaries:  Delete subclause (6) of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(6) Child Care (Ethnic Support) Employee shall be paid as follows: 

 A B C D 

 Base 
Rate 

Arbitrated 
Safety Net 
Adjustment

s  

ASNA + 
20% 

Total 
Minimum 

Award 
Wage with 

loading 

 $ $ $ $ 

lst year of experience 416.25 161.00 193.20 609.45 

2nd year of experience 434.30 161.00 193.20 627.50 

3rd year of experience and thereafter 456.00 161.00 193.20 649.20 

The weekly Minimum Award Wage (Column D) is calculated by adding 20% to the Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment 
Figure (Column B) and adding this total (Column C) to the Base Rate (Column A). 

 

2006 WAIRC 03494 
RAILWAY EMPLOYEES' AWARD NO. 18 OF 1969 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE AUSTRALIAN RAIL, TRAM AND BUS INDUSTRY UNION OF EMPLOYEES, WEST 

AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY AND ORS 

RESPONDENTS 
- and - 
THE AUSTRALIAN RAIL, TRAM AND BUS INDUSTRY UNION OF EMPLOYEES, WEST 
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY AND ORS 

RESPONDENTS 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 18 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S APPLA 1068 OF 2004, APPLB 1068 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03494 
 
 
Result Award classifications varied 
Representation 
Applicant Mr G W Ferguson 
Respondents Mr G W Ferguson (as agent) on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & 

Kindred Industries Union of Workers -Western Australian Branch 
Mr J Murie on behalf of Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, 
Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch 
Ms J Bishop and with her Mr D McLane on behalf of Public Transport Authority 
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Order 
Having heard Mr Ferguson on behalf of the Applicant and Mr Ferguson as agent on behalf of The Automotive, Food, Metals, 
Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers -Western Australian Branch, Mr Murie on behalf of 
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Workers Union of Australia, 
Engineering & Electrical Division, WA Branch and Ms Bishop and with her Mr McLane on behalf of Public Transport Authority, 
the Respondents and by consent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders – 

THAT the Railway Employees' Award No 18 of 1969 be varied in accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the date of this order, 18 January 2006. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
1. Clause 44. – Classification Structure and Rates of Pay:  Delete paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause and 

insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(1) (a) Table of Classifications 

REA 
LEVEL RELATIVITY NETWORK & 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
TRANSPERTH TRAIN 

OPERATIONS TRANSWA 

Level 10 135% Integrated Systems 
Technician; 
Engineering Associate 

  

Level 9 130% Electrical Systems 
Technician; 
Senior Engineering 
Technician 

  

Level 8 125% Systems Technician; 
Technician:  Data, Radio, 
Security, Communication 
Systems 

  

Level 7 115% Perway Patroller; 
Supervisory/specialized 
electrical trades; 
Supervisory/specialized 
mechanical trades; 
Engineering Technician; 
Signals Technician 

Transit Guard Team 
Leader 

Road Coach Depot 
Supervisor 

Level 6 110% Advanced Maintainer 
(Systems); 
Perway Patroller; 
Signal Fitter/Senior Mech. 
Tradesperson; 
Electrical Technician; 
Electrical Fitter/Senior 
Tradesperson 

Control Monitoring Room 
(CMR) Operator 

Road Coach Operator; 
Senior Passenger 
Assistant 

Level 5 105% Senior Maintainer 
(Systems); 
Senior Maintainer (Civil); 
Mechanical 
Fitter/Tradesperson; 
Electrical 
Fitter/Tradesperson 

Customer Service 
Assistant; 
Transit Guard 

Road Coach Operator 
Assistant; 
Depot Operations 
Assistant 

Level 4 
(trade/equiv 
entry) 

100% Maintainer (Systems); 
Maintainer (Civil); 
Perway Patroller; 
Mechanical 
Tradesperson/Fitter; 
Electrical 
Tradesperson/Fitter 

Suburban Rail Ticketing 
Assistant 

 

Level 3A 96.9% Maintainer (Signals)   
Level 3 93.6% Maintainer (Systems); 

Maintainer (Civil) 
Suburban Rail (Station) 
Attendant; 
Carpark Attendant; 
Depot Surveillance 
Attendant 

Passenger Assistant; 
Station Attendant 
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REA 

LEVEL RELATIVITY NETWORK & 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

TRANSPERTH TRAIN 
OPERATIONS TRANSWA 

Level 2 89.01% Maintainer (Systems); 
Maintainer (Civil) 

Suburban Rail Attendant   

Level 1 
(non-trade 
entry)  

84.2% Maintainer (Systems)*; 
Maintainer (Civil)** 

Suburban Rail Attendant 
Trainee 

 

*Maintainer (Systems) includes Signalling, Overhead Catenary and/or Communications unless otherwise specified. 
**Maintainer (Civil) includes Reserve, Track and/or Landscape unless otherwise specified, and may include Perway if 
specified. 

2. Clause 44. – Classification Structure and Rates of Pay:  Delete the whole of paragraph (b) of subclause (1) of this 
clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 
(b) The classification of "Tradesperson" includes at the appropriate levels, the trade streams of Fabrication, 

Mechanical, and Electrical/Electronic. 
3. Clause 45. – Classification Definitions:  Delete the whole of this clause and insert the following in lieu thereof: 

45. - CLASSIFICATION DEFINITIONS 
(1) (a) Traffic – Transperth Train Operations 

REA LEVEL ONE 
SUBURBAN RAIL ATTENDANT L1 (TRAINEE) 

Key Responsibilities: 
To assist in the provision of quality service to passengers by ensuring a high standard of presentation on railway platform 
and associated facilities, while learning about other aspects of passenger service. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Cleaning tasks in relation to railway facilities, equipment or vehicles. 
 Report damage or maintenance needs. 
 Attend induction-training courses as required. 
 Provides basic passenger assistance eg train information; loading; and unloading luggage. 
 Undergo training at AQF Level 1 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 
REA LEVEL TWO 

SUBURBAN RAIL ATTENDANT L2 
Key Responsibilities: 
Assist in providing quality service to passengers by ensuring a high standard of presentation of railway station facilities 
and equipment. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Monitor platforms and facilities at stations to ensure area and associated equipment are kept clean, tidy, well-
presented and in good working order. 

 Report damage or maintenance needs to appropriate personnel. 
 Minor manual or machine assisted tasks (eg specific cleaning, tidying or similar duties) for maintaining tidy and 

orderly presentation of station facilities and equipment. 
 Keeping records or basic documentation (eg relating to lost property). 
 Assist L3 attendants as required. 
 Undergo training at AQF Level 2 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 1 or equivalent 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 
REA LEVEL THREE 

SUBURBAN RAIL (STATION) ATTENDANT L3 
Key Responsibilities: 
To assist in the provision of quality service to passengers by ensuring high standards of presentation of railway station 
facilities, equipment and surrounds and assisting passengers on station platforms. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Monitor station platforms, buildings, equipment and facilities to ensure these are kept in a clean and tidy, safe 
and well presented condition. 
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 Perform manual and machine assisted tasks in relation to monitoring and maintenance of station facilities and 
equipment – including operating tools or equipment that are ancillary to this role eg fare-gates. 

 Provide information and other assistance to passengers where practicable, including responding to customer 
complaints or problems, and routine PA announcements if required. 

 Random surveillance of railway property and reporting of any unusual activities. 
 Report damage or theft of railway property, urgent repair needs, vandalism, etc, in relation to platform facilities 

or equipment. 
 Report complaints, issues or security incidents as required including fare evasion. 
 Undergo training at AQF Level 3. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 2 or equivalent 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 

CARPARK ATTENDANT L3 
Key Responsibilities: 
Monitor and maintain car-park security and deliver associated customer service; including issuing infringements for 
breaches of parking by laws. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 General non-trade tasks appropriate to customer service & security role. 
 Patrol and monitor allocated car parks for security related matters. 
 Respond to security incidents within the car park and render first aid if required. 
 Monitor CCTV security monitoring systems. 
 Security reports of mishaps, incidents and malfunctioning equipment, damaged machines, vandalism, graffiti, 

cleaning requirements and infrastructure damage. 
 Issue parking infringements. 
 Use base radio and other equipment as needed. 
 Light vehicle driving. 
 Ensure car-park environment is secure, clean and tidy. 
 Undergo training at AQF Level 3 or equivalent enterprise specific skills. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 2 or equivalent 
First Aid 
C Class Driver's Licence 

DEPOT SURVEILLANCE ATTENDANT L3 
Key Responsibilities: 
Monitor surveillance of railcars, buildings and other property within the depot. 
Assist in the provision of a quality customer service to passengers 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Surveillance of railcars, buildings/ facilities within depot & report unusual incidents. 
 Arrange appropriate action on damage reports. 
 Remove and replace videotapes from railcars daily. 
 In an emergency ie operational/evacuation, liaise with Train Control and Emergency Services; and provide 

ground base safe working and customer service support. 
 Assist in the provision of passenger security on the Suburban Rail System. 
 Carry out motor vehicle driving duties as required. 
 Performs general non-trade tasks appropriate to surveillance role. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 3 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 2 or equivalent 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 
REA LEVEL FOUR 

SUBURBAN RAIL TICKETING ASSISTANT L4 
Key Responsibilities: 
To assist in the provision of quality services to passengers by: 

 Monitoring equipment and facilities at railway stations and reporting malfunctions and vandalism. 
 Providing basic information and assistance to passengers for entry, exit and ticket enquiries. 
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 Providing members of the public with basic information regarding train tickets. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Monitor and assist public with access to and from stations and use of facilities- (fare gates, control booths). 
 Report damage, vandalism, graffiti, misuse or malfunctions relating station facilities and equipment. 
 Submit reports on urgent cleaning, maintenance or repair requirements. 
 Ensure railway platforms & facilities are clean, well-presented & secure. 
 Use relevant equipment and machinery on platforms as required to control access to exit/entry points. 
 Maintain a physical presence and point of assistance for members of the public seeking access to stations, 

platforms and facilities, eg viewing tickets at station exit and entry points on platforms. 
 Assist members of the public with basic ticket enquiries, directions or information to the extent of skills and 

training required at this level. 
 Call for security staff or other personnel as required to deal with non-routine issues eg fare evasion, first aid 

emergencies, vandalism etc. 
 Maintain surveillance of railway property and equipment, and report any unusual activities to security 

personnel. 
 Undergo related enterprise specific training at this level. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or equivalent 
Track Access 
First Aid 
C Class Driver's Licence 
REA LEVEL FIVE 

CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSISTANT L5 
Key Responsibilities: 
To provide quality service to passengers by ensuring a high standard of presentation of facilities at stations; offering a 
wide range of assistance to passengers; assisting in the provision of a pleasant and secure environment for travel. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Carry out frequent inspections of all stations in the group with respect to cleanliness; equipment serviceability; 
condition of buildings, fixtures and platform surfaces and as appropriate the cleanliness and condition of 
pedestrian mazes/ footpaths, footbridges, subways, car parks and bus interchange facilities. 

 Report maintenance or work required to relevant personnel. 
 Post/remove notices as required. 
 Lock/unlock passenger facilities as necessary. 
 Provide physical assistance and/or advice to passengers. 
 Assist passengers with ticketing problems as required. 
 Provide travel information to passengers. 
 Observe passenger behaviour and take appropriate action including actions in relation to fare evasion and 

revenue protection. 
 Monitor bus/train integration at interchanges, stations, reporting problems/actions taken. 
 Supervise group travel passengers. 
 Assist passengers entraining and detraining. 
 Observe passenger behaviour and take appropriate actions required to maintain safety and security at stations 

and in adjoining areas. 
 Assist in maintaining tidy condition of railcars on traffic – remove litter as far as practicable and notify driver of 

any other servicing requirements. 
 In emergency, co-operate with driver and emergency personnel as required. 
 Carry out safeworking and/or other duties for which qualified. 
 Carry out cannas counts. 
 Perform random surveillance of railway property and report any unusual activities. 
 By manner and personal presentation promote high quality service to passengers. 
 Drive motor vehicles as required. 
 Undergo training as required. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or equivalent 
Plus 1-2 units of competency at AQF Level 4 or agreed equivalent knowledge 
Track Access and Safe working qualifications 
C Class Driver's Licence 
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TRANSIT GUARD L5 
Key Responsibilities: 
To provide quality service and security for travelling public at stations and on trains; offering assistance to passengers and 
staff to ensure provision of a pleasant and secure environment for the travelling public; provide security function, physical 
assistance and/or customer service advice to passengers  
Indicative Tasks: 

 Inspect passengers' tickets and issue infringements for fare evasion. 
 Provide customer service, information and assistance to passengers, including ticket advice. 
 By manner and personal presentation promote the concept of high quality service to passengers. 
 Carry out safeworking and/or other duties for which qualified when requested to do so. 
 Undertake surveillance of railway property and report any unusual activities. 
 Circulate on trains and stations as directed to ensure safe, secure environment for Passengers. 
 Patrol and inspect stations and railcars to monitor and report on cleanliness; equipment serviceability; condition 

of buildings, fixtures and platform surfaces and as appropriate the cleanliness and condition of pedestrian 
mazes/footpaths, footbridges, subways, car parks and bus interchange facilities. 

 Report damage, maintenance or work required to relevant personnel. 
 Lock/unlock passenger facilities as necessary. 
 Observe passenger behaviour and take appropriate action as required under PTA policy and regulations to 

protect revenue, safety and security. 
 Collect evidence, file reports and process associated documentation. 
 Monitor passenger bus/train integration at interchange stations and advise of any problems and/or action taken. 
 Drive motor vehicles as required. 
 Undergo training as required. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or equivalent 
Additional 1 or 2 units at AQF Level 4 or equivalent 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 
REA LEVEL SIX 

CONTROL MONITORING ROOM (CMR) OPERATOR L6 
Key Responsibilities: 
To ensure customer service and surveillance at the standard necessary to meet Public Transport Authority's passenger 
requirements. 
Training, advice & assistance in CCTV/CMR equipment in accordance with PTA policies and procedures. 
Indicative Tasks: 
An employee at this level may be required to perform all or some of the following tasks: - 

 Provide assistance and information to passengers and staff on railway property. 
 Use CMR equipment, including CCTV cameras, to observe, obtain and deliver information in relation to PTA 

security or revenue functions. 
 Perform monitoring and surveillance tasks to help ensure rail and train facilities are operational and meet safety 

requirements. 
 Regularly check and report on CCTV and other equipment and amenities on railway property, including 

working order of cameras at stations, and perform necessary follow up tasks. 
 Monitor public and security staff on railway property to ensure public and rail safety, in accordance with PTA 

regulations and procedures. 
 Interact with staff and members of the public, as required. 
 Assist in implementing security and emergency procedures as part of CMR team, under leadership of Shift 

Commander. 
 Can be called upon to relieve in other CMR positions as required 
 Prepare and deliver training and workplace assessment in relation to CMR equipment and procedures under the 

guidance of RTO. 
 Undertake administrative tasks including documentation and reports. 
 Dealing with customer complaints and problems. 
 Undergo training as required at AQF 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 certificate qualifications in Asset Security 
Additional minimum of 70% of competencies towards relevant AQF level 4 certification 
Probity requirements/clearances specific to CCTV operations 
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Track Access to the extent required in this position 
CCTV Camera/CMR Security Training Course 
REA LEVEL SEVEN 

TEAM LEADERS (TRANSIT GUARD UNIT) L7 
Key Responsibilities: 
Provides leadership, advice, guidance and assistance to transit guards undertaking security safe-work and customer 
service functions on trains and at stations, working as part of a team and under limited supervision; required to maintain 
special constable status; and attend to more serious offences and incidents to guide delivery and response from transit 
guards and assist in maintaining appropriate levels of safety and security at operational level. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Guides and assists individuals or small groups of transit guards in performing security, revenue protection and 
customer service tasks. 

 Responsible for providing on site guidance, advice and back-up to transit guards on each shift. 
 Provides mobile response service and exercises judgement in more complex incidents and responses. 
 Attends and provides directions and advice in relation to an appropriate security response in cases of more 

serious offences including those involving detention and/or arrests. 
 Undertakes tasks necessary for prosecutions for fare evasion, including preparing briefs and collecting evidence. 
 Assists, communicates and interacts with passengers to maintain customer well being, safety and security. 
 Provides information to staff and passengers as required. 
 Provides detailed verbal and written reports. 
 Day-to-day role in mentoring and supervision of transit guards and other traffic wages employees, including 

field training for transit guards, monitoring of performance on trains and at stations and identifying further 
training needs. 

 Prepare and deliver training and workplace assessments, as required, under guidance of RTO. 
 Exercises discretion in performing the Team Leader role, consistent with the skills and training required at this 

level, including planning and implementing patrol schedules within the parameters of set rosters and operating 
procedures and developing pre-emptive strategies for preventing security incidents and fare evasion. 

 Responsible for implementing emergency procedures and safe working; including emergency First Aid as 
required. 

 Liaises with other PTA staff, including Train Control, during incidents and emergencies; and liaises with other 
individuals or groups as necessary for the role of Team Leader. 

 Undergo further training as required. 
Qualifications: 
Completed AQF level 4 certificate or equivalent 
Plus additional relevant competencies at higher level eg administration/ management units, or AQF level 5, as required 
Demonstrated proficiency in customer service and security service delivery 
Track Access & First Aid 
C Class Driver's Licence 

(1) (b) Other Than Traffic – Network and Infrastructure 
REA LEVEL ONE 

MAINTAINER L1 SYSTEMS:  COMMUNICATIONS, SIGNALS & OVERHEAD 
Key Responsibilities: 
Undertakes routine manual duties including cleaning, under direct supervision, usually in a team. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Performs general non-trade tasks as appropriate in relevant branches. 
 Perform routine maintenance and basic fault finding on vehicles and mechanical plant. 
 Operates relevant hand tools, equipment & machinery associated with work area. 
 Drives light vehicles. 
 Exercises safety within the workplace. 
 Performs measuring, lifting, loading, cleaning and manual handling. 
 Undertakes pick up and deliveries. 
 General assistance to crane drivers, tradespersons, maintainers and other staff on worksite, within the limits of 

training and competency. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 1 or equivalent, and for Track Access. 

Qualifications: 
Track Access (various levels) 
C Class Driver's licence 
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MAINTAINER L1 CIVIL:  PERWAY, LANDSCAPE, RESERVE, TRACK 
Key Responsibilities: 
Undertakes routine manual duties on and around the railway reserve, including gardening, basic maintenance, cleaning 
up, working under direct supervision, usually in a team. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Performs general non-trade tasks as appropriate. 
 Collection of general rubbish, leaves, debris, in car park areas, pedestrian maze ways, rail reserve along fence 

line, and perway but not within 3 meters of the overhead traction line or running line. 
 Basic customer service tasks eg providing directions to passengers, directing passengers to avoid work site areas 

on and around stations. 
 Perform basic maintenance, cleaning up and gardening tasks, including rubbish removal. 
 Manual and machine-assisted cleaning/maintenance tasks including lifting, loading, digging. 
 Uses light hand tools. 
 Drives light vehicles. 
 Maintain records as necessary. 
 Exercises safety within the workplace. 
 Undertakes pick up and deliveries. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 1 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's licence 
REA LEVEL TWO 

MAINTAINER L2 SYSTEMS:  COMMUNICATIONS, SIGNALS & OVERHEAD 
Key Responsibilities: 

 Utilises manual and mechanical aids, provides assistance and exercises basic skills on a wide range of non-trade 
tasks under direct supervision individually or in team to the level of training. 

 Carries out minor maintenance tasks and assist with maintenance of machinery, plant, systems and equipment 
(overhead, signals, communications areas). 

Indicative Tasks: 
 Performs general non-trade tasks as appropriate in relevant branches. 
 Operates relevant hand tools, equipment & machinery associated with work area. 
 Performs specific manual or machine assisted cleaning, lifting, loading and unloading tasks. 
 Recognises basic quality standards/faults. 
 Digs trenches, lays cables. 
 Performs manual or machine assisted tasks incidental to maintenance role. 
 Maintains necessary records. 
 Exercises safety within the workplace. 
 Drives light vehicles. 
 Assist staff in servicing, maintenance, and repair of vehicles. 
 Perform specific cleaning tasks using manual or mechanized means. 
 Perform routine maintenance tasks on plant and equipment. 
 Keyboard operation. 
 Training at AQF Level 2 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 1 or equivalent 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 

MAINTAINER L2 CIVIL:  RESERVE, LANDSCAPE, TRACK 
Key Responsibilities: 
Undertakes routine manual duties on and around the railway reserve, including gardening, basic maintenance, cleaning 
up, working under direct supervision, usually in a team. 
Performs miscellaneous tasks of a non trade nature around stations, yards, passenger areas and depots; may work at more 
than one location during a shift. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Performs general non-trade tasks as appropriate. 
 Collection and removal of general rubbish, leaves, debris, in car park areas, pedestrian maze ways, rail reserve 

along fence line, and perway but not within 3 meters of the overhead traction line or running line. 
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 Basic customer service tasks such as providing directions to passengers, directing passengers to avoid work site 
areas on and around stations. 

 Perform general maintenance, cleaning up and gardening tasks, including rubbish removal. 
 Manual and machine-assisted cleaning/maintenance tasks including lifting, loading, digging. 
 Uses hand tools, machinery and equipment incidental to task. 
 Drives light vehicles. 
 Maintain records as necessary. 
 Exercises safety within the workplace. 
 May be required to undertake pick up and deliveries. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 2 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 1 or equivalent 
Track Access 
C Class Driver's Licence 
REA LEVEL THREE 

MAINTAINER L3 SYSTEMS:  SIGNALS, OVERHEAD & COMMUNICATIONS 
Key Responsibilities: 
Utilises and operates manual and mechanical aids, motor trucks, mechanical plant and mobile and fixed overhead cranes; 
provides assistance and exercises basic mechanical and related skills on a wide range of non-trade tasks under direct 
supervision either individually or in a team to the level of training. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Perform general non-trade and trade support /assistance tasks (exercising basic work skills) under direct 
supervision either individually or assisting more senior staff, or in a team to the level of training. 

 Performs routine maintenance, running repairs and basic fault finding to vehicles, mechanical plant, mobile 
cranes and other equipment as appropriate. 

 Climb and work on communication and power poles and signal masts; work in confined spaces; traverse perway 
and various railway reserve terrain in performance of duties. 

 Dig trenches and lays cables; erect and position systems structures and mechanical equipment along the railway. 
 Operates relevant hand & power tools, equipment and machinery associated with work area including base 

radio; performs specific manual or machine assisted cleaning tasks. 
 Recognises basic quality standards/faults. 
 Provides and maintains records and documentation incidental to role. 
 Exercises safety within the workplace. 
 Exercises and implements safety procedures. 
 Performs light vehicle and motor truck driving duties as required. 
 Licensed, Certified and Qualified operation of fixed and mobile plant, motor trucks and cranes. 
 Operates motor trucks and attachments, and other mechanical plant and equipment as required. 
 Assists in general office administration tasks; keyboard operation. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 3 or equivalent enterprise specific skills /knowledge. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 2 or equivalent  
Track Access & First Aid 
Vehicle/ equipment operator & C Class Driver's Certificates and Licences 

MAINTAINER L3 CIVIL:  RESERVE, TRACK & LANDSCAPE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Undertakes routine cleaning and maintenance tasks on and around the railway reserve, including gardening, basic 
maintenance, cleaning up sites, working under direct supervision, usually in a team; may work at various locations during 
one shift. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Performs general non-trade tasks as appropriate for maintenance of rail reserve, track and landscape and 
associated areas. 

 Collection of general rubbish, leaves, debris, in car park areas, pedestrian maze ways, rail reserve along fence 
line, and perway but not within 3 meters of the overhead traction line or running line.  

 Basic customer service tasks eg providing directions to passengers, directing passengers to avoid work site areas 
on and around stations. 

 Perform basic maintenance, cleaning up and gardening tasks, including rubbish removal. 
 Manual and machine-assisted cleaning/maintenance tasks including lifting, loading, digging. 
 Uses tools, plant, machinery and equipment as required for maintenance. 
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 Drives light vehicles and motor trucks; operates licensed and certificated fixed and mobile mechanical plant and 
equipment. 

 Maintain records as necessary. 
 Exercises safety within the workplace. 
 May be required to undertake pick up and deliveries. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 3 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Track Access 
AQF Level 2 or equivalent 
Vehicle/operator licences as required 
REA LEVEL THREE(A) 

MAINTAINER L3A (SIGNALS) 
Key Responsibilities: 
Required to work or assist signals maintenance work groups or tradespersons to carry out effective and efficient basic 
service restoration and maintenance tasks on power/mechanical signalling, level crossing protection equipment and 
overhead communication /power lines. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Perform basic maintenance functions and a wide range of non-trade tasks (exercising basic work skills) either 
individually or assisting more senior staff, or in a team to the level of training. 

 Perform routine maintenance and basic fault finding on electrical signalling within level of training, competence 
and licensing requirements. 

 Climb and work up communication and power poles and signal masts; work in confined spaces; digs trenches 
and lays cables. 

 Traverse Perway and various railway reserve terrain in performance of duties. 
 Erect and position signals structures and mechanical equipment along the railway. 
 Operate motor trucks and attachments, mechanical plant and equipment including cranes and drive light 

vehicles. 
 Perform routine maintenance and safe running repairs to vehicle and plant. 
 Utilise range of tools, equipment and machinery associated with work area. 
 Perform specific manual or machine assisted cleaning and maintenance tasks. 
 Maintain documentation and records. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 3 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Part completion of AQF level 3 or equivalent  
Stipulated enterprise specific signals skills & knowledge. 
Vehicle/operator licences as required 
Track Access 
REA LEVEL FOUR 

MAINTAINER L 4 SYSTEMS:  SIGNALS, COMMUNICATIONS, OVERHEAD 
Key Responsibilities: 
Utilises manual and mechanical aids, vehicles and plant as appropriate on a wide range of tasks and coordinates the 
allocation and maintenance of those items as necessary; responsible for team or small groups when required; assists with 
both coordination of work and with provision of on the job training of staff, exercises discretion and works in a team or 
individually under minimal supervision. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Performs general non trade tasks and basic trade tasks, for purposes of maintenance, running repairs and fault 
finding to limit of training required for this level. 

 Plans, organizes, leads and performs tasks in team. 
 Maintains documentation and records including performing necessary administrative tasks. 
 Performs manual tasks and operates/adjusts machinery and equipment to perform a range of maintenance/repair 

tasks including welding & lifting, setting up and dismantling of scaffolding. 
 Undertakes running repairs on a range of machines/work stations including cleaning and preventative 

maintenance. 
 Operates as required and performs or co-ordinates the necessary maintenance to relevant tools, equipment, plant 

and machinery, including driving vehicles or trucks where necessary. 
 Understands and applies quality control techniques. 
 Detects faults and where appropriate arrange rectification. 
 Performs the necessary administrative duties. 
 Supervises, controls and co-ordinates group or individuals activities. 
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 Provides on-the-job training. 
 Exercises and implements safety procedures and requirements. 
 Utilises computers, radio, communications equipment and associated technology to extent of training at this 

level. 
 Undertake general office administration duties at a higher level than L3, including inventory and stock control. 
 Provides on the job supervision and training. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or equivalent 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operators' licences as required 

MAINTAINER L4 CIVIL:  RESERVE, TRACK, LANDSCAPE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Utilises manual and mechanical aids, vehicles, plant, equipment and machinery as appropriate on a wide range of 
maintenance tasks and co-ordinates the allocation and maintenance of those items as necessary. 
Responsible for a team or small groups when required, assists with both the co-ordination of work and with the provision 
of on-the-job training of staff, exercises discretion and works in a team or individually under minimal supervision. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Performs basic mechanical and general non-trade tasks appropriate to workplace at various locations. 
 Performs range of maintenance tasks and operates/adjusts tools, plant, machinery and equipment to perform 

maintenance/repair duties including welding & lifting, setting up and dismantling of scaffolding. 
 Undertakes running repairs on a range of machines/work stations including cleaning and preventative 

maintenance. 
 Operates plant and machinery as required and performs or co-ordinates the necessary maintenance to relevant 

hand, power and pneumatic tools, equipment and machinery. 
 Understands and applies quality control and rail safety procedures. 
 Detects faults and where appropriate arrange rectification. 
 Performs the necessary administrative duties. 
 Supervises, controls and co-ordinates group or individuals activities. 
 Provides on-the-job training and supervision. 
 Exercises and implements safety procedures and requirements. 
 Operate all mobile plant and machinery including motor trucks and vehicles. 
 Utilises computers and communication equipment, and associated technology eg keyboard and software. 
 Undertake general office administration duties at a higher level than L3. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or equivalent  
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

PERWAY PATROLLER L4:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE  
Key Responsibilities: 
Examine, protect, repair, maintain and report on the safe and proper condition of the perway, railway reserve and 
infrastructure to level of skills and training at this level; exercises discretion; safeworking responsibilities. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Inspect railway reserve, perway and identify evidence of irregularities, safety and operational 
difficulties/variations; arrange corrective action as and when required  

 Protect, carry out maintenance, and arrange for repairs to perway assets and rail reserve/infrastructure. 
 Operate on track equipment and plant; including rail inspection vehicles. 
 Use associated tools, machinery and equipment incidental to main functions. 
 Monitor, review /report tasks in relation to work undertaken by contractors on perway. 
 Utilise computers and associated technology required in this role, which may include data loggers and standard 

computer programs. 
 Participate in training/safety planning and program maintenance activities. 
 Liaise with relevant PTA and other staff in relation to work outcomes. 
 Commence training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or equivalent 
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Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as stipulated 

MECHANICAL TRADESPERSON/FITTER L4:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises trade skills and knowledge under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Develops independent judgement and exercises a wider range of skills than at L4 trades level, relevant to the special 
requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery components or instruments including any 
associated systems. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings prints or plans. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines, including hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/tooling/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Writes NC (Numerical Control) programmes. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes welding, cutting and heat treatment. 
 Understands quality assurance and applies quality control techniques. 
 Undertakes tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or function. 
 Provides guidance and assistance to other non-trades staff. 
 Uses computer keyboard and software. 
 Provides verbal and written reports. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Mechanical Trades Certificate 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

ELECTRICAL TRADESPERSON/FITTER L4:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE  
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises trade skills and knowledge under minimal supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Develops independent judgement and exercises a wide range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the 
organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Utilises fixed, portable and hand machines, tools and instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Understands quality assurance and applies quality control techniques. 
 Wide range of tasks incidental/peripheral to main task or function. 
 Provides guidance and assistance to other staff. 
 Uses computer keyboards; provides verbal and written reports. 
 Undergo training including at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Electrical Trades Certificate 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
REA LEVEL FIVE 

SENIOR MAINTAINER L5 SYSTEMS:  SIGNALS, OVERHEAD, COMMUNICATION 
Key Responsibilities: 
Operation, supervision, control and coordination as appropriate, of work groups or other functions; performs and 
supervises maintenance work in Signals, Overhead Catenary or Communications areas. 
Exercises discretion on a wide range of non-trade tasks or some basic trade tasks, under general supervision either 
individually or in a team to the level of training. 
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Indicative Tasks: 
 Supervises and guides individuals or groups, including on the job training on site, and supervises other activities 

as required. 
 Performs, assists and supervises maintenance tasks as required. 
 Performs basic trade and non trade tasks as appropriate for role. 
 Operates, controls and performs routine maintenance to complex specialised machinery. 
 Understands and implements quality control techniques. 
 Detects faults and where appropriate arranges rectification. 
 Provides on-the-job training. 
 Performs necessary administrative tasks. 
 Exercises and implements safety procedures and requirements. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or trade certificate, or equivalent 
Plus 1 – 2 units at AQF 4 or equivalent 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

SENIOR MAINTAINER L5 CIVIL:  TRACK, RESERVE, PERWAY, AND LANDSCAPE 
Key Responsibilities:  
Work on per-way, railway reserve and related areas on rail reserve. 
Inspections, supervision of reserve maintainers, operate related equipment and machinery, co-ordination, as appropriate, 
of work groups. 
Exercises discretion on a wide range of non-trade tasks, or some basic trade tasks, under general supervision either 
individually or in a team to the level of training. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Supervises individuals or groups on site; provides on the job training; or exercises additional skills and 
responsibilities for maintenance of perway (specialist role). 

 Utilises such tools, equipment and machinery, and operates or supervises operation of equipment, plant and 
machinery as required. 

 Performs, guides, assists and supervises maintenance tasks as required. 
 Performs basic trade and non trade tasks as appropriate for role. 
 Operates, controls and performs routine maintenance to complex specialised machinery. 
 Understands and implements quality control techniques. 
 Detects faults and where appropriate arranges rectification. 
 Provides on-the-job training and workplace assessments. 
 Performs necessary administrative tasks at this level. 
 Exercises and implements safety procedures and requirements. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF level 3 or trade certificate, or equivalent 
Plus 1-2 units at AQF 4 or equivalent 
Track Access & First Aid 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

MECHANICAL FITTER/TRADESPERSON L5:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises improved trade skills and knowledge under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Develops independent judgement and exercises a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the 
organisation. 
Maintains infrastructure by providing support for technicians and technical officers. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions & fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments including any 
associated systems. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines, hand tools and instruments. 
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 Material/tooling/component, identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Writes, finds and edits faults on NC programmes. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes welding, cutting and heat treatment. 
 Undertakes a wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or function. 
 Provides guidance and assistance to other staff. 
 Uses computer keyboards. 
 Provides verbal and written reports. 

Qualifications: 
Trade Certificate - (AQF 3-equivalent) 
Additional 1 or 2 units at AQF 4 or equivalent 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

ELECTRICAL FITTER/TRADESPERSON L5:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises improved trade skills and knowledge under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Develops independent judgement and exercises a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the 
organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines, tools and instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Understands quality assurance and applies quality control techniques. 
 Undertakes a wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or function. 
 Provides guidance and assistance to other staff. 
 Uses computers and associated technology eg keyboards. 
 Provides verbal and written reports. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 4 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
Trades certificate & post-trade competencies eg 1 or 2 units at AQF 4, or equivalent 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
REA LEVEL SIX 

ADVANCED MAINTAINER L6 SYSTEMS:  SIGNALS, OVERHEAD & COMMUNICATIONS 
Key Responsibilities: 
Planning, direction, supervision, control and co-ordination, as appropriate of more than one work group or function above 
the requirements at REA L5 classifications; and exercises discretion in a wide range of non-trade tasks or basic trade 
tasks, under general supervision, either individually or in a team as consistent with this role. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Supervises individuals or groups and supervises other activities required. 
 Ensures maintenance work complies with operating and rail safety rules. 
 Performs trade and non trade tasks as appropriate for role at this level. 
 Undertakes maintenance, inspection, construction and repair tasks within the limits of skills and training. 
 Operates full range of on track equipment, plant, tools and machinery needed to perform more complex 

maintenance tasks in signals, overhead or communications. 
 Plans, directs and co-ordinates complex specialised machinery. 
 Understands and implements safety and quality control techniques. 
 Detects faults and where appropriate arranges rectification. 
 Prepares and delivers on-the-job training and workplace assessment. 
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 Performs necessary administrative tasks including documentation, maintaining records, performance 
management, inventory & stores duties, and other administrative and supervisory tasks as required for the 
allocated maintenance area. 

 Responsibility for groups or activities the classification criterion for which is specifically nominated at this 
level. 

 Undertake training for completion of AQF 4 certificate. 
Qualifications: 
Minimum of 70% or more towards AQF 4 certificate including training/workplace assessment competencies 
Enterprise specific skills and specialized knowledge to the required level in specified area of maintenance (signals, 
overhead catenary or communications) 
Track Access & First Aid 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

PERWAY PATROLLER L6:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Planning, direction, supervision, control and co-ordination, as appropriate of work groups or other functions above the 
classification criteria for Level 5 and exercises discretion in a wide range of non-trade tasks, or some basic trade tasks, 
under general supervision either individually or in a team to the level of training. 
Plans, coordinates, directs, examines, protects, repairs, maintains and reports on the safe and proper condition of the 
permanent way, railway reserve and infrastructure. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Supervises individuals or groups. 
 Supervises other activities as required. 
 Performs basic trade tasks as appropriate. 
 Undertakes inspection and organizes repairs to railway infrastructure, including signalling equipment, perway, 

or overhead catenary. 
 Operates on a wide range of on track equipment, plant, tools and machinery as needed to perform maintenance 

functions. 
 Plans, directs and co-ordinates use of complex specialised machinery. 
 Understands and implements quality control techniques. 
 Detects faults and where appropriate arranges rectification. 
 Participates in Safety planning tasks. 
 Provides on-the-job training and performs necessary administrative tasks. 
 Report writing and documentation. 
 Liaison and communication with relevant personnel as required for rail and perway maintenance and safety. 
 Exercises and implements safety procedures and requirements. 
 Responsibility for groups or activities the classification criterion for which is specifically nominated at this 

level. 
 Undertake training for completion of AQF level 4 competencies. 

Qualifications: 
Minimum of 70 % or more competencies towards AQF 4 certificate, or equivalent, including training & workplace 
assessment competencies 
Enterprise specific knowledge and skills required 
Safeworking knowledge, Track Access & First Aid 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

SIGNAL FITTER/SENIOR MECHANICAL TRADESPERSON L6:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises advanced trade skills and knowledge under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Exercises independent judgement and a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault find/diagnosis on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments 
which may utilise circuitry or control systems. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans and develops drawings as required.  Applies calculations where 

necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/tooling/component, identification, selection, application and installation. 
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 Writes programmes, set up prove, edit and verify first-off samples for a range of NC/CNC machines and control 
units.  Performs operations on CAD/CAM terminals for NC programming. 

 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes welding, cutting and heat treatment. 
 Applies quality control and exercises quality assurance techniques. 
 Undertakes a wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or function. 
 Provides guidance and assistance to other staff. 
 Uses computer keyboards. 
 Provides verbal and written reports. 
 Undertake training for completion of AQF 4 qualifications. 

Qualifications: 
AQF 3 in relevant competencies (trade certificate) & further qualifications ie completion of 70% or more units required 
for AQF 4 or equivalent (post trade certificate in relevant field 
Track Access & First Aid 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

ELECTRICAL TECHNICIAN L6:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
An Electrical Technician Level 6 means an employee who has the equivalent level of training and/or experience to a 
Tradesperson Level 5 and is engaged in detail drafting or planning or technical work which requires the exercise of 
judgement and skill in excess of that required of an employee at Level 5 under the supervision of technical staff. 
Key Responsibilities: 
Responsible for monitoring, maintenance and minor repairs of electrical installations and advises of faults or safety 
hazards. 
Exercises specialized technical skills and knowledge under limited supervision either individually or in a team 
environment.  
Exercises independent judgement and a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Maintenance of electrical installations. 
 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 

commissions and fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments. 
 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings prints or plans and develops drawings as required.  Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Documents and plans maintenance work, provides reports. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments, including specialized equipment and machinery incidental to role. 
 Material/tooling/component, identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Write and uses computer programs and associated technology at this level of training and skill, works on range 

of machines and control units. 
 Undertakes range of trade-related tasks to level of training. 
 Undertakes small installation works. 
 Prepares and plans electrical works. 
 Applies quality control and exercises quality assurance techniques. 
 Undertakes a wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or function. 
 Provides guidance and assistance to other staff .including subcontractors carrying out electrical 

repairs/installation. 
 Uses computer keyboards. 
 Provides verbal and written reports including maintenance/ installation documentation. 
 Undertake training for completion of AQF 4 qualifications. 

Qualifications: 
Electrical Trades certificate or equivalent certification for technician at AQF level 3 
70% or more of units for Diploma at AQF 4 (post trade certificate) 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

ELECTRICAL FITTER/SENIOR TRADESPERSON L6:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises advanced trade skills and knowledge under limited supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Exercises independent judgement and exercises a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the 
organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 
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 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans and develops drawings as required.  Applies calculations where 

necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Applies quality control and exercises quality assurance techniques. 
 Undertakes a wider range of tasks which are incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or 

function. 
 Provides guidance, assistance and training to other staff. 
 Uses computer keyboards and undertakes basic computer programming. 
 Performs work of a general nature on radio, communication and electronic equipment. 
 Provides verbal and written reports. 
 Undertake training for completion of AQF 4 competencies 

Qualifications: 
Electrical trades certificate & minimum 70% or more of units towards AQF 4 or equivalent post trade certificate 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
REA LEVEL SEVEN - (Post-Trade Qualifications, Senior Supervisory Roles) 

PERWAY PATROLLER L7:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Provides leadership, advice, guidance and assistance to perway maintenance staff, working as part of a team and under 
limited supervision; required to inspect, protect, maintain and report on the safe and proper condition of the perway, 
railway reserve and railway infrastructure; required to attend to non-routine matters and recommend appropriate actions 
and liaise with authorities and staff as appropriate to maintain necessary safety of passengers and staff on and about 
railway. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Guide, supervises and assists individuals and small groups performing perway maintenance and repairs; checks 
work complies with rail safety and quality standards. 

 Responsible for inspecting, protecting, maintaining, repairing and reporting evidence of variations from safety 
and operational limits. 

 Undertakes tasks necessary for reserve maintenance, including detailed reports or more complex 
inspection/repair tasks. 

 Provides written documentation, reports and information to PTA, authorities and staff on perway and other 
matters, as required. 

 On the job supervision of perway staff including on the job training, performance review and identifying 
training needs. 

 Exercises discretion in performing role, including planning and implementing maintenance and repair schedules 
and developing pre-emptive strategies for preventing difficulties or incidents on the track or perway. 

 Responsible for implementing emergency procedures. 
 Safe-working role and provide first aid if required. 
 Liaises with other PTA staff, including Train Control, during incidents and emergencies. 
 Supervision of individuals or small groups. 
 An employee at this level may be required to perform/deliver on the job training, workplace assessment and 

supervision to personnel on the perway/rail reserve, under the guidance of RTO. 
 Undergo relevant training. 

Qualifications: 
Completed AQF 4 Certificate or equivalent 
Additional enterprise specific skills/understanding eg rail reserve, safeworking, including at least one higher unit of 
competency in administration/management 
Track Access 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 

SUPERVISORY/SPECIALISED ELECTRICAL TRADES L7:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises specialised trade skills and knowledge under minimal supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
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Exercises a high level of judgement and a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Supervises, inspects and reports on work done by tradespersons/contractors. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments which utilise 
circuitry or control systems. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans and develops drawings and undertakes basic design as required.  Applies 

calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Applies quality control and quality assurance techniques. 
 Undertakes a wider range of advanced tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main tasks or 

function. 
 Provides training, assessment, guidance and assistance to other staff. 
 Uses computer and undertakes computer programming. 
 Performs work on radio, communication and electronic systems and equipment. 
 Provides verbal and written reports of a technical nature. 
 Undertake training including training at AQF 5 level. 

Qualifications: 
Electrical Trades Certificate – Licensed Fitter/Mechanic & AQF 4 (post trades certificate) or equivalent 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
Track Access 
Additional enterprise specific knowledge including at least one higher unit of competency unit at 
administration/management or AQF 5 level 

SUPERVISORY/SPECIALISED MECHANICAL TRADES L7:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises specialised trade skills and knowledge of the stream under minimal supervision either individually or in a team 
environment. 
Exercises a high level of judgement and a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault find/diagnosis on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments 
which utilise complex circuitry or control systems. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings prints or plans and develops drawings and undertakes basic design as required.  Applies 

calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/tooling/component, identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Writes NC/CNC programmes for a range of NC/CNC machines and control units. 
 Applies Computer Numerical Control techniques in machining. 
 Applies quality control and quality assurance techniques. 
 Undertakes wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to performance of main task/ function. 
 Advises in development of training and provides guidance and assistance to other staff. 
 Uses computer keyboards and undertakes computer programming. 
 Provides verbal and written reports of a technical nature. 
 Undertake training at AQF 5. 

Qualifications: 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
Track Access 
AQF 4 certificate or equivalent 
PLUS additional enterprise specific knowledge including at least one unit at administration/management or AQF 5 level 
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ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN L7:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Engineering Technician Level 7 means an employee who has the equivalent level of training and/or experience to a -
Tradesperson Level 6 but is engaged in one of the following areas: 

 Detail drafting or planning or technical duties requiring judgement and skill in excess of that required of a 
technician at Level 6 under the supervision of Technical Staff; or 

 Possesses a level of training and/or experience at Level 6 and exercises cross skilling in technical fields as 
defined. 

Qualifications: 
Relevant trade/technician certificate and licence 
Relevant post trade/higher technician qualifications AQF 4 certificate or equivalent 
PLUS At least one unit of competency at administration/management or AQF 5 level 
Additional enterprise specific knowledge/understanding 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
Track Access 

SIGNALS TECHNICIAN L7:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Signals Technician Level 7 means an employee who has equivalent level of training and/or experience to a - Special Class 
Level 6 but is engaged in one of the following areas: 

 Detail drafting or planning or technical duties requiring judgement and skill in excess of that required of a 
technician at Level 6 under the supervision of Technical Staff, or 

 Possesses a level of training and/or experience at Level 6 and exercises cross skilling in technical fields as 
defined. 

Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises specialised trade skills and knowledge under minimal supervision either individually or in a team environment. 
Exercises a high level of judgement and a wider range of skills relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault find/diagnosis on equipment, plant, vehicles, machinery, components or instruments 
utilising complex circuitry or control systems. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings prints or plans and develops drawings and undertakes basic design as required. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines and specialised equipment. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/tooling/component, identification, selection, application & installation. 
 Applies quality control and quality assurance techniques. 
 Undertakes wide range of tasks including advanced specialized trade or technical tasks incidental or peripheral 

to the performance of main tasks or functions. 
 Supervision, assessment, training and provides guidance and assistance to personnel as required at this level. 
 Performs general work on signals, radio, communication and/or electrical and electronic systems and 

equipment, as required. 
 Uses computer and associated technology, eg keyboards and undertakes computer programming. 
 Provides verbal and written reports of a technical nature. 
 Undertake training at AQF Level 5 or equivalent. 

Qualifications: 
AQF 4 certificate or equivalent PLUS at least one higher level unit at administration/management or AQF 5 level 
Additional enterprise specific knowledge 
Track Access and First Aid 
Vehicle and operator licences as required 
REA LEVEL EIGHT 

SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN L8:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises specialised trade and technical skills and knowledge in signalling, or other electrical/electronic systems at a 
level higher than technicians Level 7 and working under minimal supervision with broad discretion within their work 
environment. 
Exercises a high level of judgement and exercises a wider range of skills including administrative/management skills 
relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, machinery, plant, vehicles, instruments and components which 
utilise complex electrical, electronic, mechanical and fluid power principles and controlled by complex digital 
and/or analogue control systems using integrated circuitry. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
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 Works from drawings, prints or plans and develops drawings and undertakes basic design as required. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Responsible for quality control and ensure adherence to quality assurance procedures and work organisation. 
 Undertakes wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to the performance of the main task or function. 
 Provide trade/technical guidance and training to other staff. 
 Uses computer and undertakes computer programming. 
 Applies computer integrated manufacturing techniques. 
 Plan maintenance programmes. 
 Provides verbal and written reports of a technical nature. 
 Performs work on signals, radio and/or communication systems complex specialized equipment. 

Qualifications: 
Relevant AQF 5 certificate competencies 
Track Access & First Aid 
ACA Open Cabler Registration 
Vehicle and other licences as required 

TECHNICIAN L8:  DATA, RADIO, SECURITY, COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS:  NETWORK & 
INFRASTRUCTURE 

An Engineering Technician Level 8 means an employee who has the equivalent level of training and/or experience to an 
Advanced Tradesperson - Level 8 but is engaged in one of the following areas to the extent of that training: 

 Detail drafting involving originality of thought which requires the exercise of judgement and skill in excess of 
that required of a Technician at Level 7 under the supervision of Technical and/or professional Staff; or 

 Is engaged in planning or technical duties requiring judgement and skill in excess of that required of a 
Technician at level 7 under the supervision of Technical and/or professional Staff; or 

 Exercises a level of cross skilling in technical fields as defined.  
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises specialised trade skills and knowledge under minimal supervision with broad discretion within their work 
environment.  Exercises a high level of judgement and exercises a wider range of skills relevant to the specific 
requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, machinery, plant, vehicles, instruments and components which 
utilise complex electrical, electronic, mechanical and fluid power principles and controlled by complex digital 
and/or analogue control systems using integrated circuitry. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings, prints or plans and develops drawings and undertakes basic design as required. 
 Applies calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines. 
 Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Responsible for quality control and ensure adherence to quality assurance procedures and work organisation. 
 Undertakes wider range of tasks incidental or peripheral to performance of main task/ function. 
 Provide trade/technical guidance and training to other staff. 
 Uses computer and undertakes computer programming. 
 Applies computer integrated manufacturing techniques; develops computer programs to aid setting up, 

commissioning, maintenance and operation of equipment and systems computer operating and programming. 
 Plan maintenance programmes.  Provides verbal and written reports of a technical nature; prepare technical 

reports on specific tasks. 
 Performs work on complex radio and communication systems and complex equipment. 

Qualifications: 
AQF 5 (Diploma) or equivalent 
Track Access 
Vehicle and other licences as required 
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REA LEVEL NINE 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN/TRADES L9:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 

Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises advanced specialised trade/technician skills and knowledge. 
Plans and organizes tasks and exercises a high level of judgement/broad discretion within the work environment and a 
wider range of technical skills relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Exercises a level of cross skilling in technical fields as defined consistent with training and experience requirements at 
this grade. 
In addition to responsibilities at L8, employees at L9 undertake drafting, planning or technical duties requiring exercising 
of judgement and skills in excess of that required at L8. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Assembles, manufactures, installs, repairs, maintains, examines, inspects, tests, measures, modifies, 
commissions and fault finds on equipment, machinery, plant, vehicles, instruments and components utilising 
complex electrical, electronic, mechanical and fluid power principles & controlled by complex digital &/or 
analogue control systems using integrated circuitry. 

 Understands and exercises safety. 
 Works from drawings prints or plans and develops drawings and undertakes basic design as required.  Applies 

calculations where necessary. 
 Uses fixed, portable and hand machines, Utilises hand tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Performs marking out tasks; undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Responsible for quality control and ensure adherence to quality assurance procedures and work organisation. 
 Undertakes wider range of tasks incidental/peripheral to performance of main task or function. 
 Provide trade/technical guidance and training to other staff. 
 Develops computer programmes to aid setting up, commissioning, maintenance and operation of equipment 

and/or systems. 
 Applies computer integrated manufacturing techniques involving computer operating and programming. 
 Plan maintenance programmes and prepare technical reports on specific tasks. 
 Performs work on complex radio and communication systems. 
 Undertake training at AQF 6. 

Qualifications: 
AQF 5 (Diploma) or equivalent, PLUS at least one higher level unit at administration/management level or AQF 6 or 
equivalent 
Additional enterprise specific knowledge/understanding 
Track Access 
Vehicle and other licences as required 

SENIOR ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN L9:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
An Engineering Technician Level 9 has an equivalent level of training and/or experience to that of an Advanced 
Tradesperson Level 9 but is engaged on one of the following areas: 

 Undertakes drafting or planning or technical duties which requires the exercise of judgement and skill in excess 
of that required at the Level 8; or 

 Exercises a level of cross skilling in technical fields as defined, consistent with the training and experience at 
this grade. 

Qualifications: 
AQF 5 or equivalent PLUS at least one unit at AQF 6 or equivalent 
Enterprise specific knowledge/understanding 
Track Access 
REA LEVEL TEN 

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TECHNICIAN L10:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Key Responsibilities: 
Exercises specialised advanced trade skills at the level attained by post trade qualifications or accreditations thereto, 
relevant to the specific requirements of the organisation. 
Indicative Tasks: 

 Exercises a high level of judgement whilst working on advanced equipment, machinery, plant, vehicles, 
instruments and components which utilise complex electrical, electronic, mechanical and fluid power principles 
& are controlled by complex digital and or analogue circuitry. 

 Works independently and without supervision. 
 Applies task organisational skills and broader discretion within the work environment. 
 Undertakes design, prototype and development work in collaboration with Engineer. 
 Understands and exercises safety in the workplace. 
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 Works from drawings prints or plans and develops drawings as required. 
 Applies calculations. 
 Uses wide range of fixed, portable and hand machines; tools and precision instruments. 
 Material/component identification, selection, application and installation. 
 Undertakes soldering and/or welding and cutting. 
 Responsible for quality control and ensure adherence to quality assurance and rail safety procedures and work 

organisation. 
 Undertakes wider range of tasks incidental/peripheral to performance of main task or function. 
 Provides technical guidance, assessment and training. 
 Performs marking out or measuring tasks. 
 Possesses and uses computer programming skills to set up, commission, maintain and operate equipment and/or 

systems OR Applies Advanced computer and integrated manufacturing techniques involving computer 
operating and programming. 

 Plan maintenance programs & prepare technical reports on specific tasks. 
 Undertake training equivalent to AQF Level 6 towards accredited relevant 3 year university/tertiary 

qualification. 
Qualifications: 
Advanced Diploma level competencies or equivalent technical studies eg 2 years towards an undergraduate degree 
Track Access 
Vehicle and other licences as required 

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE LEVEL 10:  NETWORK & INFRASTRUCTURE 
An Engineering Associate Level 10 means an employee who works above and beyond a Technician at Level 9 and has 
successfully completed 3rd year part time of an Advanced Diploma or the equivalent level of accredited tertiary technical 
training and is engaged in: 

 Making of major design drawings or graphics or performing technical duties in a specific field of engineering, 
laboratory or scientific practice such as research design, testing, manufacture, assembly, construction, operation, 
diagnostics and maintenance or equipment facilities or products, including computer software, quality 
processes, occupational health and safety and/or standards and plant and material security processes and like 
work; or 

 Planning of operations and/or processes including the estimation of requirements of staffing, material cost and 
quantities and machinery requirements, purchasing materials or components, scheduling, work study, industrial 
engineering and/or materials handling process. 

 Undergo relevant training as required. 
Qualifications: 
Advanced Diploma at AQF 6 or accredited equivalent eg partial completion of relevant tertiary degree 
Track Access 
Vehicle and other licences as required 

(1) (c) TransWA Classifications 

JOB TITLE 
 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN ROLE: 
 

Road Coach Depot 
Supervisor 
 

Organises repairs, maintenance and inspections of road coaches; monitors the 
condition and servicing of road coaches. 
 

Road Coach Operator 
 

Responsible for operating road coach service including driving road coaches with 
passengers. 
 

Senior Passenger 
Assistant 
 

Supervises passenger assistants; performs safe working duties; provides passenger 
assistance and information en route. 
 

Road Coach Operator 
Assistant 
 

Depot-based assistance to road coach drivers and passengers. 
 

Depot Operations 
Assistant 
 

Assists road coach depot supervisor in minor repairs, maintenance and inspection of 
vehicles. 
 

Passenger Assistant 
 

Collects revenue; serves meals and drinks to passengers; ensures train cleanliness; 
deals with customer complaints and problems, as required. 
 

Station Attendant 
 

General customer service for passengers and assistance to staff at road coach depots 
and designated railway stations. 
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2006 WAIRC 03552 
SALARIED OFFICERS (ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA) AWARD, 1995 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES HEALTH SERVICES UNION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (UNION OF WORKERS) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT 
DATE TUESDAY, 24 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 962 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03552 
 
 
Result Award Varied 
 
 

Order 

HAVING heard Mr G Bucknall on behalf of the applicant and Ms S Meacham on behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders: 

THAT the Salaried Officers (Association for the Blind of Western Australia) Award, 1995 (No. A5 of 1995) be varied in 
accordance with the following Schedule and that such variation shall have effect from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the 19th day of January 2006. 

(Sgd.)  P.E. SCOTT, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Clause 21. – Travelling, Transfers and Relieving – Rates of Allowance:  Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu 
thereof: 

  COLUMN A 
ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE 

ALLOWANCE TO MEET INCIDENTAL EXPENSES 
  $ 
(1) WA - South of 26o  
 South Latitude 11.75 
(2) WA - North of 26o 
 South Latitude 15.40 
(3) Interstate 15.40 
ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL OR MOTEL 
  $ 
(4) WA - Metropolitan 

Hotel or Motel 
210.05 

(5) Locality South of 26o 
South Latitude 

168.60 

(6) Locality North of 26o 
South Latitude 

 

 Broome 284.40 
 Carnarvon 222.30 
 Dampier 209.15 
 Derby 188.40 
 Exmouth 215.90 
 Fitzroy Crossing 314.90 
 Gascoyne Junction 128.90 
 Halls Creek 265.40 
 Karratha 364.65 
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  COLUMN A 

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE 
ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A HOTEL OR MOTEL—continued

 Kununurra 266.80 
 Marble Bar 179.40 
 Newman 254.65 
 Nullagine 189.75 
 Onslow 207.20 
 Pannawonica 177.15 
 Paraburdoo 238.40 
 Port Hedland 239.70 
 Roebourne 132.90 
 Sandfire 160.40 
 Shark Bay 175.90 
 Tom Price 219.40 
 Turkey Creek 175.90 
 Wickham 323.90 
 Wyndham 158.90 
(7) Interstate - Capital City 
 Sydney 255.65 
 Melbourne 245.65 
 Other Capitals 213.15 
(8) Interstate - Other than 

Capital City 
168.60 

ACCOMMODATION INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY AT OTHER THAN A HOTEL OR 
MOTEL 
(9) WA - South of 26o 

South Latitude 
79.40 

(10) WA - North of 26o 
South Latitude 

97.70 

(11) Interstate 97.70 
TRAVEL NOT INVOLVING AN OVERNIGHT STAY OR TRAVEL INVOLVING AN 
OVERNIGHT STAY WHERE ACCOMMODATION ONLY IS PROVIDED 
(12) WA - South of 26o South Latitude: 
 Breakfast 14.15 
 Lunch 14.15 
 Dinner 39.40 
(13) WA - North of 26o South Latitude: 
 Breakfast 15.75 
 Lunch 27.70 
 Dinner 38.90 
(14) Interstate 
 Breakfast 15.75 
 Lunch 27.70 
 Dinner 38.90 
DEDUCTION FOR NORMAL LIVING EXPENSES 
(15) Each Adult 22.75 
(16) Each Child 3.90 
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  COLUMN A 

ITEM PARTICULARS DAILY RATE 
MIDDAY MEAL (CLAUSE 19(11)) 
(17) Rate per meal 5.50 
(18) Maximum 

reimbursement per 
pay period 

27.50 

The allowances prescribed in this clause shall be varied in accordance with any movement in the equivalent allowances in the 
Public Service Award, 1992.  

 

2006 WAIRC 03546 
TIMBER WORKERS AWARD NO 36 OF 1950 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES SOUTH WEST HAULAGE CO, WHITAKER TIMBER PRODUCTS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
THE FOREST PRODUCTS, FURNISHING AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES INDUSTRIAL UNION 
OF WORKERS, WA 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 741 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03546 
 
 
Result Consent Award Variation 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 20th July 2005 South West Haulage Co and Others (the Applicant) applied to the Commission for an order pursuant 
to section 40 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979(the Act); and 
WHEREAS on 26th October 2005 the matter was listed for hearing before Senior Commissioner J F Gregor to vary Clause 17. - 
Meal Money in the Timber Workers Award No. 36 of 1950; and 
WHEREAS on 26th October 2005 Mr K Dwyer, Agent for the Applicant, advised the Commission that in Application No. 1250 of 
1998 to vary the Timber Workers Award No. 36 of 1950 an error was made in the Order dated 8th September 1998 where Clause 
17. - Meal Money was amended inter-alia to increase the quantum of meal money and remove the pre-existing qualification for 
payment, that the overtime was required “without being notified on the previous day or earlier of the requirement to work”; and 
WHEREAS on 26th October 2005 Mr T Daly, Agent for the Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied Industries Industrial Union of 
Workers WA (the Union) advised the Commission that notwithstanding the error made in Application No. 1250 of 1998 in the 
Order dated 8th September 1998 the Union consented to the award amendment; and 
WHEREAS having heard from the parties the Commission decided to add  a second part to the Order to reflect that in the event of 
any claims being lodged against any employer by the Union that the employer shall have the right to have the matter brought before 
the Commission to be dealt with pursuant to section 44 of the Act. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, by consent, hereby 
orders: 

THAT 
1. In the event of any claims being lodged against any employer by the Union that employer shall have the right to 

have the matter brought before the Commission to be dealt with pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial 
Relations Act, 1979. 

2. The Timber Workers Award No. 36 of 1950 be varied in accordance with the following Schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect from the first pay period on or after 26th October 2005. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 

SCHEDULE 
Clause 17. – Meal Money:  Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu the following: 
(1) An employee required to work overtime for more than two hours Monday to Friday without being notified on the 

previous day or earlier of the requirement to work, shall be supplied with a meal by the employer or paid $7.10 for a 
meal. 
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AWARDS/AGREEMENTS—Application for variation of— 
No variation resulting— 

2006 WAIRC 03528 
EGG PROCESSING AWARD 1978 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE FOOD PRESERVERS' UNION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA, UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
WEST COAST EGGS LIMITED 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 975 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03528 
 
 
Result Discontinued 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 8th December 2005 the Food Preservers’ Union of Western Australia (the Union) applied to the Commission for an 
order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS on 15th December 2005 the Union lodged a Notice of Discontinuance and the Commission decided to discontinue the 
proceedings. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 

THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03493 
RESTAURANT, TEAROOM AND CATERING WORKERS' AWARD, 1979 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES VARIOUS PARENTS AND CITIZENS ASSOCIATIONS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY AND MISCELLANEOUS UNION, WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
BRANCH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 18 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S APPL 802 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03493 
 
 
Result Application struck out 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 2 August 2005 a number of Parents and Citizens Association employers applied to the Commission for an order 
varying the Restaurant, Tearoom and Catering Workers’ Award, 1979 (No R48 of 1978) (“the Award”) to insert a new clause to 
apply to canteen workers employed in government schools; and 
WHEREAS on 2 September 2005 the Commission wrote to the parties raising a number of issues in relation to the application; and 
WHEREAS on 8 September 2005 the Commission met with the parties and it was agreed that the respondent would lodge a new 
application to vary the Award to incorporate the amendments sought in this application; and 
WHEREAS on 17 January 2006 this application was listed for hearing along with Application 929 of 2005 being the new 
application to vary the Award to incorporate the amendments sought in this application; and 
WHEREAS after hearing from the parties it was agreed that this application should be struck out. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers contained in the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission hereby orders: 

THAT the application be struck out. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE—Complaints before— 
2006 WAIRC 03440 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE’S COURT 
PARTIES AUSTRALIAN MUNICIPAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, CLERICAL AND  SERVICES UNION OF 

EMPLOYEES, W.A. CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH 
CLAIMANT 

-v- 
CITY OF STIRLING 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE G. CICCHINI 
HEARD TUESDAY, 22 NOVEMBER 2005, WEDNESDAY, 7 DECEMBER 2005, THURSDAY, 22 

DECEMBER 2005 
DELIVERED THURSDAY, 22 DECEMBER 2005 
CLAIM NO. M 93 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03440 
 
 
CatchWords Redundancy - redeployment - restructure - significant effects - major changes - severance - 

termination of contract of employment. 

Legislation  Workplace Relations Act 1996 
Local Government Officers (City of Stirling) Award 2000 
City of Stirling Salaried Officers’ Enterprise Agreement 2004 
Local Government Act 1995 (WA) 
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) 

Result The claim is not proved 
Representation 
CLAIMANT MS K WARLOCK AND MR S BIBBY OF THE CLAIMANT APPEARED AS AGENTS FOR THE 

CLAIMANT. 
RESPONDENT MS K REID (OF COUNSEL) INSTRUCTED BY MINTER ELLISON LAWYERS APPEARED 

FOR THE RESPONDENT. 
 
 

REASONS FOR DECISION 
Background 
1 The Claimant is an organisation of employees registered pursuant to the provisions of the Workplace Relations Act 1996.  The 

Respondent is a Local Government created pursuant to the provisions of Division 2 of Part 2 of the Local Government Act 
1995 (WA). 

2 The Claimant and Respondent are named parties of the Local Government Officers (City of Stirling) Award 2000 (the 
Award), being an award of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.  They are also parties to the City of Stirling 
Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement 2004 (EBA), being an agreement certified by the Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission pursuant to the Workplace Relations Act 1996. 

3 The Respondent has employed Ms Pamela Butler for 18 years. She currently holds the position of Administrative Officer 
within the Health and Compliance Department of the Respondent’s Planning and Development Division.  She has held that 
position since 8 March 2005.  Before that she held the position of section Secretary within the Respondent’s Building Services 
Department, for about 11 years.   

4 On 4 February 2005, Mr Ross Povey the Director of Planning and Development by memorandum addressed to Ms Butler, 
informed her that the Council had decided to undertake a restructure of the Town Planning, Building and Environmental 
Health Business units within his directorate.  They were to be replaced by three new business units namely Approvals, Policy 
and Strategic Development, and Health and Compliance.  The memorandum addressed the impact of the restructure upon staff.  
Ms Butler was informed therein that the restructure would not involve any reduction in staffing levels but might involve the 
acquisition of additional knowledge and skills for which training would be offered.  The specific detail of the restructure 
insofar as it related to Ms Butler was contained in attachment 3 to the memorandum.  Attachment 3 stated: 

ATTACHMENT 3 – YOUR POSITION 
This attachment contains the details of the position which the City intends to offer you within the new structure.  The 
duty statement for this position has been attached for your information (Attachment 4). 
Under clause 10.2(b) of the EBA, the City is required to give prompt consideration to any matters raised by employees 
in relation to these changes.  The City will finalise your duty statement and your appointment to this position following 
this. 
YOUR CURRENT POSITION 
Title Secretary 
Business Unit Building Services 
Manager Andre Gillot 
Your current level Level 3 + AA 
Your current salary $36,225 
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RESTRUCTURED POSITION 
Title: Admin Officer 
Business Unit Health and Compliance 
Manager Les Float 
Position classification: Level 4 
Your proposed salary $35,698 + $527 personal allowance 
Your proposed level Level 4 Step 1 
Position description: Attached 
Your current salary includes an above award component.  This has now been translated to a personal allowance which 
will apply to you in your new position.  This component of your salary will not be subject to increases commensurate 
with your EBA increases.  Your total salary package (base plus personal allowance) is guaranteed under this 
arrangement. 

5 The position description of Administration Officer – Health and Compliance was also annexed to the memorandum.  The key 
responsibilities were identified therein as being: 

1. To respond to customer enquiries, via the phone and direct contact, on all matters relevant to the Business Unit. 
2. To maintain appropriate corporate records of the unit through relevant corporate processes and systems. 
3. To coordinate the acceptance, receipting, reviewing, administration and movement of a range of application 

types and business unit services relevant to the Business Unit, including: 
● The checking of applications received to ensure completeness; 
● Liaise with applicants to ensure additional information required is supplied; 
● The receipting and logging of applications and clearances and their distribution to case 

officers; 
● The maintenance of accurate databases on all of the above, and the status and location of all 

application types handled by the business unit. 
4. To administer the receipting and management of any necessary fees, fines, performance, bonds, bank 

guarantees and development contributions. 
5. To remain alert to customer service and feedback, and to highlight/report customer comments, ideas and 

criticisms (either immediately, or as necessary) and proactively solve problems. 
6. To provide general administrative support to the business unit, including clerical work, copying and scanning, 

word processing and data input, or other Business Units within the Directorate, as directed by the Manager. 
6 Ms Butler was invited to make comment in writing by no later than 18 February 2005 concerning the proposed restructure that 

was due to commence on 8 March 2005. 
7 On 16 February 2005 Ms Butler wrote to Mr Povey concerning the restructure.  She said inter alia, 

 “ … it would appear I am being redeployed to a completely new business unit with a completely different position 
description. 
There does not appear to have been any feedback regarding redundancy in the case of someone such as myself being 
moved as appears to be the case, in the event that the new position is not acceptable to me.” 

8 On 25 February 2005 by memorandum addressed to all Planning, Building and Environment Health staff, Mr Povey responded 
to concerns raised by various staff members with respect to the restructure.  At paragraph 19 thereof he said, that the “first aim 
of the restructure was to find all affected/displaced employees with a suitable/alternative job”.  He said also that if an 
employee was referred to a job then such employee could not refuse the offer of the job except where the employee could 
demonstrate that he or she did not have the skills to undertake the new role, and could not develop the skills within a 
reasonable period, or that the acceptance of the position would financially disadvantage him or her. 

9 On 4 March 2005 Mr Povey responded directly to Ms Butler’s comments concerning the restructure and in doing so referred 
her to his memorandum dated 25 February 2005 addressed to all Planning, Building and Environmental Health staff as 
containing an adequate response to the issues that she specifically raised. 

10 On 8 March 2005 Ms Butler commenced in her new position.  The operation of the restructure coincided with the relocation of 
the entire City of Stirling Administration to new premises.  Ms Butler’s first day in her new position as an Administrative 
Officer in the Health and Compliance unit was to her mind unsatisfactory.  It seemed to her that no one appeared to know what 
her role was to be.  On that day she did little more than to answer the telephone. The experience disheartened her.  She had 
moved from her previous job, which demanded responsibility, knowledge and skill to one that was devoid of responsibility and 
with respect to which only limited knowledge and skill was required.  In her former position she prepared strata certificates for 
signature, assisted with the preparation of building licences, assisted in budget preparation, maintained the filing of letters and 
minutes, recorded inward and outward mail, monitored the principal Building Manager’s telephone calls, maintained a record 
of legal actions, procured and maintained stationery requirements and supervised the preparation of building reports to 
Council.  Such role necessitated a low degree of customer contact.  Her new role, which has become increasingly structured as 
time has passed involves accepting, receipting, reviewing and administering applications, completing records, administering 
fees, fines, performance bonds, bank guarantees, development contributions, maintaining accurate databases, and responding to 
customer enquiries by phone or direct contact.   

11 Ms Butler continues to work in her new position albeit unhappy about it. 
12 On 10 March 2005, Ms Butler wrote to the Principal Environmental Health Officer in the following terms: 

Dear Sir 
RESTRUCTURE OF HEALTH, BUILDING AND PLANNING 
I believe that my former position as Building Department Secretary has now been made redundant. 
I have been redeployed as Administration Officer, Compliance. 
In accordance with Clause 12.1 of the City of Stirling Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement, I hereby request 
redundancy as I do not wish to accept this position. 
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13 A copy of the letter was forwarded to Mr Ross Povey.  It is of note however that Ms Butler had in fact accepted her new 
position albeit reluctantly.  She did so by commencing in her position on the operative date of restructure being 8 March 2005.  
The employment relationship continued with Ms Butler performing a different role to that previously undertaken. 

14 On 14 March 2005 Ms Butler again wrote to Mr Povey this time by way of e-mail.  I set out the relevant portions of her e-mail, 
As you are aware, I have been allocated to the position of Admin Officer, Compliance.  At present there don’t appear to 
be any duties attached to this position. 
It has come to my attention, through casual conversation only, that at present I am still attached to Building. 
I would like official confirmation, in writing please, as to what my current duties are to be, the timeframe involved and 
which Business Unit Manager I am responsible to. 
I am happy to undertake duties required ‘Without Prejudice’ to my application for redundancy under Section 12.1 of 
the City of Stirling Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement. 

15 On 18 March 2005 Mr Povey prepared a memorandum that was sent to Ms Butler on 21 March 2005 pointing out that the 
Respondent was unable to consider her redundancy application as it could not qualify as “bona fide” because there were other 
vacant positions requiring similar skills to that possessed by her in which she could be placed.  Furthermore, redundancy based 
on early retirement could not be achieved because the Respondent could not meet the Australian Taxation Office’s 
requirements for redundancy under the “Early Retirement Scheme”. 

16 On 14 May 2005 Mr David Schwenke took up the position of Compliance Co-ordinator within the Health and Compliance 
unit.  He, on appointment, became Ms Butler’s direct supervisor.  On 7 June 2005 Ms Butler wrote to him stating inter alia,  

…on 18 March 2005 I was officially notified by Ross Povey, Director Planning and Development, that my application 
for redundancy had been refused and the grounds for this refusal. 
However, regardless of the duties of the position of Admin Officer, Compliance, I still contend that my former position 
has fundamentally disappeared from the restructured business units, the position is now redundant and I have been 
redeployed to a completely different business unit.  As previously advised, I do not wish to accept the new position in 
accordance with Clause 12.1 of the City of Stirling Salaried Officers Enterprise Agreement. 
In accordance with the Dispute Settlement Procedure Clause 17.2(1) in the EBA, I would appreciate a response from 
you within 3 days. 

17 Mr Schwenke referred the matter to Mr Float the Manager of Health and Compliance. 
18 On 14 June 2005 Mr Float wrote to Ms Butler stating that her position had never been abolished but rather had been 

redesigned, with changes in some of the duties and responsibilities to fit into the restructured business unit.  On the same day 
Ms Butler wrote to Mr Float to invoke the dispute settlement procedure contained in clause 17.2(ii) of the EBA.  It sufficies to 
say that Ms Butler and the Respondent were unable to resolve the dispute causing Ms Butler’s approach to the Claimant union 
concerning the matter.  Correspondence passing between the Claimant and the Respondent also failed to resolve the matter, 
which resulted in the Claimant lodging its claim on 19 August 2005. 

The Claim 
19 The Claimant alleges that the Respondent has breached clause 12 (Employment Security) of the EBA.  It contends that the 

transfer of Ms Butler to her current position constitutes redeployment within the terms of the EBA and that in redeploying her, 
the Respondent failed to provide her with the opportunity of redundancy.  The Claimant therefore seeks to recover a 
redundancy payment payable to Ms Butler equating to 60 weeks pay in accordance with clause 12.2.2 of the EBA amounting 
to $41,924.15.  Interest thereon is also sought.  Furthermore the Claimant seeks the imposition of a penalty for the alleged 
breach.  The Claimant maintains that the redundancy entitlement should run to 7 March 2005 and that wages received by Ms 
Butler subsequent to that date should not be set off against such entitlement. 

Response 
20 The Respondent submits that redeployment both under the EBA and in general industrial usage presumes a transfer between 

jobs.  It is asserted that Ms Butler was not transferred between jobs and in fact is currently doing the same job that she was 
doing prior to the restructure.  It is argued therefore that redeployment within the meaning of clause 12.1 of the EBA has not 
occurred.  Furthermore the Respondent contends that clause 12.1 is predicated on an employer making an offer of 
redeployment to an employee, which an employee declines.  In that regard the Respondent says that even though Ms Butler 
may not have been happy with being transferred to a new business unit, she has been performing her job within that unit for 
some 38 weeks.  She has therefore not declined the offer of transfer within the meaning of clause 12.1 of the EBA.  Finally the 
Respondent argues that in any event, a severance payment is payable only on termination of employment, that is when the 
relationship is “severed”.  The Respondent says that the employment relationship between Ms Butler and the Respondent has 
never come to an end.  The Respondent has not terminated the employment of Ms Butler and she has not resigned.  The 
question of a severance payment under clause 12.2.2 of the EBA therefore does not arise. 

The Award and EBA  
21 The relevant version of the award for my consideration is that which was varied as at 3 November 2004.  Clause 7.2 of the 

EBA provides that the EBA shall be read and interpreted wholly in conjunction with the Award. 
22 Clause 10 of the Award deals with redundancy and severance payments.  The definition of “Redundancy” as contained in 

clause 10.1, which provides: 
10.1 Definition 
Redundancy occurs where an employer decides that the employer no longer wishes the job the employee has been doing 
to be done by anyone and this is not due to the ordinary and customary turnover of labour. 

23 Clause 12.1 of the EBA provides inter alia 
“In the event of major changes, where an employee does not wish to accept redeployment, then redundancy shall apply 
in accordance with item 12.2.2 of this agreement”. 

24 It suffices to say that clause 12.2.2 contains the formula for calculation of severance pay.  The Award provision is also relevant 
given that the EBA states at clause 12.2 that 

“(t)he terms and conditions shall be in accordance with each respective Award.......”. 
25 It will be obvious that the pivotal issues to be determined are those as to whether or not Ms Butler was redeployed as a 

consequence of the restructure which became operative on 8 March 2005 and whether as a result redundancy is payable to her. 
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26 There is no real dispute about the fact that the restructure was a major change implemented by the Respondent.  Although the 
meaning of “major change” is not defined in the EBA, reference to major change is found at clause 10.2(a)(i) thereof which 
states: 

 “Where the City has made a definite decision to introduce major changes in production, program organisation, 
structure or technology that is likely to have significant effects on employees, the employer shall notify the ECG and the 
employees who may be affected by the proposed changes” 

27 Significant effect is defined in clause 10.2 (ii) of the EBA as follows: 
“Significant effects” include termination of employment, major changes in composition, operation or size of the 
employer’s workforce or in the skills required, the elimination or diminution of job opportunities, promotion 
opportunities, or job tenure; the alteration of hours of work; the need for retraining or transfer of employees to other 
work or locations and the restructuring of jobs.  Provided that where the award makes provision for alteration of any of 
the matters referred to herein, an alteration shall be deemed not to have significant effect. 

28 The restructure impacted directly upon Ms Butler who was required to leave the Building Service unit and move to the Health 
and Compliance unit.  It could be said that the restructure had a significant effect upon Ms Butler.  However major changes 
having significant effects on employees within the meaning of the Award and EBA do not axiomatically lead to redeployment, 
although they may do so.  

Determination 
Was Ms Butler Redeployed? 
29 The term “redeployment” is not defined in either the Award or the EBA.  The Oxford Paper Back Dictionary defines 

“redeployment” at page 669 as meaning, 
“to send (troop or workers etc) to a new place or task”. 

30  “Redeploy” in the Australian context is defined in the “The Macquarie Dictionary 3rd Edition” to mean, 
 “to rearrange, reorganise, or transfer (a person, department, military unit, or the like), as in order to promote greater 
efficiency”. 

31 Not every rearrangement or reorganisation in the workforce results in redeployment.  To some extent, whether redeployment 
results is a question of fact dependant upon the nature of the change. Sometimes redeployment does not occur even if the 
change is a major change having significant effects on employees.  However redeployment will inevitably occur both under the 
EBA and general industrial usage if an employee is transferred between jobs.  In this matter the Claimant contends that 
Ms Butler’s job was abolished and that she was transferred to a different job.  The Respondent on the other hand says that Ms 
Butler is doing the same job now as she was prior to the restructure and that therefore redeployment within the meaning of 
clause 12.1 of the EBA has not occurred. 

32 I find that Ms Butler’s job, as Administrative Officer within the Health and Compliance unit is, in nature, the same as that 
which she previously performed as a secretary within the Building Services unit.  Her role then, as is now, was one that 
provided administrative assistance.  The pith and substance of her work remains constant.  An analysis of Ms Butler’s former 
and current duties reveals that her role and duties are intrinsically the same in nature.  She now uses the same sorts of skills 
previously used in her former position.  Having said that I acknowledge that there have been changes to her duties and 
responsibilities.  Such will inevitably occur when one moves from one position to another.  Each position has its unique 
characteristics but those differences do not change the fundamental nature of the job.  Her tasks in providing administrative 
assistance have varied to reflect the requirements of the Health and Compliance unit.  Notwithstanding that the rudimentary 
aspects of Ms Butler’s job however described remain the same. Furthermore there has been no change to Ms Butler’s pay, 
classification or other entitlements, which also reflects continuum.  In those circumstances it cannot be said that there has been 
a redeployment that would trigger and facilitate redundancy if sought. 

Has there been a redundancy? 
33 Aligned to the question of whether or not redeployment has occurred is the question of whether or not there has been a 

redundancy. 
34 In The Queen v The Industrial Commission of South Australia; Ex Parte Adelaide Milk Supply Co-operative Limited and 

Others (1977) 16 S.A.S.R.6 Bray CJ said at 8, 
“… the concept of redundancy in the context we are discussing seems to be simply this, redundant when an employer no 
longer desires it performed by anyone.” 

35 His Honour’s view was codified in clause 10.1of the Award hereinbefore referred to. The Award definition provides the 
foundation for my consideration on the issue. 

36 In Jones v Department of Energy and Minerals (1995) 60 IR 304 Ryan J said at 308, 
“However, it is within the employer’s prerogative to rearrange the organisational structure by breaking up the 
collection of functions, duties and responsibilities attached to a single position and distributing them among the holders 
of other positions, including newly-created positions.  It is inappropriate now to attempt an exhaustive description of 
the methods by which a reorganisation of that kind may be achieved.  One illustration of it occurs when the duties of a 
single, full-time employee are redistributed to several part-time employees.  What is critical for the purpose of 
identifying a redundancy is whether the holder of the former position has, after the re-organisation, any duties left to 
discharge.  If there is no longer any function or duty to be performed by that person, his or her position becomes 
redundant in the sense in which the word was used in the Adelaide Milk Co-operative case.” 

37 In The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch v Public Transport Authority 
2005 WAIRC 00513, Smith C said at paragraph 101, 

“For an employer’s decision to be a decision that the job will not be done by anyone, the substantive duties roles and 
responsibilities of the job must not be required to be done in the employer’s organisation.” 

38 The restructure has resulted in a reallocation of duties and responsibilities to achieve efficiency.  The change in Ms Butler’s 
role as a consequence of the restructure does not amount to redundancy.  Her job has not been abolished and in fact still exists 
albeit differently described.  Those skills previously used in the performance of her job in the position described as a Secretary 
are now being used to do her job in the position described as Administrative Officer. 

Redundancy Payment 
39 Notwithstanding the fact that Ms Butler is unhappy about having been assigned to a new business unit, the fact remains that 

she has been performing her job in that unit since 8 March 2005.  In those circumstances even if it could be said that 
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redeployment had occurred she has not declined the offer of transfer within the meaning of clause 12.1 of the EBA.  At no 
stage has her employment relationship with the Respondent come to an end.  The Respondent has not terminated her 
employment nor has she resigned.  Accordingly the question of severance payment under clause 12.2.2 of the EBA does not 
arise.  Severance payment is payable on termination of the employment, that is, when the relationship is severed. 

40 In the Termination, Change and Redundancy Case (1984) 8 I.R 34 at 73 the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration 
Commission said, 

 “We prefer the view that the payment of severance pay is justifiable as compensation for non transferable credits and 
the inconvenience and hardship imposed on employees”. 

41 Ms Butler continues to be employed by the Respondent.  The employment relationship has survived the restructure.  There is 
no evidence to support the Claimant’s submission in closing that Ms Butler’s contract of employment ended on 7 March 2005.  
Ms Butler has not resigned or refused to work.  Severance of the relationship has therefore not occurred either actually or 
constructively. There has been no change in her pay or other entitlements since the restructure nor has she experienced any 
form of financial detriment, inconvenience or loss.  Ms Butler has not lost anything.  Compensation in the circumstances does 
not arise.  Given that the employment relationship subsists there can be no entitlement to redundancy.  In any event, as 
indicated earlier, the payment of redundancy pursuant to clause 12.1 of the EBA is predicated on the Respondent making an 
offer of redeployment to Ms Butler, which Ms Butler declined.  That has not occurred. 

Result 
42 The Claimant has failed to prove that the Respondent has breached clause 12 of the EBA. 
G. Cicchini 
Industrial Magistrate 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE’S COURT 
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RESPONDENT 
CORAM INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE W.G. TARR 
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CLAIM NO. M 79 OF 2005 
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CatchWords Contravention of Long Service Leave Act 1958 - alleged failure to pay accrued long service leave - 

whether claimant an employee 

Legislation Long Service Leave Act 1958 
Cases referred to in decision 

Western Australian Builder’ Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers –v- RB Exclusive 
Pools Pty Ltd trading as Florida Exclusive Pools 77 WAIG4 

Result Claim allowed 
Representation 
Claimant Mr T Hobday (of Counsel) instructed by Lewis Blyth & Hooper, Barristers & Solicitors appeared for 

the Claimant 
Respondent Mr R Slater appeared for the Respondent 
 
 

REASONS FOR DECISION 
(Delivered extemporaneously at the conclusion of the hearing, extracted from the transcript and edited by His Honour) 

1 This is a claim pursuant to the provisions of the Long Service Leave Act 1958 (the Act).  That is an Act which provides for the 
granting of long service leave to certain employees whose employment is not regulated under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
and for matters incidental thereto. 

2 The Act provides in section 8(1) that: 
"An employee is entitled in accordance with, and subject to, the provisions of this Act, to long service leave on ordinary 
pay in respect of continuous employment with one and the same employer, or with a person who, being a transmittee, is 
deemed pursuant to section 6(4) to be one and the same employer." 

3 Section 8(2) sets out the requirements to qualify for long service leave. 
4 Section 4(1) of the Act defines "employee" and says inter alia that “employee” means: 

 (a)   any person employed by an employer to do work for hire or reward including an apprentice or industrial trainee or 
any person whose usual status is that of an employee; 
(b)   any person whose usual status is that of an employee;" 

5 The entitlement to long service leave can be contracted out under section 5 of the Act and that section provides: 
"An employer and an employee may agree that the employee may forgo his entitlement to long service leave under this 
Act if – 
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(a)   the employee is given an adequate benefit in lieu of the entitlement; and 
(b)   the agreement is in writing." 

6 The evidence before me is that the Claimant and Mr Slater, the Managing Director of the respondent company, commenced a 
social relationship in 1974, and that continued and resulted in them entering into a de facto relationship.  The parties lived 
together for some time prior to 1984 when there was an agreement that the Claimant would work with the respondent 
company. 

7 The Respondent has given evidence by way of a statement from Mr Slater of what he claims were the terms of the agreement 
and, to quote, he said that: 

"I explained to her, that she would receive a “fixed” weekly remuneration identical to mine, 52 weeks of the year, 
regardless of the hours worked, and that the amount would be reviewed on an annual basis." 

8 He went on and said: 
"I further explained that she would receive considerable additional personal benefits, including flexible working hours, 
interstate and overseas travel, an active and exciting business and social lifestyle and that we would take time out as and 
when necessary and she would be paid the same weekly amount regardless of the hours worked." 

9 He also said: 
 “I pointed out that she would not receive any formal “award” benefits, such as overtime, leave loading or long service 
leave, as she would be in fact a “Working Director” receiving special no-taxed benefits, which would not be able to be 
justified if she were engaged as a normal employee.” 

10 The terms "normal employee" and "ordinary employee" have been mentioned on a number of occasions during the course of 
this hearing but the Act does not make a distinction between the types of employee.  A person is either an employee or they are 
not an employee. 

11 This Court, when dealing with the question of whether or not a person is an employee, is generally faced with the task where 
one of the parties claims the other not to be an employee but a subcontractor.  It is normally in a breach of an award type claim 
that that issue arises.  There are certain tests that have found their way into the authorities.  In the Full Bench decision in 
Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters and Plasterers Union of Workers v RB Exclusive Pools Pty Ltd trading as 
Florida Exclusive Pools 77 WAIG 4 the methods of determining whether or not a person is an employee or subcontractor were 
set out and were under the headings of control, the time of starting work and hours of work, whether or not the person was 
conducting their own business, whether or not there was an obligation to work for the respondent, the mode of remuneration, 
whether or not it was based on an hourly rate or whether there was a quote for each job that was given. 

12 Taxation was another consideration which was used to determine whether or not a person was an employee or a subcontractor, 
and the method of taxation deduction was a factor which helped a court determine whether or not the person was an employee 
or a subcontractor.  The provision and maintenance of equipment was another and, lastly, there was an organisational test, and 
in the Florida Pools case under that heading is said: 

"There was evidence from Mr Morley that Mr Bon was part of the respondent's organisation.  If one applied the 
organisational test, 
 . . . one considers whether an employee is employed as part of the business and his/her work is done as an integral part 
of that business.  That would demonstrate that a person was under a contract of service.  Under a contract of service the 
work, although done for the business, is not integrated into it but only accessory to it." 

13 There does not seem to me to be any doubt in this case, when looking at the work that was being done by the Claimant, she 
was certainly an integral part of the organisation.  There is no suggestion that she was a subcontractor and as I have just 
mentioned those tests give some indication of the types of things that the Court looks at when determining whether or not a 
person is an employee or a subcontractor. 

14 There does not seem to be any issue that the Claimant worked for the company.  The company, Eurogroup Pty Ltd, is a legal 
entity and it can only operate through the activities of humans and it employs them to do so.  They may be directors or 
shareholders, but it seems to me that if they start working within the company they become employees of the company. 

15 The conditions of employment in relation to Ms Barrett-Lennard were such as were affected by the relationship she had with 
the Managing Director of the company and he, obviously, engaged her.  She was engaged by the company, and he was acting 
on behalf of the respondent company when he engaged her to work in the organisation for the company, and she did so, taking 
over, as I understand the evidence, from the accountant who resigned in 1984.  It seems as though she continued in that 
capacity until she resigned in 2004. 

16 It is the case that she received liberal benefits as a result of her employment in the company and, certainly, she received 
benefits and enjoyed conditions that were not enjoyed by other employees, and that was because of her relationship with Mr 
Slater.  It cannot be said that she was in any partnership with Mr Slater and the only way I would have thought that she could 
be called anything other than an employee is if, in fact, it was the case that she was in a partnership; but this was not a 
partnership, this was an employment arrangement with a legal entity, as I said, and that was Eurogroup Pty Ltd. 

17 There was a master-employee relationship of sorts.  Notwithstanding she was in a personal relationship with Mr Slater, she was 
involved in an active part of the business.  She was involved in the administration of the company, something that had to be 
done on behalf of the company.  As I have indicated, she certainly was not in a partnership with Mr Slater because he also was 
working for the company as Managing Director.  There is evidence that time and wages records were kept which included 
wages records of Ms Barrett-Lennard and, as I understand the evidence, each year she was provided with a group certificate.  
She had, although she may have done it herself or had it done by some other employee, arranged for PAYE taxation to be 
deducted from her salary and , as I understand, that continued throughout the period of employment. 

18 It is not uncommon in industry for different employees to have different benefits depending on their status within an 
organisation, their length of service and their relationship with the organisation, or parties in the organisation.  It is not 
suggested that Ms Barrett-Lennard did not work, although there was a hint of a suggestion that she was not doing the work she 
was required to, but as was put to Mr Slater, it was the case (and he agreed) that her performance as an employee, and they 
were the words used, was not up to scratch from, as I understand, 1999 when the personal relationship finished until she retired 
in 2004, but she still continued on doing the same work generally as she did but without the same benefits that applied when 
she was in a personal relationship with Mr Slater. 

19 As I have indicated earlier, this is a claim under the Act.  The Act creates an entitlement to long service leave for employees.  
As I have found on the evidence before me, Ms Barrett-Lennard could only be classified as an employee of the respondent 
company.  She may well have been a director, she may well have been a shareholder, but she was still an employee and it is 
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not unusual to have a situation in a company where there are a number of directors, some work for the company and the others, 
while not putting in work for the company, gain benefits in other ways, but there are working directors and non-working 
directors and those directors that are working for the company, I would have thought, would be considered to be employees. 

20 It has been suggested that this is an opportunistic claim, but it is not for me to determine whether or not that is so or whether 
there is fairness in the claim.  Fairness is not an issue.  The parties, it would seem, did not turn their mind to the requirements 
of the Act in relation to contracting out of the long service leave obligation, and the only way that can be done is in writing.  
There is no evidence before me that there was any written agreement that the directors of the company would not be eligible 
for long service leave as is sometimes the case. 

21 I repeat, the fact that she received the liberal benefits and worked the hours that suited her and the fact that she was provided 
with accommodation and other benefits, including overseas travel, was a result not of her relationship with the respondent 
company but the relationship with Mr Slater, the Managing Director of the company. 

22 For the reasons I have said, I do not believe I can come to any other conclusion but to find that Ms Barrett-Lennard was an 
employee of the respondent company for the purposes of the Act and that she is entitled to the entitlement as provided for 
under section 8 of the Act. 

23 It is the case that there is no issue being taken with the claim in relation to the duration of the employment and, that being so, it 
is ordered that the Respondent pay the Claimant the sum of $10,200.00 plus interest at the rate of 6% from 22 October 2004 
fixed at $746.13. 

24 Costs generally will not be awarded as I find that the claim has not been frivolously or vexatiously defended, however, 
disbursements costs of $45.00 will be allowed. 

WG Tarr 
Industrial Magistrate 
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CatchWords Breach of award - alleged failure to pay the wage rate under the award. 

Legislation Industrial Relations Act 1979,  
Industrial Magistrates’ Court (General Jurisdiction) Regulations 2000,  
Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 

Cases referred to  Australian Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd v Maritime Workers Union of Western Australia 
in decision  77 WAIG 458. 

Bell-A-Bike Rottnest Pty Ltd v Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union of Workers – WA Branch 82 WA1G 2655 

Result Claim allowed in the alternative 
Representation 
Claimant Mrs W Buckley (of Counsel) instructed by Cragg Braye & Thornton Solicitors appeared for the 

Claimants 
Respondent Mr G McCorry appeared as agent for the Respondent 
 
 

REASONS FOR DECISION 
Background 
1 The Claimants, Christopher Wayne Billings and Marie Annette Billings have each pursued an action against the Respondent, 

Bardina Pty Ltd, and it was agreed appropriate for both to be heard together. 
2 The Claimants are husband and wife.  They were both employed by the Respondent on a casual basis from about mid April 

until about mid October each year from 1998 until 2003 inclusive. 
3 The Respondent operates what has been described as an Aboriginal owned wilderness camp know as Kooljaman at Cape 

Leveque.  Cape Leveque is located north of Broome at the tip of the Dampier Peninsula.  A brief history of Kooljaman is set 
out on its website an extract of which was tendered as exhibit B and is as follows: 

Kooljaman is the Bardi aboriginal name for Cape Leveque, 214 km north of Broome at the tip of the Dampier 
Peninsular.  The Federal Department of Transport previously controlled the land for the purposes of operating a 
lighthouse.  In 1986 the lighthouse was automated and demanned, the land was purchased by the Aboriginal 
Development Commission for the benefit of Aboriginal people.  As a result the A.D.C., along with other Government 
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Departments and the Bardi people chose to develop the area into a tourist complex, linking up traditional ways with the 
fast encroaching 21st century and all that it represents. The emphasis from the beginning has been to develop a low key, 
low impact project of a type and structure that can be controlled by local people and of a size and extent that minimises 
the impact of the environment.  A place where Aboriginal people can link in with the operation of a tourism venture, 
where visitors are able to experience the beauty of the local area and participate in unique experiences and activities 
available through this business enterprise. 
The communities of Djarindjin and One Arm Point proudly own Kooljaman.  The view for the future is for the complex 
to be wholly aboriginal run and provide employment opportunities for community members.  Currently the complex is 
managed by non-Aboriginal staff, under the guidance of a board of directors. 

4 There are a number of different types of accommodation available at Kooljaman ranging from Safari Tents to Beach Shelters.  
The former are set up for either families with a queen size bed and 2 single beds, or couples where just a queen size bed is 
provided.  The web site describes each tent as having “its own large balcony, a private bathroom, quality fixtures and fittings, 
fullsize fridge/freezer, all cooking equipment, linen and a gourmet gas barbecue on the veranda” and the Beach Shelters 
as“located on the beach front close to the waters edge and are made from bush poles with palm frond roof and walls and a 
sand floor.  Each shelter has a picnic table, open fresh water shower and a wood barbecue.  Shared ablution facilities are 
located nearby”. 

5 Kooljaman has a restaurant and a small general store.  Neither is licensed to sell alcoholic drinks. 
6 The Claimants claim that the Motel, Hostel, Service Flats and Boarding House Workers’ Award No 29 of 1974 (the Award) 

has application to them and their employment by the Respondent.  They claim to have been employed in callings described in 
the Award. 

7 The Award was consolidated by the Registrar pursuant to Section 93(6a) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 on the 5 June 
2003. 

8 As a starting point in any claim alleging non-compliance with a provision of an award pursuant to section 83 of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 (the Act), it is incumbent upon the Claimant to firstly prove the existence of an award.  Then that the award 
binds the employer and that the person in relation to whom the claim was made was employed in one of the callings described 
in the award. 

9 The scope clause in the 1976 Award provides at clause 4 the following: 
4. Scope 

This award shall apply to all workers employed in the callings described in clause 21 of this award, in any 
establishment or place where boarders and/or lodgers are catered for, either permanently or otherwise, or where 
furnished or unfurnished apartments are sublet to tenants and where there is service as to the provision of meals and/or 
cleaning.  Provided that this award shall not apply to any establishment licensed as a Hotel, Limited Hotel or Tavern, 
pursuant to the Liquor Act, 1970. 

10 The scope clause in the consolidated Award is substantially the same.  Unlike many scope clauses, the scope clause in the 
Award in question does not make mention of employers or respondents.  It refers to  

“workers employed …..in any establishment or place where boarders and/or lodgers are catered for, either 
permanently or otherwise, or where furnished or unfurnished apartments are sublet to tenants and where there is 
service as to provision of meals and/or cleaning”. 

11 The Award includes a schedule of Respondents as follows: 

Belmont Park Motel Railton Private Hotel  
Koala Motor Lodge Park Lane Apartments 
Haywin House Residential Country Women’s Association 

Hostel 
Girls’ Friendly Society Lodge YMCA Hostel 
YWCA Hostel  Amelia House  
Limbless Soldiers’ Association of WA 
Inc., 

Kings Park Lodge  

Bidston Hall St Clair Hostel  
Westhaven House  John Wilson Lodge  
Auto. Lodge Swanview Motel  
Southway Service Flats  Town Lodge  
Toorak Lodge  Highway Motel  
Arkaba Inn  Rose & Crown Hotel  
Sunnyside Boarding House  Mt. Lawley Guest House  
Hamersley Cottage  Karingal Girls Hostel 
Gildercliffe Lodge  Matilda Gard Hostel  
Devonia Lodge Highway Marquis Motel, 

Bunbury 
Transway Motel Highway Marquis Motel, Albany 
Highway Motel, Esperance Highway Motel, Kalgoorlie  
Surrey House Private Hotel Northam Motel 
Hacienda Motel Highway Motel Carnarvon 
Highway Motel, Port Hedland  
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12 A breakdown of the respondents by their descriptions produces the following: 

Motels 12 
Lodges 9 
Hostels 6 
Houses 4 
Hotels 3 
Apartments 1 
Associations 1 
Halls 1 
Flats 1 
Inns 1 
Cottages 1 

13 Section 37 of the Act provides: 
An award has effect according to its terms, but unless and to the extent that those terms expressly provide otherwise it 
shall, subject to this section – 
(a) extend to and bind – 

(i) all employees employed in any calling mentioned therein in the industry or industries to which the 
award applies; and 

(ii) all employers employing those employees; and 
(b) operate throughout the State, other than in the areas to which section 3(1) applies. 

14 There is a requirement therefore to determine the “industry or industries to which the award applies”. 
15 It is not appropriate to determine award applicability from the calling description above.  As Burt C J stated in Australian 

Shipbuilding Industries (WA) Pty Ltd v Maritime Workers Union of Western Australia 77 WA16 458: 
One cannot have a vocational award in gross.  Every award must relate to an industry either in terms or by reference to 
the industry in which the employers’ parties to it are engaged.  Every award must state the “callings” of the workers 
bound by it and expressly or by implication the industry in the sense of the business of the employer to which it relates. 

16 As a starting point it is not unusual to get some indication of the industry to which an award applies from its title.  In this case 
clause 1 provides: 

Title 
This award shall be known as the “Motel, Hostel, Service Flats and Boarding House Workers’ Award. 1976” and 
replaces award numbered 44 of 1968, as amended. 

17 While I have heard little evidence of the activities of the named respondents it is not difficult to conclude that most of them 
could be described as either a motel, hostel, service flat or boarding house. 

18 The scope clause refers to establishments or places where boarders and/or lodgers are catered for either permanently or 
otherwise.  It must follow that the boarders and lodgers referred to are those that seek accommodation normally provided by 
the named respondents and others in the industry of providing similar accommodation. 

19 I have heard evidence that at one time Kooljaman was referred to as a resort but that description raised too high of an 
expectation for those who visited the site.  Kooljaman is now described more appropriately as a wilderness camp.  It is 
described on its web site as “A place where aboriginal people can link in with the operation of a tourist venture”.  Kooljaman 
has twice won the National Tourism Award for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island tourism. 

20 The web site makes mention of the land being purchased by the Aboriginal Development Commission and the joint decision to 
develop the area into a tourist complex. 

21 Nowhere on the web site, or in any other publication presented during the hearing, is there mention of Kooljaman 
accommodating boarders or lodgers.  There is reference to tourists, guests and visitors.  Many of the visitors are day trippers 
who use the restaurant, shop and other facilities including the airstrip which is maintained by the Respondent. 

22 Kooljaman is a unique development providing a wilderness camp with a varied choice of accommodation, the most upmarket 
being Safari Tents. 

23 Although there may be evidence supporting the Claimants’ contention that they were employed in callings described in clause 
21 of the Award it was made clear in Bell-A-Bike Rottnest Pty Ltd v Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and 
Kindred Industries Union of Workers – WA Branch 82 WA1G 2655 that it is wrong to determine the industry of the 
Respondent by reference to the Claimants’ occupation. 

24 There must be many employees in many industries who could claim to be employed in the callings described in this Award but 
not have the Award apply to them. 

25 It is my view that Kooljaman is not in the same industry as the respondents named in the Award and therefore the Claimants 
have failed to establish that they are entitled to the provisions of the Award. 

26 As an alternative the Claimants claim that they were at all relevant times covered by the Minimum Conditions of Employment 
Act 1993.  As I have found there was no award coverage, the Claimants are entitled to any shortfall in their remuneration and 
conditions under that Act and I would allow the amounts claimed in that regard.   

27 It is not appropriate in my view for there to be any “set off” where the hourly rate exceeded the minimum statutory hourly rate 
as the amount paid was by agreement. 
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28 It is argued that those CDEP payments made where the Claimants were travelling should be “set off”.  Mrs Veltman gave 
evidence that those payments were made to the Claimants to “assist them with travel”.  In view of that evidence the amounts 
paid should not be taken into account when assessing liability under the Minimum Conditions legislation. 

29 The claims in relation to superannuation contribution payments and location allowance were abandoned at the beginning of the 
trial. 

30 Interest has been claimed generally and I believe it is appropriate for me to make an order in that regard based on the Supreme 
Court Act 1935 rate. 

31 I am hoping the quantum on which interest is to be paid will be agreed. 
32 The issue of costs was raised during closing submissions.  In light of my decision in this matter I could not be of the opinion 

that the proceedings have been frivolously or vexatiously instituted or defended as required by section 83C of the Act and I 
therefore make no order as to costs. 

W G Tarr 
Industrial Magistrate 
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Reasons for Decision 
The Application 
1 On 28th September 2005 Tammie Kerr of the Building Industry and Special Projects Inspectorate, a person being so 

authorised, applied to the Commission under the provisions of s.49J (5) of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (the Act) for 
revocation or suspension of the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission (WAIRC) authorisation issued on 
28th August 2002 to Joseph McDonald of The Construction, Forestry Mining and Energy Union of Workers (CFMEUW). 

2 The grounds in support of the application are on 5th February 2004 while purporting to exercise the powers of entry conferred 
by Part II Division 2G of the Act Joseph McDonald acted in an improper manner at the construction site occupied by Pindan 
Pty Ltd t/a Pindan Constructions situated at 45 Rockingham Beach Road and intentionally and unduly hindered an employer or 
employees during their working time at the said construction site. 

3 The application is supported by the following particulars: 
“1. Stating to Mr Scott Frew, a crane technician with Tower Cranes Australia who had been engaged to erect a tower 

crane, that he would sit on any load that the mobile crane, being used to erect the tower crane, attempted to lift. 
 2. Stating to a Boom Logistics employee, Mr Nicholas Riggs, the operator of a mobile crane being used to erect a 

tower crane, that a colleague of the respondent, who at the time was sitting on the crane’s load, would remain in 
that position until the crane operator stopped operating the mobile crane. 

3. Climbing onto the entry walkway of the mobile crane and positioning himself between the crane operator, Mr 
Nicholas Riggs and the crane’s cabin, thus impeding the entry to the cabin of the crane operator. 

4. Remaining positioned on the mobile crane for a period of approximately one hour, despite numerous requests to 
remove himself, and thereby preventing the crane from operating. 

5. Whilst positioned on the crane stating to the crane operator, Mr Nicholas Riggs, “It’s in your best interest to shut 
the crane down and leave the site fro the day” and “You’re a marked man”. 

6. Having to be escorted off the mobile crane by Sergeant Wilshut of the Western Australian Police Service.” 
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Preliminary Point Apprehension of Bias 
4 Before I summarise the relevant evidence I need to record that at the start of proceedings Mr Kucera, of Counsel, who 

appeared for the CFMEUW raised a preliminary point on behalf of the CFMEUW that previous Decisions of mine could give 
rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias in these proceedings.  If this was correct I should therefore disqualify myself. 

5 The argument has two limbs.  First, that in other proceedings I had made adverse findings as to the credit of Mr McDonald as a 
witness and second I had expressed adverse views about how CFMEUW officials conduct themselves.  The findings on credit 
to the detriment of Mr McDonald were claimed to have been made in my Decision in Lee v Joseph McDonald and Michael 
Buchan 2004 WAIRC 12071 and the finding concerning CFMEUW officials was said to have been made in my Decision in 
Leighton Kumagai Joint Venture v Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union (Print 966077). 

6 After considering the submissions of Mr Kucera, of Counsel, and those of Mr Bydder, of Counsel who appeared for the 
Applicant, in opposition to the preliminary point, I made the following Ex tempore Decision dismissing the preliminary point, 
which I now publish. 

7 The Decision has been extracted from the transcript of proceedings, pages 13 to 15 and has been edited by me. 
In answering this preliminary point, it should be remembered that this is a notice of application which was filed in the 
Commission on the 28th September 2005 and which seeks revocation or suspension of the Western Australian Industrial 
Relations Commission authorisation issued on the 28th August 2002 to Joseph McDonald of the Construction Forestry and 
Mining Energy Workers Union under the provisions of s.49J (5) of the Act.  The grounds advanced in support of the 
application are that while purporting to exercise the powers vested in him by Part II Division 26 of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979.  He acted in an improper manner at a construction site occupied by Pindan Pty Ltd trading as Pindan 
Constructions at 45 Rockingham Beach Road and while there intentionally and unduly hindered an employer and 
employees during their working time at that site. That is the issue that I have to determine here today. 
I accept that the case law says that if an observer could entertain a reasonable apprehension that the proceedings would be 
affected by bias, I should not hear them.  That is the principal of law set out in Livesey v NSW Bar Association [1983] 151 
CLR 288 which was adopted by the Full Bench of this Commission in Stammers Supermarkets v SDAEA (1991) 71 WAIG 
2031. 
There are two issues raised where it is said that a reasonable observer would develop an apprehension of bias.  I note there 
is no suggestion of actual bias but there is, according to the CFMEUW, an indication of an apprehension of a bias.  One 
issue is said to be that I cannot divorce myself from the views I expressed in another jurisdiction under another set of laws 
just recently in Leighton-Kumagai Joint Venture v CFMEU (Print 966077).  The particular paragraph is this one: 

"In the opinion of the Commission based on the evidence a 
number of disputes have been caused by the failure of 
particular officials involved to grasp the situation 
confronting them and they have responded in a way that 
those unions upon their record have traditionally 
responded." 

Mr Kucera submits to me that paragraph is a suggestion that the Commission has reached that opinion on the basis of its 
knowledge of the industry.  That is not what the paragraph says at all.  It says:  "In the opinion of the Commission based on 
the evidence”.  The only evidence before it was the evidence that it had accepted in the Leighton-Kumagai case and when 
the Commission said it (the CFMEUW) responded "in a way those individuals have on the record traditionally responded", 
that ‘traditional response’ was in the context of that evidence.  When the Commission earlier stated in its decision that it 
relied on its experience in the industry, it relied on experience in the industry to physically describe the works and the 
differences between building work and civil engineering work.  It did not rely on knowledge gathered over too many years 
now to make that comment upon which it is said that a reasonable person could form a view that there was bias.  Because, 
as I say, the comment refers to the evidence received in the Leighton’s Case. 
Also in that case, the Commission did not hear evidence on behalf of the CFMEU because none was called other than the 
evidence of Mr Kavanagh.  There was not the opportunity for any adverse findings to be made, none were made nor could 
they be made.  The evidence was assessed on the basis of the rule in Jones v Dunkel.  Significantly in the Leighton's case, 
the CFMEU was cautioned by the Commission as to their approach and failure to call evidence, their advocate was told that 
during proceedings.  However, that was the course CFMEU opted to take and the finding which resulted was made and had 
to be made on the rule in Jones v Dunkel. 
As for Lee v McDonald and Buchan, that is a case which did involve a right of entry and in my view is more apposite to this 
application than the Leighton's case.  But as to the allegation that there was an adverse finding on the credit of evidence 
from Mr McDonald, there clearly is not.  The paragraph to which I have been referred is an acceptance by the Commission 
of the honesty of McDonald's evidence.  He did not attempt to mislead the Commission.  Regularly during evidence the 
Commission, in dealing with matters, is not sure that the all of the story has been told.  That does not reflect on the credit of 
the witness at all; it may reflect on the way he was examined or cross-examined, but it is not a derogatory statement.  It is 
just a statement of fact that the Commission is unsure whether it has all the evidence.  But the evidence it did get in that 
case was evidence that the Commission accepted was not designed to mislead, so there was no adverse finding against Mr 
McDonald at all.  Therefore it is not possible to draw the inference from either of the cases and in particular Lee v 
McDonald and Buchan that a reasonable observer could entertain a reasonable apprehension that there was bias. 
Finally, I accept the submission of Mr Bydder that Livesey is a case where the same facts were at issue in both trials.  One 
was a trial at first instance; the next was before a Court of Appeal; exactly the same facts.  I draw the attention of the parties 
to the fact that this application is specifically related to incidents which are alleged to have occurred at 45 Rockingham 
Road on the 5th February 2004.  That is the issue before the Commission.  The Commission has no knowledge at all of that 
project of any events relating to that project.  All of the information is new and whether or not the allegations can be 
established will depend upon the evidence that is presented as to the conduct on that day.  That is for Mr Bydder to establish 
because the Applicant bears the onus of proof. 
As for the concern Mr Kucera expressed about potential mitigation in the event that the allegation is proved, that does not 
go to the question of bias at all.  The question of mitigation is alive in any case where a penalty is applied.  Reference to 
previous conduct is made when deciding penalty.  Previous conduct was referred to by Vice President Ross in his recent 
decision where he denied to issue an entry permit to Mr McDonald under the Workplace Relations Act 1996.  However, in 
due course the Commission may have to fix a penalty and it will hear from the CFMEUW as to mitigation; if that arises and 
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the Commission fixes a penalty which is in error in that circumstance there is an appealable error, if there is an appeal.  It is 
not a question of bias. 
I will add such further comments as I believe are necessary to these Reasons for me rejecting the preliminary application 
when I finally determine the matter and I will now proceed to deal with the application before me. 

The Evidence 
8 At the conclusion of proceedings Mr Bydder of Counsel, abandoned the grounds set out in paragraphs 1, 2 and partially in 

ground 5 asserting that the evidence supports the particulars set out in the balance of the grounds.  This is a clear concession 
the evidence does not support paragraph 1, 2 and part of 5. 

9 I do not intend in these Reasons for Decision to touch upon any of the issues which were raised in support of the three 
paragraphs of particulars or grounds which are now withdrawn and confine myself to the observation that these concessions 
were subject to considerable evidence during proceedings and it would have been of greater utility to abandon them before the 
proceedings rather than lead the evidence and when it was obviously faulty to abandon the ground. 

10 I also note that there is only a partial abandonment of particular 5 in that the allegation that Joseph McDonald said to Nicholas 
Riggs, the mobile crane operator, “You’re a marked man” still remains as a particular.  In fact it is suggested that this particular 
is sufficient upon which to base a finding that McDonald’s behaviour in saying those words, if he did, was improper and 
therefore a breach of his obligations under the Act.   

11 For the Applicant the Commission heard evidence from seven witnesses.  The first was Sergeant H.R. Wiltschut a Police 
Officer who attended the site on 5th February 2004.  Then Sergeant Wiltschut was based at the Rockingham Police Station but 
at the time of the hearing of this case in December 2005 he was located in Port Hedland and gave evidence by video link from 
South Hedland.  Sergeant Wiltschut was the senior Police Officer in command on site of four Police Officers who attended the 
Pindan site on 5th February 2004.   

12 Evidence was taken from Nicholas Charles Riggs.  Mr Riggs is a crane operator employed by Boom Logistics who are the 
owners of a 400 ton Libeherr mobile crane which had been located onto the public roadway on the northern side of the 
property for the purpose of erecting a tower crane.  I will say more about Mr Riggs’ evidence later. 

13 Scott Brendan Frew who is a crane technician employed by Tower Cranes Australia which had been engaged by Pindan to 
erect the crane also gave evidence.  Mr Frew also had responsibility for the preparation of safety procedures for the erection of 
the tower crane.  These procedures are known as a Job Safety Analysis (JSA) and are required to be produced under the terms 
of the Occupational Health and Safety Act. 

14 Evidence was taken from Joseph Ferraloro who was also involved in the crew to erect the tower crane.  Duncan Walker was 
the Project Manager for Pindan Construction.  He is an important witness in these proceedings as it was upon his directions 
that Joseph McDonald was requested to leave the site.  I will give attention to his evidence later.  Also important for the 
purposes of ascertaining the real reason for the visit of Joseph McDonald and another union official Darren Kavanagh to the 
site is Gregg Mifflin who was the site manager for Pindan Construction at the time.  The arrangements that Mr Mifflin is said 
to have made with Mr Kavanagh concerning the disposition of a workforce may also be of some considerable influence on the 
outcome of this application.  The final witness for the Applicant was Marcus Clark.  Mr Clark was at the material time a 
Building Industry Taskforce Investigator and is now an Investigator and Inspector for the Office of the Australian Building 
Construction Commissioner.  Mr Clark is an experienced investigator and his evidence too is important for the disposition of 
this matter. 

15 The counter balancing evidence on behalf of the CFMEUW was received from Joseph McDonald himself and Darren 
Kavanagh.  Darren Kavanagh is employed by the CFMEUW as an expert in safety and health matters.  According to his 
evidence, which I accept, he is highly qualified in this area by experience and academically.  His evidence as to the purposes 
for his visit too may be of influence to the outcome of these proceedings. 

16 Before I summarise the evidence I observe that the matters which are the subject of a examination in these proceedings 
occurred almost two years before the matter came to hearing.  There is wide variance in the recollection of the various persons 
who gave evidence particularly relating to the times the events took place and the duration that they occupied.  The finding 
about what is more likely on the balance of probabilities to be the time and duration is also important for these proceedings.  
To this end the Commission has been fortunate to receive evidence from experienced witnesses such as Sergeant Wiltschut and 
Marcus Clark about those times and duration.  Their evidence is evidence to which the Commission will give considerable 
weight.  Rather than summarise the words of every witness I intend to recite the impression of the events which comes from 
their evidence in a narrative form. 

17 On the day preceding the 5th February 2004 there were activities on the site relating to the erection of a tower crane.  There was 
a visit by CFMEUW officials, members of the Building Industry Taskforce and Worksafe.  There were discussions about 
whether employees would remain on site during the erection of the tower crane. 

18 The evidence of Mr Walker is that if the Project Manager or the Project Owner had its wish it would have erected the tower 
crane out of hours.  This was the best option given the location of the site.  However because the property is located on the 
main road to the Rockingham foreshore the Rockingham Shire was not prepared to have the road closed for the occupation by 
the mobile crane during the weekend.  Therefore Pindan had to erect the crane during normal working hours.  As far as Mr 
Walker was concerned the erection of the crane was on the critical path for the project.  The critical path was his personal 
responsibility and he wanted the crane erected within the parameters given to him by the Shire, which were that it had to be 
erected during working hours.  Mr Walker wanted to achieve that within three working days. 

19 During the discussions on 4th February 2004 it appears that it was agreed that a number of employees would go and work on 
other sites and would not be on the site during the tower crane erection.  Pindan through Mr Walker did not agree that was 
necessary however it appears that is what was to happen. 

20 On 5th February 2004 which was the day the erection of the tower crane was to commence, various people came to work for 
that purpose.  Mr Mifflin, the site manager, was there early round about 6:00am to open the site.  As it happened a number of 
employees; bricklayers, form workers and other trades had appeared on the site and were working.  Also on site were members 
of the Building Industry Taskforce.  Mr Clark and a colleague, Mr Morris Holder, had been advised by Mr Mifflin the previous 
day that he thought their presence might be necessary on the day. 

21 First thing in the morning Mr Walker was not on the site but Mr Riggs, Mr Frew, Mr Ferraloro was. 
22 It appears from the evidence that Mr McDonald and Mr Kavanagh arrived at the site somewhere between 6:20 and 6:30am.  

Their version of events is that they walked onto the site through a narrow alleyway to see Mr Mifflin.  It was apparent to them 
that there were employees working on site and this was contrary to their view of the custom and practice for erection of tower 
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cranes and to the arrangement they thought they had made with Pindan the previous day.  They, through Mr Kavanagh wished 
to speak to the employees to discuss with them the safety aspects of continuing to work in that circumstance. 

23 Mr Kavanagh asked Mr Mifflin if he could speak to the workforce and Mr Mifflin agreed.  This was after Mr Kavanagh had 
raised with Mr Mifflin difficulties he saw with people being on the site during the lift of tower crane components.  Mr 
Kavanagh spoke to employees in the amenities facilities.  It is common ground that at the completion of that meeting many of 
the employees decided that they would leave site.  Mr Mifflin did not object to this and the men left the site.  In the meantime 
Joseph McDonald left the meeting with Mr Kavanagh and Mr Mifflin, also present and within earshot were Marcus Clark and 
Mr Holder his colleague.  Mr McDonald then climbed upon the mobile crane and stood on the slewing platform beside the 
cabin.  On best information it appears that Nicholas Riggs, the mobile crane driver, was in position in the crane cabin and he 
and Mr McDonald engaged in conversation.  Mr McDonald’s version is that he told Mr Riggs that the CFMEUW had a 
difficulty with the safety of erecting the tower crane when people were working on site. 

24 The mobile crane motor was not started anytime during Mr McDonald’s occupation of the platform near the cabin.  After Mr 
McDonald spoke to Mr Riggs he decided that he would go and get advice from his Principals about what he should do.  He left 
the cabin and went and made a phone call.  His evidence, which is uncontroverted in this respect, is his employer told him that 
whether he operated the mobile crane or not was a matter for him.  He received no instructions other than it was ‘his decision’.  
He obtained a cup of coffee and climbed back on the mobile crane and entered the cabin.  From the Commission’s observation 
during hearing their evidence of the two men one is extremely rotund and the other is of large frame, therefore it was a squeeze 
for Mr Riggs to get back into the crane.  However it is not suggested by the evidence that Mr McDonald used the mass of his 
body to obstruct Mr Riggs from climbing into his mobile crane cabin if that is what he wanted to do.  Mr Riggs and Mr 
McDonald had various conversations.  Mr Riggs and Mr McDonald are well known to each other, Mr Riggs is a long standing 
member of the CFMEUW. 

25 About the time Mr McDonald had climbed onto the mobile crane a phone call had been made to the Rockingham Police 
requesting attendance at the site.  Sergeant Wiltschut attended with at least two other officers.  Sergeant Wiltschut then set 
about making preparations for any action required of the Police by informing himself as to the status of the land upon which 
the mobile crane was standing.  He says that he asked the traffic controller to produce paperwork from the Shire to establish 
whether the mobile crane was properly occupying the roadway.  He did not make any enquiries whether the mobile crane was 
on the building site occupied by Pindan but he did satisfy himself that it was bona fide on the roadway beside the site. 

26 In the meantime Mr Walker had arrived.  He had been told about the events.  He approached the mobile crane and told Mr 
McDonald that he wished him to get off.  Mr McDonald says that he was not asked to remove himself, he was told to “fuck 
off” and this was repeated to him on a couple of occasions.  Eventually Mr Walker was advised by Mr Clark that he should ask 
Mr McDonald to produce his authority.  Mr Walker asked for Mr McDonald to produce his authority.  The evidence of Mr 
Clark is clear that Mr McDonald did so immediately by holding it out level with his shoulder.  It could not be read by Mr 
Walker at that angle and Mr Clark shouted to Mr McDonald to “Show him (Mr Walker) the permit” and Mr McDonald did.  
Mr Walker asked Mr McDonald to remove himself from the mobile crane.  When he did not Mr Walker asked the police to 
remove him.  Sergeant Wiltschut and another police officer then mounted the crane and asked Mr McDonald for his 
authorisation which he showed.  Sergeant Wiltschut then asked him to vacate the crane which he did forthwith.  Sergeant 
Wiltschut’s evidence is clear in this respect that as soon as a Police officer asked him to remove himself Mr McDonald did.  
There was no need for arrest or force; Mr McDonald left of his own volition. 

27 Mr McDonald’s version is that the CFMEUW’s officials are told by the Secretary that when asked to show their permit they do 
so immediately.  He made it a habit because of the sensitivity of the issue that as soon as he is asked to produce his permit he 
does and he did in this case.  The first time Mr Walker asked him to produce his permit he did; he did not produce his permit in 
the early part of the conversation when he was told to “fuck off out of there”. 

28 Some of the witnesses, for instance Mr Frew, suggested that these events took over two hours.  Mr Clark’s view, which I am 
prepared to accept as an educated one in this respect, was that from the time Mr McDonald mounted the mobile crane to the 
time he came off would have been twenty minutes but it may have been longer than that, up to half an hour.  There is no 
evidence that Mr McDonald was on the mobile crane for two hours.  It seems as though Mr Kavanagh and Mr McDonald 
arrived about 6:25am Mr Kavanagh took some photographs then the two men entered the site to speak to Mr Mifflin.  It was 
after those conversations that Mr McDonald mounted the mobile crane this on the evidence was around 6:45 to 6:50am.  The 
photographs taken indicate that by 7:19am Mr McDonald was off the mobile crane standing beside it.  Therefore it is not 
possible in those circumstances for him to be on the crane for two hours, so it may have been twenty minutes, on the evidence 
of Mr Clark it may have been longer but inordinately so.  The clear evidence of Sergeant Wiltschut is that Mr McDonald was 
asked to leave the mobile crane by him and he immediately did so. 

29 To complete the story it needs to be said that Mr McDonald had conversations with Mr Riggs while he was on the platform of 
the mobile crane and those conversations deteriorated from being reasonably courteous to banter to argumentative.  It is during 
this argumentative phase when the two men were talking about military service that Mr Riggs says Mr McDonald said he was 
a “marked man”. 

30 It is this alleged statement that the Applicant says should form the basis of a finding that Mr McDonald acted in an improper 
manner because it is improper to make such a threat. 

31 Significantly there was no evidence at all, other than the evidence from Mr Riggs, that these words were spoken.  Mr 
McDonald denies that he used the words.  Mr Riggs did not produce any contemporary record of the words  No evidence was 
called from other persons who were present about those words, nor was there any evidence called of Mr Riggs at a 
contemporary time telling anyone on the site that this threat had been made.  Mr McDonald left the mobile crane somewhere 
after 7:19am and after some conversations walked across the road to a café and observed the site from there.  Work 
commenced thereafter on the erection of the tower crane.  It was later stopped because of high winds. 

The Legislation 
32 This application is brought pursuant to s.49J(5) of the Act which provides as follows: 
 “The Commission constituted by a Commissioner may, by order, on application by any person, revoke, or suspend for 

a period determined by the Commission, the authority if satisfied that the person to whom it was issued has —  
 (a) acted in an improper manner in the exercise of any power conferred on the person by this Division; or 
 (b) intentionally and unduly hindered an employer or employees during their working time.” 
33 The Division referred to is Division 2G of the Act and contains ss49G to 49O.    Ss49H and 49I are particularly relevant in 

these proceedings.  Section 49J is in two parts; the first part requires the Applicant satisfy the Commission that the 
Respondents acted in an improper manner in the exercise of the power  
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 (i) to enter any premises during working hours where relevant employees work for the purpose of holding 
discussions at the premises with any of the relevant employees (s.49H)(1) or  

 (ii) during working hours enter any premises where relevant employees work for the purpose of investigating any 
suspected breach of certain legislation, or an award, order, industrial agreement or employer/employee 
agreement that applies to any such employee (s.49I(1)). 

34 The second limb of s.49J(5) requires the applicant to satisfy the Commission that Mr McDonald intentionally and unduly 
hindered an employer or employees during their working time.  The hindrance referred to must be both intentional and undue.  
The legislation recognises that there can be “due hindrance” of an employer or employees during their working time (see 
Curran v. Thomas Borthwick (1990) 33 IR 6 at 19 and following). 

35 The word ‘premise’ is defined in the Act as including any land.  There is no contest that the building site at 45 Rockingham 
Beach Road Rockingham was premises.  There was no argument that the Pindan site was premises for the purposes of s.82B of 
the Police Act 1892 which Act defines the premises as including any land, building structure or any part thereof.  This broad 
definition of land would in, my view, include the roadway on which the mobile crane was located.  If the Police asked 
Mr McDonald to leave the crane under the authority vested in them by s.82B of the Police Act 1982 that would appear to be 
within their authority but whether the land on which the mobile crane was located was premises in the power and possession of 
Pindan for the purpose of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 is another question about which the Commission must make 
findings, because s.49J(5) in paragraph (a) and (b) deal with conduct authorised by s.49H and s.49J which both relate to entry 
on ‘premises’. 

 Findings and Conclusions 
36 Having considered all of the evidence the Commission is required to make its findings.  It should be stated first that there is a 

considerable divergence in the evidence amongst the various witnesses.  This could be because of the time that has passed 
between the events on 5th February 2004 and the hearing date. 

37 It should be said too that some of the evidence seems to be a little on the imaginative side.  For instance Mr Riggs’ memories 
of some person sitting on the mobile crane load are memories not supported by anybody, so much so that two important 
particulars upon which this application is erected were withdrawn at the conclusion of the proceedings by the Applicant.  
Clearly if someone from the CFMEUW had been sitting on the load there would have been a hindrance in terms of s.49J but 
there was no person sitting on the load. 

38 It is open to conclude that Mr Kavanagh and Mr McDonald arrived at the site having made their presence and feelings known 
about the erection of the tower crane on the previous day.  They thought they had made arrangements that workers on the site 
would not be present during the erection of the tower crane. 

39 Pindan, through Mr Walker, have a different view of whether it is safe or not to erect a tower crane with other people working 
on the site.  The required safety standards are met according to Pindan if the area is bunted off and every precaution is taken to 
ensure that there is no lifting of tower crane compartments over any part of the site where work may be taking place. 

40 It is not the duty of this Commission to make any finding about the safety of the procedure adopted by Pindan.  What can be 
said is that because the CFMEUW declares a particular activity on a site to be a custom and practice, in this case that tower 
cranes will not be erected while persons are on the site, this does not impose any requirement on industry to accept that policy. 

41 The appropriate safety legislation is binding and that is what the industry is required to comply with. 
42 That said it seems from the evidence of Mr Walker that his preference would have been to erect the tower crane outside normal 

working hours and that would have happened at Rockingham if permission had been granted by the Shire Council.  However it 
was not forthcoming. 

43 It is against this background that Mr Kavanagh and Mr McDonald arrived on the site at around about 6:20 – 6:30am on the 
morning of the 5th February 2004.  Mr Kavanagh took some photographs and he and Mr McDonald went and had a discussion 
with Mr Mifflin the Project Manager.  Mr Kavanagh then had a further discussion with Mr Mifflin’s consent with the 
employees.  There was an agreement made that the men would have to go to work on other sites and this occurred.  The 
evidence of Mr Mifflin is quite clear that he was at least acquiescent with that course of events. 

44 This is important because it means that a large opportunity for hindrance of work diminished when by consent the employees 
went somewhere else to work. 

45 While Mr Kavanagh was carrying on these negotiations Mr McDonald went and climbed upon the mobile crane.  Between 
6:45 and 6:50am I find that on the best evidence before the Commission Mr Riggs was already in the cabin and they had a 
discussion, Mr McDonald telling Mr Riggs that he was there because of potential safety issues.  Mr Riggs later left the crane 
cabin to get advice from his Principals.  He received that advice.  I accept that they left the decision to him whether he would 
start the mobile crane or not.  Mr Riggs returned to the crane with his coffee and squeezed past Mr McDonald.  The men are 
both large and there was a small space to get into the cab, but there is nothing in the evidence before the Commission to 
support a finding that Mr McDonald physically hindered Mr Riggs from getting into the cabin.  The opportunity was there at 
all times for Mr Riggs to start up the crane if he wanted to, and it appears from the evidence that it was Riggs’ view that he 
could not start the crane because there was someone sitting on the load not because Mr McDonald was standing beside the 
cabin although he claimed in his evidence this concerned him.  As it turns out there was no-one sitting on the load but Mr 
Riggs opted not to start the crane in any event. 

46 Mr Mifflin had called the Building Taskforce officers to the site the day before and had called the Police on the morning of 5th 
February when Mr Kavanagh and Mr McDonald appeared he also summoned Mr Walker.  Mr McDonald was on the mobile 
crane by the time the Police arrived and Mr Clark and Mr Holder had been witnesses to discussions between Mr Kavanagh and 
Mr Mifflin.  Most of the players in the scene then moved to the mobile crane. 

47 It is open to conclude, and I do, that Mr Walker told Mr McDonald to “fuck off”.  One can draw this conclusion on the balance 
of probabilities because the Commission had the opportunity of seeing Mr Walker in the witness box.  He is clearly a strong 
willed aggressive person who has very little time for the CFMEUW whom he regards as a blight upon the building industry 
and he gave his evidence in a powerful and aggressive way.  One can easily picture that is the way he would behave on a 
building site and that conclusion is drawn with no criticism directed to him for that conduct.  But what it does mean is that he 
was likely to be aggressive in his communication with Mr McDonald and more likely told him to fuck off.  Even though 
Mr Walker accused him there is no evidence that Mr McDonald was ranting and raving while on the mobile crane 

48 It is difficult to conclude that until Mr Clark had counselled Mr Walker about how to go about the removal of Mr McDonald 
that Mr Walker actually asked him to leave.  When Mr Walker asked Mr McDonald to leave he did refuse in the first instance 
and it seems very shortly afterwards the Police were asked to intervene.  This was not before Mr Walker had asked 
Mr McDonald to produce his right of entry authority.  The evidence of Mr Clark is that Mr McDonald conformed with this 
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request without delay and this is consistent with Mr McDonald’s evidence that these are the instructions that have been given 
by the Secretary of the CFMEUW.  With the assistance of Mr Clark, Mr Walker was able to view the authority.  There was 
discussion between Mr McDonald and Mr Walker, Mr McDonald asserting that there was safety issues involved in the erection 
of the tower crane.  Mr Walker then asked Sergeant Wiltschut remove Mr McDonald from the mobile crane. 

49 Apparently at the suggestion of Mr Clark, on arrival Sergeant Wiltschut had conducted inquiries to ensure that he would have 
the appropriate authority, and I interpolate here, under s.82 of the Police Act to remove Mr McDonald.  He satisfied himself 
that the crane was located on the roadway under the authority of the Shire Council. 

50 He did not, on the evidence at least, go a step further and satisfy himself that the mobile crane was on the building site, that is 
on Pindan’s premises, but nor did he have to.  As I understand the provisions of s.82 of the Police Act 1982 that was 
unnecessary for the use of the powers granted by that section to a police officer given where the mobile crane was located. 

51 Sergeant Wiltschut asked Mr McDonald to leave and his evidence was that to Mr McDonald’s credit he immediately complied.  
There was no need for force, there was no need for any intervention of the police officers other than them to climb onto the 
crane and ask Mr McDonald to leave, which he did. 

52 Soon after that Mr McDonald retired from the site and work commenced. 
Examination of Particulars 
53 The grounds, sometimes called particulars, in support of this application assert that there was undue hindrance by 

Mr McDonald climbing onto the mobile crane and positioning himself between the operator and the mobile crane’s cabin thus 
impeding entry. 

54 On the evidence before the Commission that ground is not made out, I have described the events that occurred between the two 
men and find Mr McDonald’s conduct does not constitute a deliberate impeding of Mr Riggs entry into the crane cabin, in fact 
Mr Riggs was in the crane cabin before Mr McDonald arrived.  He left the crane cabin to get advice and get a cup of coffee 
and came back again squeezing past Mr McDonald to reoccupy the cab. 

55 Ground 4 is that Mr McDonald remained positioned on the mobile crane for a period of about one hour, despite numerous 
requests to remove himself thereby preventing the crane from operating.  Mr Mifflin who is the Project Manager never asked 
Mr McDonald to remove himself; the only request on the evidence appeared to come from Mr Walker.  The initial request 
from Mr Walker was not of a nature of a request they were orders for Mr McDonald to “fuck off”.  It was only when Mr 
Walker received advice from Marcus Clark, who it is open to find, acted sensibly to try and assist in the situation that a proper 
request was put.  Mr McDonald did not respond to the request and this lack of response was remediated by the intervention of 
the Police.  These events took somewhat less than an hour. 

56 It may well have been that in their conversations that Mr McDonald sought to influence Mr Riggs not to operate the mobile 
crane.  This is set out in ground 5 of the application but the fact of the matter was the mobile crane was never operating so it 
could not be shut down, the motor could have been started by Mr Riggs if he had wanted to but he did not because he thought 
someone was sitting on the load.  In the hearing much was made about the presence of Mr McDonald standing beside the 
cabin, however the evidence clearly points to the reason for the mobile crane not being started was Mr Riggs’ thought that 
there was a person sitting on the load.  There is no evidence that there was such a person nor is there any evidence that there 
was a third CFMEUW official present. 

57 Nevertheless it is perceivable that Mr McDonald did suggest to Mr Riggs that he should not operate the crane but there was no 
hindrance because Mr Riggs did not take any notice of him. 

58 For s.49J(5) to be invoked there must be a finding that Mr McDonald acted in an improper manner in the exercise of power 
granted to him and that he unduly hindered the work.  Curran v Borthwick explains what hindrance means.  There can be due 
hindrance and this requires the Commission to make some comments about s.49H and s.49I.  These two provisions authorise 
right of entry for specific purposes; s.49H for discussions with the employees and s.49I to investigate breaches on various 
legislation. 

59 These sections must have some purpose.  If Mr McDonald and Mr Kavanagh were on the site looking at safety issues, the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 is an Act mentioned in s.49I where an authorised representative may enter into any 
premises where there are relevant employees for the purpose of investigating any suspected breach. 

60 An employer does not have to agree with the holder of an authority that there is a suspected breach before the holder of that 
authority is at large to try and establish whether there is a breach.  His right to enter cannot be negated because of a difference 
of opinion between him and the employer as to whether there is or there is not a breach.  The same can be said about the power 
of entry to have discussions with employees.  The provision relates to the purpose of holding discussions on premises with 
relevant employees who wish to participate in those discussions.  But the holder of an authority to enter cannot discover 
whether any employee wishes to participate until he has entered onto the site.  In my opinion the suite of provisions relating to 
right of entry is predicated on the basis that there will be a right of entry for the purposes set out in the Act.  Those purposes 
being prescribed in s.49H and s.49I but subject to the provisions of s.49J which provide that if there is an improper conduct or 
if there is intentional and undue hindrance during working time then the Commission constituted by the Commissioner may 
order a revocation or suspension for a period to be determined by the Commission of the authority issued to the union official. 

61 The Applicant in this case has failed to establish that there has been improper conduct by Mr McDonald.  Insofar as that 
assertion is based on an allegation that Mr McDonald said that Mr Riggs was a marked man, there was no supporting evidence 
for that contention.  Mr McDonald denies that he used such words, Mr Riggs says that the words were used, however Mr Riggs 
did not report to anyone else at least there was no evidence called before the Commission of him advising anyone in a 
contemporary fashion that these words had been said to him.  In any event when it comes to assessing the evidence between 
Mr McDonald and Mr Riggs clearly Mr Riggs memory was faulty about a very important piece of evidence that is a person 
sitting on the load, and if he can be wrong about such an important part of the events he could well be wrong about the words 
allegedly spoken to him by Mr McDonald.  The Commission has to conclude because there is no evidence to find otherwise 
that Mr McDonald did not tell Mr Riggs that he was a marked man. 

62 As for the allegation that is there has been undue hindrance, the mounting the crane by Mr McDonald could have caused 
hindrance to employers or employees.  The hindrance though must be in the terms of Curran v Borthwick undue hindrance 
because that case recognises there can be due hindrance.  As I have said earlier if the right of entry provisions mean anything 
the holder of an authority is entitled to go onto a site by proper notice to pursue those matters which are set out in s.49H and 
s.49I.  I have observed earlier there could well be a difference of opinion between the employer and the holder of an authority 
about whether there is a safety issue, but the fact that the employer says there is not does not mean that the holder of an 
authority is not allowed under the right of entry terms to satisfy himself that there is no breach of any of the Acts which are 
mentioned in the provision.  The union officials on the evidence before the Commission did no more than that on the day in 
question and therefore there has not been intentional and undue hindrance of an employer or employee in their working time.  
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Such hindrance as there was was not undue and when appropriately authorised persons asked Mr McDonald to leave, he 
complied in a reasonable time. 

63 I therefore find the application has not been made out on the evidence submitted, the onus of proof is on the Applicant it has 
not discharged that onus. 

64 If I am wrong on the findings set out above I need to examine whether or not these incidents took place on the premises. 
65 When the issue of the premises was raised by Mr Kucera in his address it was answered by Mr Bydder on the basis that the 

issue was clearly an industrial matter under s.6 of the Act.  I respectfully agree with him, the events on the mobile crane were 
an industrial matter but that does not answer the question whether they took part on premises in the power, possession and 
control of the employer in this case Pindan.  In other words it has to be proven that the incident took place when a right of 
entry was being exercised on the premises.  It devolves upon the Applicant to prove that there was an exercise of a right of 
entry taking place and that was not done in this case.  There is, in my view, an onus on the Applicant so to do. 

66 In previous cases such as Lee v McDonald and Buchan (ibid) there was no need to prove that the entry was on premises matter 
because it was conceded.  There were issues similar to this in Silent Vector Pty Ltd t/a Sizer Builders v Construction Forestry 
Mining and Energy Union (2203) 83 WAIG 565 where it was established that there was a loading zone on the front of the site 
which had been authorised and placed in a possession of the builder by the appropriate local authority.  Therefore activities of 
the holder of an authority in the loading zone could be said to be on the site i.e. the premises.  There is no such evidence before 
the Commission here, the only evidence is that from Sergeant Wiltschut who said he satisfied himself that the traffic controller 
was authorised to block Rockingham Beach Road and locate the mobile crane on the roadway.  For the purposes of the Police 
Act that was sufficient for Sergeant Wiltschut to exercise his authority to remove Mr McDonald.  However those documents 
were not produced before the Commission nor were any documents which might have established that Pindan had an authority 
from the Shire Council which made the roadway a part of their premises. 

67 The failure to discharge the onus to prove there was entry on to the premises is a major deficiency in the Applicant’s case and 
the previous findings I have made aside the Commission would have to dismiss the application. 

68 An order will issue dismissing this application. 
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr C. Bydder, of Counsel, who appeared on behalf of the Applicant and Mr T. Kucera, of Counsel, who appeared 
on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, 
hereby orders: 
 THAT the application be, and is hereby, dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Termination of employment – Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal – Summary dismissal – Lack of 

procedural fairness – Applicant harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed – Application upheld – 
Compensation ordered – Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 29(1)(b)(i) 

Result Upheld and Order Issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr K Trainer (as agent) 
Respondent Mr D Johnston (as agent) 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 This is an application by Declan Joseph Finnegan (“the applicant”) pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations 

Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The applicant alleges that he was unfairly terminated from his position as a service copier technician 
with Abacus Calculators (WA) Pty Ltd (“the respondent”) on 15 October 2004 and the respondent denies that the applicant 
was unfairly terminated.  At the commencement of the hearing the applicant advised the Commission that he was no longer 
pursuing that part of his claim that dealt with contractual benefits under his contract of employment. 
Background 

2 There are a number of relevant facts that are not in dispute.  When the applicant commenced employment with the respondent 
on 8 March 2004, his terms and conditions of employment were confirmed in a letter of appointment dated 8 March 2004 and 
attached to this letter was a confidentiality agreement signed by the applicant and a document headed “Abacus Service 
Department Employment Conditions” (Exhibit A1).  The applicant commenced employment on a salary of $25,000 per annum 
and after completing a three month probationary period the applicant’s salary increased to $28,000 per annum.  The vehicle the 
respondent provided to the applicant to undertake his work included some private usage. 

3 The applicant was terminated at a meeting with the respondent’s service manager, Mr Ian Brown, the respondent’s service co-
ordinator Ms Denise Mann and the respondent’s managing director Mr Glenn Ford on the afternoon of 15 October 2004.  At 
this meeting the following letter was handed to the applicant. 

“15th October 2004 
Attention: Declan Finnegan 
Dear Declan 
On numerous occasions you have been warned that certain aspects of your position have not been correctly performed.  
Examples of some of these incidences are as follows: 
> You have been advised that paperwork has been completed incorrectly and you have left out important information, 

such as, copier readings on customers’ machines.  You have been made fully aware that all information is vital and 
must be correctly entered onto paperwork at all times. 

> No due care has been taken when completing documentation, as handwriting is not legible. 
> The amount of time you have taken to get from one job to another is absolutely not acceptable. 
> We have been unable to contact you on the mobile phone during business hours and again, as you are aware, mobile 

phones are to be left on at all times. 
> As you are also aware, staff meetings that are held regularly are not only to keep staff updated with important 

information, but to also build morale and allow staff to become more team orientated.  You have shown no effort with 
regards to this and we do not believe you have the best interest of the company at heart. 

After numerous warnings, we no longer can nor shall we tolerate this sort of behaviour or attitude.  Therefore, it is 
unfortunate, that due to your work performance, or lack thereof, we have no other alternative but to terminate your 
employment effective immediately. 
(signed) 
Ian Brown Acceptance and acknowledgement: 
Service Manager Declan Finnegan” 

(Exhibit A2) 
4 When the applicant commenced employment with the respondent his main duty was to service photocopiers and undertake 

preventative maintenance at Edith Cowan University (“ECU”) campuses and at Austal Shipping and when the applicant was 
not servicing these contracts he undertook call out repairs at a range of venues which were allocated to him by the respondent’s 
service department.  Some weeks after the applicant was terminated the respondent paid him all outstanding entitlements due 
to him as well as a payment in lieu of notice. 
Applicant’s evidence 

5 The applicant stated that he had worked for approximately 13 to 14 years repairing and servicing facsimile and photocopier 
machines in the United Kingdom and Ireland before coming to Australia and prior to commencing employment with the 
respondent the applicant worked in Victoria for one year repairing facsimile machines and telephones before he was made 
redundant. 

6 The applicant stated that the respondent required him to repair and undertake preventative maintenance on photocopiers and 
the applicant claimed that he had no problems completing his duties and he understood that the respondent was happy with the 
job he was doing.  The applicant stated that soon after he commenced employment with the respondent he was allocated to 
undertake preventative maintenance on copiers for one and a half days each week at the three ECU campus libraries and he 
also serviced other machines at ECU on an on-call basis.  The applicant stated that the contracts the respondent had with ECU 
and Austal Shipping were important to the respondent and the applicant understood that he successfully met the requirements 
of these contracts. 

7 The applicant stated that immediately prior to completing his probationary period he attended a meeting with Mr Brown, 
Mr Ford and Ms Mann to discuss a problem concerning a callout he had undertaken the previous day.  The applicant stated that 
once he advised the respondent that he had sent a facsimile to the respondent the previous day explaining his movements this 
callout was no longer an issue for the respondent. 
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8 The applicant stated that Mr Brown was his supervisor and that he answered to him. 
9 The applicant stated that he was sometimes told that service staff had difficulty reading his hand writing and he undertook to 

improve in this area.  The applicant stated that when he was advised of this problem he was not told that his ongoing 
employment with the respondent was in jeopardy. 

10 The applicant stated that two days before he was terminated he was called into the respondent’s head office and was then told 
that Mr Brown wanted to speak to him.  When the applicant approached Mr Brown he asked him about delays completing 
some jobs the previous day.  The applicant explained that he was fixing two machines at Austal Shipping and that once 
Mr Brown was aware that he was servicing two machines the applicant stated that Mr Brown was happy with his explanation 
and that he would not be deducted two hours pay for that day.  The applicant stated that Mr Brown then queried the time the 
applicant took to attend a job at a newsagency in Claremont.  The applicant stated that he took longer than usual to attend this 
job because he was given the wrong address and he stated that Mr Brown accepted his explanation.  The applicant stated that 
he was not warned at this meeting that his ongoing employment was in jeopardy. 

11 The applicant stated that the respondent commenced a quality control assessment record for technicians in or about July 2004 
and he stated that he was rated as number one on this chart for performance and recalls. 

12 The applicant stated that prior to a meeting with Ms Mann and Mr Brown two days before he was terminated he attended 
another meeting with Mr Brown and Ms Mann and was advised that the respondent was introducing a new scheme whereby if 
the times specified on a technician’s job sheets to travel and complete the required duties did not equate with the respondent’s 
view about the usual time to travel to a particular client and undertake the work required then some of the technician’s salary 
would be deducted.  The applicant stated that he was told at this meeting that the respondent did not have a problem with him 
in this regard. 

13 The applicant stated that in the last two to three weeks of employment with the respondent he was taken off the ECU contract 
and was allocated to undertake general service calls.  The applicant stated that the machines he was now required to service 
were different as they were older and he stated that he was not given any training to work on these machines. 

14 The applicant stated that on 15 October 2004 at approximately 4.15pm he met with Mr Ford, Mr Brown and Ms Mann and the 
applicant stated that he was unaware of the reason he was required to attend the meeting.  The applicant was told at this 
meeting that his performance was not up to scratch and that he was to be terminated and he was handed his letter of 
termination and told to read it.  The applicant stated that he was shocked when he read the letter as he did not agree with the 
contents of the letter.  The applicant asked for details about the respondent’s concerns but he claimed that he was not given any 
clear answers.  The applicant gave evidence that after approximately one and a half to two hours of discussion he was told to 
hand over his car keys, to remove his personal effects from the car and to leave the respondent’s premises.  The applicant 
stated that after complaining that he had no way of getting home the respondent arranged a taxi for him. 

15 The applicant maintained that he was given no warnings that his employment was at risk either verbally or in writing prior to 
15 October 2004. 

16 The applicant commented on the reasons given for his termination (see Exhibit A2).  The applicant stated that he was 
occasionally asked to clarify details contained on his paperwork and that this issue was also raised generally in staff meetings.  
The applicant stated that the time he took to travel between jobs that was discussed at the meeting on 13 October 2004 was not 
excessive and he gave an explanation at this meeting for the difficulties he had previously experienced which was accepted by 
the respondent and he stated that no other examples were given to him about lengthy travel times.  The applicant maintained 
that the respondent’s claims that he was uncontactable on his mobile phone were untrue but the applicant stated that when he 
was working in ECU libraries he was told by a security officer that he was not to turn on his mobile phone and as a result he 
switched his phone on to the vibrate mode.  The applicant conceded that as a result he missed some calls from the respondent 
but stated that he responded to these calls once he left the library.  The applicant stated that the respondent held staff meetings 
outside of his normal working hours and that he went to the first few meetings but as he believed these meetings were of no 
use to him he stopped attending.  The applicant stated that he was not advised that these meetings were compulsory and he 
stated that Mr Brown was aware that the applicant was not attending these meetings.  The applicant stated that he always wore 
a suit to work and that he had high dress standards and he stated that when he commenced employment he was advised by 
Mr Brown that it was acceptable for him to wear a suit.  The applicant stated that at no stage was he instructed to wear a 
uniform nor was he issued with a shirt containing the respondent’s logo. 

17 The applicant stated that he was shocked when he was terminated because he was not expecting it.  The applicant refused to 
sign his letter of termination as he believed the issues relied on by the respondent to terminate him were not true and the 
applicant maintained that his performance was good and he understood that he was meeting the respondent’s requirements by 
completing five to six jobs each day. 

18 The applicant stated that he kept a diary of the machines that he serviced (Exhibit A3). 
19 The applicant stated that he has been unsuccessful in obtaining alternative employment after his termination.  The applicant 

gave evidence that he has applied for numerous jobs advertised in the local newspaper and he has approached businesses listed 
in the yellow pages and since April 2005 the applicant has been in receipt of a Newstart allowance which requires him to apply 
for at least four jobs per fortnight and the applicant tendered a copy of the jobs he has applied for as well as confirmation of his 
Newstart payments (Exhibit A4).  The applicant stated that he could not return to work with the respondent as he does not trust 
the respondent and he is seeking six months’ compensation including the value of his work motor vehicle. 

20 Under cross-examination the applicant stated that he applied for a range of jobs and conceded that he did not apply for 
positions similar to his former position with the respondent.  The applicant gave evidence about specific jobs for which he had 
applied and justified why he believed that a number of the jobs for which he had applied were relevant to his skills.  The 
applicant stated that he was aware that there was a shortage of photocopier repairers but he stated that Perth was a small place 
and that because of his experience with the respondent he was diversifying into other areas. 

21 The applicant stated that he was happy with the training the respondent gave him when he commenced employment and the 
applicant stated that he was unaware that complaints were made about him by ECU.  The applicant stated that he was aware 
that the respondent had a concern about his mobile telephone not being on at ECU and that he was only advised when he was 
terminated that the previous technician who worked at ECU had no problem keeping his mobile telephone on when working 
there. 

22 The applicant disagreed that he was not included in the respondent’s performance chart and he claimed that his name was on 
the chart and that Mr Brown had worked out a way of accommodating the applicant’s assessment level on the chart given that 
the applicant mainly completed service calls at ECU and Austal. 

23 It was put to the applicant that he attended a meeting in July 2004 with Mr Ford, Ms Mann and Mr Brown where the standard 
of his paperwork, meter readings not being provided on his job sheets and the time taken to travel between jobs were raised 
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with him and that he was told at this meeting to improve his performance or his employment with the respondent might be in 
jeopardy.  The applicant disagreed that these issues were raised at this meeting and the applicant stated that he was not warned 
that his job was in jeopardy at this meeting. 

24 The applicant stated that he kept a diary of his work activities to ensure that all of the jobs he had completed were included in 
the respondent’s assessment process. 

25 The applicant stated that he attended at least two training meetings after work.  The applicant stated that he enjoyed his job 
with the respondent and performed it to the best of his ability.  The applicant denied that his performance fell off around July 
2004 but the applicant conceded that his level of efficiency in the last three to four weeks of his employment with the 
respondent declined because he was dealing with different machines. 

26 The applicant was asked to comment on a number of job sheets completed by him in the period April 2004 through to October 
2004.  The applicant stated that it was not always possible to include a photocopier’s serial number on a job sheet as it was 
often not easily visible.  In regard to filling out the section titled RTF/Clear the applicant stated that he was only asked to fill 
out this section in the last four weeks of his employment with the respondent and that this was not an issue for the respondent 
until that point in time.  The applicant stated that he was aware that he had to specify a job number was but he stated that there 
was not always a job number included on the job sheet and he could not always contact the service desk to find out the number 
before he faxed through the job sheet.  The applicant maintained that when looking at the job sheets as a whole that his writing 
was legible.  The applicant agreed that in July 2004 he was asked to specify the machines he worked on at ECU.  The applicant 
maintained that sometimes the meter reading on a photocopier could not be read and that on old photocopier machines a code 
was needed to access this information.  The applicant stated that when he completed his service sheets he gave one copy to the 
client and one to the respondent.  The applicant stated that he held the client’s copy for the work he completed at ECU because 
ECU did not want these sheets.  The applicant conceded that there may have been occasions where he did not include goods or 
parts supplied to a client on some of his job sheets. 

27 The applicant agreed that the respondent supplied him with a tool kit and the applicant stated that he kept some of these tools 
in a smaller kit which he used on a number of the jobs he completed and the applicant maintained that it was more efficient for 
him to complete his work using this method.  When asked if Mr Brown had a discussion with him about the tools he took on 
the job the applicant stated that he may have mentioned the necessity to ensure that he had cleaning materials with him on a 
job. 

28 A letter dated 5 October 2004 headed “Warning Letter” under the signature of Mr Ford was shown to the applicant (Exhibit 
R2).  The applicant stated that he had never seen this letter before it was provided to him as part of discovery of documents for 
this hearing.  The applicant confirmed that on that date his diary referred to him attending the respondent’s head office that 
morning but he could not recall meeting Mr Ford on a one to one basis on this date. 

29 It was put to the applicant that his diary contained confidential information about the respondent’s operations.  The applicant 
stated that he did not believe that this was the case and he stated that he did not hide his diary from the respondent.  The 
applicant understood other employees were allocated a diary. 

30 The applicant stated that he was not consulted about wearing a polo shirt with the respondent’s logo on it in or about 
September 2004 and he could not remember refusing to purchase a polo shirt for a nominal amount.  The applicant stated that 
he believed that he was well dressed and that wearing a polo shirt would lower his dress standards.  The applicant stated that he 
was not formally approached by the respondent about this issue. 

31 It was put to the applicant that the issues raised in his letter of termination had previously been raised with him.  The applicant 
stated that these issues were raised generally with him and other employees. 

32 The applicant maintained that the meeting held on 13 October 2004 only dealt with two issues, the length of time spent by the 
applicant on a job and the time taken to travel to a job at a Claremont Newsagency. 

33 Under re-examination, the applicant stated that the service desk officers sometimes contacted him to verify details on his job 
sheets as well as to clarify his hand writing.  The applicant conceded that he occasionally made errors on his job sheets but he 
could not recall being asked about errors made on these job sheets.  The applicant stated that the respondent was aware that he 
had a mini tool kit and that he was not instructed not to use this kit.  The applicant stated that he attended approximately three 
to four morning meetings with the respondent prior to commencing his duties for that day. 
Respondent’s evidence 

34 Mr Ford is the respondent’s managing director and he has held this position since 1991.  Mr Ford stated that even though the 
applicant did not have the exact qualifications the respondent was looking for when he applied for a position as a photocopier 
technician, the respondent was confident that it could train the applicant given his background.  Mr Ford stated that the 
applicant was very positive at his interview. 

35 Mr Ford stated that he attended staff meetings as an observer and that he had little contact with the applicant.  Mr Ford stated 
that he sometimes addressed these meetings which were designed to assist employees to upgrade their skills and he stated that 
at these meetings technicians were told if they were not prepared to do the work required of them they could leave or they 
would be terminated.  Mr Ford stated that service employees were assessed on an ongoing basis by Mr Brown and that he was 
given weekly reports about the respondent’s employees. 

36 Mr Ford stated that at the end of July 2004 he reviewed the applicant’s job sheets.  Mr Ford stated that as the applicant’s 
paperwork was incorrectly filled out on a consistent basis and he was taking too long to travel between jobs a meeting was held 
at the end of July 2004 with the applicant about these two issues.  Mr Ford confirmed that Mr Brown, Mr Ford and Ms Mann 
were in attendance at this meeting.  Mr Ford stated that at this meeting he discussed with the applicant his paperwork, his 
inability to be contacted and the amount of time taken to get from one job to another in relation to the preceding four to five 
week period and Mr Ford stated that the applicant was aware of the respondent’s concerns about the difficulty contacting him 
on his mobile telephone when he was working at ECU.  Mr Ford stated that the applicant gave no explanation for his poor 
paperwork and the inaccuracies contained in his job sheets and he claimed that the applicant gave numerous excuses for delays 
in his travel time between jobs.  Mr Ford stated that the applicant was told to keep his mobile phone turned on and to fill out 
his paperwork correctly as the consequences for the respondent of him not doing so were serious.  Mr Ford stated that he told 
the applicant at this meeting that if a person was not prepared to do their job properly then that person ‘should go and work ... 
somewhere where those obligations aren’t required’(transcript page 105). 

37 Mr Ford stated that after July the applicant did not attend any of the respondent’s out-of-hours meetings and he stated that he 
did not want to wear the respondent’s uniform.  Having said this Mr Ford stated that he was happy with the applicant’s dress 
standards. 

38 Mr Ford stated that after again reviewing the applicant’s job sheets he had a meeting with the applicant on 5 October 2004.  
Mr Ford stated that at this meeting he discussed the time the applicant took to travel between jobs, the difficulties the 
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respondent had contacting the applicant and problems with his paperwork and Mr Ford stated that as he believed that the 
applicant had not made significant efforts to improve his performance in these areas he was given a warning letter (Exhibit 
R2).  Mr Ford stated that the applicant refused to sign this letter.  Mr Ford stated that at this meeting the applicant was advised 
that he had to improve his attitude and paperwork and to be contactable and that if he did not do so his employment would be 
terminated and that in the interim any time that he could not be contacted would be deducted from his salary.  Mr Ford stated 
that the applicant did not agree with the contents of the letter and did not acknowledge that the issues raised with him were 
serious.  Mr Ford stated that he told the applicant that he did not want to terminate him but if his performance did not improve 
he would be terminated. 

39 Mr Ford stated that it was important that meter readings and any parts used by a technician be filled out on jobs sheets for 
stock control, billing and maintenance purposes. 

40 Mr Ford stated that he was shocked to find out that the applicant kept a diary containing confidential information about the 
respondent’s client’s photocopiers he had been servicing and it was his view that the applicant’s actions in this regard breached 
the confidentiality undertaking the applicant signed when he commenced employment with the respondent.  Mr Ford also 
stated that at the end of the meeting held with the applicant on 15 October 2004 the applicant attempted to take some of the 
respondent’s documentation with him. 

41 Mr Ford claimed that he and Mr Brown told the applicant to take all of his tools to each job. 
42 Mr Ford stated that at the meeting held with the applicant on 15 October 2004 the respondent discussed the concerns it had 

previously raised with the applicant.  Mr Ford stated that the applicant was not a team player, he would not attend meetings or 
wear a shirt with the company logo and that he wanted to do things his way and that as a result it was time for the applicant and 
the respondent to part company.  Mr Ford stated that the meeting took about one and a half hours and that a range of issues 
were discussed.  Mr Ford stated that it was appropriate to terminate the applicant immediately given the need for 
confidentiality in the industry within which the respondent operated and because he had a concern at the time with the 
respondent’s attitude. 

43 Under cross-examination Mr Ford stated that he had approved the applicant’s letter of termination prior to it being given to the 
applicant and Mr Ford stated that he was unsure if the letter was given to the applicant at the beginning of the meeting given 
the time that had elapsed but he believed that the points in the letter were discussed with the applicant before the letter was 
given to him.  Mr Ford then stated that the meeting went for approximately 30 to 45 minutes and that the letter was given to the 
applicant towards the end of the meeting.  When asked if the issues were conveyed to the applicant at the meeting by reading 
them from the letter Mr Ford stated that as the issues had been raised on many occasions he did not need to read them out to 
the applicant. 

44 Mr Ford stated that the respondent’s decision to terminate the applicant was reaffirmed during the meeting as the applicant 
refused to acknowledge the respondent’s complaints about him. 

45 Mr Ford conceded that it was not a requirement under the applicant’s contract of employment that he attend meetings held out 
of normal working hours and Mr Ford stated that he was unaware if a shirt with the respondent’s logo on it was available when 
the applicant commenced employment with the respondent and that he was unaware if technicians had to buy a shirt with the 
respondent’s logo on it. 

46 Mr Ford was asked to comment on which areas of the applicant’s performance the respondent reviewed between 5 October 
2004 and 15 October 2004.  Mr Ford stated that he did not advise the applicant that his employment was at risk during this 
period for non-attendance at out-of hours meetings, he was unaware of any staff meetings which took place during this period 
and he could not recall if the applicant was unavailable when the respondent tried to contact the applicant during this period.  
However, Mr Ford understood that the applicant was still working at ECU during this period and he stated that the 
respondent’s sales people had advised him that the applicant was still uncontactable during this period.  Mr Ford could not 
identify specific jobs where the applicant’s travel time was excessive during this period.  Mr Ford stated that he reviewed the 
applicant’s job sheets on an ongoing basis because of issues already raised with him about the applicant and Mr Ford stated 
that on some job sheets the applicant lodged in this period some words were hard to read.  When asked if he had raised his 
concerns with the applicant Mr Ford initially stated that he could not recall if he mentioned his concerns to the applicant but 
then he stated that he would have raised these issues and may have spoken to him.  Mr Ford stated that he was not looking for 
perfect legibility and exact information on each job sheet and he stated that if an occasional error occurred on a job sheet this 
was not an issue but also stated that he expected technicians to take care when filling out their job sheets and to pay attention to 
detail.  Mr Ford could not recall if he had spoken to other technicians about similar issues.  Mr Ford was unsure of the total 
amount of jobs that the applicant completed whilst employed by the respondent. 

47 Mr Brown is the respondent’s imaging support manager and he manages the respondent’s service department which includes 
undertaking administrative work and liaising with customers, technicians, controllers and sales staff.  Mr Brown stated that the 
service administrators have the direct supervision of service technicians and as manager of the department he has a secondary 
role managing the respondent’s service technicians. 

48 Mr Brown stated that after the applicant commenced employment with the respondent he initially attended in-house training as 
well as group training sessions held on a fortnightly or monthly basis out-of-hours.  Mr Brown stated that initially the applicant 
attended these out-of-hours training sessions but due to personal commitments he stopped attending. 

49 Mr Brown stated that when the applicant commenced employment with the respondent he offered to use his own car but he 
was told that was not suitable for the respondent because the respondent had a car which was available for the applicant to use.  
Mr Brown stated that the applicant initially spent approximately six weeks in the workshop repairing machines as part of his 
training and that the applicant was also given training filling out paperwork.  Mr Brown stated the applicant was methodical 
and did what was asked of him. 

50 Mr Brown stated that the respondent allocated the applicant to service ECU’s machines to build up his confidence working 
with one model of machine and Mr Brown stated at this point there was no issue with the applicant’s performance or 
presentation. 

51 Mr Brown stated that he reviewed the applicant’s performance approximately one week after the end of his probationary 
period in conjunction with Mr Ford and he stated that there were no issues with the applicant’s performance and it was 
believed that he would be a valuable staff member. 

52 Mr Brown stated that the performance of all staff was monitored on an ongoing basis and the applicant was monitored in the 
same way as other technicians. 

53 Mr Brown stated that soon after the applicant finished his probationary period his attitude started to deteriorate.  Mr Brown 
stated that his paperwork was not filled out correctly, that he was hard to contact at times and that his travel time between jobs 
was excessive.  Mr Brown stated that Ms Mann raised the issue of the applicant’s paperwork and difficulties contacting him 
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with Mr Brown and Mr Brown stated that Ms Mann was unable to close jobs off as the applicant’s paperwork was incomplete.  
Mr Brown stated that it was important to contact technicians so that work could be properly programmed when urgent work 
was required to be undertaken.  Mr Brown claimed that given these concerns and as the applicant’s travel time between jobs 
was sometimes lengthy and the applicant did not take sufficient tools to the jobs allocated to him the applicant was required to 
attend a meeting with Ms Mann, Mr Brown and Mr Ford in July 2004 and the applicant was advised at the time about his poor 
performance and that he would be watched closely in the future. 

54 When commenting on the difficulty contacting the applicant Mr Brown stated that he understood the applicant was told by a 
security guard at ECU to turn off his mobile phone whilst at work but when Mr Brown checked with the purchasing officer at 
ECU he was advised that keeping his phone on was not a problem as long as the applicant answered his call in a timely manner 
and Mr Brown stated that the respondent had no difficulties contacting the previous technician who worked at ECU.  The 
respondent became aware that the applicant had scaled down the amount of tools he took to a job and Mr Brown stated that this 
would not have been an issue but the applicant did not carry sufficient tools such as cleaning products and Mr Brown thought it 
was a waste of time if the applicant had to return to his car to pick up these items.  Mr Brown stated that meter readings were 
missing on some of the applicant’s paperwork, the ‘return to fit/clear’ box was not always filled out and parts required or 
supplied were not specified by the applicant in the relevant box.  Mr Brown stated that when these issues were raised with the 
applicant he claimed he had forgotten to complete these sections and stated that he would fix it.  Mr Brown stated that the 
applicant always gave excuses when issues were raised with him. 

55 Mr Brown stated that after this meeting the applicant’s attitude towards the respondent continued to deteriorate.  The applicant 
failed to attend out of hours meetings and training sessions and Mr Brown stated that the applicant’s performance was ‘hot and 
cold’ because on some days the applicant’s paperwork was clear and legible and exact but not on other days.  Mr Brown stated 
that Ms Mann kept him informed about ongoing issues with the applicant and Mr Brown stated that from time to time he had 
informal discussions about these concerns with the applicant. 

56 Mr Brown stated that he was aware that Mr Ford met with the applicant in early October 2004. 
57 Mr Brown stated that he had a meeting with the applicant and Ms Mann on 13 October 2004 about the same issues that were 

raised with the applicant in July 2004 and the issue of ‘the 45 minute rule’ for attending a job was raised with the applicant.  
Mr Brown stated that at this meeting the applicant was advised that his ongoing employment with the respondent was in 
question and he believed things were coming to a head between the applicant and the respondent. 

58 Mr Brown stated that the respondent’s technicians voted to wear a polo shirt with the respondent’s logo on it and technicians 
were asked to pay $7.50 for this shirt which was a quarter of the cost of the shirt but the applicant refused to wear this shirt 
because he believed it diminished his standard of dress.  Mr Brown stated that from time to time the applicant improved his job 
sheets then he would go backwards.  Mr Brown was unaware if the applicant was working at ECU in October 2004 however he 
agreed that the applicant was allocated to work on a greater range of machines at this point in time as he was becoming more 
experienced and Mr Brown stated that the applicant was given training to work on these new models. 

59 Mr Brown gave the following evidence about the meeting where the applicant was terminated.  Mr Brown stated that the areas 
of concern that were written in the applicant’s letter of termination were discussed with the applicant and the letter was then 
given to the applicant but he refused to sign the letter as he disagreed with what was written in the letter.  Mr Brown stated that 
Mr Ford outlined what was in the letter which he understood was prepared by the Human Resource Manager.  Mr Brown 
stated that the letter was given to the applicant approximately half way through the meeting and that a heated debate took place 
after the issues were raised with the applicant.  Mr Brown stated that similar issues to those raised with the applicant in July 
2004 were discussed including the applicant’s poor attitude to the respondent by his non-attendance at staff and training 
meetings, illegible and incomplete paperwork, excessive time taken to travel between jobs and not being contactable.  
Mr Brown stated that the decision to terminate the applicant was not reconsidered after this discussion. 

60 Mr Brown stated that the respondent was always looking for good staff and advertised for technicians during the applicant’s 
employment with the respondent and two or three times after the applicant left.  Mr Brown stated that technicians are currently 
being sought after by a number of companies and there is a short supply of good technicians.  Mr Brown was unaware that the 
applicant kept a diary of the jobs he completed whilst employed by the respondent. 

61 Under cross-examination Mr Brown stated that prior to meeting with the applicant on 15 October 2004 a meeting was held 
earlier that day to discuss the applicant’s termination and in attendance at this meeting was Mr Ford, Ms Mann, Mr Brown and 
Mr Sid Martin.  Mr Brown stated that at this meeting a decision was made to terminate the applicant and as a result Mr Ford 
told the Human Resource Manager to prepare the applicant’s letter of termination.  Mr Brown stated that he saw the letter and 
signed it prior to meeting with the applicant.  Mr Brown stated that the meeting where the applicant was terminated went for 
over an hour and the letter was given to the applicant approximately half way through the meeting after Mr Ford went through 
the substance of the letter. 

62 Mr Brown stated that when the applicant was asked to wear a shirt with the respondent’s logo he asked to speak to Mr Ford 
about this issue.  Mr Brown agreed that the applicant’s dress standard was good.  Mr Brown stated that the out-of-hours staff 
meetings and training sessions were voluntary and that it was not compulsory for employees to attend these meetings.  
Mr Brown stated that when the applicant was initially trained by the respondent he undertook some small jobs on site with 
another technician.  Mr Brown stated that even though there were some issues with the applicant filling out his job sheets 
correctly and legibly during his probationary period he understood that over time the applicant would improve. 

63 Mr Brown re-iterated that the applicant was advised to keep his phone turned on whilst at ECU and that the applicant was 
removed from working at ECU because he could not be contacted and because it would be easier for the respondent to monitor 
him in a different position.  Mr Brown understood that the applicant still did the occasional job at ECU if required after he was 
removed from the ECU contract. 

64 Mr Brown stated that he attended meetings with the applicant on 23 July 2004 and 13 October 2004.  Mr Brown stated that he 
was aware the applicant attended a meeting on 5 October 2004 with Mr Ford but that he was not in attendance at this meeting, 
he was told what was discussed at this meeting and he stated that he was aware of the letter dated 5 October 2004. 

65 Mr Brown was asked to comment on the applicant’s performance between 13 and 15 October 2004.  Mr Brown could not 
recall how many times it was difficult to contact the applicant in this period and when Mr Brown was asked which of the 
applicant’s work sheets completed by him in this period were difficult to read he could not identify any difficulties with the 
legibility of the information on the sheets however he stated that some information had not been included on some of the job 
sheets.  Mr Brown was of the view that one work sheet filled out by the applicant on 7 October 2004 was deficient because the 
applicant did not indicate that it was necessary to return to fix that job in the correct place on the form.  Even though 
Mr Brown had the opportunity he did not identify from the job sheets where the applicant had taken excessive time between 
jobs and he could not recall which of these jobs were discussed prior to meeting with the applicant on 15 October 2004 that the 
respondent relied on to terminate the applicant.  When asked if the period 13 to 15 October 2004 was a sufficient timeframe for 
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the applicant to demonstrate any improvements Mr Brown stated that the applicant had been warned about his performance in 
July 2004 and was given ongoing feedback about the respondent’s concerns. 

66 Mr Brown stated that it was possible that during the meeting with the applicant held on 13 October 2004 the issue of deducting 
one hours pay from the applicant’s salary was raised because the respondent believed that the applicant had taken excessive 
time at a job at Austal Shipping.  Mr Brown stated that he could not recall agreeing not to deduct this one hour’s pay from the 
applicant at the end of this meeting. 

67 Ms Mann was the respondent’s service co-ordinator from June 2004 until she left the respondent in February 2005.  Ms Mann 
was in charge of the respondent’s service technicians, she allocated jobs to them on a daily basis and she undertook invoicing 
of jobs at the end of the month. 

68 Ms Mann stated that each time a job was allocated to a technician the photocopier machine’s ID was given to the technician 
along with a brief description of the fault and a job card.  Ms Mann stated that each job card had a reference number, customer 
name and address, the machine type, serial number, the description of the fault, the meter reading of the last call and the 
whether it was under contract.  Ms Mann stated that technicians generally did four to six jobs per day and that technicians 
usually collected job cards and equipment on a daily basis prior to going out to jobs.  Ms Mann stated that the respondent tried 
to deal with calls on the day that they were received and that technicians would be contacted by telephone to be redirected to 
urgent jobs.  Ms Mann stated that when a job was undertaken by a technician a job sheet was completed by the technician and 
either faxed back by the technician or brought in the next day if a fax machine was not available.  Ms Mann would then review 
the job sheet and determine which parts were used, if a charge needed to be raised against the client, if any further work was 
required and then if necessary an invoice was generated.  If parts were required the technician would indicate if he was 
required to return to fit the part and if so the job was left open.  Ms Mann stated that she and another co-ordinator input the 
data entry into the computer from each job sheet.  Ms Mann stated that meter readings were the most important items on the 
job sheets because billing was based on the number of copies done by the client and it also gives an indication of when 
preventative maintenance was necessary.  Ms Mann stated that if the job sheets were hard to read she could not close off the 
job and that she had to ask technicians to decipher information or to fill out missing information on job sheets. 

69 Ms Mann was asked to comment on a number of the applicant’s job sheets he completed in June 2004.  Even though ‘return to 
fix’ and ‘clear’ were not completed on a job undertaken on 2 June 2004 Ms Mann assumed that this job was clear given the 
actions in the comments section.  Ms Mann identified a number of omissions on the applicant’s job sheets for June 2004 and 
on the job sheet for 23 June 2004 Ms Mann stated that no meter reading was necessary on this sheet as a technician was only 
delivering toner but that the action section should have been filled out.  Ms Mann stated that sometimes jobs came up at ECU 
when the technician was on site however the technician should then ring the office for a job number.  Ms Mann stated that the 
section ‘RTF/Clear’ had to be filled in for every job and the chargeable warranty section would only occasionally be filled in 
by a technician. 

70 If insufficient information was written on a job sheet Ms Mann stated that she would check further with the technician to 
obtain this information.  Ms Mann stated that it was sometimes difficult to follow up this information where the respondent 
serviced a number of machines such as at ECU. 

71 Ms Mann stated that the respondent’s computer would not allow a job to be closed unless a meter reading was included in the 
computer data so it was important for the technician to include this reading.  Furthermore, the respondent could not bill a 
customer without a meter reading. 

72 When asked if she had difficulty reading all of the technicians’ job sheets, including the applicant’s sheets Ms Mann stated that 
this was really not an issue for her. 

73 Ms Mann stated that she raised problems concerning the applicant’s job sheets when he came into the office.  Ms Mann stated 
that at times the applicant filled out his paperwork correctly and at other times she had to speak to him about issues.  Ms Mann 
stated that she regularly spoke to the applicant about the neatness of his forms as well as some omissions and she stated that 
she questioned information contained on the applicant’s job sheets on a weekly basis.  Ms Mann stated that the applicant had 
more problems with job sheets than most of the other technicians.  Ms Mann stated that she regularly spoke to Mr Brown about 
her concerns about the applicant. 

74 Ms Mann stated that many technicians made mistakes on their forms. 
75 Ms Mann stated that the applicant would not always answer his phone when he was at ECU and that sometimes calls went 

through to his voicemail and Ms Mann stated that as a result this made it difficult for her to allocate additional jobs to the 
applicant at ECU while he was on the site and to provide a timely service to the respondent’s customers.  Ms Mann stated that 
she spoke to the applicant about this issue and the applicant told her that he was told by security at ECU to turn his phone off.  
Ms Mann stated that Mr Brown told her that this was not an issue with the previous technician.  Ms Mann stated she had no 
difficulty contacting the applicant’s replacement at ECU towards the end of the applicant’s employment with the respondent. 

76 Ms Mann recalled attending a meeting with the applicant in July 2004 along with Mr Brown and Mr Ford and she stated that 
the applicant was told at this meeting that he was required to fill out all of the required information on the job sheets.  
Ms Mann stated that Mr Ford told the applicant that he was worried about the applicant’s response times to jobs, the length of 
time he spent at jobs, the difficulty in contacting the applicant and the applicant’s paperwork.  Ms Mann stated that the 
applicant accepted some criticism at the time in relation to his paperwork and the applicant stated that sometimes his call out 
times were longer than others because it took time to move around the ECU campus.  Ms Mann stated that after this meeting 
the applicant’s response times and paperwork improved but the applicant continued to be inconsistent in these areas. 

77 Ms Mann stated that she continued to raise problems with the applicant about his job sheets and that when she did so the 
applicant was always a gentleman and that he treated her and the other female employees with respect.  Ms Mann believed that 
the applicant tried to improve even though it was a busy time for the respondent.  Ms Mann stated that the applicant’s 
omissions on his job sheets made her job more difficult as she was trying to improve response time to customers calls and she 
was required to meet set budgets and that it was hard to keep track of stock levels because the stock used by the applicant was 
not always recorded on his job sheets. 

78 Ms Mann commented on a number of the applicant’s job sheets completed by him in October 2004.  Ms Mann stated that on 
one job sheet on 1 October 2004 a machine ID was missing and some job sheets did not include meter readings and that other 
information was missing or in the wrong place on the job sheets. 

79 Ms Mann stated that on 13 October 2004 she and Mr Brown met with the applicant for approximately half an hour.  Ms Mann 
stated that the applicant was advised that the respondent was not happy with his paperwork or the time taken between jobs and 
that the applicant’s phone was not always on.  Ms Mann stated that the applicant was told that his employment with the 
respondent could not continue if improvements were not made.  Ms Mann stated that at this meeting the applicant 
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acknowledged that his paperwork was a problem but the applicant disagreed about the time taken to travel between jobs.  
Ms Mann stated that she was surprised that the applicant was so relaxed about the issues raised with him. 

80 Ms Mann stated that she was told by Mr Brown or Mr Ford on 15 October 2004 that the applicant was to be terminated later 
that day. 

81 Ms Mann stated that the applicant was called into a meeting in the board room with Mr Ford, herself and Mr Brown on the 
afternoon of 15 October 2004 and Mr Ford spoke to the applicant about problems with information on the applicant’s job 
sheets, the length of time taken by the applicant to undertake jobs and the applicant’s attitude to the respondent.  Ms Mann 
stated that Mr Ford told the applicant that he was aware that the applicant had met with Mr Brown and Ms Mann on 
13 October 2004 and as the applicant had not improved it was appropriate that the applicant be terminated.  In reply the 
applicant stated that he believed he had a good work ethic, he had tried to improve the information on his job sheets and that he 
was contactable by phone and that he felt that the issues the respondent was raising were untrue.  Ms Mann stated that the 
applicant was defensive at the meeting and he felt that he should not be terminated as he was doing a good job and that the 
respondent was being unfair towards him.  Approximately 15 to 20 minutes into the meeting Mr Ford then gave the applicant a 
letter listing the reasons for the termination and Mr Ford stated that the applicant had to be terminated as he was creating work 
for other employees.  Ms Mann stated that the issues raised with the applicant were similar to the issues raised with him in July 
2004.  Ms Mann stated that the meeting went for approximately an hour to an hour and a half. 

82 Ms Mann stated that at service meetings she attended outside of her normal work time, there were discussions to the effect that 
if work was not completed correctly then employees would be terminated. 

83 Ms Mann stated that after the applicant was terminated the respondent had difficulty finding technicians and she stated that the 
respondent had also advertised for technicians whilst the applicant was employed with the respondent.  Ms Mann stated that 
even though the applicant’s termination created initial difficulties for the respondent her role became easier because she did not 
have to follow up issues with the applicant. 

84 Under cross-examination Ms Mann was asked about the events that occurred on 15 October 2004.  Ms Mann stated that the 
issues identified in the applicant’s letter of termination were based on previous verbal comments made to the applicant about 
the respondent’s concerns with the applicant.  Ms Mann stated that she was told in the early afternoon of 15 October 2004 that 
the applicant was going to be terminated and Ms Mann could not recall any meeting earlier that day to discuss the applicant’s 
termination. 

85 Ms Mann stated that the meeting between herself, Mr Brown and the applicant on 13 October 2004 took place in the late 
afternoon.  When asked if Ms Mann recalled a discussion at this meeting about deductions being made from the applicant’s 
salary, Ms Mann recalled a discussion about the applicant being late for work one day and she stated that she gave him the 
opportunity to make the time up or have some of his wages deducted.  Ms Mann stated that at this meeting the applicant was 
told that the respondent was not happy with his paperwork and that this could create difficulties with his ongoing employment 
with the respondent.  Ms Mann stated that following this meeting the applicant did not appear to be unhappy about the 
discussion and she had a discussion with Mr Brown to that effect.  Ms Mann could not recall if any particular issues were 
raised with the applicant the following day about the concerns she had with the applicant and she was unaware about what had 
occurred the following day which led to a decision to terminate the applicant. 

86 Ms Mann could not recall if a specific warning was given to the applicant at the meeting with the applicant held on 23 July 
2004 and she could not recall any discussion about the applicant’s ongoing employment.  Ms Mann recalled that there was a 
discussion about the applicant’s work standards and paperwork. 

87 Ms Mann stated that the respondent’s contracts with ECU and Austal were a total price contract and the respondent generated 
monthly invoices for these contracts when the total numbers of copies generated by photocopiers at their premises were tallied 
by the applicant using a specific form.  Ms Mann stated that this type of billing was a different process to invoices generated as 
a result of the information contained on the day to day job sheets.  Ms Mann stated however, that at Austal and ECU it was still 
important to monitor weekly meter readings for maintenance purposes.  Ms Mann stated that the ECU contract was a major 
revenue generator for the respondent. 

88 Ms Mann confirmed that the start and finish time on the applicant’s job sheets did not include time spent walking to and from 
the applicant’s vehicle at the start and finish of a job. 
Submissions 

89 The applicant argues that as he was terminated summarily the onus is on the respondent to demonstrate that it had sufficient 
reason to terminate the applicant.  The applicant also argues that he was denied procedural fairness and natural justice given 
the manner of his termination as the respondent decided to terminate him prior to meeting with the applicant on the afternoon 
of 15 October 2004. 

90 The applicant maintains that the respondent did not have any or sufficient reason to terminate him as the respondent has not 
demonstrated that the applicant behaved in the manner claimed by the respondent in his letter of termination.  The applicant 
maintains that his record keeping and the amount of information contained on his job sheets remained at the same standard it 
was when he was on probation and that as the applicant mainly worked on the ECU and Austal contracts the day to day job 
sheets which the applicant was required to fill out were not critical to the respondent billing its clients.  The applicant argues 
that some of the issues raised by the respondent about the legibility and detail contained on his job sheets amounted to 
nitpicking and argues that the respondent was generally aware of the work that the applicant completed at each job and 
whether or not he was required to return to a particular site.  The applicant maintains that it was unfair of the respondent to rely 
on the applicant not attending staff meetings as a reason to terminate him because attendance at these meetings was voluntary 
and was not required under his contract of employment.  The applicant maintains that it was inappropriate to rely on the 
applicant not being contactable as a ground to terminate the applicant as the respondent gave no evidence apart from when the 
applicant worked on the ECU contract that the applicant was difficult to contact and the applicant did not work on the ECU 
contract towards the end of his employment with the respondent.  The applicant argues that in any event the applicant had good 
reason to turn off his phone whilst working at ECU. 

91 There was no evidence that the applicant was deficient when undertaking his work, nor were there any issues concerning the 
applicant’s conduct at work. 

92 The applicant conceded that he attended a meeting at the end of July 2004 where the respondent raised the legibility of his 
handwriting on his job sheets however the applicant disputes that he was warned that his ongoing employment with the 
respondent was at risk at this meeting. 

93 The applicant questions the evidence given by Mr Ford and argues that he tailored his evidence to suit the respondent’s case.  
The applicant disputes Mr Ford’s claim that there were issues about the legibility of information contained on some of the 
applicant’s job sheets and the applicant also argues that Mr Ford’s evidence was inconsistent with that of Mr Brown in relation 
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to the events immediately prior to the applicant’s termination.  The applicant argues that his evidence should be preferred to 
the evidence given by Mr Ford where there is any inconsistency as the applicant’s evidence was straightforward and he 
conceded some issues against his interests.  The applicant argues that his evidence that he did not meet with Mr Ford on 
5 October 2004 and therefore was not warned at this meeting about his ongoing employment should be accepted as the 
applicant maintains that Mr Ford’s evidence as a whole lacked credibility.  The applicant relies on this letter not being 
mentioned in the applicant’s application or Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal and even though the applicant has a note in 
his diary that he attended the respondent’s office on this date the applicant argues that he often attended the respondent’s office 
as confirmed by numerous entries in his diary.  The applicant also argues that it was not the respondent’s usual pattern to have 
Mr Ford solely involved in disciplining the applicant and that it was Mr Brown who allegedly issued a warning to the applicant 
on 13 October 2004. 

94 The applicant maintains that he was denied natural justice when the respondent decided prior to meeting with the applicant on 
15 October 2004 to terminate him and the applicant argues that nothing that the applicant stated at the meeting held on 
15 October 2004 would change that decision. 

95 The applicant maintains that reinstatement is impracticable and that he has mitigated his loss even though he continues to be 
without employment.  The applicant argues that he applied for a number of suitable positions, some of which were not in the 
industry within which the respondent operates, and that the jobs for which he applied were positions the applicant was capable 
of undertaking and the applicant satisfied the stringent Newstart requirements in relation to job applications since April 2005.  
The applicant therefore maintains that he should be entitled to the maximum compensation based on his salary package, 
including an amount for the private use of the respondent’s vehicle. 

96 The respondent maintains that it had valid reasons to terminate the applicant and that the applicant was given every opportunity 
to improve his performance over a lengthy period.  The respondent also argues that the applicant was not denied procedural 
fairness given the manner of his termination. 

97 The respondent maintains that the applicant was aware from July 2004 onwards that the respondent had concerns about his 
performance in a range of areas and the respondent maintains that it regularly raised the following issues with the applicant on 
an informal basis.  The applicant was difficult to contact when working at ECU which frustrated the respondent’s ability to 
allocate work in a timely fashion, his job sheets were often incomplete and illegible and the applicant took too long travelling 
between jobs.  The respondent concedes that it had no issue with the way in which the applicant undertook his maintenance 
duties and that the applicant made some improvements from time to time in relation to the issues raised but argues that these 
improvements were brief and intermittent.  The respondent maintains that the applicant’s poor performance impacted on the 
ability of other staff to do their job properly such as raising accounts and the respondent argues in particular that the applicant’s 
consistent failure to properly fill out the necessary paperwork put pressure on Ms Mann to complete her duties.  Even though 
other technicians made similar errors the applicant was the main offender and the applicant always had an excuse for issues 
that were raised with him and he tended to undertake his work in the manner he wanted to. 

98 On 5 October 2004 the applicant was told by Mr Ford that he needed to make improvements in specific areas and the 
respondent argues that on the balance of probabilities this meeting took place because the applicant’s diary confirms his 
attendance at the respondent’s office on this date.  At this meeting the applicant was given two weeks to improve his 
performance in these areas however there was no noticeable improvements and the applicant was again on notice that his 
ongoing employment was in jeopardy on 13 October 2004 when the applicant was told by Mr Brown and Ms Mann that unless 
his performance improved he would be terminated. 

99 The respondent maintains that even though the applicant’s letter of termination was generated prior to the respondent meeting 
with the applicant on 15 October 2004 this was not unfair to the applicant as he was given the opportunity to discuss the 
respondent’s concerns at the meeting held on 15 October 2004 and he was given an opportunity to convince the respondent 
that he should not be terminated.  As the applicant raised nothing new to convince the respondent that it should continue 
employing him the applicant was then terminated. 

100 The respondent did not take the decision to terminate the applicant lightly as there was a shortage of technicians at the time it 
employed the applicant. 

101 The respondent argues that the applicant did not mitigate his loss as he was vague about why he applied for some jobs and the 
respondent maintains that the applicant did not concentrate on applying for jobs that matched his skills and experience. 
Findings and Conclusions 
Credibility 

102 I listened carefully to the evidence given by the applicant.  In my view the applicant gave his evidence in a clear and forthright 
manner however I formed the view that he was not being as forthcoming as he could have been about some of the concerns the 
respondent raised with him about the lack of information contained on some of his job sheets as the weight of evidence was 
against him in relation to this issue.  Apart from the applicant’s evidence about this issue I found the rest of the applicant’s 
evidence to be plausible and consistent and was in accord with much of the evidence given by Ms Mann and Mr Brown and I 
therefore accept the applicant’s evidence with this qualification. 

103 I find that Mr Brown gave his evidence honestly and to the best of his recollection however his evidence about monitoring the 
applicant between 13 and 15 October 2004 was vague and lacked detail and the evidence he gave about the duties performed 
by the applicant in the last weeks of his employment with the respondent was inconsistent.  In examination in chief Mr Brown 
stated that he was unaware if the applicant had been taken off the ECU contract in October 2004 which contrasted with his 
evidence under cross-examination when he stated that the applicant was removed from the ECU contract so that he could be 
more closely monitored.  Mr Brown was also given the opportunity to cite specific instances on which the respondent relied to 
form the view that the applicant was taking excessive time to travel between jobs yet he declined the opportunity to review the 
applicant’s job sheets to substantiate this claim. 

104 In my view Ms Mann was not as forthcoming about important issues as she could have been.  For example, when commenting 
on the lack of meter readings on some of the applicant’s job sheets Ms Mann did not state in her evidence in chief that the 
applicant mainly worked on contracts at ECU and Austal whereby the machines’ meters were read at the end of each month 
which would have impacted on the necessity for the applicant to always include meter readings on his job sheets.  In my view 
this brings into question the whole of Ms Mann’s evidence. 

105 I have concerns about the evidence given by Mr Ford.  When questioned closely about some issues Mr Ford was hesitant, 
unconvincing and implausible.  For example, Mr Ford was evasive when he was asked about the similarities between the 
applicant’s letter of termination and the letter of warning Mr Ford claimed he gave to the applicant on 5 October 2004.  Under 
cross-examination Mr Ford stated that prior to finalising the applicant’s letter of termination he asked Mr Brown and Ms Mann 
if the applicant was unable to be contacted whilst at ECU and was advised that this was still a problem for the respondent yet 
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none of the applicant’s job sheets for October 2004 confirm that the applicant completed any jobs at ECU during this period 
and there was evidence from Mr Brown and the applicant that the applicant had been removed from servicing the ECU site 
towards the end of the applicant’s employment with the respondent.  I also find that Mr Ford was evasive when questioned 
about the extent to which he reviewed the applicant’s job sheets in October 2004 and in my view Mr Ford was unconvincing 
when he attempted to explain his concerns about the legibility of some of the applicant’s job sheets. 

106 I doubt Mr Ford’s evidence that he gave the applicant a warning letter on 5 October 2004.  I have reached this conclusion on 
the basis that Mr Ford gave no evidence explaining why this letter was generated in early October 2004 and given to the 
applicant at this point in time, and there was no reference to the applicant receiving this warning letter in the respondent’s 
Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal or in the applicant’s letter of termination and there was no reference to the warning 
letter being discussed at the meeting held on 15 October 2004 when the applicant was terminated.  Even though Mr Brown 
gave evidence that he was told that the applicant met with Mr Ford in early October 2004 and that he was aware of this letter 
Mr Brown did not explain why this letter was generated in early October and why Mr Ford wrote this letter to the applicant 
given that Mr Brown had the primary role in disciplining and terminating the applicant (see Exhibit A2).  I accept that the 
applicant’s diary confirms that the applicant visited the respondent’s head office on the morning of 5 October 2004 however 
this entry is one of a number of visits the applicant made to the respondent’s head office that the applicant recorded in his 
diary.  The letter of warning refers to the applicant being given two weeks to improve his performance in a range of areas yet 
the applicant was terminated prior to this timeframe elapsing and there was no note on the letter confirming that the applicant 
refused to sign this letter.  I find that Mr Ford was unconvincing when he gave evidence that the applicant was monitored in 
relation to the concerns identified in this letter after this letter was generated.  In the circumstances, I find that on the balance of 
probabilities that this warning letter was not generated prior to the applicant’s termination and given to the applicant on 
5 October 2004 and that as a result it is therefore my view that this brings into question the credibility of all of the evidence 
given by Mr Ford. 

107 Given the reservations I have about the evidence given by the respondent’s witnesses and as I have confidence, in the main, in 
the evidence given by the applicant except for the applicant’s evidence about the respondent’s difficulties with his job sheets, I 
find that where there is any inconsistency in the evidence given by the applicant, Ms Mann, Mr Brown and Mr Ford, I prefer 
the evidence given by the applicant. 

108 It was not in dispute that the applicant was terminated in a summary fashion as he was required to leave the respondent’s 
premises immediately after attending a meeting with Mr Ford, Ms Mann and Mr Brown on 15 October 2004 and that the 
applicant was paid one week’s pay in lieu of notice some weeks after he was terminated.  The issue of whether a dismissal of 
this nature constitutes a summary termination or a termination on notice was canvassed by Smith C in Thomas Howell v 
Barminco Pty Ltd (2002) 82 WAIG 2528 at 2533: 

“Mr Gifford on behalf of the Respondent contends that the onus of proof that the Applicant was harshly, oppressively or 
unfairly dismissed lies on the Applicant as the Applicant’s employment was terminated by the payment by the 
Respondent of pay in lieu of notice. In support of its submissions the Respondent relies upon the decision of the Full 
Bench in Newmont Australia Ltd v Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers 
(1988) 68 WAIG 677. In that case the Full Bench of the Commission observed that where an employee’s employment 
was terminated by summary dismissal there is an obligation upon the employer to show on balance that misconduct had in 
fact occurred. The Respondent contends that in this case the Applicant was not dismissed for misconduct but for poor 
performance so the nature of the termination was not summary. In The Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of 
Australia, WA Branch v Cat Welfare Society Incorporated (1991) 71 WAIG 2014 at 2019 Sharkey P and Gregor C 
observed: 

“It seems to us that whether a dismissal has occurred in circumstances where pay in lieu of notice is made, that 
the question is one of mixed fact and law as to whether what occurred was a summary dismissal or not. 
One consideration is that it depends whether such payment is permissible. That in turn depends on the contract 
and its construction (see Macken J J, McCarry G and Sappideen C “The Law of Employment”, 3rd Edition, 
pages 170-172). In some industries, also, it might be said to be a custom. If then, a payment in lieu of notice 
were not provided for in the contract, then proper notice has to be given or there is a summary dismissal. The 
same would apply if there were no custom or usage. 
It follows that a summary dismissal, as a matter of fact and law, cannot be altered in its nature by payment in 
lieu of notice.” 

Further Smith C observed: 
“More recently in Sanders v Snell [1998] HCA 64 at [16]; (1998) 196 CLR 329 at 337 Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Kirby and 
Hayne JJ held that where there is no condition in a contact of employment for payment in lieu of notice, the employer is 
in breach of the contract if the employer does not give the employee requisite notice of termination. In that case there was 
a written contract of employment which specified a period of notice to be given. 
It is apparent that the Applicant was not immediately paid pay in lieu of notice as he initially made a claim in his 
application for such a payment. Further, for the reasons set out below I am of the view that the Applicant’s termination 
was sudden and unexpected. It is my view that the Applicant was summarily terminated and the onus of proving the 
circumstances justifying the termination rests upon the Respondent.” 

109 I am unable to conclude that employees who are terminated in the industry within which the respondent operates should be 
required to leave an employer’s premises at the time they are notified of their termination as no evidence was given in these 
proceedings that this is the usual custom and practice in this industry or that this was appropriate in relation to the applicant’s 
termination.  I find that the respondent’s claim that it was inappropriate for the applicant to work out his notice because the 
applicant would have had access to confidential information and may have breached the respondent’s confidentiality 
requirements to be implausible.  Apart from an unsubstantiated comment by Mr Ford that he had concerns with the applicant 
remaining at work subsequent to being notified that he was terminated, no evidence was led demonstrating that the applicant 
had breached the confidentiality agreement the applicant signed when he commenced employment with the respondent during 
his employment with the respondent nor was there any evidence that the respondent raised any concerns with the applicant in 
relation to this issue.  Even though the applicant kept a personal diary of the work he completed from July 2004 onwards until 
around the time the applicant ceased working on the ECU contract I accept that the applicant made the diary entries to monitor 
his output to ensure that the work he completed was recognised by the respondent and that in doing so I find that he did not 
breach the confidentiality agreement signed by the applicant.  In the circumstances, I therefore find that the applicant was 
summarily terminated. 

110 When an employee is summarily terminated there is an evidential onus upon the employer to prove that the applicant’s 
summary dismissal was justified (see Newmont Australia Ltd v The Australian Workers’ Union, West Australian Branch, 
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Industrial Union of Workers [op cit]).  The question of whether a person is guilty of misconduct justifying summary dismissal 
is essentially a question of fact and degree (see Robe River Iron Associates v Construction, Mining Energy, Timberyards, 
Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia – Western Australian Branch & Ors (1995) 75 WAIG 813 at 819).  In most 
cases the employee should be given an opportunity to defend allegations made against them.  In Bi-Lo Pty Ltd v Hooper (1992) 
53 IR 224 at page 229 the Full Bench of the South Australian Commission observed: 

“Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary 
onus which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it 
conducted as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was 
reasonable in the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all 
allegations and respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had 
reasonable grounds for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct 
alleged; and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the 
employee’s work record, such misconduct justified dismissal.  A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters 
will probably render the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.” 

111 On the facts as I find them I am satisfied, at least on balance that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant was 
guilty of misconduct justifying summary dismissal.  Further, I am satisfied that the applicant was treated unfairly and harshly 
because he was not given sufficient opportunity to defend himself against the allegations relied upon to effect the termination.  
He was not afforded “a fair go all round” (see Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of 
Australia, Hospital, Service  and Miscellaneous, WA Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385). 

112 Paragraphs 2 to 4 set out the undisputed background to this application.  I find that the applicant was employed by the 
respondent as a service copier technician between 8 March 2004 through to 15 October 2004 and that the applicant’s terms and 
conditions of employment were detailed in a letter of appointment with an attached document outlining the applicant’s 
employment conditions (Exhibit A1).  I find that after the applicant commenced employment with the respondent he was 
trained to service photocopiers and that after this period of training the respondent required the applicant to service and 
maintain photocopiers at ECU and at Austal Shipping and that from time to time the applicant also serviced the machines of 
other clients.  I find that the respondent’s contracts with ECU and Austal were total price contracts and that the number of 
photocopies made by these machines was tallied by the applicant at the end of each month and that the respondent billed ECU 
and Austal monthly on the basis of these readings.  It was not in dispute and I find that the applicant successfully completed his 
three month probationary period in June 2004 and I accept the applicant’s evidence and I find that towards the end of the 
applicant’s employment with the respondent he was removed from the ECU contract and serviced a range of the respondent’s 
other clients as well as Austal. 

113 The applicant’s letter of termination, dated 15 October 2004, confirms that the respondent terminated the applicant because of 
the applicant’s behaviour and performance in relation to five issues (see Exhibit A2).  Given my views on witness credit I find 
on the evidence that the respondent has demonstrated that the applicant’s performance was lacking in only one of these areas. 
1. The applicant’s job sheets were completed incorrectly and information was left out on the applicant’s job sheet such as 

copier readings. 
After reviewing the applicant’s job sheets I accept that the applicant did not always complete all of the details required of him 
on some sheets as information such as copier readings and items that were supplied to a client were sometimes left off the 
applicant’s job sheets and I accept Ms Mann’s evidence that she frequently advised the applicant that she had concerns about 
the lack of detail on some of the applicant’s job sheets and required him to clarify some of the information contained on the 
applicant’s job sheets.  Even though Ms Mann had some difficulty understanding the applicant’s paperwork from time to time, 
and the applicant occasionally omitted to identify which parts he used on a job sheet and he failed to provide meter readings on 
some occasions which impacted the respondent’s maintenance schedule it is my view that these difficulties were not as 
problematic for the respondent as it claimed.  Ms Mann gave evidence that the meter readings on the machines the applicant 
serviced and maintained at ECU and Austal, which formed the major part of the applicant’s duties and were significant 
contracts for the respondent, were tallied on a monthly basis and these clients were billed accordingly each month.  This meant 
that the lack of inclusion of the photocopier readings for the machines at these venues did not impact on the respondent’s 
ability to correctly bill these two clients or on the machines’ maintenance schedules as the respondent was aware of the meter 
readings for each photocopier each month and one of the applicant’s roles each week was to maintain the photocopiers at the 
three ECU libraries and to maintain machines at Austal.  I also accept the applicant’s undisputed evidence that towards the end 
of his employment he was working with machines that required particular codes to access meter readings and that as a result it 
was difficult for the applicant to record the meter readings on some of the machines he serviced and I also accept the 
applicant’s evidence that some meter readings were not always visible.  I find that job numbers were not always given to the 
applicant when he was allocated a callout and this explains their omission from some of the applicant’s job sheets.  I also find 
that some of the other omissions on the applicant’s job sheets were not critical to the respondent’s operations as the applicant 
often included the required information in other parts of the job sheets.  In the circumstances I find the respondent’s claim 
about the applicant’s actions in relation to this issue to be made out in part, however I am of the view that the lack of provision 
of information on some of the applicant’s job sheets on its own was insufficient to warrant the applicant being summarily 
terminated or even terminated on notice as it is my view that many of the omissions on the applicant’s job sheets were not 
critical to the respondent’s operations. 
2. The applicant’s handwriting on his job sheets was at times illegible. 
After reviewing the applicant’s job sheets I find that the respondent has not demonstrated that the job sheets completed by the 
applicant were difficult to read.  Although Mr Ford went to some effort to try to demonstrate that the respondent had issues 
with the applicant’s handwriting I find that the examples he used to highlight this problem lacked substance.  Additionally 
Ms Mann stated that notwithstanding some omissions on the applicant’s job sheets she had no difficulty reading the applicant’s 
job sheets and after reviewing the applicant’s job sheets I concur with Ms Mann’s conclusion in regard to this issue.  On this 
basis I find that the applicant’s handwriting on his job sheets was not illegible at times as claimed by the respondent. 
3. The amount of time the applicant took to get from one job to another. 
There was evidence that Ms Mann and Mr Brown spoke to the applicant two days before he was terminated about the time 
taken by him to travel to a job at a newsagency in Claremont.  The applicant gave uncontradicted evidence that he had 
difficulty locating this client because the name and address of this client that was given to him by the respondent was incorrect 
and I accept the applicant’s evidence that Mr Brown was no longer concerned about this matter after hearing the applicant’s 
explanation about the difficulty he had locating this job at this meeting.  As the respondent gave no other evidence specifying 
occasions when the applicant took excessive time to travel from one job to another I find that the respondent has not 
demonstrated that the applicant took excessive time to travel from one job to another. 
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4. The applicant was unable to be contacted on his mobile phone during business hours. 
I find that this issue arose when the applicant was servicing photocopiers at ECU as the respondent gave no evidence that this 
was a concern when the applicant was working on any other jobs.  I accept the applicant’s evidence that the applicant was 
instructed by a security officer at ECU to turn his mobile phone off whilst servicing photocopiers when working in ECU’s 
libraries and when questioned by the respondent about this issue this was the explanation he gave to the respondent.  I find that 
when the applicant was unable to be contacted whilst working at ECU this situation may have caused some minor difficulties 
for the respondent as it affected the respondent’s ability to allocate work to the applicant however, as the applicant spent most 
of his time servicing and maintaining photocopiers at ECU and Austal and he contacted the respondent after completing each 
job at ECU then I find this inconvenience to be minimal.  Further I accept the applicant’s evidence that he returned the 
respondent’s calls that were on his answering machine subsequent to completing his tasks at ECU and that when he was 
servicing machines in ECU’s libraries he only missed three calls.  As I accept the applicant’s uncontradicted evidence that in 
the last two to three weeks of his employment with the respondent he was not working at ECU in my view this concern would 
not have been a live issue for the respondent at the time the applicant was terminated.  I therefore find that the respondent has 
not demonstrated that the applicant was unable to be contacted on his mobile phone during business hours at the time the 
applicant was terminated, nor in my view was this issue critical to the respondent’s operations when the applicant worked on 
the ECU contract. 
5. The applicant’s non-attendance at staff meetings. 
Evidence was given by both the applicant and the respondent that it was not compulsory for employees, including the 
applicant, to attend staff meetings which were held outside of the applicant’s normal working hours and attendance at these 
meetings was not a requirement under the applicant’s contract of employment.  In the circumstances it is my view that the 
respondent cannot rely on this issue as a ground for terminating the applicant. 

114 In conclusion, I find that apart from the applicant not correctly completing all of the required information on some of his job 
sheets it is my view that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant performed in such a way that the respondent 
had sufficient grounds to summarily terminate the applicant or sufficient grounds to terminate the applicant by the giving of the 
required notice.  As a result I find that the applicant was unfairly terminated. 

115 I find that the payment in lieu of notice given to the applicant by the respondent some weeks after he was terminated to be 
unlawful as there was no term of the applicant’s contract of employment allowing for a payment in lieu of notice to be made 
and that as a result this contributed to the applicant being unfairly terminated (see Exhibit A1). 

116 I find that the applicant was denied procedural fairness in the lead up to his termination and when he was terminated and that 
as a result this also contributed to the applicant being unfairly terminated.  In my view when an employee’s poor performance 
is raised by an employer the employee must be given clear and explicit warnings that his or her employment is at risk unless 
their conduct improves in the manner indicated by the employer and that it should be made clear to the employee that their 
employment may be terminated unless certain improvements are made.  Additionally it is my view that an employee should be 
given a reasonable opportunity to make any required improvements. 

117 I find that prior to 13 October 2004 the applicant was not given any warnings that his employment with the respondent was in 
jeopardy unless improvements were made in specific areas and it is my view that the applicant was not given sufficient time to 
improve in the areas of concern to the respondent when his ongoing employment with the respondent was questioned by 
Ms Mann and Mr Brown on 13 October 2004.  On the weight of evidence I find that in July 2004 and after the applicant had 
successfully completed his three month probationary period the respondent raised some concerns about the applicant’s 
performance including the applicant omitting some information on some of his job sheets, his inability to be contacted whilst 
working at ECU and the time the applicant took to travel between jobs.  However, as I accept the applicant’s evidence in 
preference to the evidence given by Mr Ford I find that the applicant was not warned at this point that any failure on his part to 
improve his performance in these areas could result in the applicant’s ongoing employment being in jeopardy.  I accept that 
after July 2004 the applicant was advised by Ms Mann that she had ongoing concerns about the lack of detail on some of his 
job sheets however, I find that this concern was not raised with the applicant in such a way that he was advised that his 
ongoing employment with the respondent was at risk unless improvements were made in specific areas.  I find that on 
13 October 2004, which was two days before the applicant was terminated, the applicant was advised that there was some 
question about his ongoing employment with the respondent.  I accept that the applicant was told by Ms Mann and Mr Brown 
on this date that the respondent had concerns about his paperwork and his timekeeping, and at the time the applicant was told 
to improve his performance in these areas, however I find that a period of effectively one and a half days for the applicant to 
demonstrate the improvements required by the respondent to be an inadequate timeframe.  In the circumstances I find that the 
applicant was treated unfairly when he was denied a proper opportunity to improve his performance in the days prior to his 
termination. 

118 Mr Ford gave evidence that from time to time he advised technicians at staff meetings that their ongoing employment was at 
risk if they did not meet the respondent’s expectations however, in my view these general warnings do not take the place of an 
employer being required to directly notify an employee that his or her job is at risk. 

119 Even if the warning letter dated 5 October 2004 was given to the applicant on this date, which I dispute, I find that the 
applicant was denied procedural fairness as he was not given the full two weeks to improve his performance as provided for in 
this letter.  Furthermore there was no evidence that the respondent reviewed the applicant’s performance in the period after this 
letter was generated nor was there any evidence confirming that the applicant breached his contract of employment with the 
respondent in the manner claimed by the respondent in the applicant’s letter of termination between 5 and 15 October 2004.  I 
find that the applicant’s job sheets for the period 5 October 2004 through to 15 October 2004 are legible and in most instances 
were filled out in such a way as to give sufficient detail to the respondent about the jobs the applicant completed during this 
period and the ongoing work required for the machines.  I also take into account the applicant’s undisputed evidence that he 
was unable to access the meter readings on some of the machines that he serviced in October 2004 and the applicant’s evidence 
that he was required to fill out the RTF section of the job sheets in the last few weeks of his employment with the respondent 
and that as it was a new requirement he did not always fill out this section.  The respondent gave no details which 
demonstrated that the applicant took unacceptable and lengthy timeframes to travel from one job to another during this period 
or when the applicant was not contactable during this period and there was no evidence that the applicant was required to 
attend any staff meetings during this period and did not do so. 

120 It is my view that prior to meeting with the applicant on 15 October 2004 the respondent had determined that it would 
terminate the applicant at this meeting notwithstanding anything that the applicant may have said at this meeting and that as a 
result the applicant was denied procedural fairness as he was not given a proper opportunity to respond to the respondent’s 
view that he should be terminated.  Ms Mann gave evidence that she was aware prior to this meeting that the applicant was 
going to be terminated later that afternoon and Mr Brown gave evidence that he signed the applicant’s letter of termination on 
the basis that the meeting held on 15 October 2004 was to effect the applicant’s termination.  I find that even though the 
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meeting the respondent held with the applicant on 15 October 2004 went for over one hour it is my view that this meeting was 
structured in such a way as to advise the applicant that he was to be terminated and to discuss the basis for the respondent 
reaching this view.  I accept that the applicant was given the opportunity to put his views about the respondent’s decision at 
this meeting however I find that it was not done in such a way that the applicant was given the opportunity to try to convince 
the respondent that he should remain employed with the respondent. 

121 In all of the circumstances I find that the applicant was unfairly terminated as he was not given a fair go all round (see 
Undercliffe Nursing Home v Federated Miscellaneous Workers’ Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, WA 
Branch [op cit]). 
Compensation 

122 I am satisfied on the evidence that the working relationship between the applicant and respondent has broken down such that 
an order for re-instatement or re-employment would be impracticable. 

123 I therefore now turn to the question of compensation.  I apply the principles set out in Bogunovich v Bayside Western Australia 
Pty Ltd (1998) 78 WAIG 3635 and Tranchita v Wavemaster International Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1886.  As at the final date 
of hearing in relation to this matter the applicant has not been successful in obtaining alternative employment, I am satisfied on 
the evidence that the applicant took reasonable steps to mitigate his loss and I am not persuaded that the respondent established 
that the applicant has failed to mitigate his loss.  Even though the applicant did not apply for any positions as a photocopier 
technician I accept that the applicant applied for a significant number of advertised positions after he was terminated and that 
he approached businesses for employment which were relevant to the applicant’s experience and interests and that he satisfied 
the Newstart requirements after April 2005 which required him to regularly apply for positions (see Exhibit A4). 

124 The applicant is claiming six months’ remuneration as compensation.  After considering the facts of this case I am not satisfied 
on the evidence that the applicant would have had a long term expectation of ongoing work with the respondent as I conclude 
that the applicant’s employment with the respondent would not have continued for a lengthy period after his termination.  I 
find that the applicant’s ongoing lack of attention to detail when completing some of his job sheets caused difficulties for both 
Mr Brown and Ms Mann and that this led to tensions within the respondent’s office as the applicant was frequently spoken to 
by Ms Mann in relation to this lack of detail and I accept that this occasionally impacted on the respondent’s ability to bill 
customers and order parts.  It is also clear that the applicant did not fit comfortably within the respondent’s operations as he 
chose to conduct himself in such a way which sometimes annoyed the respondent and it is my view that the applicant chose to 
undertake his work in a manner that he and not the respondent believed was the most appropriate way to conduct himself.  For 
example, the respondent was unhappy with the applicant not always taking the full tool kit supplied to him to a job which the 
respondent claimed impacted on the applicant’s efficiency as he had to occasionally return to his vehicle whilst completing a 
job for equipment and supplies, the applicant refused to wear a shirt with the respondent’s logo on it and the applicant insisted 
on completing his paperwork without using the three copies of the job sheets supplied to the applicant which was contrary to 
the respondent’s policy.  Given these tensions and because of the ongoing difficulties arising from the lack of detail on a some 
of the applicant’s job sheets I therefore find the applicant would not have remained employed with the respondent for any 
longer than a further ten weeks after the applicant was terminated which would have been a sufficient timeframe for the 
applicant to be properly advised of the respondent’s concerns and for the applicant to be subject to a proper review of his 
performance and to be given further warnings, if necessary, about his performance and behaviour. 

125 Having regard to all of the circumstances of the case I find that the applicant should be compensated for the remuneration lost 
by him as a result of his unfair termination for the period that I have determined.  I find the applicant’s remuneration to consist 
of the applicant’s salary of $28,000 plus an amount of $12,000 for a motor vehicle which in my view is a reasonable amount 
taking into account both the private and business use of the vehicle and I also accept the applicant’s evidence that this amount 
was the value of the vehicle as told to the applicant by Mr Ford at his job interview, plus an amount for superannuation as 
provided for under the applicant’s contract of employment.  I will therefore order that the applicant be paid $7,638.45 gross as 
compensation for his unfair termination, which has been calculated as follows: 

$28,000 + $12,000 (motor vehicle component) = $40,000 ÷ 52 = $769.23 gross x 10 weeks = $7,692.31 gross + 
superannuation of $484.61 – $538.46 gross for notice paid. 

126 A minute of proposed order will now issue. 
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Order 
HAVING HEARD Mr K Trainer as agent on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Johnston as agent on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby: 

1 DECLARES THAT the dismissal of Declan Joseph Finnegan by the respondent was unfair and that 
reinstatement is impracticable, 
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2 ORDERS the respondent to pay Declan Joseph Finnegan compensation in the sum of $7,638.45 gross within 
seven (7) days of the date of this order. 

(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Industrial law - Termination of employment - Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and contractual 

benefits claim - Whether summary dismissal of applicant justified - Principles applied - Lack of 
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part - Order issued - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 26, s 29(1)(b)(i), s 29(1)(b)(ii) 

Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant In person 
Respondent Mr S Kemp of counsel  
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 The applicant commenced employment with the respondent as the manager of its container division in or about May of 

2004.  The applicant's employment came to an end on or about 21 January 2005 in circumstances which are now 
controversial.  The applicant claims he was dismissed by the respondent harshly, oppressively and unfairly and brings this 
application pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) and (ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The applicant also seeks 
certain contractual entitlements he says he was denied.  The respondent wholly denies the applicant's claim.  As a 
consequence of payments made by the respondent subsequent to the commencement of these proceedings, the applicant 
no longer proceeds with some of his contractual benefits claims as to salary owed as at the time of his dismissal. 

Factual Background 
2 The factual background to this matter is as follows.  The applicant testified that he commenced as the manager of the 

respondent in May 2004.  The respondent is engaged in the transport industry in this State.  As the manager, the 
applicant's duties included running all aspects of the respondent’s container division including the scheduling of work; 
invoicing customers; and providing general customer service and support as required.  In his position, the applicant 
reported to the general manager who was then a Mr Hughes.   

3 The applicant testified that he performed all aspects of his responsibilities well and that Mr Hughes did not raise any 
issues with the business.  However, all of this appeared to change when on 21 January 2005 both Mr Hughes and Mr 
Eriketti, who became an owner of the respondent business, attended the premises.  The applicant said that without any 
warning, Mr Eriketti told him to pack up his things and get off the premises.  When the applicant asked Mr Eriketti why, 
he was informed that he was not to be privy to the reason.  According to the applicant, Mr Hughes said very little at this 
time and did not inform him about any allegations against the applicant regarding cash jobs or the sale of a container.  Mr 
Eriketti watched the applicant while he deleted personal emails from his computer, following which the applicant said he 
was escorted off the premises and driven home by another employee.   

4 It was the applicant's testimony that he was never asked questions by either Mr Eriketti or Mr Hughes as to whether he 
had stolen any money from the respondent, nor was he given any real opportunity to say anything about the situation.  It 
was the applicant's case that the first he heard about the reason for his dismissal, was when he was contacted by the police 
and charges were laid against him. 

5 In his evidence in chief, the applicant said that he did not refute that from time to time he received cash payments from 
customers for jobs done, but at all times he passed this money onto Mr Hughes.  Sometimes, from this money, some was 
deducted to buy food and drinks for the drivers.  The applicant said that he did not know whether such monies were then 
put through the books of account of the company, because that was not his responsibility and all accounts were done 
through the respondent's Kewdale office. 

6 There were a number of documents put to the applicant in cross-examination and tendered as exhibits R2 - R4.  These 
were described as tax invoices on the letter head of the respondent however the respondent's accounts person at the 
material times, Ms Kehoe, testified that the documents were not the forms usually used for tax invoices and there was no 
record of the sums referred to in the documents in the respondent's books of account.  There was also put to the applicant 
an extract from a classified advertisements newspaper referring to the sale of a sea container which the applicant admitted 
he had attempted to sell on behalf of the respondent for the sum of $2,000.00.  The applicant testified that it was his 
decision to sell this container and not Mr Hughes' decision and the money received for it however, was given to Mr 
Hughes.  The applicant did not know whether this sum of money appeared in the respondent’s books of account however 
Ms Kehoe confirmed that it did not.  When he was asked in cross-examination as to why he produced the tax invoices but 
not in the form usually prepared by the respondent, the applicant testified that he gave the tax invoices to the customer 
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because they requested them.  The three tax invoices in evidence refer to an invoice amount and a GST amount and all 
three are date stamped and reflect “cash” on them. 

7 Mr Hughes was at the material time the general manager of the respondent.  At the time of the hearing of this matter, he 
was no longer in that position.  He testified that he had never seen the invoices tendered in evidence and denied that he 
had been paid any money by the applicant in relation to them.  He also said that he never instructed the applicant to take 
cash jobs from customers.  In relation to the sale of the sea container, Mr Hughes testified that to his knowledge there 
were two attempts to sell it.  The first attempt, at the time, was done without his knowledge and the second attempt, led to 
its sale.  Mr Hughes said the money was taken into the business and he received $2,000.00 cash from the applicant for it.  
It was also Mr Hughes' evidence that some of the proceeds of the sale of the container were given to Mr Eriketti.  Mr 
Eriketti however denied this in his evidence. 

8 There was some difference in the evidence between the applicant, Mr Hughes and Mr Eriketti as to what was said at the 
time of the dismissal.  As noted above, it was the applicant's emphatic evidence, that he had no opportunity to explain his 
position in terms of the allegations because Mr Eriketti simply came into the office and after a brief comment from Mr 
Hughes about disappointment, he was told to pack up his things and leave the premises.  Mr Hughes’ testimony on this 
point was to the effect that when both he and Mr Eriketti came into the office, Mr Hughes did refer to his disappointment 
and the applicant started to talk but Mr Eriketti interrupted him and told him to pack up and leave and that the matters had 
been referred to the police.  It was also reasonably clear on Mr Eriketti's evidence, that Mr Eriketti made up his mind prior 
to attending the office that he was going to dismiss the applicant.  This is what he told Mr Hughes he was going to do and 
directed Mr Hughes to arrange for the applicant to attend the office for that purpose. 

9 The applicant testified that following his dismissal he sought and obtained other employment in a similar position with a 
similar level of benefits, which employment he commenced on or about 27 February 2005.  At all times the applicant 
testified that he never attempted to disguise the fact that he had received cash payments from customers.  His defence to 
the respondent’s allegations simply was that he gave all such monies to Mr Hughes in accordance with a direction from 
him. 

Consideration  
10 The primary question in this case is whether taken overall the dismissal of the applicant constituted an abuse of the 

respondent's right to terminate the contract of employment: Miles and Ors t/as Undercliffe Nursing Home v FMWU 
(1985) 65 WAIG 385.  Additionally, given that the dismissal was summary for misconduct, an evidential burden is on the 
respondent to establish the facts upon which the decision to dismiss was based: Newmont Australia Ltd v Australian 
Workers Union, WA Branch (1988) 68 WAIG 677. 

11 Additionally, in cases of summary dismissal for misconduct, whether for theft or otherwise, the approach of the South 
Australian Industrial Relations Commission in Bi-Lo v Hooper [1992] 53 IR 224 has been adopted and applied by this 
Commission: WA Branch Australian Meat Industry Employees Union v Geraldton Meat Exports Pty Ltd (2001) 81 WAIG 
2523; Western Mining Corporation Ltd v AWU (1997) 77 WAIG 1079; C v Quality Pacific Management Pty Ltd (1993) 
73 WAIG 989. 

12 In Geraldton Meat Exports the Full Bench referred to Bi-Lo at 2529 as follows: 
“Where the dismissal is based upon the alleged misconduct of the employee, the employer will satisfy the evidentiary onus 
which is cast upon it if it demonstrates that insofar as was within its power, before dismissing the employee, it conducted 
as full and extensive investigation into all of the relevant matters surrounding the alleged misconduct as was reasonable 
in the circumstances; it gave the employee every reasonable opportunity and sufficient time to answer all allegations and 
respond thereto; and that having done those things the employer honestly and genuinely believed and had reasonable 
grounds for believing on the information available at that time that the employee was guilty of the misconduct alleged; 
and that, taking into account any mitigating circumstances either associated with the misconduct or the employee's work 
record, such misconduct justified dismissal.  A failure to satisfactorily establish any of those matters will probably render 
the dismissal harsh, unjust or unreasonable.” 

13 However, it must always be borne in mind that this approach cannot be applied in a rigid fashion and all matters of this 
kind must be considered consistent with the requirements of s 26 of the Act, that they be determined in accordance with 
equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case.  In particular, if it is established that despite there being 
some flaw in the procedure adopted giving effect to a particular dismissal, the employee could have been justifiably 
dismissed in any event, then no injustice or unfairness will necessarily result: Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 
WAIG 891 at 899. 

14 In the context of the present case, that approach required the respondent to conduct a proper investigation into the 
allegations against the applicant; give the applicant a reasonable opportunity to answer the allegations of the respondent; 
consider any mitigating circumstances; and ascertain whether, in light of what was before it having undertaken those 
steps, it has an honest and reasonable belief, based upon reasonable grounds, that the applicant was guilty of the conduct 
complained of.  Generally speaking, the failure by a respondent to establish this may lead to the conclusion that an 
employee was dismissed harshly, oppressively or unfairly.  I say that with the qualification noted above on the authority 
of Shire of Esperance.  In this case it is important to bear in mind that the allegations against the applicant, at least as to 
the cash jobs for customers, and leaving aside the container issue, were that the applicant stole those monies from the 
respondent.  It is therefore necessary for the respondent to establish on the evidence that at the time the decision to 
dismiss was taken, in accordance with the authorities referred to above, the respondent had a reasonable and honest belief 
based upon reasonable grounds as to the applicant's guilt. 

15 I am satisfied and I find on the evidence that the issue of the container sale cannot be relied upon by the respondent to 
justify the summary dismissal of the applicant.  This is so because the evidence was and I find that ultimately, the 
container was sold on the direction of Mr Hughes, as being an excess asset, and the monies obtained from that sale were 
given to Mr Hughes by the applicant in accordance with Mr Hughes’ instructions.  There was some dispute on the 
evidence as to what happened to those funds thereafter, but that matter is not material to my consideration of the fairness 
of the applicant's dismissal. 

16 As to the cash transactions, I am satisfied and I find on the evidence that the applicant did on at least three occasions enter 
into transactions with customers for work performed on the basis of payment by cash.  I also accept on the evidence of Ms 
Kehoe that those transactions did not at the material time, appear in the books of account of the respondent.  This was 
clearly an irregularity.  However, it is to be noted that the transactions themselves were recorded by way of exhibits R2 - 
R4, albeit those “invoices”, as they were referred to, were not in the form usually prepared by the respondent.  However, 
what is not insignificant is that there was documented evidence of those transactions which were kept as a part of the 
respondent's record. 
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17 The defence of the applicant is that he did no wrong because he passed on the monies from those transactions to Mr 
Hughes and thereafter he had no knowledge of what was done with recording, or otherwise, of those transactions.  The 
applicant's evidence was he was not familiar with and had no involvement in the respondent's accounting procedures, as 
that was a matter for head office at Kewdale.  This was not controverted on the evidence. 

18 The critical issue it seems to me in relation to that defence is whether firstly, given that it directly involved Mr Hughes, 
there was a reasonable opportunity for that to be raised by the applicant and for Mr Eriketti to investigate it.  Secondly, 
having done so, whether or not there was some prospect that the result ultimately may have been different in so far as the 
termination of the applicant's employment was concerned. 

19 In relation to the investigation of the conduct, I am satisfied that Mr Eriketti had drawn to his attention by Mr Hughes, the 
invoices in question which were irregular.  That then prompted further inquiries and lead to the discussion at the office on 
the day of the applicant's dismissal.  I am also satisfied however, that at the time of the applicant's dismissal, no 
allegations were put to him and certainly not in any detail, and there was no opportunity for the applicant to explain his 
position.  I accept the applicant's evidence, which was in part corroborated by the evidence of both Mr Hughes and Mr 
Eriketti himself, that the applicant was simply told that he was dismissed and he was to leave the premises immediately.  
Thereafter, the applicant took steps to delete personal information from his computer and made arrangements to leave.  
There was certainly no proper opportunity to explain his position at all.  Whilst counsel for the respondent, Mr Kemp, 
submitted that the applicant could have said something, it is to be noted that Mr Hughes' testimony was to the effect that 
the applicant tried to but he was cut off by Mr Eriketti.  I find accordingly. 

20 The significance of this event is as follows.  The respondent's allegation was that the applicant stole the monies associated 
with the cash sales in evidence.  In my view, unless and until the respondent was able to ascertain what happened to the 
funds from those transactions, it is difficult to see that that conclusion was reasonably open, on what was before Mr 
Eriketti at the time of the dismissal itself.  There is no doubt that there was evidence of cash transactions supported by 
documents which were not in a regular form.  However, it is one thing for company procedures to not be followed, but it 
is entirely another matter for a conclusion to be open on reasonable grounds, that monies have in fact been 
misappropriated.  That is the significance of the applicant's defence that these monies were given to Mr Hughes and the 
applicant was not thereafter, aware of how those funds were accounted for.   

21 Had this been explored at the time, then Mr Hughes would have been able to deal with that matter and it would have then 
been for the respondent to weigh those matters up in its ultimate decision.  This was never done.  In my opinion, that is 
the significance of the approach discussed in Bi-Lo for present purposes.  It was inappropriate for the applicant to not use 
the appropriate invoices applicable.  However, it is to be noted that a record of the transactions was made and kept. If it 
was really the intention of the applicant to misappropriate the monies from these cash transactions, one would assume it 
would have been more consistent with that enterprise for there to have been no record kept at all, or if one were created 
for the customer, there be no copies kept or such copies as were made be destroyed. 

22 In my view, having regard to all of these matters and the failure by the respondent to afford the applicant any or any real 
opportunity to defend himself, this constituted unfairness and it is by no means clear that had an opportunity been 
provided, the applicant would necessarily have been summarily dismissed. 

23 In view of these findings I consider that the applicant’s summary dismissal was unfair. I am satisfied that the applicant 
should be compensated for his loss of remuneration from the date of his dismissal until his obtaining new employment on 
27 February 2005, a period of about five weeks at his weekly salary of $923.00 per week. There will therefore be a 
declaration that the applicant was unfairly dismissed and an order that he be paid compensation by way of salary for this 
period in the sum of $4,615.00.  I am not satisfied that the applicant has established his claim for salary in lieu of notice.  
There was insufficient evidence before the Commission as to this claim. 

24 Order accordingly.  
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Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr S Kemp of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

1. THAT the hearing of the application be and is hereby adjourned to a date to be fixed. 
2. THAT the respondent pay to the applicant costs for expenses in the sum of $150.00 to be paid within 7 days. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr S Kemp of counsel on behalf of the respondent and Mr C Hughes on his own behalf, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the witness summons issued by the Registrar on 17 October 2005 directed to Mr Craig Allen Hughes be and is 
hereby set aside. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr S Kemp of counsel on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 (“the Act”), hereby – 

1. DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment as Manager 
on or about 21 January 2005. 

2. DECLARES that reinstatement or re-employment is impractical.  
3. ORDERS the respondent pay to the applicant the sum of $4,615.00 as compensation for loss less any amount 

payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and actually paid within 
21 days of the date of this order. 

4. ORDERS that otherwise the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 This is an application by Ian Mumme (“the applicant”) pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the 

Act”).  The applicant alleges that he was unfairly terminated from his position as a bottle shop manager with Rendezvous 
Observation City Hotel (“the respondent”) on 3 June 2005.  The respondent denies that the applicant was unfairly terminated. 

2 After conciliation was unavailing this matter was set down for hearing on 2 and 3 February 2006 and the parties were notified 
of the hearing dates on 23 November 2005.  On 13 December 2005 the respondent’s representative notified the Commission 
that it objected to the Commission hearing this application as it was of the view that the Commission did not have jurisdiction 
to hear this matter.  As the issue of the Commission’s jurisdiction to deal with this application was raised the parties were 
required to file and serve written submissions in relation to this issue.  Following is a summary of each party’s submissions. 
Respondent’s submissions 

3 The respondent argues that the applicant’s employment was at all times governed by a Federal award, the Liquor and 
Accommodation Industry – Hotels, Resorts and Gaming - (Managerial Staff) Award 2003 (“the Award”) and that the applicant 
worked in a class of managerial employees as defined in Clause 8.7 of the Award as the applicant was responsible for the 
management and coordination of the respondent’s bottleshop, he directed staff working in this area and implemented policies, 
procedures and operating systems in respect of the respondent’s bottleshop. 

4 The respondent submits that both direct and indirect inconsistencies arise between the Award which governs the applicant’s 
employment and the Act.  The respondent argues that as s109 of the Constitution provides that in the case of any inconsistency 
between a State law and a law of the Commonwealth, in this instance the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (“the WR Act”), the 
latter prevails to the extent of any inconsistency, and the respondent therefore argues that the terms of the Award prevail to the 
exclusion of the Act.  On this basis the respondent argues that the Commission does not have jurisdiction to deal with this 
application. 

5 The respondent argues that even though s152(1A) of the WR Act has been repealed it cannot be assumed that a Federal 
award’s apparent intention to ‘cover the field’ has been repudiated and the respondent maintains that the Award evinces an 
intention to ‘cover the field’ in relation to the resolution of disputes concerning employees covered by the Award given the 
terms of Clause 12 – Settlement of Disputes of the Award which reads as follows: 

“12.1 In the event of a dispute arising in the workplace the procedure to be followed to resolve the matter will be as 
follows: 

12.1.1 The employee and their supervisor meeting and conferring on the matter; and 
12.1.2 If the matter is not resolved at such a meeting, the parties shall arrange for further discussions between the 

employee and his or her nominated representative, if any, and more senior levels of management. 
12.1.3 If the matter is still not resolved a discussion shall be held between representatives of the Australian Hotels 

Association or other representative of the employer and the Club Managers’ Association Australia or other 
employee representative. 

12.1.4 If the matter cannot be resolved it may be referred to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission. 
12.2 While the parties attempt to resolve the matter work will continue as normal unless an employee has a 

reasonable concern about an imminent risk to his or her health and safety.” 
The respondent argues that as the Award refers to disputes solely being referred to the Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission (“the AIRC”) rather than to the Commission this demonstrates an intention to cover the field as the Award intends 
that the AIRC alone settle disputes which cannot be resolved at the workplace and the respondent argues that it is not possible 
for the terms of the Award and the Act to be observed simultaneously because the Award provides for the matter in dispute to 
be referred to the AIRC thus excluding the Commission’s jurisdiction to deal with this application. 

6 The respondent argues that a direct inconsistency is created by a collision between Clause 11 – Notice of Termination of the 
Award and the unfair dismissal provisions of the Act.  The respondent argues that as Clause 11 of the Award only requires that 
a period of notice be given at termination and as the requirements in respect of termination of employment under the Act differ 
from the requirements under the Award this direct inconsistency between the Award and the Act results in the terms of the 
Award prevailing to the extent of this inconsistency. 
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7 In response to the applicant’s contention that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant and the respondent are 
bound by the Award the respondent supplied copies of invoices confirming the respondent’s membership of the Australian 
Hotels Association (“the AHA”) at the time the applicant was employed by the respondent and at his termination and the 
respondent argued that the description given by the applicant in his application of the duties he undertook confirms that the 
applicant was employed to undertake the duties of a manager as provided for in Clause 8.7 of the Award. 
Applicant’s submissions 

8 The applicant maintains that the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this application.  The applicant argues that the 
respondent’s initial submissions do not demonstrate that the respondent is bound by the Award as it did not demonstrate that 
the respondent is a member of the AHA which is a pre-condition to being a respondent to the Award and the applicant 
maintains that the respondent has not demonstrated that the applicant falls within the definition of a manager under Clause 8.7 
of the Award as no factual material was before the Commission to verify this assertion. 

9 The applicant rejects the respondent’s submission that there is an inconsistency arising under s109 of the Constitution between 
the Award relating to this application and the Act.  The applicant argues that the test for determining any inconsistency 
pursuant to s109 of the Constitution between a Federal and State law involves two separate tests, that is, the Federal law 
‘covering the field’ or there being a direct inconsistency between a Federal law and a State law (see Clyde Engineering v 
Cowburn (1926) 37 CLR 466).  The applicant relies on s89A of the WR Act which limits the provisions to be contained in a 
Federal award and argues that as a result Federal awards cannot be said to ‘cover the field’.  The applicant also submits that 
provisions for dealing with harsh, unjust or unreasonable termination of employment are not contemplated to be included in a 
Federal award as s89A of the WRA provides that Federal awards may only contain a clause relating to notice at termination 
(see CCH Labour Law Reporter at 47-070).  The applicant argues that the Award does not exhaustively regulate an employee’s 
termination of employment and maintains that Clause 11 of the Award, which sets out notice at termination, does not constitute 
a clause ‘covering the field’ regarding termination of employment such as to oust the Act’s provisions regarding termination of 
employment and unfair dismissal.  The applicant also argues that there is no inconsistency between the provisions of Clause 11 
of the Award and the unfair dismissal provisions contained in the Act (see CCH Australian Legal Law Reporter at 2-690). 

10 The applicant argues that Clause 12 of the Award is not intended to and does not ‘cover the field’ regarding termination of 
employment and unfair dismissal claims and its terms are not inconsistent with an unfair dismissal claim made under the Act 
as this clause makes no reference to an employee’s termination, reinstatement or compensation for an unfair dismissal or 
arbitration of a dispute regarding an employee’s termination.  The applicant also argues that the terms of Clause 12 in general 
and Clause 12.2 in particular is predicated on this provision not applying to an employee who has been terminated. 

11 The applicant therefore argues that the respondent’s claim that the Commission does not have jurisdiction to deal with this 
application should be dismissed. 
Findings and conclusions 

12 Clause 4 of the Award reads as follows: 
“4. WHO IS BOUND BY THIS AWARD 
4.1 This award binds: 
4.1.1 the Club Managers’ Association, Australia [CMAA] and its officers and members; and 
4.1.2 the Australian Hotels Association and its members. 
4.2 In respect of persons employed within the scope of the award, whether members of the CMAA or not. 
4.3 Exemptions 

This award does not apply to: 
4.3.1 Gaming establishments/complexes holding a Casino license under relevant State legislation. 
4.3.2 Any Hotel Manager who is a member of the Council of the State Branch and/or the National Board, as 

presently constituted of the Australian Hotels Association. 
4.3.3 Any Hotel Manager who is an employee of a proprietary or private company (within the meaning of the 

Companies Act of the relevant State or Territory) where he/she holds sufficient number of shares to 
entitle him to voting control at general meetings of the company. 

4.3.4 Any Hotel Manager who is the senior partner of a partnership or has at least 49% of that partnership. 
4.3.5 The parent, spouse, son or daughter of a manager referred to in 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 of this clause. 
4.3.6 The following employees are exempt from this award: 

4.3.6(a) An employee who is employed to undertake the duties of senior management, responsible for 
a significant area of the operations of one or more hotels.  Indicative position titles for such 
an employee include: 
● Company Secretary; 
● Chief Accountant; 
● Personnel or Human Resources Manager; 
● Financial Controller; 
● Industrial Relations Manager; 
● Venue Manager; 
● General/Hotel Manager; 
● Executive Assistant Manager; 
● Regional Manager; or 
a manager to whom any of those positions report or are responsible.” 

13 Clause 8.7 of the Award reads as follows: 
“8.7 Manager means an employee (however designated) who: 
8.7.1 under the direction of senior management is required to manage and co-ordinate the activities of a 

relevant area or areas of the hotel; and 
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8.7.2 directs staff to ensure they carry out their duties in the relevant area or areas of the hotel; and 
8.7.3 implements policies, procedures and operating systems for the hotel. 
8.7.4 An employee appointed as a manager will have completed an appropriate level of training in business 

management or have relevant industry experience including the supervision of staff in one or more areas 
of an hotel.  In a General Hotel, this classification is commonly known as an Assistant Manager.  In an 
Accommodation Hotel, this classification may include any of the following positions; Duty Manager; 
Assistant Food and Beverage Manager, Assistant Rooms Division Manager; Assistant Front Officer 
Manager or equivalent position.” 

14 I accept the respondent’s claim that it was a member of the AHA at the relevant time as the respondent submitted 
documentation confirming that the respondent was a member of the AHA at the time it employed the applicant when it lodged 
its supplementary submissions and I also accept that the applicant was employed as a manager as defined in Clause 8.7 of the 
Award as the applicant referred to being a bottleshop manager in his application and that he undertook the roles of customer 
service, administration, business management, human resource development, security and occupational health and 
communication which is consistent with the definition of a manager in Clause 8.7 of the Award.  I therefore find that on the 
information currently before me the Award applied to both the respondent and the applicant. 

15 After considering the parties’ submissions in relation to the Commission’s jurisdiction to deal with this application and after 
reviewing the terms of the Award and considering s109 of the Constitution it is my view that the Commission has jurisdiction 
to deal with this application. 

16 The Industrial Appeal Court decision in City of Mandurah v Hull (2000) 80 WAIG 4319 confirms that Federal award 
employees are not excluded from the definition of employee under the Act and I therefore accept that the applicant is an 
employee who is able to lodge an application claiming that he has been unfairly dismissed pursuant to s29 of the Act. 

17 I reject the respondent’s argument that the terms of Clause 12 of the Award ‘covers the field’ in relation to the resolution of 
disputes concerning employees covered by the Award and I find that there is no inconsistency, either direct or indirect, 
between the Award, which regulated the applicant’s employment with the respondent, and the provisions of the Act. 

18 I conclude that the terms of Clause 12 - Settlement of Disputes of the Award does not apply to a situation where an employee 
is terminated and has ceased employment with an employer which is bound by the Award, as this clause is written in such as 
way to provide a procedure to settle disputes for employees who remain employed by that employer and not a former 
employee and I find that the terms of Clause 12.2 of this clause re-enforces this view.  As it is my view that this clause applies 
to workplace disputes relating to current, not former employees it follows that this clause does not contemplate dealing with a 
dispute relating to an employee’s termination after that employee has ceased employment with the employer which is the case 
in this instance.  Further, it is also my view that this procedure does not contemplate the resolution of a dispute concerning a 
former employee’s termination as this clause specifies a process which involves an employee initially conferring with his or 
her supervisor about the dispute, a procedure which would not normally assist in resolving an employee’s termination.  I 
therefore find that the provisions of Clause 12 of the Award do not apply to the applicant’s dispute with his former employer 
that he has been unfairly terminated. 

19 I reject the respondent’s claim that Clause 11 – Notice of Termination in the Award results in a direct inconsistency with the 
Act.  I accept that s89A of the WR Act limits the provisions to be contained in Federal awards and that as a result a Federal 
award is limited to including a clause specifying the notice to be given to an employee when he or she is terminated.  In my 
view Clause 11 of the Award only deals with the amount of notice to be given to an employee at termination and does not 
detail a process or mechanism to resolve a dispute about an employee’s termination nor does it provide for a remedy when an 
employee claims to have been unfairly terminated whereas these elements are provided for in the Act.  On this basis I find that 
there is no inconsistency between the Award and the Act in relation to the provisions of Clause 11 of the Award and I therefore 
find that the Award and the provisions of the Act with respect to a claim of unfair dismissal are able to operate concurrently. 

20 As I have found that there is no direct or indirect inconsistency in this instance between the terms of the Award and the Act 
and that these provisions operate concurrently in relation to the applicant’s claim that he was unfairly terminated and that the 
provisions of Clause 12 of the Award do not apply to a dispute relating to the applicant’s termination of employment and as the 
applicant is able to make an application to the Commission under s29 of the Act, it is my view that the Commission has 
jurisdiction to deal with this application. 

21 An order will issue that the Commission has jurisdiction to deal with this application. 
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1. DECLARES THAT the Commission has jurisdiction to enquire into and deal with this matter. 
2. ORDERS THAT the application to dismiss application 661 of 2005 for want of jurisdiction is dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Reasons for Decision 
1 The claim in this matter is one brought by the applicant alleging that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed. 

The application is made pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”).  The applicant alleges 
he was dismissed unfairly following poor treatment from a fellow employee who was his supervisor and in relation to 
which, the applicant made complaints to the respondent.  

2 The respondent wholly opposes the applicant's claim. 
Preliminary Issue 
3 The respondent’s agent Mr Jones put submissions to the Commission as a threshold issue.  It was common ground that at 

the material time, the applicant's employment was subject to the terms of the Drilling and Exploration Industry Award 
1991 (“the Award”) made pursuant to the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth) (“the WR Act”).  The issue raised is 
whether there was any inconsistency, either direct or indirect, for the purposes of s 109 of the Commonwealth 
Constitution, which would deprive this Commission of jurisdiction.   

4 The applicant's employment was at its commencement and at its termination, governed by the terms of the Award.  The 
Award was made under the terms of the WR Act.  It is also to be noted however, that an award made under the WR Act, 
is not of itself a law of the Commonwealth in the terms of s 109 of the Constitution, but is a factum made under it: TA 
Robinson and Sons Proprietary Limited v Haylor (1957) 97 CLR 177 at 182. 

5 Inconsistency for the purposes of s 109 of the Constitution may arise in two ways.  Firstly, is where the Commonwealth 
law by its terms discloses an intention to cover the field to the exclusion of a relevant State law.  Secondly, inconsistency 
can arise where both the Commonwealth and State laws collide in the sense that the subject of the law can only obey one 
law by disobeying the other, or where one law takes away a right or privilege which the other law confers: Ex parte 
McLean (1930) 43 CLR 472 J; R v Licensing Court of Brisbane; Ex parte Daniell (1920) 28 CLR 3; Blackley v 
Devondale Cream (Vic) Pty Ltd (1968) 117 CLR 253 at 258. 

6 The applicant's claim is brought under s 29(1)(b)(i) which is in the following terms: 
“29. By whom matters may be referred  

(1) An industrial matter may be referred to the Commission —  
(b) in the case of a claim by an employee —  

(i) that he has been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from his employment; 
or…” 

7 The applicant seeks an order under s 23A of the Act which relevantly provides as follows: 
“23A. Powers of Commission on claims of unfair dismissal 

(3) The Commission may order the employer to reinstate the employee to the employee’s former position 
on conditions at least as favourable as the conditions on which the employee was employed 
immediately before dismissal. 
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(4) If the Commission considers that reinstatement would be impracticable, the Commission may order 
the employer to re-employ the employee in another position that the Commission considers —  
(a) the employer has available; and 
(b) is suitable. 

(5) The Commission may, in addition to making an order under subsection (3) or (4), make either or both 
of the following orders —  
(a) an order it considers necessary to maintain the continuity of the employee’s employment; 
(b) an order to the employer to pay to the employee the remuneration lost, or likely to have been 

lost, by the employee because of the dismissal. 
(6) If, and only if, the Commission considers reinstatement or re-employment would be impracticable, the 

Commission may, subject to subsections (7) and (8), order the employer to pay to the employee an 
amount of compensation for loss or injury caused by the dismissal…” 

8 The effect of an award made under the WR Act in terms of its relationship with State industrial instruments is set out in s 
152 of the WRA.  Section 152 relevantly provides as follows: 
“Awards to prevail over State laws and State awards 
(1) Subject to this section, if a State law or a State award is inconsistent with, or deals with a matter dealt with in, 

an award, the latter prevails and the former, to the extent of the inconsistency or in relation to the matter dealt 
with, is invalid.” 

9 The relevant provision of the Award is cl 15 – Notice of Termination of Employment.  This clause relevantly provides as 
follows: 
“15. Notice of TERMINATION of employment 
15.1 Notice of termination by employer 

15.1.1 In order to terminate the employment of an employee the employer must give to the employee the 
period of notice specified in the table below: 

 
Period of continuous service Period of notice 
  
1 year or less 1 week 
Over 1 year and up to the completion of 3 years 2 weeks 
Over 3 years and up to the completion of 5 years 3 weeks 
Over 5 years of completed service 4 weeks 

 
15.1.2 In addition to the notice in 15.1.1, employees over 45 years of age at the time of the giving of the 

notice with not less than two years continuous service, are entitled to an additional week’s notice. 
15.1.3 Payment in lieu of the prescribed notice in 15.1.1 and 15.1.2 must be made if the appropriate notice 

period is not required to be worked. Provided that employment may be terminated by the employee 
working part of the required period of notice and by the employer making payment for the remainder 
of the period of notice. 

15.1.4 The required amount of payment in lieu of notice must equal or exceed the total of all amounts that, if 
the employee’s employment had continued until the end of the required period of notice, the employer 
would have become liable to pay to the employee because of the employment continuing during that 
period. That total must be calculated on the basis of: 
15.1.4(a) the employee’s ordinary hours of work (even if not standard hours); and 
15.1.4(b) the amounts ordinarily payable to the employee in respect of those hours, 

including (for example) allowances, loading and penalties; and 
15.1.4(c) any other amounts payable under the employee’s contract of employment. 

15.1.5 The period of notice in this clause does not apply: 
15.1.5(a) in the case of dismissal for serious misconduct; 
15.1.5(b) to apprentices; 
15.1.5(c) to employees engaged for a specific period of time or for a specific task or tasks; 
15.1.5(d) to trainees whose employment under a traineeship agreement or an approved 

traineeship is for a specified period or is, for any other reason, limited to the 
duration of the agreement; or 

15.1.5(e) to casual employees. 
15.2 Notice of termination by an employee 

15.2.1 The notice of termination required to be given by an employee is the same as that required of an 
employer, save and except that there is no requirement on the employee to give additional notice 
based on the age of the employee concerned. 

15.2.2 If an employee fails to give the notice specified in 15.1.1 the employer has the right to withhold 
monies due to the employee to a maximum amount equal to the amount the employee would have 
received under 15.1.4. 

15.3 Job search entitlement 
Where an employer has given notice of termination to an employee, an employee shall be allowed up to one 
day’s time off without loss of pay for the purpose of seeking other employment. The time off shall be taken at 
times that are convenient to the employee after consultation with the employer. 
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15.4 Transmission of business 
Where a business is transmitted from one employer to another, as set out in clause 14 - Redundancy, the period 
of continuous service that the employee had with the transmittor or any prior transmittor is deemed to be 
service with the transmittee and taken into account when calculating notice of termination. However, an 
employee shall not be entitled to notice of termination or payment in lieu of notice for any period of continuous 
service in respect of which notice has already been given or paid for.” 

10 In my opinion, for the following reasons, there is no inconsistency between the terms of cl 15 of the Award and ss 23A 
and 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act to oust the Commission’s unfair dismissal jurisdiction in this case.     

11 In my view, what cl 15 of the Award did at the material time was to attach to pre-existing common law rights as to 
termination of the contract of employment, the terms under which those rights could be exercised.  Whilst cl 15.1.5(a) 
deals with the requirements where an employee is dismissed without notice in the event of serious misconduct, I am not 
persuaded that this clause deals with substantive rights sufficient to ground any inconsistency.   

12 On one view, the present circumstances may be said to be similar to those that came before me in Lay v Atlas Group Pty 
Ltd (2005) 85 WAIG 4065.  In that case, although the relevant federal instrument was a certified agreement made 
pursuant to s 170 LT of the WRA, I came to the conclusion that the relevant terms of the certified agreement gave rise to 
an inconsistency for the purposes of s 109 of the Constitution.  In Lay commencing at par 15 I said as follows: 
“Direct inconsistencies of this kind have been dealt with by the Commission and the Industrial Appeal Court in similar 
circumstances in the past.  In Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611 the 
Industrial Appeal Court came to the conclusion that a contract of service clause contained in a federal award providing 
the right to terminate on notice, was directly inconsistent with the terms of the then s 29(2)(a) of the Act as it then was.  In 
dealing with this matter, Wallace J referred to and relied upon a judgement of Bray CJ in The Queen v The Industrial 
Court of South Australia; Ex parte General Motors Holden Pty Ltd 10 SASR 582 where, in dealing with a similar issue, 
he said at 590: 

“Is, then, a power to direct re-employment by the former employer of a former employee, whose employment 
has been terminated in accordance with the provisions of the award, consistent with that award?  I do not think 
it is.  If re-employment is directed under s.15(1)(e), it can only be re-employment in terms of the award.  The 
award gives the employer the right to terminate on a week’s notice.  Assume a case where a week’s notice has 
been given.  The Industrial Court declares the dismissal to have been harsh, unjust or unreasonable and directs 
re-employment.  The employer gives, under the terms of the award, another week’s notice.  There could be an 
interminable series of week’s notice, direction to re-employ, another week’s notice, and another direction to re-
employ.  It seems to me that this would be to qualify gravely, and indeed to destroy, the right to determine on a 
week’s notice given to the employer by the award.  I do not think it consistent with the award for State 
legislation to attach to that right a potential condition of defeasance, to adopt the language of Walters J and 
Wells J.” 

Similarly, in Martindale  v British Petroleum Refinery (Kwinana) Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 1263 the Industrial Appeal 
Court considered the same issue in relation to the terms of the federal award there in issue, dealing with the right to 
terminate on notice and the then s 29(b)(i) of the Act.  The Court unanimously agreed that the unfair dismissal 
jurisdiction of the Commission was ousted by the relevant terms of the federal award.  Ipp J, in dealing with this issue, 
came to the following conclusions at 1264: 

“The issue as to whether there is a direct conflict between cl 5 of the Award and s 29(b)(i) of the Act or whether 
the Award evinces an intention to “cover the field” raises a question of construction.  In my opinion, as a 
matter of language, the sentence: 

“employment shall be terminated by a week’s notice on either side given at any time during the week 
or by the payment or forfeiture of a week’s wages as the case may be” 

gives the right to the employer or the employee, as the case may be, to terminate the employment.  In other 
words, and dealing with the employer alone, that sentence confers upon the employer an entitlement to 
terminate the employment by a week’s notice.  This in my view is the appropriate construction based on the 
ordinary meaning of the words used in that sentence.  It is reinforced by the explanatory statement in the 
following sentence. That explanatory statement sets out that: 

“This shall not affect the right of the employer to dismiss any employee without notice for 
malingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or misconduct…” 

The reference in the latter sentence to “the right of the employer” assumes that the preceding sentence confers 
a “right” upon the employer. 
Furthermore, the first paragraph of the clause, which stipulates that, except as elsewhere provided, 
“employment shall be by the week” is consistent with a right being conferred upon an employer to terminate the 
employment on a week’s notice. 
It was submitted by counsel for the appellant that the omission in cl 5 to deal with the rights of an employee 
who is “unfairly” dismissed indicates that the clause is not an exclusive code.  He also submitted that, properly 
construed, cl 5 deals only with procedural matters and does not create substantive rights. 
In my view the fact that cl 5 does not deal with a termination of employment that might be “unfair”, but which 
is otherwise covered by the provision of the clause, is simply an indication that the parties to the Award 
intended that an employee should have no rights following on such a termination or dismissal, other than those 
recorded in the clause. 
Similar clauses in other Federal awards have been construed the same way.  In Metropolitan (Perth) Transport 
Trust v. Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611 the relevant clause in the Federal award concerned provided that: 

“(a) Except as elsewhere provided in this Award, employment shall be by the week. 
(b) Employment shall be terminated by a week’s notice on either side, given at any time during 

the week or by the payment or forfeiture of a week’s wages as the case may be.” 
Brinsden J said, in regard thereto, at 614: 

“In my view cl 7 gives to both employer and employee a right to terminate on a week’s notice.  It does 
not merely deal with length of notice but otherwise leaving the right to terminate to the common law.  
There is ample authority for this view…” 
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Brinsden J explained (at 614-615) that he came to this conclusion for the following reasons: 
“There is no express provision like (the explanatory statement in the Award stipulating that the 
provision that the employment shall be terminated by a week’s notice on either side did not affect the 
right of the company to dismiss an employee without notice for malingering, inefficiency, neglect of 
duty or misconduct) in this award, but there is nevertheless clear recognition in the award of the right 
of the appellant to terminate the employment for misconduct as for example in cl 18(i) and (n) and cl 
24.  Clause 10 regulates the way in which the Trust might go about discharging an employee through 
misconduct.  If that procedure were not to be followed by the Trust then it seems that a dispute 
concerning the matter arising out of the Award would be occasioned invoking the jurisdiction of the 
Board of Reference under cl 6.  These provisions by implication provide in the Award the right to 
terminate for misconduct.  In my view therefore this Award does provide, so far as the employer is 
concerned at least, a compete code on the way it may go about terminating the services of an 
employee” 

Wallace J expressed similar views and Smith J agreed with both Wallace J and Brinsden J. 
Counsel for the appellant conceded that Gersdorf was authority directly in point, and contrary to his argument, 
but submitted (as he was obliged to do) that the reasons of the Court in that case were clearly wrong. 
There is however a line of cases, including decision of courts of the highest authority, in which like views have 
been expressed in regard to similar awards and legislation.  See for example the Full Court of the Supreme 
Court of South Australia in The Queen v. The Industrial Court of South Australia; ex parte General Motors – 
Holden Pty Ltd [1975] 10 SASR 582; the views expressed by Barwick CJ, Stephen  and Aikin JJ in Ansett 
Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Ltd v Wardley (1980) 142 CLR 237; the views expressed by Mason, 
Brennan and Deane JJ in Metal Trades Industry Association of Australia v. Amalgamated Workers’ and 
Shipwrights’ Union (1983) 48 ALR 385 (at 400-401), and the remarks made by the High Court in Belton v 
General Motors – Holden Limited (No 2) (1954) 58 ALJR 509 at 511-512.” 

13 In my view however, the present case is distinguishable from Lay. In Lay, importantly, it was clear that from its terms, the 
relevant provisions of the certified agreement dealing with the contract of employment, conferred the right on the 
employer to dismiss and did not leave that matter to the common law.  In particular, cl 4(4) of the agreement there under 
consideration specifically referred to the rights of the employer in this regard.  This is in line with the observations of the 
Court in Martindale set out above. For these reasons, the relevant terms of the Award, set out above, are not inconsistent 
with the terms of ss 23A and 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act.  Therefore the Commission is not without jurisdiction to entertain the 
applicant's claim. 

14 It is also to be noted that the terms of cl 10 – Procedure to Avoid Industrial Disputation provides a procedure by which 
workplace disputes are to be resolved.  Such disputes are ultimately to be referred to the Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission.  However, it is far from clear that this refers to the dismissal of an employee.  Rather the clause seems more 
concerned with the resolution of disputes whilst the employment relationship is extant.  I am not persuaded that this alters 
my conclusions as to inconsistency. 

Merits  
15 The applicant testified that he commenced employment at the respondent's Woodie Woodie site on 5 November 2004 as a 

“drillers offsider” to the driller Mr Kelsey.  His duties as a drillers offsider were to collect samples, clean the drill rig and 
generally assist around the rig operation.  The applicant testified that not long after he commenced in employment, he 
became the subject of verbal abuse from Mr Kelsey including racist taunts referring to the applicant's African 
background.  The applicant claimed that Mr Kelsey used to belittle him in front of other employees and also often shouted 
and swore which upset him. 

16 In about February 2005, the applicant said the situation got to the point where he spoke to the respondent's managing 
director Mr Swick by telephone to complain about Mr Kelsey's conduct.  According to the applicant, Mr Swick undertook 
to investigate the matter however the applicant did not hear anything further.  According to the applicant's evidence, the 
situation continued until such time that he confronted Mr Kelsey about the manner in which he was spoken to.  The 
applicant said Mr Kelsey told him he did not care how a black c... felt and that if he did not like the job then he should 
leave the site. 

17 The situation appears to have come to a head in late March 2005 when the applicant said a co-employee accused him, 
falsely, of leaving sample buckets in his way.  This led to the applicant the following day formally complaining about his 
treatment to the on-site manager for the respondent's client, Mr Hampton.  Apparently, the applicant was rostered to 
attend work on this day but he did not.  Ultimately, the applicant was requested to leave the site and attend Perth to attend 
a meeting at the respondent's offices at which the situation would be discussed.  Mr Kelsey was also to attend this 
meeting. 

18 On or about 29 March both the applicant and Mr Kelsey travelled to Perth.  At the office were Mr Swick and also Mr 
Armstrong, the respondent's contracts controller.  Mr Armstrong took notes at the meeting.  Mr Kelsey was not present at 
this time but had apparently provided a written statement to the respondent about the events on-site.  The applicant was 
asked whether he had ever threatened Mr Kelsey onsite and he denied that he had.  According to the applicant's 
testimony, during the course of this meeting he demanded that they dismiss Mr Kelsey or he would take the respondent to 
court.  The applicant denied saying any words to the effect that he would “bring Kelsey down”.  At the meeting, the 
applicant agreed that both Mr Swick and Mr Armstrong said they were disappointed with the circumstances on the site 
but the matter was not able to be resolved there.  The applicant also agreed that Mr Kelsey, as the driller, was essential on 
the rig and it was important for him to return to the rig for its continued operation.  He also accepted in his evidence that 
he and Mr Kelsey could not and did not want to work together. 

19 According to the applicant, in this meeting he was told that as an alternative he could work in the Perth workshop for a 
period of time, but on a lesser salary on Perth and not site rates.  The applicant was not content with this and failed to 
attend for work performing these alternative duties from 30 March, following which the respondent wrote to him on 1 
April 2005 advising that he had abandoned his employment as a result.  The applicant said he felt aggrieved by the failure 
of the respondent to take his complaints against Mr Kelsey seriously.  The applicant did admit in cross-examination that 
the respondent offered the Perth based work as a temporary arrangement until a new rig operation commenced which was 
not expected to be far in the future. 

20 As to his work performance, the applicant denied that there were any issues with his work performance whilst he was on-
site. 
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21 Mr Swick is the respondent's managing director.  He gave evidence about his involvement in this matter.  He said he 
received a telephone call from the applicant in about February 2005 complaining about Mr Kelsey's conduct.  Mr Swick 
said he then spoke with Mr Kelsey about his behaviour and told him to “pull his head in”.  Mr Swick testified about a 
further call from Mr Kelsey in about March 2005, to the effect that he could not find the applicant and he had previously 
refused to attend work unless both of them were taken off site.  The applicant had refused to leave site unless Mr Kelsey 
went as well. This was going to cause difficulties according to Mr Swick in terms of the operation of the rig. 

22 However, a meeting was arranged in Perth.  According to Mr Swick the applicant was very upset with Mr Kelsey and said 
that he would “make Kelsey pay”.  The applicant refused to go back to the Woodie Woodie site unless the respondent 
dismissed Mr Kelsey.  According to Mr Swick, at this point the respondent had not determined what the possible outcome 
of these events would be.  He did say that Mr Kelsey, as the driller and the senior employee on the site, was essential to 
keeping the rig operating.  Given that both clearly were not getting on, Mr Swick proposed an alternative as a temporary 
measure to relocate the applicant to the Perth workshop for a relatively short period of time until another rig operation 
was up and running.  The applicant refused this proposal and did not want to work in the workshop because of the lower 
rate of pay.  According to Mr Swick, the applicant simply did not attend as he was requested.  It was Mr Swick's evidence 
that in the circumstances, there were few other options for the respondent and this was a means of separating both the 
applicant and Mr Kelsey, until a new location could be found for the applicant.  At the same time, Mr Swick said he 
counselled Mr Kelsey in writing in relation to his manner of communication with other employees on-site and Mr Kelsey 
returned to the rig. 

23 Mr MacKay is now a driller, but commenced as an offsider and worked as a relief driller between November 2004 and 
April 2005 whilst the applicant was on the Woodie Woodie site.  Mr Mackay referred to the work environment as noisy 
and with regular use of fairly strong language.  He testified that from his own observations working in the drill crew with 
Mr Kelsey, the applicant was not treated differently to any other employee on site.  He said that he never heard Mr Kelsey 
speak to the applicant in any racist terms.  Mr MacKay referred to the applicant as a willing employee who was the same 
in terms of initial experience, to any other trainee drillers offsider. 

24 Mr Boreham was employed as a senior offsider and worked with the applicant both at Woodie Woodie and in the Perth 
workshop.  He testified that trip hazards are important around a rig operation and the applicant had some untidy work 
practices, in that he often left sample buckets in areas where he should not have, which caused some problems for the 
others working around the rig.  According to Mr Boreham the applicant was forgetful.  As to the work environment, Mr 
Boreham also referred to the course language used in and around the rig and that Mr Kelsey sometimes raised his voice 
and swore a lot.  He never heard any abuse of the applicant in racist terms. 

25 The subject of the applicant's complaints, Mr Kelsey, was called.  He was a driller with the respondent and worked at the 
Woodie Woodie operation for about two and a half years.  He gave evidence about the nature of a mobile drilling rig and 
the dangers associated with its operation.  It was he who recommended the applicant for employment through a mutual 
friend.  Mr Kelsey described the applicant's initial period of employment and that he had no prior experienced as a drillers 
offsider. A constant complaint that Mr Kelsey had with the applicant was his forgetfulness and in particular, his leaving 
sample buckets in dangerous locations on the ground that would constitute a trip hazards.  According to Mr Kelsey, the 
applicant was resistant to any attempts to change his behaviour in this regard. 

26 Mr Kelsey freely admitted that on-site the work environment was very noisy, due to the equipment, and employees wore 
ear muffs.  As a result, he used to yell at others around him so he could be heard and he did use course language which 
was a part of the normal work environment.  His evidence was he did not treat the applicant differently to other 
employees of the respondent working on the rig.  He did say however, that he recalled the applicant saying on occasions 
that he did not like working with either him or the work group.  Mr Kelsey denied ever making racist remarks towards the 
applicant.  Mr Kelsey also referred to an incident at the Perth workshop where he was threatened by the applicant. 

27 As to the events of 26 and 27 March 2005, Mr Kelsey said that on 26 March as a result of the applicant causing problems 
with the placement of sample buckets, he had occasion to speak to him about it.  The following morning the applicant did 
not attend for work at the usual time.  Later in the morning one of the rig crew went looking for the applicant and found 
him in the lounge, not dressed for work.  A conversation took place between he and the applicant given Mr Kelsey was 
annoyed that the applicant had not shown up for work that morning.  A discussion ensued following which Mr Kelsey 
testified the applicant walked out of the room and as he did so, he threatened both himself and Mr Kelsey's family.  Mr 
Kelsey said he felt intimidated by this and spoke to the site manager for the client Mr Doherty, who ordered the applicant 
off-site as a health and safety risk.  Mr Kelsey said he also left site and the Perth meeting then took place.  Mr Kelsey 
prepared a written statement as to the relevant events. 

28 After this incident, Mr Kelsey said the respondent required him to attend a seminar on dealing with employees which he 
said he learned a lot from.  Mr Kelsey said he has always “jumped on” other employees who do things wrong around a rig 
because of the extreme danger involved in the work.  He accepted that some in the past have taken offence by his manner 
however he said he was only concerned for their welfare. 

Conclusions 
29 Ultimately, it is for the Commission to consider whether if there has been a dismissal, then in all of the circumstances the 

dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair.  This involves the Commission considering whether the employee has received a 
fair go all around. 

30 From the evidence in this matter, it is the case and I find that the work environment at Woodie Woodie was one in which 
course language and loud voices were not unusual.  I have no doubt from all of the evidence, that the applicant found this 
environment somewhat difficult and I accept his evidence that Mr Kelsey often spoke to him, as he did to others, in a loud 
and what he may have perceived to be an abusive manner.  I note however, the evidence of other employees who were 
called to testify, who did not on any occasion hear Mr Kelsey speak to the applicant in derogatory racist terms.   

31 It is also clear that over the period of time whilst he was on site, the applicant and Mr Kelsey interacted in such a way that 
by March 2005 they could not work together.  In a small work group such as a drill rig crew, an ability to get on and work 
together is no doubt critical.  I am satisfied and I find that events developed to the point that on or about 27 March 2005, 
as a result of events in particular between the applicant and Mr Kelsey, the applicant was directed to leave the site 
following which the meeting in Perth occurred with the respondent's management.  Whether or not racist remarks were 
made is difficult to determine in this matter because both the applicant and Mr Kelsey's evidence was diametrically 
opposed on this point.  However, no independent evidence has corroborated the applicant's claims in this regard.  
Moreover, it is to be noted that the applicant's employment came about upon the recommendation of Mr Kelsey, who well 
knew of the applicant's racial and cultural background through a common associate.  One would think that if Mr Kelsey 
had any animosity towards those of the applicant's background, then no such recommendation would have been made. 
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32 Nonetheless, it was plain to the Commission that by March 2005, the working relationship between the applicant and Mr 
Kelsey had broken down irretrievably.  The question is how that situation was to be resolved. 

33 In response to what confronted it, the respondent took the decision to separate both the applicant and Mr Kelsey, with Mr 
Kelsey to return to the Woodie Woodie site as the principal employee the driller, essential to the ongoing drill rig 
operation.  I do not consider that step in the circumstances to be unreasonable, given that also, Mr Kelsey was counselled 
as to his interpersonal skills. 

34 Additionally, on the evidence I am satisfied that the applicant was directed by the respondent's client to leave the Woodie 
Woodie site and therefore he could not return to that location in any event.  As an interim measure, and whilst awaiting 
the placement at another drilling location, the respondent proposed an arrangement for the applicant to work in the Perth 
workshop.  Given all the circumstances of this case, whilst this may, as a matter of law, have constituted a unilateral 
repudiation of the terms of the applicant's contract of employment as a drillers offsider, it was not, given the situation 
confronting it, an unreasonable step for the respondent to propose. This is particularly so given that there was no 
immediate alternative available to the respondent.  Even if such a proposal had not been advanced, given that the 
applicant was directed to leave the Woodie Woodie site by the respondent's client, any termination of the applicant's 
employment in those circumstances could not be regarded in my view as harsh, oppressive or unfair when it resulted from 
circumstances dictated to the respondent by its client on the project. 

35 However, in all of the circumstances, it is difficult to see what else the respondent could have done given the 
circumstances which confronted it at the time.  Whilst I am prepared to conclude that the variation of the applicant's 
contract of employment in terms of the position offered in the Perth workshop may have constituted a termination of his 
employment as a drillers offsider, I am not persuaded that it would be in all of the circumstances harsh, oppressive or 
unfair.  Had the applicant willingly taken up the respondent’s proposal, on the evidence, it seems it would have been only 
a few weeks before he was placed back in a driller’s offsider position at another location.  However, the applicant chose 
not to accept this option. 

36 In all of the circumstances the application must be dismissed. 
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Order 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr D Jones as agent on behalf of the respondent the Commission, pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Result Direction issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms J Van den Herik 
Respondent Mr B Cusack 
 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Ms J Van den Herik on behalf of the applicant and Mr B Cusack on behalf of the respondent the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 

(1) THAT each party shall give an informal discovery by serving its list of documents by no later than 27 May 2005. 
(2) THAT inspection of documents shall be completed by no later than 10 June 2005. 
(3) THAT evidence in chief in this matter be adduced by way of signed witness statements which will stand as the 

evidence in chief of the maker.  Evidence in chief other than that contained in the witness statements may only be 
adduced by leave of the Commission. 

(4) THAT the applicant file and serve upon the respondent any signed witness statements upon which he intends to rely 
no later than 21 days prior to the date of hearing. 

(5) THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant any signed witness statements upon which she intends to rely 
no later than 14 days prior to the date of hearing. 

(6) THAT the parties file and serve upon one another any signed witness statement in reply no later than 7 days prior to 
the date of hearing.  

(7) THAT the parties give notice to one another of witnesses they require to attend at the proceedings for the purposes 
of cross-examination no later than 14 days prior to the date of hearing. 

(8) THAT the applicant and respondent file an agreed statement of facts (if any) no later than 21 days prior to the date of 
hearing. 

(9) THAT the applicant and respondent file and serve an outline of submissions and any list of authorities upon which 
they intend to rely no later than 14 days prior to the date of hearing. 

(10) THAT the matter be listed for hearing for 2 days. 
(11) THAT the parties have liberty to apply on short notice. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Direction 
HAVING heard Mr D Howlett of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr B Cusack on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby directs – 

1. THAT the applicant forthwith file any signed witness statements upon which he intends to rely. 
2. THAT the respondent file and serve on the applicant any signed witness statements upon which it intends to rely no 

later than 4.00pm 19 October 2005. 
3. THAT the parties file and serve upon one another any signed witness statements in reply no later than 4.00pm 21 

October 2005. 
4. THAT the parties file and serve upon one another an outline of submissions and list of authorities upon which they 

intend to rely no later than 4.00pm 21 October 2005. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Respondent Mr B Cusack of the Civil Service Association of Western Australia 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 This application is made pursuant to s 29(1)(b)(ii) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) in relation to which the 

applicant claims that he has been denied a contractual benefit by way of payment for overtime pursuant to his contract of 
employment.  The benefit claimed is said not to arise pursuant to any award, industrial agreement or order of this 
Commission.  The applicant claims the sum of $9,850.29 or alternatively, the sum of money based upon the hours worked 
by him outside of ordinary hours at time and one half of normal time  or further alternatively, that the applicant be 
permitted to take time off in lieu of overtime hours worked.  The applicant also seeks a declaration and orders that he has 
been and remains entitled to the use of a car bay at the respondent’s premises without cost to him. 

2 The respondent denies that it is indebted to the applicant for payment of any overtime or the provision of time in lieu.  
There is no issue taken by the respondent with the provision to the applicant of a car bay at no cost to him.  The 
respondent in its defence to the claim says that the car bay was a term and condition of the applicant's contract of 
employment, in recognition of his out of hours work commitments, without further entitlement to the payment of 
overtime or time in lieu thereof. 

Contentions of the Parties 
3 Mr Howlett of counsel represented the applicant.  Mr Cusack the respondent's senior industrial officer, appeared for the 

respondent. 
4  Mr Howlett made a number of submissions in support of the application.  Counsel submitted that at all times the 

respondent has conceded that the applicant was entitled to be paid for work performed outside of ordinary hours at 
overtime rates. Further, the applicant denies that as at the time of his employment he was ever informed about or agreed 
to the provision of car parking in substitution for the payment of overtime.  Furthermore, and in any event, the applicant 
submitted that by the terms of the Rules of the respondent, specifically Rule 12(l)(v), all employees of the respondent are 
entitled to terms and conditions of employment the same as conditions for an officer appointed in the public service.  It 
followed according to this submission, that the terms of the Public Service Award 1992 (“the Award”) had application 
and entitled the applicant to overtime payments.  A further submission was put that alternatively again, in accordance 
with the general conditions of service applicable to the respondent contained in a motion of the respondent's governing 
council, the applicant had an entitlement to payment of overtime or approved time off in lieu because the circumstances 
of his employment were “extraordinary or unusual”, consistent with the policy. 

5 Mr Cusack on behalf of the respondent made a number of submissions.  He said that the applicant's employment was not 
covered by any award or industrial agreement of this Commission and his terms and conditions of employment were 
governed by the letter of offer of employment; representations made by the respondent to the applicant at the time of the 
appointment; and various unregistered agreements.  As to the applicant's letter of appointment, Mr Cusack submitted that 
this letter only refers to the provision of a car parking bay and no reference is made to overtime payments.  Secondly, 
representations were made by the then Secretary of the respondent who interviewed the applicant for the position, to the 
effect that the provision of a car parking bay was in recognition of and compensation for any additional out of hours work 
required to be performed.  Thirdly, he submitted that staff agreements applicable to the employees of the respondent and 
adopted by the parties, specify that generally the respondent does not pay overtime unless there is an exceptional 
circumstance, which did not apply to the applicant.  Finally, it was submitted that Rule 12(l)(v) of the respondent's rules 
does not have the meaning contended for by the applicant.  It was submitted that the applicant's construction of the Rule 
would be unworkable, given the proliferation of industrial instruments applying to public sector employees. 

The Evidence 
6 Helpfully the parties filed an agreed statement of facts in these proceedings.  The agreed facts are as follows: 

“1. Mr Stacey is employed by the Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated. (“the CSA”) 
2. Mr Stacey is employed in the position of Executive Officer. 
3. The position of Executive Officer was advertised in the West Australian Newspaper on 10 July 1999. 
4. Mr Stacey was interviewed on Monday 23 August 1999. 
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5. Present at the interview were Mr Stacey, Mr David Robinson (then General Secretary), Ms Diane Robertson 
(then President) and Ms Toni Walkington (then Assistant General Secretary). 

6. Mr Robinson telephoned Mr Stacey in early September 1999 to inform him that the CSA wanted to offer him the 
position of Executive Officer. 

7. During the telephone conversation with Mr Robinson (referred to above) Mr Stacey confirmed that he would 
accept the offer of employment. 

8. By letter dated 10 September 1999 the CSA formally offered Mr Stacey the position of Executive Officer on the 
terms and conditions set out in that letter. 

9. Mr Stacey’s employment contract was formed either during the telephone conversation with Mr Robinson, 
referred to above or alternatively on 14 September 1999 by letter dated the same date in which Mr Stacey 
accepted employment on the terms and conditions contained in the CSA’s letter of offer dated 10 September 
1999. 

10. Mr Stacey commenced work as Executive Officer for the CSA on Monday 20 September 1999. 
11. No award applies or applied (by force of the award as opposed to contract) to Mr Stacey’s employment. 
12. From the commencement of Mr Stacey’s employment he has been provided with the use of a car parking space 

by the CSA. 
13. A dispute has arisen between Mr Stacey and the CSA regarding his entitlement to be paid at overtime rates for 

work performed outside of his prescribed hours of duty.” 
Evidence 
7 A central issue in this matter is the terms and conditions of employment of the applicant.  Mr Stacey gave evidence about 

how he came to be employed in his position as Executive Officer with the respondent.  He testified that he had been a 
member of the respondent since in or about June 1994.  He said that he saw an advertisement in the “West Australian” 
newspaper for the position. The advertisement for the position noted that “some after hours work is required”.  Mr Stacey 
applied for the position and was interviewed on 23 August 1999.  At the interview were the then Secretary of the 
respondent Mr Robinson, the then President of the respondent Ms Robertson and the then Assistant Secretary of the 
respondent Ms Walkington.  Mr Stacey testified that he was informed about the requirements for the position and there 
was no discussion about working hours or overtime that he could recall.   
He said that in early September 1999, following the interview, he received a telephone call from Mr Robinson offering 
him the position.  Matters such as salary and availability to start were discussed and Mr Stacey said he would accept the 
position offered.  There followed a letter of offer dated 10 September 1999 setting out the offer and general conditions.  A 
copy of this letter was annexure SS2 to Mr Stacey's witness statement and it says in part “A car parking bay will be 
provided for your use”.  The letter refers to other matters such as salary, probationary employment and other benefits but 
there is no mention of overtime. There is however reference in the letter to “CSA Conditions of Service will apply...”.  Mr 
Stacey said he never saw any documents setting out what those conditions were.  Mr Stacey said there was no mention at 
any time that he would be provided with a car bay instead of being paid for overtime. 

8 Mr Stacey commenced employment as the respondent's Executive Officer on 20 September 1999.  He underwent a formal 
induction with the respondent's Human Resources Officer Ms Brewer.  He said he recalled some discussion with Ms 
Brewer, during the induction, about working hours and she said words to the effect at some point “we do not usually pay 
overtime but we do take time off in lieu”.  There is no contest on the evidence that the applicant did work out of hours and 
the record of hours claimed in these proceedings was accepted to be broadly accurate. 

9 It would seem that the issue of payment of overtime to the applicant was not formally raised with the respondent until 
about April 2004.  It was not entirely clear from the applicant's evidence as to why such a period of time elapsed before 
he made such claim, although it seems that he only became aware that he may have some entitlement at about that time. 

10 The applicant gave evidence about discussions between himself and Ms Walkington and others concerning his claim and 
various communications that passed between them.  The applicant also gave evidence about payments of overtime he had 
received from about April 2004 which in his view was confirmation that he had such an entitlement.  I will comment 
further on this below but the evidence of the respondent was that this was part of a without prejudice arrangement, 
pending determination of the applicant's claim by the Commission. 

11 As I have mentioned there were representatives of the respondent present at the applicant's employment interview.  Mr 
Robinson is now the Secretary of Unions WA and he has occupied that office since 1 January 2005.  From December 
1993 to April 2003 Mr Robinson was the General Secretary of the respondent.  He chaired the selection panel that 
interviewed applicants for the position of Executive Officer.  Mr Robinson testified that he has a very good recollection of 
the events surrounding the appointment of the applicant because he knew the applicant as he had assisted him on a 
workers compensation matter in the past.  He also testified that the applicant was very keen to work for the respondent.  
Mr Robinson said that in July 1999, the applicant contacted him by telephone inquiring about the Executive Officer 
position.  According to Mr Robinson, the applicant was anxious to work for the respondent as it was his own union.  Mr 
Robinson said he generally outlined the position but made the point of telling the applicant that there was no additional 
payment for out of hours work in this case.  He said that he always informed applicants for positions with the respondent 
of this.  Mr Robinson said that he told the applicant about the availability of the car bay as compensation for out of hours 
work and that the applicant replied to the effect that terms and conditions of employment were not important as he just 
wanted to work for the respondent. 

12 The selection interview was held and at the conclusion of it, Mr Robinson informed the applicant that he would not be 
paid overtime for the out of hours work but would receive the benefit of a car bay.  Mr Robinson testified that he did have 
a further telephone discussion sometime after the interview to tell the applicant he was successful in obtaining the 
position.  According to Mr Robinson, the applicant was very enthusiastic about commencing work at the respondent.  The 
applicant testified that whilst he could not specifically recall this telephone conversation, he did not deny that it may have 
taken place.  Furthermore, during Mr Robinson's period as the General Secretary, the applicant never raised any issue 
with him as to an entitlement to payment of overtime for out of hours work. 

13 Mr Robinson also said that the applicant was the only administration level person within the respondent who was 
provided with a car bay and it was specifically because of the additional hours requirement to attend council meetings and 
the like.  He also testified that the incumbent in the applicant's position prior to him, also did not receive overtime 
payments for additional hours worked. 
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14 Ms Walkington, the present General Secretary of the respondent, attended the applicant's interview for the appointment in 
August 1999.  She testified that towards the end of the interview there was some discussion about terms and conditions of 
appointment for the Executive Officer position.  Ms Walkington said that she recalled Mr Robinson telling the applicant 
that there would not be overtime payable for out of hours work but however, there would be a car bay allocated to the 
position without cost, in recognition of this extra work.  Ms Walkington recalled all interviewees being told of this at the 
time. 

15 Some years later, in about 2003 according to Ms Walkington, the applicant approached her and informally queried 
whether he should be paid overtime for his out of hours duties.  Ms Walkington told the applicant that there was no 
overtime payable because the car park had been provided instead.  According to Ms Walkington, she requested the 
applicant to calculate the value of any overtime that would be payable for his additional hours, and compare it to the value 
of the car bay.  If there was an excess of monetary value of overtime, she would consider whether a variation to the 
applicant's contract of employment could be made to compensate him further.  The applicant had a further discussion with 
Ms Walkington and she said he informed her that his employment contract provides for the car park and he wanted in 
addition his overtime payments.  Ms Walkington testified that in April 2004 following discussions with the applicant 
about this matter, she agreed to prospectively pay the applicant overtime for out of hours work on an interim basis until 
his claim was resolved.  She said that she made it clear that this was to be on a without prejudice basis.  Ms Walkington 
denied that she had by this conduct, conceded the applicant's claim for overtime payments.  She considered that as the 
Secretary of the union, she should properly investigate the applicant’s claims and what she proposed was a part of 
maintaining good workplace relations. 

16 Ms Walkington also referred to the various policies and agreements applicable to staff of the respondent.  She said that as 
a general rule, all employees of the respondent are told that overtime is not generally payable for out of hours work but 
employees may be able to take time off in lieu.  Furthermore, the most recent policy document dealing with overtime and 
time off in lieu endorsed by the respondent's council, was annexure TW 5 to Ms Walkington's witness statement.  This 
document refers to the current practice that the respondent does not generally pay overtime or approve time off in lieu, 
except in extraordinary or unusual circumstances. 

17 Ms Walkington also said that when the applicant was on approved leave his replacement is able to use a car parking bay 
but is not paid for overtime in respect of any work outside of ordinary hours.  Whilst Ms Walkington testified that as the 
Secretary of the respondent she has a broad discretion to approve such payments, that is the exception to the rule and it 
would only apply generally where the employee is not otherwise compensated. 

18 The other attendee at the applicant's interview for employment was Ms Robertson.  At the time she was the President of 
the respondent.  Ms Robertson testified that at the interview each candidate was informed of the requirements of the 
position of Executive Officer, and that they would be required to take meetings of minutes and many such meetings 
would be held out of working hours.  Ms Robertson confirmed that at the interview, each candidate was informed that a 
car parking bay would be made available but she could not recall any mention of overtime during the interview.  Ms 
Robertson also testified that as far as she was aware, car parking bays are normally available to senior officers of the 
respondent.  This was also the evidence of Ms Walkington and Mr Robinson  

Consideration 
19 The claim before the Commission is one for an alleged denial of a contractual benefit.  The law as to these matters is well 

settled.  For an applicant to be successful in such a claim a number of elements must be established.  The claim must 
relate to an industrial matter pursuant to s 7 of the Act and the claimant must be an employee; the claimed benefit must be 
a contractual benefit that being a benefit to which there is an entitlement under the applicant's contract of service; the 
relevant contract must be a contract of service; the benefit claimed must not arise under an award or order of this 
Commission; and the benefit must have been denied by the employer: Hotcopper Australia Ltd v Saab (2001) 81 WAIG 
2704; Ahern v AFTPI (1999) 79 WAIG 1867.  The meaning of “benefit” has been interpreted widely in this jurisdiction: 
Balfour v Travel Strength Ltd (1980) 60 WAIG 1015; Perth Finishing College Pty Ltd v Watts (1989) 69 WAIG 2307. 

20 There is no issue in this matter that at all material times the applicant was an employee of the respondent and was 
employed subject to a relevant contract of service.  The claim is also one that is clearly an industrial matter for the 
purposes of s 7 of the Act.  It is also common ground that the applicant's employment was not subject to an award or order 
of this Commission. 

21 The issue to be determined therefore is what were the terms of the applicant's contract of employment with the respondent 
and, specifically for present purposes, whether it was a term of the contract of employment that the applicant be entitled 
to the payment of overtime for work performed outside of ordinary hours.  It is only if such a finding is made, on the 
evidence, that any consideration of a trade-off or substitution of one benefit for another arises. 

22 It is also common ground and not in issue that the applicant was entitled, as a term and condition of his employment, to 
the use of a car parking space. I am also satisfied on the evidence that the provision of car parking spaces is usually 
restricted only to senior officers of the respondent, and would not generally be made available to a person occupying a 
position such as the applicant's.  The car parking bay was an express term of the applicant's contract of employment 
evidenced by the letter of 10 September 1999 from Mr Robinson to the applicant.  This letter of appointment is silent as to 
the issue of overtime save for reference to “CSA Conditions of Service will apply”.  I am satisfied from this reference in 
the applicant's letter of appointment that the “CSA Conditions of Service”, whatever they were at the material time, were 
incorporated by reference into the applicant's contract of employment and formed part of the benefits to which he was 
entitled. 

23 As to any oral terms of the applicant's contract of employment, the applicant's case is that there was no discussion at all in 
relation to overtime, whereas the respondent’s case was that it was specifically mentioned that overtime was not payable 
but a car parking bay was provided instead.  Thus, on the evidence, taking the applicant's case at its highest, he must 
establish his claim on the basis of the content of his letter of appointment dated 10 September 1999, or any subsequent 
variations to his contract of employment established on the evidence. 

24. The meaning of “CSA Conditions of Service” is not made clear in the letter of 10 September 1999.  It seemed to be 
common ground however that these conditions of service have been reflected over the years in various instruments 
including unregistered agreements and various resolutions of the respondent's council.  Copies of these documents were 
annexed to Ms Walkington’s witness statement.  At the time of the commencement of the applicant's employment in 
September 1999, an unregistered agreement known as the CSA Staff Agreement 1998 appeared to be in place.  This 
agreement was endorsed by the council of the respondent on 25 November 1998.  The terms of the 1998 Staff Agreement 
are silent as to overtime payments for employees.   
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25. At about the time of the employment of the applicant, it appears that negotiations were being concluded for a new staff 
agreement, also unregistered, which became the CSA Staff Agreement 1999.  This agreement was endorsed by the 
council of the respondent on 3 November 1999, shortly after the applicant's employment.  The evidence was and I find 
that the 1999 agreement was endorsed by a majority of the respondent's employees, and there was no suggestion on the 
evidence that the applicant took any objection to it.  The 1999 agreement is itself silent as to the question of payment of 
overtime for working outside of ordinary hours.  However, it refers to the “codification” of terms and conditions of 
employment for staff of the respondent over the duration of the agreement.  Apparently this process took place and 
annexed to Ms Walkington’s witness statement was material showing the codification of various terms and conditions of 
employment, as agreed by the joint unions representing employees of the respondent on 12 April 2000 and ratified by the 
respondent's council on 24 May 2000.  The particular document dealing with overtime and time off in lieu is described as 
“C 55/00” and was annexure TW 5 to Ms Walkington's witness statement.  As it is material, the terms of this document 
are set out in full as follows: 
“1. In accordance with current practice, the CPSU/CSA does not generally pay overtime or approve time off in lieu 

of payment of overtime except in extraordinary or unusual circumstances. 
2. From date of commencement of employment, employees appointed to identified positions within the Union are 

paid an allowance in addition to salary, in accordance with Schedule A Salaries of the CSA Staff Enterprise 
Bargaining Agreement. 

3. For those employees appointed to identified positions in subclause (2) of this clause, any claim for overtime or 
time off in lieu would have to be in extraordinary or unusual circumstances. 

4. In such extraordinary or unusual circumstances, claims for overtime or time off in lieu of payment of overtime, 
shall have prior written approval of the General Secretary. 

5. An employee who has prior approval to take time off in lieu is required to make arrangements with their 
supervisor to clear such time off in lieu within two months of the overtime being performed. 

6. Provided that there is written agreement between the employee and supervisor, time off in lieu of payment for 
overtime may be accumulated beyond two months from the time the overtime is performed so as to be taken in 
conjunction with periods of approved leave. 

7. In circumstances where the General Secretary has approved payment of overtime and there is no agreement for 
time off in lieu to be taken in conjunction with periods of approved leave, the employee shall be paid for the 
overtime worked.” 

26 This document is important in a number of respects.  Firstly, par 1 refers to the respondent, as a general practice, not 
paying overtime or approving time off in lieu except in extraordinary or unusual circumstances.  I pause to note that this 
statement of policy, formally adopted by the council of the respondent, is entirely consistent with the testimony of both 
Ms Walkington and Mr Robinson as to the policy and practice of the respondent not to pay overtime for work outside of 
normal hours.  This is also consistent with the evidence of both Mr Robinson and Ms Walkington as to statements they 
said they made at the interview with the applicant prior to him commencing employment, and the respondent's practice 
historically, in relation to compensation for hours of work. 

27 It is also clear from the terms of this resolution of the respondent's council that overtime will be paid only in a 
circumstance which is extraordinary or unusual and secondly, and in any event, only with the express approval of the 
General Secretary.  There was no evidence before the Commission that at any material time over the course of the 
applicant's employment, he had the express approval of the General Secretary to be compensated for work outside of 
ordinary hours by the provision of overtime payments.  I leave aside for present purposes, the agreement said by Ms 
Walkington to have been reached, whereby the applicant has been so paid pending the determination of his claim by this 
Commission. 

28 However, what is clear in my view is that the working of hours outside of normal hours could not possibly be said, in the 
applicant's case, to constitute an extraordinary or unusual circumstance.  This is plainly so by reason of the fact that from 
the terms of the applicant's appointment, both set out in the initial advertisement for the position and discussions at the 
interview, and the nature of the position itself, as is common ground between the parties, the applicant was regularly 
required to work outside of normal hours to attend council meetings to take minutes and the like.  In contrast to the terms 
of par 1 of annexure TW5, in my view, this obligation, in the context of the applicant's employment, could only be 
reasonably seen as an ordinary and usual incident of his employment with the respondent. 

29 I am not therefore satisfied that the applicant has any contractual entitlement to payment for overtime by reason of the 
CSA Conditions of Service, as incorporated into his contract of employment. 

30 The other basis of the applicant's claim was said to arise by reason of the operation of Rule 12(l)(vi) of the respondent's 
registered rules.  The terms of Rule 12 – Council deal generally with the composition and powers of the Council of the 
respondent as its governing body.  Specifically, Rule 12(l)(vi), upon which the applicant relied, provides as follows: 
“(vi) To appoint any person whose services may be deemed necessary for the carrying out of the purposes of the 

Association and at any time to suspend or discharge any such person and to fix the remuneration to be paid for 
that person’s services. 
Such persons shall be appointed subject to the same conditions and restrictions as an Officer appointed under 
the Public Service Act.” 

31 Counsel for the applicant submitted that the effect of this rule at the material time was to require the respondent to employ 
the applicant on terms and conditions of employment applicable to an officer appointed in the public service in 
accordance with the “Public Service Act”, which should now be read as the Public Sector Management Act 1994.  The 
submission was that a person so appointed, would be entitled to payments for overtime in accordance with the terms of 
the Award.  Therefore, this gave rise to a contractual benefit in favour of the applicant. 

32 As to this issue, the respondent argued that the terms of Rule 12(l)(vi) of the respondent's rules is insufficiently certain to 
confer such a benefit on the applicant because of its generality.  It was said that as there are so many industrial 
instruments applying to persons employed in the public sector, including the Award, many industrial agreements and 
other forms of industrial instrument, it would be overly complex and unworkable to ascertain what the terms and 
conditions of appointment should be.  It was also submitted that even if the applicant’s submissions on this point were 
sound, then at its highest the respondent may have breached its Rules in engaging the applicant as it did, but that of itself 
does not confer a contractual benefit as claimed. 

33 In my opinion the applicant's arguments on this point cannot be sustained.  What in fact and in law were the terms of the 
applicant's contract of employment with the respondent at the time he commenced employment, and what may be 
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specified as required in the Rules of the respondent, are two different issues.  Whilst the terms of Rule 12(l)(vi) are less 
than clear, I am not of the view that such a Rule would support a claim for a contractual benefit for an individual 
employee of the respondent.  What this Rule appears to be directed towards, is to require the council to engage employees 
on terms and conditions as those applicable to an officer in the public service.  That provision qualifies the general power 
of appointment set out in the first part of the sub rule.  However, it seems to me that rather than grounding a specific 
contractual entitlement between the respondent and the employee concerned, the sub rule provides for a mandatory 
obligation on the council which if not complied with, would constitute a breach of the Rules. 

34 If I am wrong in that conclusion, then it seems to me that the only other basis upon which the applicant's claim could be 
supported by such a provision, is the implication of a term into the contract of employment for the payment of overtime 
based upon the existence of this obligation on the council at the material time. Terms may be implied into contracts either 
as a matter of fact or as a matter of law.  Terms to be applied as a matter of fact are required to satisfy certain criteria: BP 
Refinery (Western Port) Pty Ltd v Shire of Hastings (1977) 16 ALR 363 at 376; Codelfa Construction Pty Ltd v State Rail 
Authority of New South Wales (1982) 149 CLR 337.  Terms may be implied by law in relation to certain types of contract 
or by statute. 

35 For a term to be implied in fact, amongst other requirements, the particular term must be capable of clear expression and 
certainty in its operation.  Secondly, the term which is sought to be implied must be consistent with other express terms of 
the contract and must not seek to cover ground already dealt with.  In my view, a term could not be implied in the 
applicant's case, as to payment of overtime, for at least two reasons.  Firstly, given the terms of the sub rule and the 
myriad of industrial instruments applicable in the public sector, such a term would be insufficiently certain as to its 
operation.  Secondly, but equally as importantly, it would fly in the face of the CSA Conditions of Service referred to 
above, which specifies that overtime is not generally payable unless there exists extraordinary or unusual circumstances 
and the express approval of the General Secretary is sought and obtained.  For the reasons that I have set out above, to 
imply such a term in the applicant's favour would be contrary to an express term dealing with this issue. 

36 I am therefore not satisfied that the applicant has discharged the onus upon him to establish, on the balance of 
probabilities, the existence of an entitlement to the payment of overtime for hours worked outside of normal hours of 
work.  Whilst it is not strictly necessary for me to determine the issue, on balance, as to the conflict in the evidence 
between the witnesses for the applicant and the respondent in relation to discussions prior to and during the interview 
process for the applicant's employment, I prefer the version of events as outlined by Mr Robinson and Ms Walkington.  
That is, it seems to me, given the clear policy position that the respondent has had over the years in relation to overtime, 
and the restricted availability of car parking bays, it is more likely than not that these matters would have been raised at 
the time of the initial interview.  This is also entirely consistent with logic and commonsense, that the applicant be 
provided with a benefit, by way of a car parking bay that an officer of his level would not normally receive, as 
compensation for and recognition of the requirement to regularly work out of ordinary hours for which overtime is 
generally not payable. 

37 Finally, I do not accept the arguments advanced by the applicant that there was, in some way, an estoppel created by 
reason of the stance adopted by the respondent in this matter.  I accept the evidence of Ms Walkington that after the 
applicant initially raised the issue of the payment for overtime, and in an endeavour to maintain sound workplace 
relations, she agreed on an interim basis from April 2004 to pay the applicant overtime pending the determination of this 
matter by the Commission.  No estoppel arises either as a consequence of this act or from any stated position of the 
respondent, prior to this matter being heard and determined by the Commission.    

38 As to the seeking of a declaration by the applicant that he is entitled to a car bay     from the respondent, I am not 
persuaded that such a declaration should be made. There is no dispute as to this matter and declarations should not be 
made in these circumstances.  

39 Accordingly for the foregoing reasons the application must be dismissed.   
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Order 
HAVING heard Mr D Howlett of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr B Cusack on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders– 

THAT the application be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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SECTION 29(1)(B)—Notation of— 
 

Parties File Number Commissioner Result 
Alexis Bold Anything Telephones U207/2005 Commissioner 

S M Mayman 
Application 
discontinued 

Alfred Josef Kost Hugall & Hoile (ACN 082 
341 197) 

APPL902/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Angelina Elisabeth 
Steckelberg 

Nino's Fish Bar APPL691/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Anne Maree Crawford Alistair Hamilton Todd 
Principal Ray White 
Pinjarra 

B122/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Annette Ivy Maisey The Western Australian 
Golf Club (Inc) 

APPL591/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Betty Jeanette Moore Travelspirit Group Limited U32/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Blake Ainley Jas World 
Communications P/L T/As 
Allphones Carousel 

B170/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Bradley Riksman Allied Forklifts B223/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Brendan Neil Phillips Mr Jim Crocket, Managing 
Director, Cumberland 
Consulting Group 

B103/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinue by 
leave 

Brendan Neil Phillips Mr Jim Crocket, Managing 
Director, Cumberland 
Consulting Group 

U103/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinue by 
leave 

Brendan O'grady Barclay Engineering U181/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Brett Marriott G & F Beltline Services 
Pty Ltd 

U136/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinued by 
leave 

Carla Isabel Da Silva Sela 
Moore 

Bureau Veritas, Perth U71/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

Clinton Michael Fitzgerald Greg Doyle APPL680/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Darren Francis Green Palinode Pty Ltd Atf 
Borich Trust 

APPL243/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

David Anthony Winch Modern Group Pty Ltd 
(Roofing) 

APPL616/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

David Frederick Rees Southern Olive 
Management P/L 

B79/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

David Frederick Rees Southern Olive 
Management P/L 

U79/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Elizabeth Blackwell Jet Cut U228/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Emma Etherington Bremick Industries Pty Ltd U186/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Gheorghe Biroaj The Precast Company U266/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Graeme John Gordon-
Maclean 

Gould Transport Pty Ltd APPL408/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Hashiem Classen Prestige Alarms U30/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Ian Mumme Rendezvous Observation 
City Hotel 

APPL661/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

James Patrick Finnerty Bendigo Bank Ltd U179/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 
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Parties File Number Commissioner Result 

Jarrad Walker Groundprobe Pty Ltd APPL913/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Jennifer Louise Perrin Sue Chivers APPL290/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Dismissed 

Jessica Lee Hastie House In Whitfords City U28/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Jessica Scott Mr Will Galvin U166/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Jody-Lee Elizabeth 
Latham 

Marnja Jarndu Women's 
Refuge 

U163/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

John Chapman Envotec Pty Ltd (ABN 24 
007 140 310) 

APPL767/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

John Henry Bingham Soiland Pty Ltd APPL685/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

John Walter Platz Dura-Fenz U142/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

Judith Pamela Tyler Vice Chancellor, Edith 
Cowan University 

U65/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Justine Jane Witton Clive Odgers C/- Riverside 
Real Estate 

B137/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Kevin Katris Phoenix Forest Products 
Pty Ltd 

U21/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Laurel Christine Borremei Grd Minproc Ltd U67/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Leanne Toms Centurion Transport 
Company Pty Ltd 

B124/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Lee Yin Wong Kongs Trading Pty Ltd 
(Victoria Park) 

U161/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Withdrawn by 
leave 

Mandy Corrigan Aims Corporation B267/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Margaret Hodgson Mr Greg Black, Crisp And 
Clean Dry Cleaners 

U130/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinued by 
leave 

Margaret Minoughan Tyco Motion And Control APPL1679/2004 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Marina Bourne The Directors, Jan 
Simpson Settlements 

B102/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinued by 
leave 

Marion Briers Silktime Holdings Pty Ltd 
T/A Toddle Inn Child Care 

U143/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Mark Paul Mcnamara West Coast Liquor 
Merchants WA Pty Ltd As 
Trustee For West Coast 
Liquor Merchants WA 
Unit Trust Trading As The 
Waterford Tavern 

U224/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Mark Rodney Thompson Pauline Thompson - 
Administration Manager, 
Optimum Business 
Solutions P/L 

U258/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Martin Bridgman Ace Cinemas Pty Ltd APPL810/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Martin Hillman Games On Demand Pty 
Ltd 

U44/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Maureen Vivian Stewart Mr Declan Synnott-
Chairperson, Employment 
Directions 
Network/Joblink 
Enterprises Inc. 

APPL732/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 
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Parties File Number Commissioner Result 

Michael Martin Laughlin T-Systems Australia Pty 
Ltd 

B184/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

Michael Martin Laughlin T-Systems Australia Pty 
Ltd 

U184/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Michael Stanley Moffat Transpacific Industrial 
Solutions 

U75/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Natalija Novakovic Alex Lazidis, SDR 
Australia Pty Ltd 

B63/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Neville John Richardson Carnarvon Medical 
Service Aboriginal 
Corporation 

APPL711/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Neville Peter Albin Reclaim Industries Limited 
A.C.N. 090 671 819 

APPL891/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Nicholas Feghaly Kedena Holdings P/L T/As 
"Décor 2 Go" 

APPL925/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

Nicole Garbin Rally Revegetation And 
Environmental Services 

B244/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Order issued 

Nicole Radosevich Kantech International Pty 
Ltd T/A Strange Drilling 

B40/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
Dismissed 

Nicole Radosevich Kantech International Pty 
Ltd T/A Strange Drilling 

U40/2005 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

Penny Berkhout The Modern Group Of 
Companys 

U27/2006 Commissioner 
P E Scott 

Application 
dismissed 

Peter Charsley Mcdonald Mining Pty Ltd APPL842/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinued by 
leave 

Peter John Davis Hyde Park Management 
Limited Trading As Cable 
Beach Club Resort 
Broome 

APPL535/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Robert Chilcott Forest Nursery Pty Ltd U140/2005 Commissioner 
S J Kenner 

Application 
discontinued by 
leave 

Robert William Kinneen Carlton Surveys U339/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
struck out for 
want of 
prosecution 

Roger Hughes Medical Sales & Service B177/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Roger Hughes Medical Sales & Service U177/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Sharon Maria Ford Copperart Pty Ltd T/A 
Homeart 

APPL355/2005 Commissioner 
S Wood 

Application 
discontinued 

Simon John Sharpe West Tip Waste Control APPL667/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Simone Kleine-Deters BJ's Timber Flooring U215/2005 Commissioner 
J L Harrison 

Discontinued 

Suzanne Matchett R.S.L. (WA) APPL641/2005 Commissioner 
S M Mayman 

Application 
discontinued 

Vaughan Fredrick Hinds Woodbros Mazda U96/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 

Wayne Richard Smith Cornhill Building And 
Fabrication 

U156/2005 Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued 
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CONFERENCES—Matters referred— 
2005 WAIRC 03243 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE CONSTRUCTION, FORESTRY, MINING AND ENERGY UNION OF WORKERS 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
BRIDGE PUMP COMPANY PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
HEARD TUESDAY, 29 NOVEMBER 2005, THURSDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2005 
DELIVERED WEDNESDAY, 7 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO. CR 168 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2005 WAIRC 03243 
 
 
Catchwords Industrial law - Termination of employment - Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Application to 

correct named respondent - Whether Commission should exercise discretion - Principles applied - 
Application to correct granted - Whether applicant dismissed - Definition of dismissal considered - 
Commission satisfied applicant dismissed - Lack of procedural fairness - Applicant harshly, 
oppressively and unfairly dismissed - Application upheld - Reinstatement or re-employment 
impractical - Compensation ordered - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 23A(6), s 23A(8), s 
26(1)(a), s 26(1)(c), s 27(1)(m), s 29(1)(b)(i), s 29(2)(a), s 44(9).  

Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms K Scoble of counsel instructed by the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of 

Workers 
Respondent Mr H Ynema 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 This matter is one referred pursuant to s 44(9) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) which had not been settled 

by agreement following a compulsory conference under the Act.  The memorandum of matters referred sets out the matter 
in dispute which is as follows: 
“1. The applicant is in dispute with the respondent over the termination of its member, Mr Marcus Ortuzar. 
2. The applicant says Mr Ortuzar commenced employment with the respondent on or about 22 September 2001. 
3. The applicant says that on or about 22 September 2005 Mr Ortuzar’s employment was terminated effective 

immediately as a result of a verbal exchange regarding car parking at the respondent’s premises. 
4. The applicant contends that the termination was in all the circumstances harsh, oppressive and unfair and 

accordingly seeks declarations and orders of the Commission. 
The respondent wholly denies the applicant’s claim and opposes the orders sought.” 

2 Mr Ortuzar commenced employment with what he understood to be the respondent in 2001.  He was employed on various 
duties including the repair and maintenance of equipment and the ordering and delivering of parts.  The named respondent 
is engaged in the dredging industry.  Another company owned or operated by the owner of the respondent, Mr Ynema, is 
Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd.  By exhibit A1, an ASIC company search, both companies have the same principal place 
of business in Butcher Street, Kwinana Beach, in Western Australia.  The significance of this is a matter which I will 
come to later in these reasons. 

3 Mr Ortuzar testified that he worked on this basis for some time, until about six to nine months prior to his dismissal.  Up 
to this time, Mr Ortuzar said he reported to a Mr Shanks as his supervisor or manager who he understood represented 
Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd.  Reference was also made by Mr Ortuzar in his evidence to a uniform he wore with 
Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd on it and pay slips and group certificates bearing the same description.  However, he 
testified that there was a change which occurred in either late 2004 or early 2005 following a discussion with Mr Ynema.  
This led to some change in his work duties and him reporting directly to Mr Ynema and performing work at the 
desalination plant project in relation to which he was given a site entry pass bearing the name “Gendredge Australia”.  
Additionally, both the respondent and Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd operated out of the same premises at Kwinana as 
far as  Mr Ortuzar understood it.  He also understood that Mr Ynema owned both companies and he could not tell the 
difference between them.  It was this last period in his employment that led Mr Ortuzar to believe that he was employed 
by the respondent and not by Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd.  Hence the proceedings were commenced accordingly. 

4 According to Mr Ortuzar, his employment continued until September 2005 without real incident.  He testified that at no 
stage was he counselled or warned about his work performance or conduct.  On 22 September an incident apparently 
occurred involving Mr Ynema's brother who, as the Commission understands it, is also employed at or in connection with 
the respondent’s business.  Some weeks prior to 22 September, Mr Ynema had requested that all employees who had, up 
until that time, parked their vehicles in the car park on the premises, not do so and park their vehicles on the street outside 
of the yard.  Mr Ortuzar was not comfortable with this request because of incidents of vandalism to vehicles and also the 
fact that, from time to time, he kept equipment in his vehicle that he was not prepared to leave outside of the area of the 
premises.  Apparently Mr Ortuzar raised these concerns with Mr Ynema at the time. 

5 On the day in question, whilst the evidence was not entirely clear, Mr Ortuzar, still clearly not satisfied with the parking 
arrangements, asked a supervisor and Mr Ynema's brother whether they had been requested to park their motor vehicles 
outside of the premises also.  According to Mr Ortuzar, Mr Ynema's brother responded aggressively and rudely, which 
upset him a great deal it appears.  He indicated to the respondent that he was going to complain about being spoken to in 
that way.  Mr Ortuzar denied that he was loud or aggressive in his exchanges with Mr Ynema's brother. 
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6 It was common ground that Mr Ynema was not present during this exchange.  Mr Ortuzar spoke to Mr Ynema and said he 
was going to complain.  Whilst it was not entirely clear, there seemed to have been some discussion between Mr Ynema 
and Mr Ortuzar, with Mr Ynema saying that Mr Ortuzar should “look for another job”.  Mr Ortuzar then questioned Mr 
Ynema in words to the effect of “are you sacking me?”. Mr Ynema responded in words to the effect of “yes I think so”.  
Mr Ortuzar certainly took this to mean that he was dismissed. 

7 This conversation was construed somewhat differently by Mr Ynema on his evidence.  He testified that he was not really 
sure what the altercation between Mr Ortuzar and his brother was about, as he only heard some raised voices at the back 
of the workshop when he returned to the premises.  His evidence was that even up to the time of the leaving of the 
premises by Mr Ortuzar, he still did not really know what had gone on.   

8 Mr Ynema testified that Mr Ortuzar sat at his desk and appeared very angry.  When he asked Mr Ortuzar what occurred, 
Mr Ortuzar only informed him that he had a verbal altercation with his brother and “it was not fair”, or words to this 
effect.  Mr Ynema also testified that he made a telephone call to a government department to see whether somebody could 
assist him to try and mediate the situation that had arisen.  It appeared that events then overtook this, as Mr Ortuzar was 
shortly to leave the premises.  Before doing so however, Mr Ynema accepted that Mr Ortuzar could have said to him 
during their conversation words to the effect “Henry are you sacking me?”.  Mr Ynema denied saying “yes” in response, 
however he testified that he may have said something along the lines that Mr Ortuzar may need to get another job. 

9 Some ten days or thereabouts after the alleged dismissal, Mr Ortuzar obtained other employment on a casual basis for 
another company earning $22.00 per hour and working on the basis of 8 hours per day.  He testified that he had been 
fortunate in that the casual employment had been continuous and ongoing to the date of the hearing.   

10 Mr Ortuzar said he was both dismissed and dismissed unfairly without reason or any good reason.  He said he had lost 
income as a result of the dismissal and furthermore, given the less secure nature of his employment presently as a casual 
employee, has not been able to secure bank finance for the building of a house. 

Consideration 
11 At the outset of the proceedings counsel for the applicant, Ms Scoble, made an application pursuant to s 27(1)(m) of the 

Act to substitute the name Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd for Gendredge Pty Ltd as the proper respondent.  This 
application was made on the basis that at the material times, Mr Ortuzar mistakenly believed, because of the change to the 
nature and location of his employment, that at the time it ended he was employed by the respondent and not Bridge Pump 
Company Pty Ltd.  Further, Ms Scoble submitted that both companies were owned or operated by the same person, had 
their principal place of business at the same location and operated out of the same building.  Her submission was that Mr 
Ortuzar, in the circumstances, was genuinely mistaken as to the proper identity of his employer for the purposes of these 
proceedings, and the Commission should exercise its discretion in his favour consistent with the principles dealt with by 
the Full Bench of the Commission in Rai v Dogrin Pty Ltd (2000) 80 WAIG 1375.  The exercise of the discretion would 
be, according to Ms Scoble, consistent with equity, good conscience and the substantial merits of the case pursuant to s 
26(1)(a) of the Act. 

12 In Rai the Full Bench considered the procedural powers to correct and amend in s 27(1)(m) of the Act.  That power is 
clearly a wide one and is not simply limited to the correction to the name of a party to proceedings, but may also involve 
the substitution of a new party as well.  However, the exercise of the power to correct or amend is not automatic and 
involves the exercise of discretion by the Commission.  If the circumstances of the particular case are such that it should 
have been readily apparent to an applicant as to the proper identity of their employer, then the discretion should not be 
exercised.   

13 It is said that Mr Ortuzar was labouring under a general misapprehension as to the proper identity of his employer as at 
the time of the termination of his employment.  Further, the applicant has applied at the earliest opportunity following 
notification from the respondent the day prior to the date of the hearing that this was to be raised formerly as an issue.  
Whilst Mr Ortuzar's evidence was that his pay slips and group certificates referred to Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd, the 
change to his employment location, duties and reporting arrangements at the desalination plant site was sufficient to raise 
some doubt in his mind as to the identity of his employer at the time of the termination of his employment.  I am therefore 
persuaded in this case that the correction sought should be granted. 

14 The next issue to determine is whether Mr Ortuzar was dismissed so as to attract the jurisdiction of the Commission under 
s 29(1)(b)(i) of the Act.  This is a jurisdictional fact which is necessary for the Commission to then determine, if there was 
a dismissal, whether it was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  The concept of a "dismissal" is broad.  For the purposes of s 
29(1)(b)(i) of the Act, an applicant must be “dismissed”. There is no definition in the Act as to the meaning of dismissal, 
and one therefore considers the common law in this jurisdiction as to its meaning. 

15 In Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust v Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611, the Industrial Appeal Court, in the 
context of considering whether there was an inconsistency between the terms of a federal award and the State legislation 
for the purposes of s 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution, commented on the meaning of “dismissal”. Smith J, in 
dealing with this matter, observed at 616: 

“The meaning attributed by the Shorter Oxford Dictionary to the verb “dismissed” is “to send away or remove 
from office, employment, or position.” 

16 Speaking of the meaning of the word “dismissal” in Auckland Transport Board v Nunes (1952) NZLR 412, Fair J said at 
410:  

“The word “dismissal” may be used in a sense of a peremptory or arbitrary dismissal or a dismissal after due 
notice or payment under the terms of the contract of employment.” 

17 Being qualified as the verb “dismissed” is, in the context in which it appears in s 29(2)(a) by the adverb “unfairly”, it 
seems to me that the subsection is designed to apply to all dismissals, whether wrongful or lawful at common law. 

18 These observations have been referred to and applied extensively in this jurisdiction by the Commission, constituted both 
as the Full Bench and members of the Commission sitting alone. 

19 In this case, I am satisfied on the evidence that Mr Ortuzar was, in fact and in law, dismissed by the respondent.  I have no 
reason to doubt Mr Ortuzar's evidence that when he enquired of Mr Ynema whether he was being dismissed or not, he 
was told that he was.  This is, to an extent, consistent with Mr Ynema's own testimony when he said that he probably did 
use words to the effect of "you should look for another job" in his discussion with Mr Ortuzar.  Additionally, it would 
seem passing strange for Mr Ortuzar to voluntarily leave his permanent and quite well paid position, which he has held 
for some years.  This just does not seem to make sense on all of the evidence. 
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20 The next issue is whether given Mr Ortuzar was dismissed, whether his dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair.  It is 
well settled in matters such as these that the test as to whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unfair is whether the 
right of the employer to dismiss an employee has been exercised so harshly or oppressively, such as to constitute an abuse 
of that right: Miles v Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch (1985) 65 WAIG 385.  

21 Additionally, in assessing a claim such as the present matter, it is not the province of the Commission to assume the role 
of the manager, but to consider the dismissal objectively and in accordance with the obligations imposed on the 
Commission pursuant to ss 26(1)(a) and 26(1)(c) of the Act. Moreover, in objectively assessing the circumstances of the 
case, the practical realities of the workplace need to be considered and a commonsense approach to the application of the 
statutory provisions should be adopted: Gibson v Bosmac (1995) 60 IR 1. 

22 It is also the case in this jurisdiction, that the lack of any procedural fairness in matters such as these can be a most 
important circumstance: Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891. 

23 In this case, I am satisfied on the evidence that there was no good reason, indeed no reason at all, for the dismissal of Mr 
Ortuzar.  There was no evidence adduced by the respondent, despite the opportunity to do so, as to the circumstances of 
the verbal altercation that appeared to have taken place between Mr Ortuzar and Mr Ynema's brother on the premises, on 
the day in question.  In the absence of any evidence adduced by the respondent, the Commission is obliged to accept the 
evidence of Mr Ortuzar unless I find it to be inherently incredible, which I do not.  There was obviously some exchange 
between Mr Ortuzar and Mr Ynema's brother which Mr Ortuzar took great offence to.  There ensued some discussion 
between Mr Ortuzar and Mr Ynema which resulted in the dismissal of Mr Ortuzar.  In these circumstances, it would be 
difficult for the Commission to find otherwise than any dismissal in these circumstances was harsh, oppressive and unfair.   

24 There was no evidence that Mr Ortuzar had any serious performance or conduct concerns raised directly with him by the 
respondent.  Mr Ynema did say that from time to time he found Mr Ortuzar moody and had difficulty with him smoking 
in the workplace.  There was no evidence however, that any of these issues, or indeed any other issues, were the subject 
of any form of counselling or warning to Mr Ortuzar that his employment was in jeopardy.  To the contrary, there was 
evidence that Mr Ortuzar received a wage increase and additional duties, not long prior to the termination of his 
employment. 

25 The final issue to determine is the question of remedy.  The applicant says that the relationship between Mr Ortuzar and 
Mr Ynema has broken down such that reinstatement or re-employment would not be practicable.  Mr Ortuzar does not 
seek either remedy in any event.  On all that is before the Commission, I am persuaded that reinstatement or re-
employment would be impracticable in the present circumstances.   

26 I turn then to the question of compensation. Pursuant to s 23A(6) of the Act, the Commission may order an employer to 
pay compensation to an employee who has been unfairly dismissed, for loss or injury caused by a dismissal. The power is 
subject to the cap prescribed by s 23A(8) of the Act to the extent that compensation shall not exceed six months’ 
remuneration of the claimant. The discretion residing in the Commission to make an award of compensation for loss or 
injury in a case of unfair dismissal is a very wide discretion: Cecil Bros FDR Pty Ltd v Gilmour (1998) 78 WAIG 1099 
per Anderson J at 1102 (with Kennedy and Franklyn JJ agreeing). 

27 The assessment of compensation for loss and injury was considered by the Full Bench of this Commission in Bogunovich 
v Bayside Western Australia (1999) 79 WAIG 8. I apply the principles in Bogunovich for the purposes of these 
proceedings. 

28 I should also observe, in dealing with the issue of compensation, that it is important to note that the legislative cap on 
compensation in s 23A(8) of the Act is not representative of a scale of possible compensation in terms of the seriousness 
or gravity of the conduct of employer in unfairly dismissing an employee, nor does it import notions of punitive 
compensation. It is a statutory limit that must not be exceeded, unrelated to the circumstances of the particular case. 

29 The question for resolution in this matter is firstly, what is the loss that the applicant has sustained as a result of the unfair 
dismissal by the respondent and secondly, what should be the award of compensation that should be made in respect of 
the loss so found.  I am satisfied on the evidence, clarified in re-examination, that Mr Ortuzar whilst employed by the 
respondent, was at the material time paid a rate of pay of $18.50 per hour, on an eight hour day, five day week basis.  
Whilst there was some suggestion this leads to a figure of some $1,110.00, it in fact leads to $740.00 per week.  Mr 
Ortuzar testified that some ten days after the termination of his employment he secured employment with his new 
employer on a higher hourly rate of pay, albeit on a casual basis.  I am therefore satisfied that Mr Ortuzar's loss in terms 
of his loss of income over the period of unemployment is some $1,480.00. That sum will be ordered to be paid as 
compensation.  There was also some contention before the Commission as to whether there were any outstanding wages 
owed to Mr Ortuzar however, that claim is not before the Commission and I am unable to deal with the matter. 

30 Therefore, declarations and orders will issue giving effect to these reasons for decision.   
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Result Direction issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms K Scoble of counsel 
Respondent Mr H Yemma 
 
 

Direction 
HAVING heard Ms K Scoble of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr H Yemma on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby directs – 

THAT the respondent file and serve upon the applicant a notice of answer particularising the respondent’s defence to the 
applicant’s claim by no later than 12.00pm 30 November 2005.  

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE TUESDAY, 13 DECEMBER 2005 
FILE NO/S CR 168 OF 2005 
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Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms K Scoble of counsel instructed by the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of 

Workers 
Respondent Mr H Ynema 
 
 

Declarations and Orders 
HAVING heard Ms K Scoble of counsel on behalf of the applicant and Mr H Ynema on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby – 

(1) ORDERS that the name Bridge Pump Company Pty Ltd be substituted for the name Gendredge Pty Ltd. 
(2) DECLARES that the applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed from his employment on or 

about 22 September 2005. 
(3) DECLARES that reinstatement or re-employment is impracticable. 
(4) ORDERS that the respondent pay to the applicant the sum of $1,480.00 as compensation for loss less any 

amount payable to the Commissioner of Taxation pursuant to the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 and 
actually paid within 21 days of the date of this order. 

(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Catchwords Termination of employment - Harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Application to dismiss 

application as further proceedings are not necessary or desirable in the public interest - Application to 
dismiss application dismissed - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 27(1)(a), s 44 

Result Application to refrain from hearing the matter further, dismissed 
Representation 
Applicant Mr A Dzieciol (of counsel) by way of written submissions 
Respondent Mr D Matthews (of counsel) by way of written submissions 
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 On 24 June 2004 the State School Teachers’ Union of WA (Incorporated) (“the applicant”) lodged an application in the 

Commission pursuant to s44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”) in relation to one of its members Prem Singh 
Malik claiming that Mr Malik had been unfairly terminated on or about 7 January 2003 by Mr Paul Albert, Director General 
Department of Education (“the respondent”).  After a conference was held on 12 July 2004 the parties held discussions with a 
view to settling the dispute.  As the applicant advised that no agreement had been reached between the parties a further 
conference was held on 23 March 2005.  Following this conference the respondent was given further time to consider its 
position however no agreement was reached between the parties and the Commission advised the parties that as conciliation 
had been exhausted the matter was to be referred for hearing and determination pursuant to s44(9) of the Act. 

2 The respondent raised a preliminary issue of the Commission’s jurisdiction to deal with this application and after the parties 
filed and served written submissions in relation to this issue the Commission found that it had jurisdiction to deal with this 
application (see State School Teachers Union of WA (Incorporated) v Mr Paul Albert Director General Department of 
Education (2005) 85 WAIG 3378).  When the respondent filed its submissions in relation to jurisdiction it foreshadowed that if 
it was unsuccessful in its argument that the Commission did not have jurisdiction to deal with this application it would make an 
application to have this matter struck out given the substantial delay in the applicant lodging this application. 

3 On 2 December 2005 the respondent applied to the Commission for an order that the Commission refrain from dealing further 
with this application pursuant to s27(1)(a) of the Act on the basis that further proceedings were not necessary or desirable in 
the public interest and as a result of this application the parties were required to file and serve written submissions in relation to 
this issue. 
Respondent’s submissions 

4 The respondent argues that it is not in the public interest that the Commission deal further with this application and that the 
Commission should refrain from hearing this matter because there was a substantial and inordinate delay of 18 months 
between the date of Mr Malik’s termination and the date that this application was lodged in the Commission and the 
respondent argues that a delay of this length is extreme (see Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital v ALHMWU (1994) 74 WAIG 1604 
at 1606).  The respondent argues that the applicant was entitled to make an application about Mr Malik’s termination when he 
was dismissed and that if it had a concern about the respondent’s conduct it should have done so at the time.  The respondent 
argues that the applicant’s decision not to lodge an application pursuant to s44 of the Act prior to June 2004 was a deliberate 
act and furthermore, even though the Industrial Appeal Court (“the IAC”) affirmed the Full Bench’s decision not to accept 
Mr Malik’s application on 1 April 2004 the applicant did not make the current application until 24 June 2004. 

5 The respondent argues that unfair dismissal claims should be brought with expedition and that any delays can be serious (see 
Johnson v Wesfarmers Ltd (1990) 70 WAIG 2434 at 2435).  The respondent also argues that a delay is even more serious when 
a s44 application is lodged as it argues that the point of s44 is to allow the Commission to become involved in disputes at an 
early stage and that the right to an expeditious resolution arises from an employee association’s “preferential status” under the 
Act (see Cossey v Bayswater Nominees Pty Ltd (1992) 72 WAIG 1372 at 1374). 

6 The respondent argues that it is the applicant’s actions in regard to this application which are relevant not Mr Malik’s actions 
and that the relevant prejudice to consider is any prejudice suffered by the applicant and the respondent not any prejudice to 
Mr Malik given the separate role and status of an employee organisation under the Act. 

7 The respondent argues that the applicant will suffer little prejudice if this application is dismissed and that whatever prejudice 
it does suffer it will have brought on itself and the respondent maintains that a respondent always suffers prejudice when a 
claim is pursued three years after the events to which the claim relates (see Brisbane South Regional Health Authority v Taylor 
(1996) 186 CLR 541 at 551). 

8 The respondent argues that the possibility of reinstatement presents as a particular prejudice to the respondent because it does 
not wish to employ Mr Malik, its business would be disrupted if Mr Malik was reinstated and the respondent would be obliged 
to employ Mr Malik ahead of someone the respondent considers to be more worthy. 

9 The respondent argues that it is necessary to consider the prejudice to the Commission in general and argues that it is not in the 
public interest for the Commission’s limited time and resources to be devoted to this matter when there are numerous other 
applications waiting to be dealt with which have been made expeditiously and in a proper manner (see Johnson v Wesfarmers 
Ltd (op cit)). 
Applicant’s submissions 

10 The applicant opposes the respondent’s application that the Commission refrain from hearing this matter any further and the 
applicant submits that if the Commission was to exercise its discretion to cease hearing this matter then it would deny the 
applicant any chance of a remedy in relation to its concerns about Mr Malik’s termination. 

11 The applicant argues that as this application relates to a decision concerning Mr Malik the Commission should take into 
account all of the relevant facts of this case and of Mr Malik’s situation and argues that the Commission should consider any 
prejudice that may be suffered by Mr Malik when determining whether or not to hear this matter further (see Western 
Australian Prison Officers’ Union of Workers v Ministry of Justice (1994) 74 WAIG 2796 at 2798).  The applicant also argues 
that as the Commission is required to act in accordance with s26 of the Act it would be appropriate for the Commission to take 
into account all of the history of this matter. 

12 The applicant argues that soon after Mr Malik was terminated the applicant took steps to bring the dispute about Mr Malik’s 
termination to the respondent’s attention and to also have this dispute dealt with and resolved by the Commission.  The 
applicant prepared a timeline of the relevant proceedings which is as follows: 
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“Timeline 

Event Date 
Prem Singh Malik (“Prem Malik”) dismissed by Respondent 7 January 2003 
Prem Malik referred to (sic) a claim to the Commission pursuant to s.29(1)(b)(i) of the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act) that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly 
dismissed by the Respondent (“the unfair dismissal claim”) 

7 February 2003 

Application was 3 days out of time, and therefore was accompanied by an application 
for an extension of time within which to lodge the Application – Heard by Commission 
as presently constituted 

 

Commission made Order granting extension of time (“the decision”) 2 May 2003 
Respondent appealed the Decision May 2003 
Full Bench upholds appeal (“the Full Bench Decision”) 20 August 2003 
Full Bench Decision appealed by Prem Malik September 2003 
Industrial Appeal Court dismisses the Appeal 1 April 2004 
Applicant Union seeks legal advice on options available to it in relation to pursuing this 
matter 

Mid-April 2004 

Applicant receives initial advice, and then supplementary advice on this matter after new 
solicitors reviewed documents provided by the solicitors previously acting on behalf of 
Prem Malik 

April/May/June 2004 

Applicant considers advice and makes decision to make a Section 44 Application June 2004 
Applicant instructs solicitors to proceed with an application under s.44 of the Act 22 June 2004 
Section 44 Application filed 24 June 2004 
Initial Conciliation Conference held, Commission recommends that parties confer to 
explore settlement on basis that Prem Malik granted Relief Teacher status 

12 July 2004 

Applicant provides Teaching Application form in relation to Prem Malik to Respondent 16 July 2004 
Response from Respondent 8 August 2004 
Respondent replies to correspondence from Prem Malik 30 August 2004 
Further correspondence from Applicant’s solicitors to Respondent 26 October 2004 
Reply from Respondent 2 November 2004 
Applicant gives further consideration to correspondence from Respondent and advice 
provided, as well as further funding of Application 

December 2004/ January 
2005 

Applicant’s solicitors write to Commission 7 February 2005 
Further Conciliation Conference, Respondent raises jurisdictional issue, Commission 
recommends that Respondent give further consideration to matters raised in 
correspondence from Applicant’s solicitors dated 26 October 2004 

23 March 2005 

Respondent replies to Applicant’s solicitors 21 April 2005 
Applicant’s solicitors advise Commission that dispute not able to be resolved 3 May 2005 
Commission issues Directions for filing of submissions on jurisdictional issue 11 May 2005 
Respondent files submissions on jurisdictional issue 25 May 2005 
Applicant forwards submissions in response to Commission, files submissions 9 June 2005- 

10 June 2005 
Commission hands down decision on jurisdictional issue 22 August 2005 
Commission issues Directions for filing of draft Memorandum of Matters for Hearing 
and Determination (“Memorandum”) 

31 August 2005 

Applicant forwards draft Memorandum to Commission 6 September 2005 
Commission issues Notice of Hearing and Memorandum of Matters for Hearing and 
Determination 

29 November 2005 

Respondent files Application for an order that the matter be dismissed pursuant to 
Section 27(1) of the Act” 

2 December 2005 

(Applicant’s submissions dated 20 December 2005 - Attachment A) 
13 The applicant argues that the Commission should not ignore the fact that proceedings between Mr Malik and the respondent 

occurred in the Commission pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act prior to this application being lodged and that arising from this 
application proceedings took place before the Full Bench and the IAC and that the applicant referred Mr Malik to its solicitors 
to assist Mr Malik in pursuing a remedy under s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act. 

14 The applicant argues that when Mr Malik’s s29(1)(b)(i) application was lodged it was not his fault that the solicitors to whom 
he was referred for this purpose lodged his application three days after the time limit prescribed by the Act for making such 
applications.  The applicant also argues that as further proceedings took place in relation to the issue of whether or not an 
extension of time to pursue Mr Malik’s unfair dismissal claim took place it was not appropriate for the applicant to bring an 
application to the Commission pursuant to s44 of the Act in relation to the same subject matter. 

15 The applicant argues that the time frame between the date of the IAC’s decision and the date of filing the s44 application was 
not excessive.  After the IAC decision was handed down on 1 April 2004 the applicant sought legal advice about the options 
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available to Mr Malik and in May 2005 the solicitors dealing with the s44 application on behalf of the applicant obtained 
relevant documentation from Mr Malik’s previous solicitors.  The applicant then sought and received further legal advice 
concerning Mr Malik’s situation which it considered and then made a decision as to the most appropriate way to proceed.  It 
was therefore not until late June 2004 that the applicant was able to make an informed decision about the further conduct of 
this matter and on 22 June 2004 the applicant instructed solicitors to proceed with this application.  The applicant argues that it 
was not unreasonable for the applicant to take some time to consider the relevant issues given the volume of material to be 
considered and the issues involved. 

16 The applicant argues that the respondent has been aware that Mr Malik’s dismissal was being challenged and the applicant 
argues that the respondent should not have been surprised that the applicant became directly involved in this matter so that the 
issue of Mr Malik’s termination could be dealt with on its merits after successive appeals in relation to his s29(1)(b)(i) 
application. 

17 Even though there was a delay of eighteen months between Mr Malik’s termination and the applicant lodging this application 
when all of the facts of this case are considered and these reasons are taken into account the applicant argues that the delay in 
bringing this application was not extreme. 

18 The applicant concedes that it will not suffer any significant prejudice if this application does not continue but it argues that the 
applicant’s member Mr Malik would be significantly prejudiced if this application does not continue.  The applicant also 
concedes that the respondent will suffer some prejudice given the delay in the commencement of these proceedings, however 
the applicant maintains that the respondent does not point to any specific prejudice that it will suffer if the Commission was to 
deal with this application apart from a suggestion that an order for reinstatement would cause a disruption to its business, and 
no indication was given by the respondent that any relevant witnesses are now unavailable or that it would have a particular 
difficulty proving some crucial matter of its case in response to the applicant’s claim.  Additionally the respondent is a large 
employer and vacancies occur on a regular basis. 

19 The applicant submits that it is in the public interest that the question of whether or not Mr Malik was unfairly dismissed be 
dealt with as this is not an academic exercise and the applicant argues that the merits of Mr Malik’s dismissal have not been 
dealt with in these earlier proceedings and therefore Mr Malik has not had the opportunity to be heard in relation to his 
termination. 

20 In summary the applicant argues that when this application is considered in the context of the earlier proceedings in the 
Commission there has been no “extreme” delay on the part of either the applicant or Mr Malik in lodging this application.  The 
applicant therefore maintains that it is not appropriate for the Commission to refrain from hearing this application any further 
and that the Commission should dismiss the respondent’s application and proceed with the scheduled hearing of this 
application. 
Findings and conclusions 

21 Section 27(1)(a) of the Act reads as follows: 
“(1) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, the Commission may, in relation to any matter before it —  

(a) at any stage of the proceedings dismiss the matter or any part thereof or refrain from further hearing or 
determining the matter or part if it is satisfied —  
(i) that the matter or part thereof is trivial; 
(ii) that further proceedings are not necessary or desirable in the public interest; 
(iii) that the person who referred the matter to the Commission does not have a sufficient interest 

in the matter; or 
(iv) that for any other reason the matter or part should be dismissed or the hearing thereof 

discontinued, as the case may be;” 
22 Paragraph 12 sets out the relevant background to this application. 
23 After considering the issues relevant to the respondent’s application that the Commission should refrain from hearing this 

matter any further given public interest considerations I am of the view that the respondent’s application should be dismissed. 
24 Whilst I accept that there is an onus on a party to prosecute a matter expeditiously and that there was a lengthy timeframe of 

eighteen months between Mr Malik’s termination and the lodgement of this application pursuant to s44 of the Act I find that in 
this instance the applicant has a reasonable explanation for the delay in lodging this application.  I accept that the applicant 
initially sought to deal with concerns about Mr Malik’s termination by referring Mr Malik to its lawyers which led to an 
application being lodged by Mr Malik pursuant to s29(1)(b)(i) of the Act and that through no fault of Mr Malik, his 
representative did not lodge this application within the required timeframe.  As a result Mr Malik’s termination was not dealt 
with on its merits as the s29(1)(b)(i) application which was initially accepted by the Commission was taken on appeal to the 
Full Bench and the IAC to determine whether or not Mr Malik’s application should be accepted.  The status of Mr Malik’s 
s29(1)(b)(i) application was therefore not finally determined until 1 April 2004 when the IAC ruled that Mr Malik’s 
application not be accepted by the Commission.  It is my view it was only at this point that the applicant was in a position to 
decide what other options it had available to it in relation to Mr Malik’s termination as it would have been inappropriate for the 
applicant to lodge a s44 application in relation to Mr Malik’s termination whilst the status of his s29(1)(b)(i) applicant was 
being determined.  I find that the period between 1 April 2004 (which was the date the IAC handed down its decision) and the 
date of lodgement of this application (24 June 2004) is not a lengthy timeframe given the circumstances of this case as I find 
that it was reasonable for the applicant to obtain instructions in relation to future action concerning Mr Malik’s termination and 
I accept that this timeframe was extended due to the applicant instructing new solicitors. 

25 When taking into account the provisions of s26 of the Act in relation to Mr Malik’s interests, which in my view should be 
taken into account as Mr Malik is the subject of the s44 application, I find that Mr Malik will be prejudiced if his claim is 
unable to proceed as he has not had an opportunity to date to adequately canvass the merits of his termination. 

26 In the absence of any details about the respondent suffering prejudice if this matter proceeds to its finality apart from the 
prejudice which inevitably results when the hearing of a matter has been delayed for a lengthy timeframe, and when taking into 
account the above findings and the public interest in general I conclude that it is appropriate in the circumstances to dismiss the 
respondent’s application that the Commission refrain from hearing this matter further. 

27 An order dismissing the respondent’s application will now issue. 
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2006 WAIRC 03474 
DISPUTE REGARDING TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF UNION MEMBER 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
 
PARTIES THE STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS UNION OF W.A.(INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
PAUL ALBERT DIRECTOR GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE MONDAY, 16 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S CR 136 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03474 
 
 
Result Application to refrain from hearing the matter further, dismissed 
 
 

Order 
HAVING HEARD Mr A Dzieciol of counsel by way of written submissions on behalf of the applicant and Mr D Matthews of 
counsel by way of written submissions on behalf of the respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under 
the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, hereby orders – 

THAT the application to refrain from hearing the matter further be and is hereby dismissed. 
(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03660 
DISPUTE REGARDING TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF UNION MEMBER 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE STATE SCHOOL TEACHERS UNION OF W.A.(INCORPORATED) 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
PAUL ALBERT DIRECTOR GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J L HARRISON 
DATE TUESDAY, 7 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S CR 136 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03660 
 
 
Result Application to adjourn hearing dismissed. 
 
 

Order 

WHEREAS this is a matter referred for hearing and determination pursuant to s44 of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 (“the Act”); 
and 

WHEREAS on 29 November 2005 the application was set down for hearing and determination on 13 and 14 February 2006; and 

WHEREAS on 2 December 2005 the respondent’s representative made an application that the Commission refrain from hearing 
this application any further pursuant to s27(1)(a) of the Act as it claimed that further proceedings were not necessary or desirable in 
the public interest; and 

WHEREAS after hearing from the parties by way of written submissions the Commission issued an order on 16 January 2006 
dismissing the respondent’s application; and 

WHEREAS on 1 February 2006 the respondent’s representative wrote to the Commission indicating that the respondent had lodged 
an appeal against the decision given by the Commission on 16 January 2006 and requested an adjournment of the hearing of this 
application until its appeal was finally determined; and 

WHEREAS in support of its application that the Commission adjourn the hearing of this application the respondent argues that the 
applicant did not make this application until 18 months after Mr Prem Malik was terminated and the respondent argues that even 
after this application was made it was not prosecuted expeditiously; and 

FURTHER the respondent argues that it has already suffered prejudice given the lengthy delays to date in the applicant prosecuting 
this claim and that its appeal to the Full Bench would be rendered nugatory if an adjournment is not granted and it would be unjust 
for the Commission to allow the hearing to go ahead in these circumstances; and 
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FURTHER the respondent maintains that the effect of a delay in hearing this application on the applicant will not be as great as the 
effect of going to hearing will be on the respondent; and 
WHEREAS on 3 February 2006 the applicant’s representative advised the Commission that the applicant did not consent to an 
adjournment being granted; and 

WHEREAS the applicant’s representative maintains that it could be several months before the respondent’s appeal to the Full 
Bench and a possible appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court is finalised and the applicant claims that the respondent has not 
demonstrated that a refusal to adjourn will result in a serious injustice to the respondent.  The applicant also argues that if an 
adjournment is granted this would result in a serious injustice to Mr Malik as there has been Commission, Full Bench and Industrial 
Appeal Court proceedings dealing with Mr Malik’s termination since February 2003 without the substantive issue of his 
termination being determined; and 

WHEREAS after considering the submissions of the parties and in deciding whether the Commission should exercise its discretion 
to grant the adjournment sought and whether a refusal to adjourn would result in a serious injustice to one party (Myers v Myers 
(1969) WAR 19), it is my view that when taking into account the issues relevant to the respondent’s application an adjournment 
should not be granted.  Specifically, whilst I acknowledge that this application was lodged some time after Mr Malik was 
terminated I have already found that there was a reasonable explanation for this delay (see State School Teachers Union of W.A. 
[Incorporated] v Paul Albert Director General Department of Education [2006 WAIRC 03475] issued 16 January 2006 
unpublished) and I find that there is nothing before me indicating that as a result of this or any further delay the respondent will 
suffer a substantial injustice if an adjournment is not granted; and 

FURTHER I find that a possible delay of several months so that proceedings to deal with the respondent’s appeal will result in an 
injustice to the subject of this application, Mr Malik, and in reaching this view I take into account that over three years has elapsed 
since his termination and the substance of this application is yet to be dealt with by the Commission; and 

WHEREAS I also conclude that the balance of convenience in relation to this application lies with the applicant as the Commission 
is required to expeditiously deal with applications before it; and 

FURTHERMORE I take into account that the respondent has not sought to stay the Commission’s order that issued on 16 January 
2006 whereby the Commission decided not to refrain from hearing this application any further; 

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and in 
particular s27(1), hereby orders: 

THAT the respondent’s application to adjourn the hearing of application CR 136 of 2004 scheduled for 13 and 14 
February 2006 be dismissed. 

(Sgd.)  J L HARRISON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

CONFERENCES—Notation of— 
 

Parties Commissioner Conference 
Number Dates Matter Result 

Australian Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous 
Workers Union 
WA Branch 

Health 
Department of 
Western Australia 

SCOTT C C 5/2006 25/01/2006 Dispute 
regarding non 
payment of 
wages while 
employee 
stood down 
from duties 

Concluded 

Civil Service 
Association of 
Western Australia 
Incorporated 

Managing 
Director, Swan 
TAFE 

SCOTT C PSAC 
45/2005 

12/12/2005 A dispute 
regarding an 
alleged 
unresolved 
dispute 
between the 
Applicant and 
Respondent 

Concluded 

Health Services 
Union of Western 
Australia (Union 
of Workers) 

Director General 
of Health in right 
of the Minister 
for Health in his 
Incorporated 
capacity as the 
WA Country 
Health Service 
under s7 of the 
Hospital 

SCOTT C PSAC 
54/2005 

8/12/2005 Dispute 
regarding 
termination of 
employment of 
union member 

Concluded 
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Parties Commissioner Conference 
Number Dates Matter Result 

Health Services 
Union of Western 
Australia (Union 
of Workers) 

The Director 
General of Health 

KENNER C PSAC 
55/2005 

16/12/2005 Dispute 
regarding 
termination of 
employment of 
a union 
member 

Discontinued 

Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

Director General, 
Department of 
Education and 
Training 

HARRISON C C 231/2004 29/11/2004, 
19/07/2005 

Dispute 
regarding the 
alleged 
misconduct of 
a union 
member 

Referred 

Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

Director General, 
Department of 
Education and 
Training 

HARRISON C CR 231/2004 N/A Alleged unfair 
dismissal 

Discontinued 

Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

Westralian Pty 
Ltd 

HARRISON C C 119/2005 19/07/2005 Application to 
adjourn 
hearing/non-
compliance 
with s44(11) 

Referred 

Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous 
Union, Western 
Australian Branch 

Westralian Pty 
Ltd 

HARRISON C CR 119/2005 12/12/2005 Alleged unfair 
dismissal 

Discontinued 

The Australian 
Rail, Tram and 
Bus Industry 
Union of 
Employees, West 
Australian Branch 

The Chief 
Executive 
Officer, Public 
Transport 
Authority 

GREGOR C C 206/2005 1/01/2006 Dispute 
regarding 
modernisation 
of award and 
provisions 

Concluded 

The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining 
and Energy Union 
of Workers 

Chamber of 
Commerce & 
Industry Inc 
trading as 
Apprenticeships 
Western Australia 
and Leighton 
Kumagai Joint 
Venture 

GREGOR SC C 195/2005 25/01/2006 Dispute 
regarding the 
host employer 
for an 
apprentice 

Concluded 

The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining 
and Energy Union 
of Workers 

Pacific Industrial 
Company Pty Ltd 

WOOD C C 6/2006 N/A A dispute 
regarding the 
implementation 
of drug and 
alcohol 
policies 

Withdrawn 

The Western 
Australian Police 
Union of Workers 

Commissioner of 
Police, Western 
Australian Police 

SCOTT C PSAC 
34/2005 

N/A Dispute 
regarding leave 
approval 

Concluded 

The Western 
Australian Shire 
Councils, 
Municipal Road 
Boards, Health 
Boards, Park 
Cemeteries and 
Racecources, 
Public 
Authorities, 
Water Board 
Union 

Shire of 
Murchison 

SMITH C C 252/2004 N/A Contract 
entitlement 

Dismissed 
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CORRECTIONS— 
2006 WAIRC 03587 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES BRETT MARRIOTT 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
G & F BELTLINE SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S J KENNER 
DATE MONDAY, 30 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO. U 136 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03587 
 
 
Result Application discontinued by leave 
Representation 
Applicant Mr C Fraser of counsel 
Respondent Mr T Norwood 
 
 

Correction Order 
WHEREAS the applicant sought and was granted leave to discontinue the application, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act, 1979 hereby orders – 

THAT the application be and is hereby discontinued by leave. 
(Sgd.)  S J KENNER, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 

 

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS AND ORDERS— 
2006 WAIRC 03544 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES JOSEPH LEE OF THE BUILDING INDUSTRY AND SPECIALPROJECTS INSPECTORATE 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
CAMPBELL GEORGE MCCULLOUGH 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 1627 OF 2003 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03544 
 
 
Result Discontinued 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 14th November 2003 Joseph Lee of the Building Industry and Special Projects Inspectorate (the Applicant) applied 
to the Commission for an order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS on 19th November 2003 at the request of the parties the matter was stood over pending further advice from the 
Applicant; and 
WHEREAS on 2nd November 2005 the matter was listed for a Directions Hearing and having heard from the parties the matter was 
stood over pending further advice from the Applicant; and 
WHEREAS on 10th January 2006 the Applicant lodged a Notice of Discontinuance and the Commission decided to discontinue the 
proceedings. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 
 THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 03542 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES BUILDING INDUSTRY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS INSPECTORATE 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
JAMIE LEGGO 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 432 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03542 
 
 
Result Discontinued 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 27th April 2005 the Building Industry & Special projects Inspectorate applied to the Commission for an order 
pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS the matter was listed for hearing and determination on 9th December 2005; and 
WHEREAS having heard from the parties the Commission decided to discontinue the proceedings. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 

 THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03560 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES AEROSPACE ENGINEERING SERVICES PTY LTD 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
AUSTRALIAN MANUFACTURING WORKERS UNION, COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRICAL, 
ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING, AND ALLIED WORKERS 
UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING & ELECTRICAL DIV. 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE WEDNESDAY, 25 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 987 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03560 
 
 
Result Granted 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 22nd December 2005 Counsel for Aerospace Engineering Services Pty Ltd (the Applicant) filed an application to 
extend time to respond; and  
WHEREAS on 20th January 2006 the Commission listed the matter for Friday, 27th January 2006; and 
WHEREAS on 25th January 2006 the parties advised the Commission that following discussions the matter was consented to; and 
WHEREAS on 25th January 2006 the Commission decided ex parte to issue a consent order to extend time to respond. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, by consent, hereby 
orders: 

THAT the prescribed period within which Aerospace Engineering Services Pty Ltd is required to respond to the notices of 
initiation of bargaining period for industrial agreement from the CEPU and AMWU dated 7 December 2005, is extended 
from 28 December 2005 until 4 January 2006. 

(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 
[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
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2006 WAIRC 03543 
ENTERPRISE ORDER PURSUANT TO SECTION 42I 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES THE AUTOMOTIVE, FOOD, METALS, ENGINEERING, PRINTING & KINDRED INDUSTRIES 

UNION OF WORKERS -WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH AND THE COMMUNICATIONS, 
ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, ENERGY, INFORMATION, POSTAL, PLUMBING AND 
ALLIED WORKERS UNION OF AUSTRALIA, ENGINEERING AND ELECTRICAL DIVISION, 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

APPLICANTS 
-v- 
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING SERVICES PTY LTD 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM SENIOR COMMISSIONER J F GREGOR 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO APPL 1623 OF 2004 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03543 
 
 
Result Discontinued 
 
 

Order 
WHEREAS on 24th December 2004 The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing & Kindred Industries Union of Workers 
– Western Australian Branch and the Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied 
Workers Union of Australia, Engineering and Electrical Division, Western Australian Branch applied to the Commission for an 
order pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act, 1979; and 
WHEREAS the matter was listed for hearing on 18th February 2005 and later adjourned sine die; and 
WHEREAS on 20th December 2005 the Commission discontinued the application by consent. 
NOW THEREFORE pursuant to the powers vested in it by the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, the Commission, hereby orders: 

THAT the application be, and is hereby, discontinued, by consent. 
(Sgd.)  J F GREGOR, 

[L.S.] Senior Commissioner. 
 

2006 WAIRC 03685 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY (SUBURBAN) RAILCAR DRIVER'S EMPLOYEES'  

(TRANSPERTH TRAIN OPERATIONS) AWARD 2006 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES THE AUSTRALIAN RAIL, TRAM AND BUS INDUSTRY UNION OF EMPLOYEES, WEST 
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH 

APPLICANT 
-v- 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER J H SMITH 
DATE THURSDAY, 9 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO/S A 1 OF 2006 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03685 
 
 
Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Mr G Ferguson 
Respondent Mr D Matthews (of counsel) and 

Mr S Majeks 
 
 

Order 
Having heard Mr G Ferguson, on behalf of the Applicant and Mr D Matthews, of counsel and Mr S Majeks, on behalf of the 
Respondent the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders that – 

(1) The Respondent is to file and serve a Notice of Answer and Counter Proposal by 4:00 pm, Monday, 13 February 
2006; and 

(2) This application be listed for hearing prior to the expiration of 14 days from the date of publication of the area of 
operation and the scope of the proposed award in the Industrial Gazette. 

(Sgd.)  J H SMITH, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT—Notation of— 
Agreement 

Name/Number 
Date of 

Registration Parties Commissioner Result 

Anglican Schools 
Commission 
(Enterprise Bargaining) 
Agreement 2005 AG 
274/2005 

21/12/2005 Independent Education 
Union of Western 
Australia,Union of 
Employees 

(Not applicable) Commissioner 
J L Harrison  

Agreement 
Registered 

Austism Association of 
WA (Inc) - LHMU 
(State) Residential 
Support Workers 
Agreement 2005 AG 
262/2005 

13/12/2005 The Autism 
Association of Western 
Australia Inc 

Liquor, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Union, 
Western Australian Branch  

Commissioner 
J L Harrison  

Agreement 
Registered 

B & I Maintenance & 
Carpentry Services / 
CFMEUW 
IndustrialAgreement 
2005-2008 AG 
144/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

BW & PJ Finlay and I & I 
Zuvela t/a B&I Maintenance 
& Carpentry Services 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

Ballymount Enterprises 
/ CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreements 2005-2008 
AG 163/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Ballymount Enterprises Pty 
Ltd 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

Bethesda Hospital 
(HSU) Administrative 
Staff Enterprise 
Agreement 2005 AG 
279/2005 

19/01/2006 Health Services Union 
of Western Australia 
(Union of Workers) 

Bethesda Hospital 
Incorporated 

Commissioner 
P E Scott  

Agreement 
Registered 

Centre Ceilings / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 135/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

P & E Larsen Family Trust 
& The Collie Family Trust 
trading as Centre Ceilings 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

Com-al Windows / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 250/2005 

N/A The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Com-Al Windows Pty Ltd Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Discontinued

Complete 
Waterproofing / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 188/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Complete Waterproofing Pty 
Ltd 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

Corruption and Crime 
Commission 
Agreement 2005 
PSAAG 28/2005 

19/01/2006 Corruption and Crime 
Commission of 
Western Australia 

Civil Service Association of 
Western Australia 
Incorporated  

Commissioner 
P E Scott  

Agreement 
Registered 

District Allowance 
(Government Officers) 
General Agreement 
2005 PSAAG 27/2005 

6/01/2006 Department of 
Consumer and 
Employment Protection

Civil Service Association of 
Western Australia 
Incorporated, Health 
Services Union of Western 
Australia (Union of 
Workers) 

Commissioner 
J L Harrison  

Agreement 
Registered 

District Allowance 
(Government Wages 
Employees) General 
Agreement 2005 AG 
273/2005 

6/01/2006 Department of 
Consumer and 
Employment Protection

The Australian Workers' 
Union, West Australian 
Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers, The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and Energy 
Union of Workers, Liquor, 
Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Union, 
Western Australia 

Commissioner 
J L Harrison  

Agreement 
Registered 

Framerite Installations / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 217/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

James William Rafferty t/a 
Framerite Installations 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

Hardaz Concrete / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 190/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Tallboy Nominees Pty Ltd 
atf The Apostoles Family 
Trust t/a Hardaz Concrete 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

Komatsu Australia 
Perth (Service 
Department) Enterprise 
Agreement 2005 AG 
257/2005 

20/01/2006 Komatsu Australia 
Western Region - Perth 
Service 

The Automotive, Food, 
Metals, Engineering, 
Printing & Kindred 
Industries Union of Workers 
-Western Australian Branch 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 
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Agreement 

Name/Number 
Date of 

Registration Parties Commissioner Result 

Lutheran Schools WA 
(Enterprise Bargaining) 
Agreement 2005 AG 
261/2005 

13/12/2005 Transport Workers' 
Union of Australia, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers, Western 
Australian Branch, 
Liquor, Hospitality and 
Miscellaneous Union, 
Western Australian 
Branch , Independent 
Education Union of 
Western Australia 

(Not applicable) Commissioner 
J L Harrison  

Agreement 
Registered 

Nuceil 2004 Pty Ltd / 
CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 150/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

Nuceil 2004 Pty Ltd Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

St Mary's Anglican 
Girls' School (Inc) 
(Enterprise Bargaining) 
Agreement 2006 AG 
270/2005 

21/12/2005 St Mary's Anglican 
Girls' School (Inc), 
Independent Education 
Union of Western 
Australia,Union of 
Employees 

(Not applicable) Commissioner 
J L Harrison  

Agreement 
Registered 

Stramit Building 
Products (Maddington) 
Western Australia 
Enterprise Bargaining 
Agreement 2005 AG 
271/2005 

24/01/2006 Transport Workers' 
Union of Australia, 
Industrial Union of 
Workers, Western 
Australian Branch 

Unions WA, Chamber of 
Commerce & Industry of 
Western Australia, 
Australian Mines & Metals 
Association Inc, Amtel Pty 
Ltd t/as Stramit Building 
Products (Maddington) 
Western Australia 

Commissioner 
J H Smith  

Agreement 
Registered 

SwanCare Group (Inc) 
Health Services Union 
Enterprise Agreement 
2005 AG 275/2005 

19/01/2006 Health Services Union 
of Western Australia 
(Union of Workers) 

Swancare Group Inc. Commissioner 
P E Scott  

Agreement 
Registered 

T&L Reo Construction 
/ CFMEUW Industrial 
Agreement 2005-2008 
AG 196/2005 

20/01/2006 The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

T & L Reo Construction Pty 
Ltd 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor  

Agreement 
Registered 

WA Universal Rigging 
Co / CFMEUW 
Industrial Agreement 
2005-2008 AG 
209/2005 

N/A The Construction, 
Forestry, Mining and 
Energy Union of 
Workers 

The Trustee for the CB 
Holding Family Trust and 
others t/a WA Universal 
Rigging Co 

Senior 
Commissioner 
J F Gregor 

Dismissed 

 

NOTICES—Cancellation of Awards/Agreements/ 
Respondents—under Section 47— 

NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to strike 
out the following party to the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, namely-- 

EPS Industries 
on the grounds that the respondent is no longer operating in the industry or employing persons in the industry to which the award 
applies. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote File No. ADMIN/9/2003 on all correspondence. 
DATED THIS 25TH DAY OF JANUARY, 2006. 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 
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NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel out the following award, namely the - 

Cement and Lime Employees’ (Swan Portland Cement Limited) Award No. A 26 of 1988 
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of that award. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote File No. ADMIN/410/2005 on all correspondence. 
DATED THIS 13th DAY OF February 2006 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel out the following award, namely the - 

Engine Drivers (Government) Award 1983, No. A5 of 1983 
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of that award. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote File No. ADMIN/2005/0100 on all correspondence. 
DATED THIS 19th DAY OF JANUARY 2006 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to 
cancel out the following award, namely the - 

Metropolitan Health Service Engineering and Building Services Enterprise Award 1999 
on the grounds that there are no longer any persons employed under the provisions of that award. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote File No. ADMIN/385/2005 on all correspondence. 
DATED THIS 13th DAY OF February 2006 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to strike 
out the following parties to the Ship Painters’ and Dockers’ Award No. 29 of 1960, namely-- 

Minister for Works in respect to the Public Works Department; 
Minister for Transport in respect to Department of Marine and Harbour; and 
State Shipping Service 

on the grounds that the respondents are no longer operating in the industry or employing persons in the industry to which the award 
applies. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote File No. ADMIN 1/2004 on all correspondence. 
DATED THIS 15TH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 2006. 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 
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NOTICE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

TAKE NOTICE that the Commission acting pursuant to Section 47 of the Industrial Relations Act, 1979, intends, by order, to strike 
out the following party to the Transport Workers (General) Award No. 10 of 1961, namely-- 

Dunlop Rubber Aust. Ltd 
on the grounds that the respondent is no longer operating in the industry or employing persons in the industry to which the award 
applies. 
Any person who has a sufficient interest in the matter may, within 30 days of the date of the publication of this notice, object to the 
Commission making such order. 
Please quote File No. ADMIN/2005/0318 on all correspondence. 
DATED THIS 19th DAY OF JANUARY, 2006. 

J. SPURLING, 
 Registrar. 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD— 
2006 WAIRC 03630 

APPEAL AGAINST THE DECISION TO TERMINATE EMPLOYMENT 
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

PARTIES GILLIAN MORRISON TOLMIE 
APPELLANT 

-v- 
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT FOR PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT - CHAIRMAN 
MR B HEWSON - BOARD MEMBER 
MR W WINCHESTER - BOARD MEMBER 

HEARD FRIDAY, 14 OCTOBER 2005, MONDAY, 21 NOVEMBER 2005 
DELIVERED FRIDAY, 3 FEBRUARY 2006  
FILE NO. PSAB 8 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03630 
 
 
CatchWords Public Service Appeal Board – Appeal against penalty imposed – Appellant committed misconduct – 

Breach of discipline – Unauthorised access to records and passing on information – Circumstances 
considered – Appeal upheld - Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 80I – Public Sector Management 
Act 1994 (WA) Part 5, Division 3, s 86(3)(b). 

Result Appeal upheld.  Penalty of reprimand, transfer and reduction in remuneration imposed.  
 
 

Reasons for Decision 
1 These are the unanimous reasons for decision of the Public Service Appeal Board.  By this appeal, Ms Tolmie challenges the 

decision of the respondent to dismiss her.  She acknowledges that she has misconducted herself in the manner found by the 
respondent but says that the sanction of dismissal is too harsh.   

2 The parties have filed a Statement of Agreed Facts which sets out the circumstances of this matter.  They are: 
“1. The Appellant is a Government Officer within the meaning of s.80C of the Industrial Relations Act 1979, being 

a Public Servant appointed pursuant to s.64 of the Public Sector Management Act 1994 (‘the Act’). 
2. The Appellant has worked for the Department for Planning and Infrastructure (‘the Department’), or its 

predecessors, from 22 April 1993 to 15 July 2005. 
3. During the time that the Appellant worked for the Department she acted in higher level positions for short 

periods totalling about seven months.  She received a Higher Duties Allowance for those periods.  Some of the 
higher level positions the Appellant acted in were Supervisor, Level 2 and Senior Operator, Level 2. 

4. The Appellant’s personal file contains no record of the Respondent ever formally raising any concerns with her 
performance during her time at the Department. 

5. Prior to 7 January 2005 the Appellant was not the subject of any disciplinary proceedings initiated by the 
Respondent. 

6. On 7 January 2005 the Appellant received a letter from the Respondent advising her that she was suspected of 
having committed a breach of discipline. 

7. Thirty five of the allegations related to the Appellant accessing the record of Mr Richard Proud held by the 
Respondent without authorisation and outside of her official duties and passing the information on to a third 
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party.  These thirty five instances were alleged to have occurred between 2 December 2003 and 15 November 
2004. 

8. The thirty sixth allegation related to the Appellant accessing the record of Ms Letitia Briggs held by the 
Respondent without authorisation and outside of her official duties.  The accessing of Ms Briggs’ record was 
alleged to have occurred on 15 September 2005 (sic). 

9. The Respondent advised that the alleged behaviour was in direct contravention of the Public Service Code of 
Ethics. 

10. On 14 January 2005 the Appellant wrote to the Respondent stating that she did not dispute that she had accessed 
the records of Mr Proud.  The Appellant went on to assert that up until May/June 2004, she had accessed Mr 
Proud’s records at his request.  The Appellant admitted that any accesses after June 2004 were without Mr 
Proud’s permission.  In her written response the Appellant provided a background of mitigating circumstances 
and events that she believed should be taken into account in assessing her behaviour at the time of the breaches 
of discipline. 

11. The Respondent acknowledges that they (sic) were made aware of the Appellant’s assertion that there existed 
numerous and varied mitigating circumstances that were impacting upon the Appellant at the time of the 
breaches of discipline. 

12. The information that the Appellant gained from accessing the records was forwarded on to a third party, being a 
court bailiff. 

13. On 9 February 2005 the Respondent wrote to the Appellant advising her that in accordance with s.81(2) of the 
Act an investigation was to be conducted into the suspected breach of discipline. The Respondent also advised 
that due to the serious nature of the alleged breaches of discipline and in accordance with s.82 (1) of the Act, 
they (sic) intended to suspend the Appellant without pay as of 21 February 2005. 

14. Prior to suspending the Appellant without pay, the Respondent allowed her to access any leave entitlements 
owing to her. 

15. Having exhausted the leave entitlements owing to her, the Appellant was suspended without pay from 14 March 
2005. 

16. On 21 April 2005 the Appellant was advised by the Respondent that the investigation was complete.  The 
Respondent charged the Appellant with having committed thirty five acts of misconduct as per s.80(c) of the 
Act. 

17. The thirty sixth allegation, in relation to the accessing of the records of Ms Letitia Briggs, was not included in 
the charges put to the Appellant on 21 April 2005.  This is because the investigator found that the Appellant 
attempted to but did not access the records of Ms Letitia Briggs on 15 September 2005 (sic). 

18. On 13 May 2005 the Appellant wrote to the Respondent not admitting 26 of the charges and admitting 9 of the 
charges. The 9 charges that the Appellant admitted to all occurred after June 2004. 

19. On 31 May 2005 the Respondent wrote to the Appellant and advised that in accordance with s.86 (4)(a) of the 
Act, the Department was going to hold a disciplinary inquiry into the charges. 

20. On 22 June 2005 the Respondent wrote to the Appellant clarifying that the scope of the disciplinary inquiry 
would only encompass the 26 charges that the Appellant denied.  The Respondent outlined that in respect of the 
9 charges that the Appellant had admitted, in accordance with s.86(3)(b)(vi) of the Act, the Respondent intended 
to take the action of dismissal.  The Appellant was given the opportunity (sic) make a submission in relation to 
the Respondent’s intention to dismiss her. 

21. On 29 June 2005 the Appellant provided the Respondent with her submission in relation to the intended action 
of dismissal. 

22. On 15 July 2005 the Respondent wrote to the Appellant stating that due consideration had been given to her 
comments and to the mitigating circumstances outlined in the explanation of her actions.  The Respondent went 
on to state that he considered the conduct to be a serious breach that warranted dismissal in accordance with 
s.86(3)(b)(vi) of the Act.  The Respondent then took the action of dismissing the Appellant effective from 15 
July 2005. 

23. On 17 August 2005 the Appellant and her Union representatives met with representatives of the Respondent to 
discuss the possibility of a lesser penalty being imposed on the Appellant.  The Appellant’s representatives 
stressed the mitigating circumstances that were in existence at the time of the admitted breaches of discipline. 
The Respondent’s representatives again acknowledged that they (sic) were aware of the Appellant’s assertions 
as as (sic) to the existence of mitigating circumstances but explained that a lesser penalty could not be offered in 
these circumstances. The reasons given were the serious nature of the Appellant’s misconduct, the penalties 
imposed in precedent misconduct cases within the Department and the fact that the vast majority of level 1 
positions within the Department involved exposure and access to confidential information.” 

3 It is noted that at points 8 and 17 of the Statement of Agreed Facts, and at page 4 of the transcript, the date Ms Tolmie is said 
to have attempted to gain access to Ms Briggs’s records is 15 September 2005.  However, at paragraphs 31 and 33 of 
Ms Tolmie’s witness statement, paragraph 4 of Mr Mercadante’s witness statement, and pages 3 and 13 of the transcript, the 
date is specified as being 15 September 2004, and given that the employment came to an end on 15 July 2005, these ought to 
be read as 15 September 2004. 

4 In summary, this matter involves Ms Tolmie having been charged with and having admitted that on nine occasions she used 
her position to gain access to information contained within the respondent’s records for the purpose of identifying the address 
of her then and subsequently former husband, Mr Richard Proud, to ascertain Mr Proud’s address for the purpose of providing 
that address for the service of documents relating to the property settlement between them arising from their divorce, and 
attempting to obtain access to records for the address of his partner, Ms Letitia Briggs.   

5 Ms Tolmie says in mitigation, that the personal circumstances she was faced with leading up to and around that time were such 
that her judgement was impaired, she could not properly make the right decision, she acknowledges having breached her 
obligations to the respondent, says that such conduct is highly unlikely to occur again and she seeks to return to her 
employment with the respondent.   

6 On the other hand, the respondent says that the trust which is necessary in the employment relationship and, in particular, for 
the purposes of Ms Tolmie performing work which involves access to its records, has broken down.   
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7 There is no suggestion that Ms Tolmie’s claim that she first began having access to Mr Proud’s records with his consent is not 
correct. 

8 It is clear, and we find, without reservation, that at the times Ms Tolmie gained access to Mr Proud’s records without 
authorisation she had experienced what could only have been very distressing circumstances relating to the break down of her 
marriage in which she alleges that there had been physical and emotional abuse.  She was also affected by the death of a friend 
and difficulty in her financial situation particularly arising because of the break down of her marriage.  She was also receiving 
abusive telephone calls to her workplace from Mr Proud’s partner, Ms Briggs.  When Ms Briggs complained that Ms Tolmie 
had accessed Mr Proud’s records for the purpose of obtaining his address, an investigation was undertaken.  There is no doubt 
in my mind that Ms Tolmie’s circumstances at the time contributed in large measure to her lapse in judgement, and it is clear 
that during this period of time she was under significant strain.  However, when faced with the allegations, she was honest and 
open in her responses to the investigation, admitted her error and is contrite.   

9 It is indeed a serious matter for an employee to abuse the trust placed in her or him by accessing the employer’s records 
particularly of this nature for personal purposes.  In this case, Ms Tolmie not only gained access to the records but she passed 
information on for the purpose of pursuing the financial settlement reached between she and her husband with which he was 
not complying.  This has indeed been an abuse of the trust placed in her by the respondent.  On the other hand, in the terms of 
the employment relationship, the sanction of dismissal is the ultimate sanction.  The question arises as to whether that penalty 
is harsh in the circumstances.   

10 In Blyth Chemicals Limited v Bushnell, it was noted that: 
“Conduct which in respect of important matters is incompatible with the fulfilment of an employee’s duty, or involves an 
opposition, or conflict between his interest and his duty to his employer, or impedes the faithful performance of his 
obligations, or is destructive of the necessary confidence between employer and employee, is a ground of dismissal.”   
(Dixon & McTiernan JJ, 49 CLR 66 at 81) 

11 Each case must be dealt with according to its own merits.  An act of misconduct may, but will not always, warrant dismissal.  
(Sargeant v Lowndes Lambert Australia Pty Ltd (2001) 81 WAIG 1149 (FB).  As noted by Cawley C and Beech C in their 
respective Reasons for Decision in the Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union of 
Workers – Western Australian Branch v John Holland Construction and Engineering Pty Ltd (1999) 79 WAIG 1302 at 1311, 
there is a requirement to consider whether misconduct justifies dismissal in the particular circumstances, taking account of the 
employee’s work record and other relevant matters.  (See also Western Mining Corporation Ltd v AWU (1997) 77 WAIG 
1985; Shire of Esperance v Mouritz (1991) 71 WAIG 891). 

12 This has been a very difficult decision as in some circumstances termination of employment would be the appropriate sanction.  
However, in this circumstance, we find that the respondent’s claim of a complete breakdown in trust such that it could not have 
Ms Tolmie working in any position is not sustainable.  The circumstances which arose were unique, very stressful and 
Ms Tolmie has otherwise been a trustworthy employee for a period in excess of 10 years.  According to her record the conduct 
was out of character.  Furthermore, when faced with the allegations, Ms Tolmie was honest and open.  Further, the 
circumstances which brought about her behaviour, have passed and it is our view that they are not likely to arise again.  
Accordingly, we are satisfied that on this occasion Ms Tolmie ought be given another chance.  Whilst she breached her 
obligations on a number of occasions, we conclude that it was in fact a single course of action.  Having done it once, and 
having done it previously with Mr Proud’s consent, she acted with the same purpose a number of times.   

13 By the same token, Ms Tolmie’s misconduct should not go without penalty.  Section 86(3) of the Public Sector Management 
Act 1994 (“the PSM Act”) sets out a range of penalties in the case of a breach of discipline having been found.  They are a 
reprimand; transfer to another public sector body or to another position within the Department; a fine not exceeding 5 days’ 
pay; reduction in monetary remuneration; reduction in the level of classification, or dismissal.  Where dismissal is not applied, 
any two or more of the penalties may be applied. 

14 Ms Tolmie is a Level 1 officer at the top of a Level 1.  To reflect the seriousness of Ms Tolmie’s conduct we would impose a 
penalty in accordance with s.86(3)(b) of the PSM Act of a reprimand, a transfer to another office, post or position within the 
respondent’s operations and reduce her monetary remuneration to that of Level 1, Year 2.  This imposes upon her a significant 
penalty commensurate with the breach but does not apply the ultimate sanction.  We would do this on the basis that we are 
satisfied that her circumstances provide at least some mitigation and need to be taken into account along with her otherwise 
unblemished record, her recognition of her misconduct, undertakings and contrition associated with the breaches.  This should 
not be taken by any employee to mean that access to and passing on of confidential information may not, in appropriate 
circumstances, be a dismissible offence.  On the contrary, there will be many occasions where it is an appropriate penalty.  
However, each case must be dealt with on its own merits and in this case the merits warrant a severe penalty but not, in 
employment terms, the ultimate penalty. 

15 We would uphold the appeal, quash the decision to terminate the employment, and impose the penalties set out above. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03628 
APPEAL AGAINST THE DECISION TO TERMINATE EMPLOYMENT 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES GILLIAN MORRISON TOLMIE 

APPELLANT 
-v- 
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT FOR PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT - CHAIRMAN 
MR B HEWSON - BOARD MEMBER 
MR W WINCHESTER - BOARD MEMBER 

DATE FRIDAY, 3 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO PSAB 8 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03628 
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Result Appeal upheld.  Penalty of reprimand, transfer and reduction in remuneration imposed. 
 
 

Order 
HAVING heard Ms L Jacobson and with her Ms S Thomas on behalf of the appellant and Ms R Hartley of counsel on behalf of the 
respondent, the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders: 

1. That appeal No PSAB 8 of 2004 be and is hereby upheld. 
2. That the decision of the respondent to dismiss the appellant be and is hereby adjusted by being quashed, and the 

penalty of a reprimand, a transfer to another office post or position within the Department of Planning and 
Infrastructure and a reduction in the level of remuneration to Level 1, Year 2, be applied to the appellant. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] For and On behalf of the  
Public Service Appeal Board. 

 

2006 WAIRC 03680 
APPEAL AGAINST THE DECISION TO TERMINATE EMPLOYMENT 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
PARTIES GILLIAN MORRISON TOLMIE 

APPELLANT 
-v- 
DIRECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT FOR PLANNING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM PUBLIC SERVICE APPEAL BOARD 

COMMISSIONER P E SCOTT - CHAIRMAN 
MR B HEWSON - BOARD MEMBER 
MR W WINCHESTER - BOARD MEMBER 

DATE WEDNESDAY, 8 FEBRUARY 2006 
FILE NO PSAB 8 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03680 
 
 
Result Correction Order Issued 
 
 

Correction Order 
WHEREAS this is an appeal pursuant to Section 80I of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
WHEREAS on Friday, the 3rd day of February 2006, an Order in this appeal was deposited in the office of the Registrar; and 
WHEREAS point 1 of the Order contained an error; and 
NOW THEREFORE, the Public Service Appeal Board, pursuant to the powers conferred under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders: 

THAT Point 1 of the Order be amended to read: 
1. That appeal No PSAB 8 of 2005 be and is hereby upheld. 

(Sgd.)  P E SCOTT, 
Commissioner, 

[L.S.] On behalf of the Public Service Appeal Board. 

 

RECLASSIFICATION APPEALS—Notation of— 

File Number Appellant Respondent Commissioner Decision Finalisation 
Date 

PSA 47 of 2005 Edward G Shepherd Department of Education and 
Training 

Scott C Dismissed 02/02/06 
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT 
—Matters Dealt With— 

2006 WAIRC 03539 
IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

SITTING AS 
THE OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH TRIBUNAL 

PARTIES GRAHAM LAITT 
APPLICANT 

-v- 
WORKSAFE WESTERN AUSTRALIA COMMISSIONER 

RESPONDENT 
CORAM COMMISSIONER S M MAYMAN 
DATE MONDAY, 23 JANUARY 2006 
FILE NO OSHT 8 OF 2005 
CITATION NO. 2006 WAIRC 03539 
 
 
Result Order issued 
Representation 
Applicant Ms A. Dale (of counsel) 
Respondent Ms A. Crichton-Browne (of counsel) 
 
 

Order 
HAVING HEARD Ms A. Dale (of counsel) on behalf of the applicant and Ms A. Crichton-Browne on behalf of the respondent, 
that the parties have consented to the arrangements with respect to Improvement Notice 83500026, the Occupational Safety and 
Health Tribunal, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 hereby orders – 

1. THAT the decision of the Worksafe Western Australia Commissioner dated 30 August 2005 to affirm 
Improvement Notice 83500026 with modification of the compliance date be affirmed with modifications; 

2. THAT the directions on Improvement Notice 83500026 be struck out and replaced with a direction worded as 
follows – 

“so far as is practicable the applicant minimise the risk that employees who work with livestock at 
Boyup Brook, Arthur River Road, Darkan (employees) will contract Q Fever by encouraging them to 
undergo pre-vaccination testing and if the results of that test permit, receive vaccination against Q 
Fever (the Vaccination Regime)”. 

Suggestions as to how the applicant may achieve compliance with this direction are as follows – 
(a) advising existing and prospective employees that working with livestock may put them at risk of 

contracting Q Fever; 
(b) advising existing and prospective employees of the possible symptoms and effect of Q Fever; 
(c) explaining the Vaccine Regime to existing and prospective employees; 
(d) advising existing and prospective employees that Graham Laitt trading as Liveringa Pastoral Co will 

arrange and pay for them to undergo the Vaccine Regime; 
(e) advising existing and prospective employees that Graham Laitt trading as Liveringa Pastoral Co 

encourages employees to participate in the Vaccine Regime; and 
(f) when required, offering and arranging for existing and prospective employees to undergo the Vaccine 

Regime. 
3. THAT the period for compliance with the Improvement Notice 83500026 be extended to 31 March 2006 from 

the date of this Order. 
(Sgd.)  S M MAYMAN, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. 
 

NOTICES—Award/Agreement matters— 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

Application No. AG 19 of 2006 
APPLICATION FOR A NEW AGREEMENT ENTITLED  

“INGHAMS ENTERPRISES SECURITY OFFICERS ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT (WA) 2006” 
NOTICE is given that an application has been made to the Commission by the Transport Workers Union of Australia, Industrial 
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the above Agreement. 
As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Award which relate to area of operation and scope are published hereunder. 
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3. SCOPE 
This Agreement shall apply to all employees of Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited, engaged as Security Officers at its 
Osborne Park operations in Western Australia, under the terms and conditions of the Cleaners and Caretakers Award 1969 

A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my office at 111 St. Georges Terrace, Perth. 
J.A. SPURLING, 

 Registrar. 
16 February 2006 

 

IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 
Application No. AG 22 of 2006 

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT TITLED “PHOENIX DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCT/CFMEUW INDUSTRIAL AGREEMENT 2005 – 2008” 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made by The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers under 
the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for registration of the above Agreement. 
As far as relevant, those parts of the Agreement that relate to area of operation or scope are published hereunder. 

1. DEFINITIONS 
The following terms will have the following meanings when used in this Agreement: 
. . .  
“Award” means the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987, Award No R14 of 1978 as amended from time to 
time; 
. . .  
“Employer” means, subject to clause 2, Phoenix Design & Construct P/L ABN 95113560482; 
. . . 
“Union” means The Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union of Workers. 

2. PARTIES AND PERSONS BOUND 
The parties to this Agreement are the Employer, the Union and all employees of the Employer whose employment is, 
at any time when this Agreement is in operation, subject to the Agreement. 
This agreement is binding on the Employer and any successor assignee, transmittee (whether immediate or not) to or 
of the business or any part of the Business of the Employer. 

4. SCOPE & APPLICATION 
This Agreement applies in the state of Western Australia to: 
(a) the Employer in respect to all its employees including junior workers and unregistered apprentices engaged in 

work on, in connection with, or in any way incidental to building, civil works, construction, alteration, 
maintenance repair or demolition of or on buildings or any other structures of any kind. 

(b) Employees of the Employer who are engaged in any of the occupations, callings or industries specified in the 
Award. 

(c) The Union and all employees of the Employer who are members or eligible to be members of the Union.  
(d) There are approximately 11employees covered by this Agreement.  

6. RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT AWARD 
6.1  The provisions of the Award are incorporated into and form part of this Agreement (“Incorporated Terms”). 
6.2  The express terms of this Agreement are supplementary to, and shall be read and interpreted wholly in 

conjunction with the Incorporated Terms provided that the terms of whichever provision is more beneficial to 
the employees will prevail to the extent of any inconsistency. 

A copy of the Agreement may be inspected at my office at 111 St George’s Terrace, Perth. 
J.A. SPURLING, 

 Registrar. 
17 February 2006 

 




